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PREFACE

The Contract TeaM 'presents this report on the status of science education in
the schools of British columbia with mixed emotions. We are pleased and honored-
to have participated in the Assessment. We. dre, in general, less pleased with
the findings.

A,

Science - its facts, theories, methods, discoveries and applications
probably has had a gater impact on our lives than any othe'r force in-society.
According to futurisel., we Can expect the influence of the sciences to grow at an
expotential rate. For example, some scientistS suggest, that the technology of
genetiC engineering is the most Sporfant bioloOcal tool since the microscope.
Its use will have profound effects on-our moral ilosophies. -

Further; electronic technologies are developing so fast that it is impos-
sible to plot Vief,r growth. Micro-computers are moving into our homes. Word
processors are transforming office' communication-systems, and it is predicted
that, mithin a short time, we will be wearing on our wrists a TV set with built-
in watch and calendar.

Governments, at both tiie 'provincial. and national levels, are app
science Wisters to guide future develOpments and applications in scienti
fields. The British Columbia Government, for instance, includes a Ministry
Science and Technology, a Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources arid
Ministry of Environment - all science oriented fields.

k
In addition, the govern-

ment has created the Science ouncil of British Columbia for advice on Science
policy and to award.grants to ience coordinators.

The xedia .- radio (uirks and Quarks), television (Nova, What Will ,They
Thpk of ,Next?; Nature of Things), magazines (.C:- Distovery, Equinox, Science
bigest, Disceyery). aswell as the daily press - feature current and provocative
science topics Tor tHE layman. '

Hqwever, the 1982 Science Assessment results indicate that science education
in the public schools of British Columbia% hai, not kept _pace with progress and
inf,luence of science in society: .

It is the hope of the Contract Team that the atterition of the Ministry of
Educatton, the universities, the teaching profession, and the public at large
will be directed toward overcoming this gap.

. Hugh Taylor
,

for the Contract Team

III
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION'

Hugh Taylor.

1.1 'The Context Of the 1982 Science Assessment

During the spring of 1982, over 80 000 students and nearly 2000 teaChers in
British Columbia participated in the 1982 Science Assessment, contri.buting toward
our understanding of the status and'progress-iof science education in the element-
ary and secondary schools of the province. The .1982 Science Assessment was the
second the area of science, the. first occurring in 1978 (B.C. Science Assess-
ment 1978). This 1982 assessment was part of the continuous cycle Of assessments-
in various subject areas of the school curriculum and was, conducted by the
Learning Assessment Branch, British Columbia Ministry of Education. ,

In general, the basic purpose of the various, learning assessments is to
ensure that important decisions about education are based on reliable and valid
current data concerning learning conditions and pupil achievement at both the
provipcial and the school district levels.

. .

1.2 Terms of Reference for the'1982 Science Assessment
.

In addition tp the general purpose stated above, the1982 Science Assessment .

was planned to provide information to persons involed in science education in
British Columbia. Therefore, the following_aims formed a framework around which
the 1982 Science Assessment was designed:

1. EstabliShment of baseline provincialiind school district student
achievement data on selected domains 'rated as priorities tn the
ppdated science,curriculum guides (1982).

2. Provision of provincial and scilool distrct data on changes in

student achievement on curriculum guide objectives in selected
domains from the 1978 Science Assessment.

3. Development of a bank of B.C. curriculum-related test items for
subsequent 'production of achievement instruments for optional,
'use by classroom teachers as part of their evaluation of
students.

4. Documentation of current classr.00m practices and identification
of,significant changes since the 1978 asgessment.

5. Assesgment of the extent to which.change has taken place in.the
,non-achievement areas (e.g., facilities, eguipment, supplies,
attitudes) which wer identified as'concernsiAn 1978.

1
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6, Identification of the current context within' which science.cur-

ricula are used.

7. Examination of inttial reactions to changes/revisions/updates in

science curricula since 1978.

'Organization of the 1982 Science Assessment

1.3.1 Curricular Foamework
.

During theyear of the Science Assessmept, the British Colum0a Ministry of

.
Education .introduced the Elementary Scipice Curriculum Guide Grades 1-J, (1981)

,into the school system. Also, draft copies of the- Junior Secondary Science

Curriculum/ Resource Guide were circulated among teacheRs for their review.

These new guides formed the basis for the development of sets of achievement

exercises and attitude/opinion questionnaires that were administered to students

at the end of the following critical periods in their education:" Grade 4, where

students were _surveyed to determine, the. level of achievement follywing the

\ completion of ftimary education; Grade 8, where students 'were surveyed to

determine the level of achievement- f011owing the wapletion of elementary

education; and Grade 12, where students were surveyed to document the level of

performance of students who were about to leave public schooling,. In addition,

the Assessment included a provincial 'sample of Grade 10 students in order to

identify any significant differences which existed between students who were just

completing compulsory science educatiOn.and students who were two years older and

who had not taken additional science -courses. Chapter 2 contains a detailed

description oft these various student assessment instruments. Ttie teacher

questionnaires described in Chapters 6 and 7 also reflected the contents of the

new curriculum guides.

1.3.2 Personnel

The 1982 Science Assessment was basically 'a tooperative ,enterpris; and

included over one hundred indtviduals from various parts:of Btitish ColuMbia.

Nearly all of the participants'. involved in the planning, devetopment and

comp)etion of the assessment were practising science teachers. Names of the

articipants are, listed at the/beginning of this report and tn Appendice's B and

, C. In.general,c&the assessment was -organized in a similar way to the previous

assessments,. conducted by the Learning Assessment Branch in other subjects. As

such, the .assessment was accomplished Orough the activities of three majoy

groups: the Learning kmessment Branch, a Contract Team, and a Technical Agenfy

. (see Figure 1). The main responsibilities of these gPoUps will be briefly

described in the following three sections.,,

S.

,
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Learning Assessment Branch

AdvisoryCommittee
Technical Sub-Comm'ittee
Provjncial Review Panels
Provincial Interpretabiron Panels

ContracMea Tedhnicaj Agency

Other personnel within the
Ministry

- School Districts
Other provincial educational
erganizations

I.

'Figure 1. Organizational structure of the 1982'Science Assessment-

1.3.2.1 Learning Assessment Branch
,

_
. The Learning Assessment Branch, Ministry of Education, was respOnsIble for,

, Ana coordinated, all assessment activis. These included:

communicating with other pspnnel within the Ministry, with,

schoolt, districts, and other educational organizattons during
fhe planning, implvientation, and follow-up=to the Assessment

establishing the terms of reference for the Contract Team and
Technical Agency ami coordinating the selection of these groups

1. chalPing the Adfisory Committee and the Technical Sub-Committee

" arranging ,and conducting thp Provincial Review and Interpre-
tation Panels

printing all survey tnstruments and-final,provincial reports

preparing' and printing district, interpretation guides

, -
---0---cooi.44nating all- necesiary. arrangements witli districts.,, and

schools for th conduct of`the aSsessments

preparing, printing, and distributing materials derived from the
assessment hich are suitable for classrooi-lise

.keypunchi 9 all data from finel survey forms'

1.3.2.2 Contract Team

The Contract Team consisted of three members of the Faculty f Education,
University of Victoria and"a sc-ience teacher from the,Greater Victoria School



, ,f

DistrA Team personnel were experienced'in'teachjng science at both the'ele-

mentary and secondary levels and were knowledgeable in the- curricular areas

assessed. The specific responsibilities cf the- contracl team included:

( designing a table- of specifications for the assessment instnU-

. -ments usef at grades 4, 8, and 10/12

developing instruments °appropriate for assessing student learn-

ing on a province-wide basis, inclvding amplifying curriculum

objectives, developing a 'pool of test items, and generating

finq achievement forms based,on,feedback from prolvincial Re0ew

Panels and pilot survey results

developing ttems for constructing strands tests at the grade 3/4

ahd 7/8 levels .4

developing, instruments suitable for a survey of instructional

practices

preparing contents of instruments for the pilot phase

* participating as resource personnel,during the provincial-Inter=

pretation Pinels

developing and iireparing provincial reports of me ods, results,

and recommendations, including a Summary Report and a detailed

.profession51 General Report

1.3.2.3 Technical Agency

The Technical Agency was responsible for coordinating the distribution,

scoring, and analysis of all instruments, and for providing.consultative service

on an ongoing basis' to the Learning Assessment BranCh .and the Contract Team on

matters related to the fechnical, statistical, and psyChometric aspects of the

assessment., The Technical Agency consisted.of personnel from,B.C. Research, a

technical operation of the ilidependent, non-profit British Columbia Research

Council rocated on the campus of the University of British Columbia. Specific

r- -----cesponsibHities of the,Techni.cal Agerity-included:,

developing selection criteria for building the final survey

:forms

printing, packaging, distributing, and collecting instruments

for the pilot phase, scoring and analyzing pilot data,

providing recommendations for instrument change t9 the Contract

Team and the Learning/Assessment Branch

4
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,

packaging, distributing, and collecting all final stNey forms.-

\;...

scoring, analyzing, and preparing reports of analyses of final.:

'data to the Contrt Team and the Learning Assessment Branch.,

..

*,

'designing, preparing, Orinting, -and' distributing district and
independent schop)s repOrts of assessment results

. , . .

conducting folloW,up analyses of a specific nature to identify
areas of the province or groups of students .requiring assist-
ance

'reporting results to the Ministry of pucation

Members of the Technical Agency attended all meetings of the Technical Sub-
Committee and,the Advisory Committee.* These ,committees are briefly described in

, the two following sections.

1.3.2.4. Technical sub-Committee

The Technical Sub-ComMittee consisted of a technical-coordinator from the
Learning Assessment Branch who chaired all meetings, the dhairman of the Contract
Team, a repres,entative of the Techhical Agency, and the chairman of the Advisory
Committee. The former three members were specialists in educational measurement
and evaluation and the sub-committee served as a forum for detailed discussion of
isiues of a technical, statistical nature and also assumed responsitiility for
decisions concerning these matter's.

1.3.2.5 Advisory Committee

An Advisory Committee, convened by the Ministry of Education, guided the,
Contract Team by giving advice on the science content under Consideration, pro,
viding advice for the development of all survey materials and reports, completing
detailed analysit and review of all survey materials, chairing the Review Panel
and Interpretation Panel meetios, and taking part in follow-up activities as
resource personnel forwor0h6ps. The members of the Advisory Committee' were
selected from across the province by the Learning Assessment Branch to reflect a
croes-section of opinion on the areas of science being assessed and was composed
of:

practising teachers and administrators

teacher educators

a School,Board Trustee

tlie,chairman of the Contract Team

5
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The Technical Agency representativses
0

resentatives of the Learni.ng Assessment Branch, one of whon.

chai d the pmmittee and recorded the proceedings

The eleven menberof tfie Advisory Committee who wera.selected by the Minis-

try of Education Sat "aS informed individuals and not as representatives of

specific organizations.

As with pnevious assessments

Learning AssessmentLBranch, certain gr

itself. The followipg two,sections desc
committees, their functions, and Ibeir gen

nducted in other curriculum areas by the

ps' were created by the assessment process

be ihese Nery important and influential

al composition.

1.3%2.6. Review Panels

In late August, 1981, a series of meetings as held in Various parts of

British Columbia...for the purpose of reviewing materi ls troduced by the Contract.

Team. Over 50 igdividuals participated in the variou iew Panels (see Appei-

dix B). These panels, chaired by members of the Advisot. mittee, were compos-,

ed of practising teachers/administrators as well as subj t matter specialists.

Members of the Contract Team acted as observers and cons t ts,at all of the

Review Panels.

The mdin task of the Review Panels was to judge, with th u e of specially

designed rating scales, all of the potential expanded object' es achievement

survey items, and attituderopinión/interest 'statements. Docum"nt tion of

their ratings and the resu4ant summaries are on file in the offi es of the

Learning Assessmeht Branch. 'The fenel ratings proved valuable to the Contract

Team who used them to either omit or revise and improve the qu ity of the

various items prior to their pilot phase..
.

1.3.2.7 Provincial Intenpret'ation Panels '

:--19 early June, 1982, the Ministry of Education convened provincial nterpre-

tationlYghets-7of individuals to evaluate provincial results for each lev l of thp

science program assessed.

Panelists received, in advance of their first meeting, a copy of t table

of' specifications and a copy of'. the achievement items classified in t mils of

learning objectives. Prior, to, the firSt session, panelists were as ed to

complete the items and, for each item, set percentage figures for "acce table"

and "desirable" levels of performanceffor the province as a whole, bas ,on the

percentage of students they felt should be able to correctly answer each item..

'At their first session, paneiists were given copies of the Spring 1982 prov-

incial results for each item in terms of the proportion of students whp answered

the item correctly (p-value). They were then asked to individuallyi rate the

6-



performances by cof,)aring the results with their previously estimated acceptable
and desirable level. Ratings were made on a five-point scale from "weak" to
"strong". These Fatings_ were discussed in small groups and then in one large
group in an attempt to reach consensus. Both consensus and minority views were
recorded.

At a final session, groups of panelists were asked to develop ratings (on
the same five-point scale) fox each of the domains assessed and to contribute
*interpretive comments and recommendations in light of the prOvincial perfor-
mances. ,

,

Members of the Advisory Committee chaired ,the various panels and recorded`
the final ratings along with minority views and comments. Members of the Con-
tract Team were present at the Interpreltation Panel meetings where they acted as
observers and consultants, and also cdllected summaries of the ratings and com-
ments for inclusion in the present report (,see Chapters 3-5).

Interpretation Panels (see Appendix C),were composed of:

, practising teachers/administrators from all levels of the educa-
tion system

%

...teacher educators

indiyiduals from interested and informed groups

trustees

parents

,meribers of the public

1.4 Organization orthe Report

- Chapter 2 deals with the development, piloting, and selettion of items,for
the final achievement and attitude/opinion measures. Chapters 3-5 contain inter-
pretations. of the grade 4, 8, and 10/12 results. Chapters 6 and 7 are concerned
with the development of the science teacher questionnaires, the questionnaire
results,,and with various interpretations and comparisons. The final' chapter
presents some recommendations and conclusions based on the findings .of the total
assessment results. The appendices list the various personnel involved in the
assessment and also include copies of all survey instruments.along with.a record
of the provincial results for all questions.

7



CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF STUDENT ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Hugh Taylor

This chapter is composed of three part?. The first describes the general
approach used in designing, developing, and .selecting items for the- pilot and
final achieveMent surveys at all grade levels. The second part describes the
unique and common characteristics of the various achievement forms at each of the
three main grade le'vels assessed. The final part describes the, design and
development of the various attitude/opinion scales used at different grade
levels.

2.1, Vielopment of the Achievement Survey Instruments

The development of the student achievement surveys consisted of the follow-
ing phases: identification of* appropriate domains, objectives, and amplified
objectives; selection and/or construction of appropriate items to measure the
amplified objectives; piloting the items; and choosing items- for the final
uovincial forms.

2.1.1 Domains and Objectives
.

In developing all achievement items and affective statements, care was taken
to lensoce that they were related to Aportaat aspects""of, the British Columbia
elementary science ahd junior.secondary science curriculum/guides. The Contract
Team therefore chose ,to name the domains so that they would parallel ,the
following four pdraphrased main goals contained in both.the elementary and pro-
posed junior secondary curriculum guides:

The School Science Program should develop in students:
Goal A--appropriate scierIce"attitudes .

* Goal B--the processes and skills of science
Goal C--scientific knowledge
Goal D--creative, rational, and critical thinking

A domain, in the context of this' Assessment, is an area of science learning
for which achievement items were written and categorized for reporting purposes.
In the 1982 Science Assessment, three achievement domains were' used ond, defined
at all grade levels as follows:

Domain 1--Science Processes

Domain 2--Knowledge--recall
and, understand

9

processes such as observing, classify-
ing, and interpreting information for
the purpose of ,solving problems.

ability to recall and understand var-
ious science facts, concepts, and prin-
ciples including safety procedures.
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Domain 3--Higher Level Thinking ability to solve problems by transfer-

ring prior knowledge and/or learned

behavior (including science processes)

to new situations.

Within these domains, various achievement items were groaped irk_terms of

objectives. An objective, in the context of this Assessment, is a sub-division

of a domain containing similar types'of'items (similar in content or intellectual

processes) which can be scored and used conveniently for reporting purposes.

Tablq.2.1 shows the relationship between domains and objectives at various grade

levels. Domains, objectives and sample items at different grade levels are

presented in Chapters 3-5%

Expanded objectives which guided the item choice or construction, partic-

ularly at the elementary school level, were based on,a careful review of the

relevant teaching materials. Also, in Domain 1--Science Processes, 'a selection

for assessment had to be made from the 12 "processes" listed in the-turriculum

guides. The decision to assess a particulhr,process was based on such factOrs

as:

the amenability of the protess to be 'assessed using multiple-

choice format

the perceived emphasis the process should have at ihe grade

level being assessed

the appropriateness of assessing the process at two or more

,grade levels

whether or not the 1978 Science Assessment contained process ,

items that could be used to measure achievement change. :

2.1.2 Item Development

The development of the achievement instruments involved many, pebple who

devoted a considerable number of hours to creating, stddSfing-,-analyzing and cri-

_ticizing hundreds of items. The,primary responsibility'for ,developing, the'items

rested with members bf the Contract Team who worked on---,Ithe tasksduririg the late.

pring and summer of 1981. John Sheppy -headed up, the york at the Grade 4 and

Arade 8 levels and David Stránck waS responsible for developibg items,at the

Grade 12 level. 'Robert Hunt wrote items at all grade- level's and Hugh Taylor,

'
working with the Technical Sub-CoMmittee, acted as general item editor.

2.1.3 General Principles Used for Item 'Preparation

All achievement items developed for the Assessment were' of the,muttiple='

ch6ice type. At Grades 8 and 12, the modal number_of resOonse options was five--,

;the correctsanswer, three distractors, and an "I-don't krtow" option. However, at

'Grade 4, approximately 'one-third of the items had only two distrators. The



Table 2.1:. Domains and Objectives

Domains Objectives

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

1. Science Observe and
Processes Infer

- Quantify

Classify

CommUnicate

Classify

.Commun kat-6

Interpret Data Interpret Data
Identify and Identify and
Control Variables Control Variables

2. Knowledge-- Biological, . Biological, Major Concepts, %

recall and Physical and Physical and ;Basic Principles,
understand Earth/Space. Earth/Space Laws and Supporting

Science Concepts Science Concepts Facts of Science--,
,

..-

4plications of Applications of Applications'of.
Science (Tech- Science (Tech- Science (Technology)f

.- nology) and the nology) and the and the Nature of
Natdre of Sciende Nature of Science Science

! ,

Safety Procedures. Safety PrOcedures Safety Procedures

3.. Higher Level Apply IiiologiCal, Apply Biological, Evaluate
Thinking Physical and PhYsical and Evidenc for

Earth/Space EarthIWOe Conclusions
Science Cbncepts Science Concepts

Use Rational and Use Rational and' Solve Abstract
Critical Thinking Critical, Thinking Problems
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number of options at the Grade 4 level was adopted for two reasons. Firt, it

was felt that the limited experience of the typical Grade 4 student in responding

to multiple-choice items would not bias the results if the number of option

choices'were redticed to three. Second, it"was hoped that the reading time per

item would be reduced with a resultant increase in the number of possible items

assigned to each form.

At the Grade 4 level, careful attention was also given.to the reading dif-

ficulty level of the words used in the items. Dr. Jean Dey, a'primary specialist

in the Faculty of Education, University of Victoria, analyzed all 'items. and

either,approved them, or recommended changes so that the wording, would be at an

appropriate realing level for Grade 3 sIudents, one grade beldw the level of

administration.

°
Other important diff rences occurred ih the current achievement survey forms,

at the Grade 4 level co are(' with those of the 1978 Science Assessment. In'

19 8, all of the stems of the 68 items, but none of the options, were read alou'd

by the teacher supervisor administering the instrument. Also, the 1978 items

were adthinistered during two periods of-approximately 35 minutes each. However,

in the 1982 Assessment, with random assignment of the three forms within each I

classroom, a total, of 108 items was completed in approximately 35 minutes with *

students reading all parts of the entire group of items. -,

2.1.4 sources Used for Developing Items
A

In general, the items toed during the 1982 Science Assessment were designed

by members of the Contract"Team specifically to measure important goals stated in

the British Columbia science curriculum guides.
,

.During its initial period of itea develpment, the Contract Team studied a

variety of sources containing science items. The sources liSted in Tables 2.2 to

,2.5 'proved helpful, particularly in suggesting various types of item fotmat

designs.

Table 2.2: Item Sources: General

British arumbia Science 4ssessment, 1978.
,

Dressel, P.L. and Nelson, C.H. Questions and Problems,in Science.

Educational Testing Service, 1956.

National Assessment of Educa.tional Prdgress, Science Assessment, 1969,

1972 and 1976.

Manitoba Science Assessment PrNram, 1980.

- 12 -



Jale 2.3: Item,Sources:- Primary

Standardized Test Year Form -, Cevel , Grade
,

Stanford 4 1973 A rrim II .2.5-3.4
1973 A Prim III 3.5-4.4

Metropolitan 1978 JS' Prim 1.5-2.4
1978 JS Prim II 2.5-3.4
1978 JS Elem 3.5-4.9

Comprehensive 1973 1 2.5-4.9
Test of Basic Skills

S6quentia1 Test of 1957 A 4 4-6
Educational Progress(STEP)

Metropolitan 1959 A 4 7-9

Table,2.4:, Item Sourcs: Intermediate

Standarcrized Test Year Form Level Grade

STEP II- 1969 4 3-6
3 6-9

Metropolitan 1970 P. Inter 5-6-

Stanford 1972 A Prim III 3-4 -
1973 A 'Inter I 4.5-5.4
1973 A Inter II 5.5-6.9

Metropolitan 1.978 JS Inte'r 5.0-6.9

Comprehensive Test of 1973 2 4.5-6.9
Basic Skills 1973 3 3 6.5-8.9

- 13-
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, Table 2.5: Item Sources: Secondary

Standardized Test Year Form Level Grade

Sequential Test of 1956 2 4.5-6.9

Educatipnal Progress 13-14

STEP Series II 1969 A 2 9-12

1 13:14

Stanford , 1964 , X Adyanced

Metropolitan 1970 Test 2

Stanford 1973 A Advanced 7-9.5

Iowa Tests of Educational 1960 Test 2

D lopment
Test 6

Comprehensive Assessment 1980 Biology- 9-12

Program
Physical

SCience-- 9-12

Metropolitan 1978 ,JS Advanced I 7.0-9.9

_

Content Evaluation - 1969 1 Physical, 8-9

.Series
1969 1 Earth 8-9

Comprehensive Test Of

Basic Skills 1973 5 4 8.5-12.9

- 14
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2.1.-5 Role of the Review Panels, in Selcting Obje'Ctives and Items

Achievement survey design, ihcluding the -writing of objecti'ves and items,
was one of the min'tasks of the Contract Team during the ,sumner of 1981. Over
900 itemt and their amplified.objectives were forwarded to the Advisory Committee
for. study and criticisM. Based upon the Advisory Committee's suggestions, the
Contract Team extehsively revised objectives and items, and presented them to
members of varimo'Review Pnels for their professional criticism in late August,
1981. Ohe panel for each of the three grades assessed wis held in Richmond. 1
Within the .same week: a Primary Panel (grade .4 items) met in Cranbrook, an

Intermediate Pagel (grade 8 items) in Parksville, and a SecondAry Panel (grade
10/12 items) in Kelowna. A total of 53 science teachers tooI part in the review
process (see Appendix C).

The two main tlsks\of the Review Panels were to rate dll the expanded objec-
1

tives arid to rate the appropriate4Ts of the items for measuring the objectives.
Specially designed rating .sheets were constructed that allowed,expanded objec-
tives and items to be rated within their appropriate domains. BDth objectives
and items were rated qn a three-point scale.:

G = Good
U = Usable
N = No, do na use.

, Very few objectives.were rated "N". However, many objectives and items were
improved through Review Panel suggestioris, especially regarding the clarity and
preciseness of the wording.

Table 2.6 shows how the total number of items developed by the Contract Team
changed dirring the achievement survey test development process. One notes from
Step 3 ot the table that of 880 items initially presented a total of 526 survived
the first phase of review (Step 2). 'After piloting the items, 387 remained (the
sum of the totals in Rows 5 and 6) and were then used for the production of the
achievement surveys and subsequent production of the final strands tests. This
reduction is a typical result of the item evaluation process in test development
and, in general, results in a set of high quality items. It must 4be pointed out
however, particularly by the authors of this report, that they have never seen a
test in whch improvements could not be made to certain Ltems and, after the
fact, one can conclude that of the current assessment fohis.

After the items had been piloted, the Technical Sub-Committee checked each
item in terms.of its correlation with:

the appropriate objective score

thlkpropriate domain score

other domain scores'

Items Were either modified, pr deleted from the final assessment forms, be-
cause of factors such as:

A
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p-values greater than .95 or less than .20

correct-answer-to-sub-test point-biserial correration coeffi-

cient less than .20400

distractor-to-sub-test point-ipiserial correlation coefficient .

geeater than .10

distractors with p-va'lues less than .01

omissions and/or multiple 'response -greater than .05

Table 2.5: Number of-Items ai Various Steps.in the Item Development Process

ACtivity

Grade

4 8 12

1. Total Bank of Items Presented
to the Review Panels
(August 1981) 342 402 136

2. Items Removed by the Review
Panels and/or Technical
Sdb-Committee (September 1981) 114 176 64

3. Items Selected for Piloting
'(October 1981). 228 226 72

4. Items Removed 'after Pilotiq ----60 50 29
4

5. Items Selected for the Future

Strands Tests 80 80 , 0

6. Items Selected for the
'Achievement Surveys 88 96 43

7. 1978. Items Used in the

1982 Surveys 20 :24 27
,w

8. TotAl Items Used on the
Achievement Surveys 108 120 70

Total

880

354

526

439

'160

-227

, 71

298

- 16-
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2.1.6 Description of Student Samples and Reporting Categories

2.1.6.1 Sampling

- .

B.C. Research, the Technical Agency-for the 1982 Science' Assessment, was
responsible for planning the details of sampling students for both the pilot and -

final phases of,the Assessment. The sampling plan had to encompass the followtng
policy conStraintS developed over the years by the Learuing Assessment Branch:

1. A class of students, which was the basic uriit of sampling, could
not participtte in more than one activity for a large scale
assessment project ln any.one school year.

In practice, this meant that an indi4idual student could, slikend
no more than approximately 45 minutes,in (i) the pilot phase or
(ii) the main assessment phase or (iii) the strands tests
development phase of the assessment activities. The purpose of
this policy is to minipize the amount of time a student spends
in assessment activities,

,2. Within a school district, if,csampling was to be Aed, then
enough students, should Complete the survey forms so that when

.

the data were interpreted, 'one could be quite confident lat the
resulting statistics were very close to the values one would
expect to obtain if all of the students in the disth,ct had
taken part_in the assessment in Marth.
A*

Technically, the standar that was used for develwoing a sampling plan
within a district ensui.ed that nough students were tested so that the population
estimates derived from the sample statistics would be correCt within.five per-
centage points (the "Margin of e ror" or "limit of accuracyl 95 percent of the
time (the "probability" or "confi nce level").

In most cases, the pain stat stie used for int6rpreting the achievement'
survey was the p-value of an item, objective, or domain. The p-value of an item
refers to the percentage of,students attempting.the item who choose the correct
response.. Objece and domain scores were interpreted as the mean-percent-
correct:

As a result of the above coristrain 5, out of the--75--sagol districts in
Br..,itish Columbia, 63 districts required fliT pahicipation of all-schoolS-1Trwthe
main Assessment (March, 1982.), and were,therefore not available for sampling or
for participation in the ptlbt phase, Of the Assessment.) In the remaining 12
districts, care was, needed to ensure that if Schools or classes were used in the
pilot phase, then there had to beretained a sufficient number of students for
participation in,the main Assessment to ensure stable district statistics. As 'a .

result of the foregoing factors, the following number of students took part in

the pilot phase of.the assessment:
-", A

Grade 4 - 2646 Grade 10 - 85
Grade 8 - 2996 Grade 12 - 376

- 17 -
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In addition, a final timing pilot 4vm conducted at Grade 4. in six schools in

the lower mainland of British Columbia.

The larger pilot sample,totals in Grades 4 and 8 were due mainly to the
larger number of pilot fdrms used within* a class in order to calibrate the item

for strandS ests which will used in the future to measure achievement within

the elementary s'cience curritElum A. secondary factor was that the Grade 12

survey, limited to two-forms, 'required feWer achievement items than the survey

forms for the other grades. ,A -list of the pilot schools is included in, Appendfx

D. In the main Assessment (March, 1'982), all schools were included at all three

grade. levels- (4, 8; and' 12) in 63 school distrtcts. At grade fO, a

representative samplel,of 85 classes- (approximately 2000 students) was draWn.

This' Grade 10 sgnple was u.seti to identify.any significant achievement differences

beiween students who were just completing compulsory science education (Science

10) and students who were twp years *older and who had not taken additional

science courses. ,

The p.rocedu're for sampling Grade 10 students was:

within a .geographic zone, -.sampling was proportional to Zone

size .

within a geographic zone, schools were ,randomly- ordered by grade

enrollment and stratified such that. each Stratum should, in'

terms of enrollment, yield two or three classes

wi,thin a stratum, the two or three classes 'were chosen system-

atically from a random start

within a school-, classes were chosen according to the instruc-'

tionS given the' principal .

2'.1.6.2 Reporting Categories

N'

At the beginning of each survey booklet,' studéntS'were asked to provide .

certain background information (see Appendices E to G). This,information provid-

ed potential variables; for repofting achievement,data. Table 2.7 lists the vari-

ables included in the various grade booklets. Chapters interpret achievemdnt

results in terms of,some of these variables.

Overall, 29'741 Grade 4, 32 775 Grade 8 and 27, 438:Grade 12 students wrote

the final\forms of'the 1982 'Science Assessment.
000

- 18 -
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Table 2.7: Student Background Variables

Variable Gr4e_

4 8

Age X* X X

0

dx X

. Ftrst Language Learned

Home Language Now

Place of School Attendance in

Grade 4 X

Grade 8 X

Science courses completed

Method of scheduling science
courses

S;Oence purses currently
enrolled in

Post Secondary plans X

* X,= inclusion of variable on ,s6dent achievement forms

2.2 Characteristics of the Achievement Survey Instruments

2.2.1. Grade 4 Table of Specifications

The three Grade 4 survey 'forms (X, Y, and Z) contain a total of 108 items,
36 on each form. The forms have an approximately equal number of items from the
various domains and objedtives. Appendix E identipes each item on each form in
relationship to its domain and expanded objective.

,

A
4

- Table 2.8 shdWs 1;bw the items used for the A'ssessment were distributed in
termg of Science content arid intellectual levels. The verti.cal axis shows the
science content categories and the horizontal axis sho-ws the intellectual be-

havior t. sampled by the items. Note that the intellectual behavior categories are
also used to.define the domains and 'objectives.

- 19 -



TABLE 2.8

TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE GRADE 4 SCIENCE ASSESSMENT

Domain

Objective

Science Processes Knowledge Higher LevWThinking

Observe
and Infer

,

Classify Communicate Quantify
Recall and
Understand

,

Apply
Concepts

Use Critical and
Rational Thinking

Physical Science

18 18 18

.

6 3

6

. .

.

.

Biological
Science .

,--..

6 6.--a,

Earth/Space
Science 3

Applications _of

Science

(Technology)

.

,

.

.

,

i

3

%

.

Nature of Science
1 3

Safety Procedures 9

Number of Items 18 18 18 6 33 1 9 6 _

Percentage of
Items-

(Objectives)

.

17 17 17 ' 5 31 8 's

,

5

Percentage of
Items

(Domains)

.

56: '.

,

'

to

31 13
%

..)



The inner cells of the table list the total number of items on the Assess-
ment forms that measured the various behaviors and science content. The lower
cells show the number of items within each objectiveand the percentage of items
within each objective and domain. Note that over one-half the items measured the
students' ability to use sciene processes, while 31 percent and 13 percent re-
spectively measured science knowledge and higher leyel thinking.

2.2.2 Grade 8 Table of Specifications

A
The three Grade 8 surveY forms (X,Y, and'Z) contain a total of 120 items, 40

on each form. The forms have an approximately equal number of items from the
various domains'and objectives. Appendix, F identifies each item on each form in
relationship to its domain and objective.

The vertical axi$ on Table 2.9 shows how the items used for' the Assessment
were distributed in terms of science content categories and the horizontal axis '
shows the intellectual behaviors sampled by the items. Note that the intellec-
tual behavior categories are also used to define the domains and objectives.

The inner, cells of the table list the total number of itemscm the Assess-
ment forms that measured the various behaviors and science content. The lower
cells show the number of items within each objective and the percentage of items
within each objective and domain. Note that approximately one-half the items
measured the students' ability to recall science knowledge, while 30 percent and
22 percent respectively measured science processes and higher level thinking.

Of the 120 items, nine" dealing with science processes and '15 measuring
science knowledge were repeat items from the 1978 British Columbia Science
Assessment., The identification and special interpretation of these itits are
included in Chapter 4.

2.2.3 Grade 12 Table of Specifications

The two Grade 12 survey forms (X and Y) contain a total of 70 items, 35 on
e form: The forms have an approximately equal number bf items from the
va ous domains and objectives. Appendix G tdentifies each item on each form in
rel.*ionship to its domain and objective.

T le 2.10 shows how the items used for the Assessment were distributed in
tergis o science content and intellectual levels. The vertical axis shows the
science ootent categories and the horizontal axis shows the intellectual be-
tvaviors sg\sled by the items. Note that the intellectpal behavior categories are
also used 0 define-the domains and objectives.
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TABLE 2.9

TABLE OF SPECIFIcATIONS FOR THE GRADE 8 SOENCE ASSESSMENT

r
Domain

..

Objective

Science Processes .' Knowledge Hfgher Level. Thinking

Classify

,

Communicate Interpr'et

Data

Identify

and Control
Variables

Recall and
Understand-

Apply
Concepts

-
.

Use Critical and
Rational Thinking

Physical Science

.

9. 9

.

9 9

,

12 6 ,

12

Biological

Scierice 12 6
_.

Earth/Space
Science

.

9

.

3

Applications of
Science
(Technology)

,

6

Nature of Science

Safe Laboratory
Procedures 12

Number of Items 9_, 9 9 9 57 15,.\ 12

Percentage of
Items

(Objectives) 7.5 7.5 ' 7.5 7.5 48 12 10

N

Percentage of
Items

(Domains)
30 48 . . 22

.

3 4 P

3 .)



TABLE 2.10

,
TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE GRADE 12 SCIENCE ASSESSP1ENT

Doma i 6

Object i ve

Scieme Processes Knowledge Hj gher Level Thi nki ng

Interpret' Data Identi fy -and Cont rol

, Vari ab 1 es

1

,

Recal 1 and
Understand

Eval uate Evi dence

for Con clus i ons

'-

Sol ve
.

Abstract
Probl ems

Chemi stry

,

.
10

,

,

,

.

-

12

3

.

6

Physi cs 4 3

Bi ol ogfca 1

Science
3

.

Earth/Space
Science ,-

,

4 3 .

Appl i cat i ops of

Science
( Technol ogy) ,

Nature of Sci ence
, . ..

6

.

, \rt.
Safe Laboratory
Procedures

.. .

.

.8

Numbe r of Items 10
..

4Z .........- so, 6 -12

Percentage of
Items

(Object i ves ) 14

,

,
,

.

17 43

.

9 17

Pe rce ntigeT of

items ,1

(Domains )

A 31

.

.

, 43 , 26

.

0.,



The inner cells of the table list the total 'number of items on the Assess-
ment forms that measured the )arious behaviours and scjence content. The lower
cells show the number of items-within each objective and the percentage of items
withln each objective'and domain. Note that 30 percent of the items measured the

students' ability to use science processes, while 43 percent and 27 percent
respectively measured,science knowledge and higher level thinking.

Of the 70 items, 12 dealing wipl higher level thinking' and 15 measuring

science knowledge were' repeat items from the 1978 British Columbia Science

Assessment. The identification and special i,nterpretation of these items are

included in Chapter 5.

2.2.4 Reliability and ValidityStandards

Based on experience with past assessments canducted by the Learning Assess-
ment Branch, a minimum of six items at an objective level and at least 12 items.

at the domainnevel were required in order to ensure-an appropriatd degree of
indOrnal-consfstency reliablity. In most of the objectives and dorpins used in

the 1982 Science Assessment, the number of items assigned within_iaMtv.arious*

section's of the final achievement forms totall0 well "above the-recgir6i minimum.

The latter conditions, along with careful item editing to-ensure relative hond-
geneity a content and intellectual process, resulted jh the reliablility coef-
fiCie4ts (alpha) shown in Table 2.11. Note that the coefficients range* from p.

, low of .38 to a high of .73. The median reliabqity Over all domains and grades

is .62.

'Reliability values are generally, related to the number of items used ithin

domains at each grade level, and the latter varied mainLy as a function f the

number of achievement forms used. At the Grade irlevel, 108 items,were dis ibu-

ted equally over three forms. At the Grade 8 level, 120 items were distributed
equally over three forms and, at the Grade 12 ldvel, 70 items were distributed

equal)y over the two 'forms. Tables printed in Appendices E to G show the

organization of test items into domains and objectives, and their specific

assignment to various achievement booklet forms. .
,

Evidence of the curricular validity of all amplified objectives and items

was gathered by submitting them to science specialists at various Review Panels

held during late August, 1981. The judgemental process used bypanel members is

explained in Section 2.1.5. However, in all cases, only objectives and items on
Which there was total judement. agreement were ,used during the pilot phase of

the Assessment.

ers-

_)
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Table 2.11: Internal Consistency Reliability* by Domain, Grade, and Form

Domain 4

Form X X
Number of
Students 994 993

Scieoce
Proces"ses 71(20) 73(20)

Knowledge /58(11) 50(11)

,Higher Level
Thinking 38( 5) 48( 5)

Booklet
(total score) 81(36 81(36)

A

Grade

8 12

Z X X Y

991 1049 10501 1045 1158 1158

69(20) 191(12) 62(12) 64(12)- 67(11) 67(11)

62(11) 65(19) 73(19) 59(19) 70(17) .62(13)..

__
43( .5) 43( 9)' 44L9)--5-3----.97--5-2T 7) 64(11)

82(36) 80(40) 83(40) 79(40) 8N35)- 84(35)

* dec.i.mals have been omitted, number of items inTarenthese's

Alftitude/Opinion/Inter4st Survey Instruments

2..3.1 Introduction

The British Columbia curriculum guides for ath elementary and junior .

secondary school science advocate the development of positive science attitudes.
The general attitudinal goals in the guides are stated and expanded upon as
follows:

The Elementary School Science Program should develop in students appropriate
science attitudes.

The stUdebt should demonstrate

awareness and appreciation of science, and interest in science
and its relationship to the world and the future

curiosity - to question and to persevere in seeking solutions

adaptability in a changing world - a willingness to expect and
y"

accept sCientific change.

- 25 -
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The Junior Secondary Science Program should provide opportunities for students to

delieloP positive soieace attitudes..

-
.Opportunities should be provided to

develop curiosity aboUt,and inter:est in 'trying to understand

natural events

show how science can be helpful in solving many everyday problems

discuss how scientific endeavour is important to our society

foster'an appreciation of the riactGft-e-chnithewor d

develop a more responsible attitude towards self and society

through the examination of social and environmental Ksues
,

use scientific ,knowledge and skills to help clarify personal

values and beliefs

discuss sOme science-related.activitieshich could be done'

during leisure time
A

gain an appreciation of the benefits and responsibilities of

working cdoperatively as well as independently

40 develop ,a 4oncern forssafety /
,.,

4 4' deal mith problems in an open minded manner.
,

With. the above 'goals forming a general orientation, the /development, of

oaffective items was Made, by attempti g three approaches: (1) dtrCt use of state-

ments from the curriculumguides, 2) use of items,from the/(978 As4essment, and

(3) .use, or revision, of items found in the literature. "Z
, .

The first approach to determine attitudes that could be measured at the'

elementary level was to identify all statements ,i-n the Elementary Science,Curric1N

' ulum Guide related to objdctives in the afjdEtive domain. The following are

typical of the many learning outcomes listed:

express a willingness.---6 question handle materials, and collect

. 0

.
---",

demonstrate,a'riosity and persistence

apgpe late the amount of science involved in commonplace thingssuch

candles

-----40 develo0 an appreciation for the intftrrelatfonship of,art 'and science

.,------'''''-'-'-'-

/-

materials

- 26 -
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develop an appreci8tion that stence is tnvolved in most everyday
things

Unfortunately, because of their very.general nature, the statements
curriculum guide provided minimal help in developing an ins m tla_ measure
science attitudes.

'A second approach wa on.a study of the attitude/opinion/interest
instruments d or, the 1978 British Columbia 'Science,Astessment. The

iculties in replicating the 1978,desi9n were first, the difference in
the time permitted for affective assessment irr1978 compared with tpat permitted
in 1982 and second, the differences ift the populations sampled by,the two assess-

.

ments. In 1978', approximately 35 minutes were allowed for students tp respond to
over,100 attitude/opinion/interest statements. However, in 1982, a new. Learning
Assessment Branch policy, based upon experience with recent provincial assess-
ments, permitteda maximum of only five minutes for affective.measurement within
the total assessment tiMe of 45 minutes per student. Also, the- provincial
samples used in 1978 were students-from grades 7, 9, and fl whereas the 198a
samples were 'from grades 4, 8. and 12. These factors ruled out a replication of
the 1978 design. However, a number of affective statements frOm the 1978 Assess-
'pent were used in 1982. 'The statements were main14 fro m. the areas of interest in

/. science as a career, attitudes toward scientists and attitudes taward the thdthods
of science,.

A third approach-which proved very helpful in planning the affective Fompo-
nent of the 1982 Science.Assessment'was based on a review of science\education
literature related to affective measurement. Over 50 articles published during
the 1970s were reviewed% The following sources were of particular value in con-
ceptualizing the field of'affective measurement in science: Fraser, 1977;
Gardner, 1975a; Gardner, 19750; Gauld and Jukins, 1980; Klopfer, 1976;.Munby,
1980; and'Ormerod and Duckworth, 4975. The interestbd reader should consultPthe
foregoing sources for valuable background information on the myriad problems
'associated with affective,measurement in science-education.'

In viewof the preceding factors, and after extenstve consultation with the
Technical Sub-Committee, the Advisory Committee, and the various Review Panels,
it was decided to pilot a number of affective scales in October, 1981, using a
matrix sampling design.

2.3.2 Description ofand Rationale for the Affective Instruments

Table 2.121presentS '0 brief description, and rationale for,'the attitude/
opinion/interest instruments used during'the pilot study. Also included in the
table are examples of both positive and negatqe statements used in the various
assessment instruments.
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Table 2.12-:'Affective Instruments

----Atfiludinal Target
or Opinion/
Interest Area

Desc ion / Rationale

"Or

\

School Science 'Statements were designed to assess stilde-nts generalized affect

toward science as a school subject. Care was taken to elimin-

ate references to i4ortant but perhaps too specific. types of

activities, that may have confounded the interpretation of the

scale. Therefore, activities such as enjoying science labora-

tory work, gding on science field trips, or taking pride .in

doing careful work in science' were not considered appropriate

referenCes to assess in a general scale designed to measure

science as an interesting and valuable school subject. The:

following statements are exaMples of ,items included in 'the

scale:

I like to study science in schbol.

Ido not enjoy science.

Science Careers Am,attempt was madelto develiop an instrument that would measure

ttudents' general willingness_to enter a career in the field of

science. Imbedded in the scale were three statements that

Measved sex-related differences -% in attitude toward the

desirability of a career -ch science. These latter items were

_not 'considered in the summative ratings and were therefore

interpreted individually. The following are examples' of

statements used.in the scale:'

A career in science would be very satisfying.

.:
'Scientific work does not interest me.------

Scientists

..

,

Scientists, of course, differ as much im their abilities and

PepSonal characteristtcs as do members of any other professfon-

"al/ group in society. Therefore, 'as a concept, "Scientists"

- .
Onnot be considered unique and one would eXpect to encounter

'great' difficulty in developing a .unidimensional scale. How-*

. Y ever, considering thlI limitation, it was decided to repeat

Some of 'the ,statemtnts from the 1978'8.C. Science Assessment

s... e and attempt-to develop a scale'related to students1. generalized

affective reactions to _scientists. The following'are examples

of statements contained iA the s'cale:

,
Scientists have been.very helpful to marikind.

Scientists are usually odd compared with most people litknow.

,

Science and :Originally, during "the,piloting stage of the assessment thiS

Society, set of items was entitled,Science as.an Enterprise. However,

it was re-named Scfence and' Society after an analysis of the

4
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Attitudinal-Target
0 or Opinion/ Description / Rationale

Interest Area

0

Methods of
Science

pilot resu11s, The new title-seemed morb descriptixe of the
Statements that were chosen for the final. instrument. The
scale attempts to measure a broad area that includes the
relationships and intierdeliendencies df science, technology, aFd
society. The folYpwing are examples of statements contained in

A the scal-e:-,21,

;

Scientific progress and the progress of man go together.
Science is not important in everyday life.

Literature in science educption shows that the attitudinal
target entitled Methods of Uience is extremely complex. As
such, this scale assesses a variety of cognitive and affective
components related to scientific knowledge, the processes of
scientific inquiry, and the nature of scientific incnijry. In

view of the fact that Over one-half of the items on, the pilot
questionnaires had very.low, or negative, corrected item-total
correlations at the grade 8 level it was decided to restrict
the use of the ,scale to the grade 10/12 level. The following
are examples of statements contained in the scale:

Science is getting closer and closer to the truth.
When traditional beliefs are in conflict with .scientific
discoveries,-it is better to accept traditional beliefs.

Interest in Three topics were chosen in each of the physical 'Science,
Sciencelipics biological science, earth/space science, and technology areas

fbr students in grades 4 and to respond to in terms of how
interested they were in learning about the topic. Different

. topics based on the content of the elementary-and junior
secondary science curriculum guides were used at the two grade
levels. The following are examples of topics presented:

Grade q - How animals live. Biological
- The moon and stars. Earth/Space

Grade 8 - Chemicals in foods. Physical
- How computers work. Technology

Specific IssUes This group of items dealt with students' opinions in areas such
as conservation, pollution, animal experimentation, creation of
life, and the use Of herbicides/insecticides. Ten equivalent
statements were used at both the grade 8 and the grade-10712
levels. All items were analysed individually. ,Some statements
had conditions attached to them in order to make interpretation
more Precise. The following are examples of such statements:

-29.,
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Factories should.be required'to 'reduce.smpke pollution even

if prices go up.

Scientists should conduct experiments on' animals if they

think people will be helped.

2.3.3 Guidelines Used in Affective Scale Construction

In developing.the affective instrumentt, the following guidelines formed the

basis' for the scale constrUction and item selection:

Likert Scale. All scales were constructed using the popular Likert process

whereby students place themselves on an attitude continuum for each positively

worded statement running from "Strongly Agree" (5) through "Agree" ,(4), "Can't

Decide" (3), 'Disagree" (2) to "Strongly Disagree" (1). For unfavorably worded

Statements, the weights given to the response categories are reversed, so that

high total scores '(the sum of the individually wetghted, responses) maye

interpreted to reflect a positive student attitude toward the particular area

measured.

Criteria for writing affective statements. In general, Edward't (1957 list

of criteria recommended in the writing of affective statements was used 'as a

guide. Edward'S'criteria are:

1. Avoid statements that refer to the past.

2. Avoid statements that are factual or opable 'of being sinter-

preted as factuaq.
3. Avoid statements that may be interpreted,in more than one

way.
4. Avoid statements that are irrelevant to the psychological

object under consideration. ,

5: Avoid4statements Allat are likely to be'endOrsed by almost

everyone or by-almost rio,one.

6. Select statements that are believed to c6er the, entire

-range of the affective scale of interest.

7. Keep the language of the statements simple, clear and

) direct. °

8. Statements should be short, rarely exceeding 20 words.

9. tach statement should contain only one complete thought.

10. Statements containin9 universals such as all, always, none,

and never often introduce ambiguity and sii-Erd be,pdided.

11. Words such as only, just, mereJy and others of a .similar

nature should be used with care and moderation in writing

statements. ,

12. Whenever possible, statements should be in the form of

simple sentences rather than in the form of compound or

complex sentences.

4.
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13. Av6id the use of words that mey not be understood by thoSe
who'are to be given the compleeed scale.

14. Avoid the use of double negatives. (pages 13-14)

lidmogeneity of the affective construct. All statements within each seal
attempted to express a general positive or negative motional reaction toward a

relatively unique attitudinal object. As such, maeach Statee on a scale was ,

assumed to measure the same internal emotional state of the responding student.
The measure of, the usefulness of each item to this process was estimated by the
correlation of the item with the total score on the scale, after the latter had
been corrected by ellminating the contribution of the item under study. In
general, corrected-item total correlations were quite high". However, appróxi-
mately one-quarter of the original statements were deleted from the final scales
at the secondary level.in order to reduce total testing time while still pre-
serving a satisfactory level of internal-consistency reliability.

-

2.3.4 :The 1982 Affective QuestiOnnaires

In the fall of 1982, a total of 122 statements were piloted over the three
grade levels assessed. Each of the items was then re-analysed in terms of the
guidelines listed in 2.3,3 above. As a result, approximately one-third of the
-itehs were eliminated and the remainder were used for *final affective scales.

Table 2.13 shows a listing of the'final affective scales, their lengths and
where they were placed the variout gfade level assessment forms. It also'
lpretents statisticalinformation derived from a randbm sample of ten percent of.
the 'provincial population at each of the grade levels assessed. Note that two
affective scales were placed on each of the Grape 12 forms. At the Grade 4
level, the School Science scale was placed on each form, and four of the twelve
Interestlin Science TopiCs items were placed on each of the three, forms.

As seen in Table 2.13 the Hoyt reliability estimates are all at an appropri-
ate level for judTing group differences in attitudes. The only scale that has
weak measurement characteristics is Methdds pf Science. A study of its items
showed that the scale carries a large cognitive component, and, as such, might be
interpreted more appropriately in terms of its individual items rather than its
total score.

A variety of approaches may be used ,for interpreting affective scores. In

the Affective Results sections of Chapters 3-5, affective data are interpreted
using the theoretical mid-point of the scale. The mid-point of the scale allows
one Xo interpret the data in terms of the number of pupils who scored above or
below the theoretical mid-point of the scale. It is a simple method which allows,
one to interpret scores below the,mid-point as expressing negative affect while
those above the mid-point are assald to express positive affect toward.the atti-
tudinal object.



rable 2..13: Statistical Data Related to the Affective Instruments

)Affective
Scales

Grade Form Number

Of Items

Sample

Sizes

Mean Standard'

Deviation

Relia-

bility

Standar0
Error of
Measu*ment.

SChool 4 X,Y,Z 7 .2978 25.7 6.0 .86 2.1

Science 8 Y 10 1050 349 7.3 .89 2.3

10 X 10 986 34.9 7.2 ,.89 2.3

12 X , 10 1158 33.2 7.2 .89 2.3 -',5---

Scientists 8 X 10 1049 34.8 4.8 .64 2.7

10 X 10 986 35.2 ' 4.7 .68 2.5

12 X 10 1158 34.8 4.6 .67 2.5

Science and 8 Y 12 1050 42.4 6.9 .82 2.9

Society 10 X 12 986 43.4 6.2 .81 2.6

12 X 12 1158 43.7 6.2 .82 2.6

Career's in 8 Z 10 1045 31.5 7.9 .91 2.3

Science 10 Y 10 1004 .30.1 8.4 .92 2.3

12 Y '10 1158 30.7 8.2 .91 2.4

Methods of 10 Y 10 1004 35.1 3.9 .50 2.6

Science 12 Y 10 1158 34.9 3.9 .50 2.6

In developing the affective scales the Contract Team hoped that each scale

would provide an effecti\re instrument for teachers to use informally in assessing

class attitildes in the future, and that the scales would also be appropriate

(from a measurement point of view) for measuring change in future provincial

assessments.

..r
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John Sheppy

This chapter reports and interkets achievement and affective results
obtained by surveying G.çade 4 pupils.,

\

Three Science AssessIrint instruments, ms 4X, 4Y, 'and 4Z, were prepared
for this level.

CHA ER 3

GRADE FOU RESULTS

Each form had the following components:

five brief background information
basis for the sub-groups used later

ions which provide the
is chapter

four science topics which pupils were a d to rate for interest
and which were different on each form

seven statements (common to all forms) r g rding School Science
to which pupils were asked to respond pn a five-point sCrale

from "Strongly Disagree" to "Strongly Agree'

thirty-six multiple-choice achievemeni items ,which were .

different on each form

The achievement items were designed to (see Tabl 2.8) reflect the Grade 4
Table of Specificdtions. Each domain and objective s equally represented on
each form. For purposes of the Assessment, it was no necessary that the...forms
be balanced in terms of average difficulty of items. ,H wever, for face validity
purpoSet an attempt was made to keep the forms at appro imately equal difficulty
levels. The emphases on domains and objectives were de ermined by the Advisory
Committee in consultation with the Contract Team as appr priate .for, and repre-
sentative of, good science instruction in the primary ars. All items were
reviewed twice by the Advisory Committee and by two di ferent Review Panels.
Revisions were made as required.

E'ach item was chosen to reflect a particular objective om a set of expand-
ed objectives which defined each of the objectives chosen r assessment. The
pool of items considered was approximately three times as lar e as the,number of
items used.

When constructing items where drawingsor prgse selections ere part of the
question, the Contract Team avoided using materials from B.C.\txtbooks and
utilized reproductions of materials found in elementary school l'braries or
primary textbooks not used in B.C. Thus, an attempt was made to kee e inform-
ation contained in Science Processes and Higher Level Thinking questi realis-
tic rather than contrived.- Since these materials were, not always unam uoas in
the original source, and since not all reproduced well, the Inter ation
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Panel was sometimes critical of the graphics on the-achievement forms.

The Grade 4 Interpretation Panel rated pupil achievement on each item, each

objective and each domain. The item ratings were first based on the comparisons

of desired and adtual performance of the pupils of the province. Then, consensus

procedures were used to produce a panel rating, first for questions,i, then for

objectives, and finally for domains. Panel members used the following Tive-point

scale:

. Strong ST

Very Satisfactory VS

Satisfactory

Marginal

Weak

Appendix E contains'all items arranged by domain and objective, shows the

percentage of pupils who chose each option, and recordo the Interpretation Panel

ratings based on the above scale. ,

The first section of this chapter describes the Grade 4 pupils. Sections

3.2-3.5 describe the achievement results, panel ratings, and interpretations.

Section 3.6 compares the 1982 Assessment results with those of 1978. SectiOn 3.7

describes the results of certain pupil sub-groups and Sections 3.8 and 3.9 exam-

ine the performance of pupils on the attitude and interest items.

3.1 Description of the Pupils In the Survey

The pupils-eligible to write- the Gr-ade 4 Science Assessment instruments were

all of the.Grade 4 pupils in 63 British Columbia school districts and all pupils

from selected schools in the 12 largest districts. The ...D1048-42 of Pupils who

wrote was 27 944 which was, 94% of- the eligible pupils or 76% of all Grade' 4

pupils. The number of pupils completing each of the forms was 9330 for Form X;

9310 for Form Y, and 9304 for Form Z.

Of these pupils, nearly 51% were boys and 49% were gir,I,s;---The median age

was 9.8 years. The age distribution is shown in Table,3-J. Thirteen percent

learned English as a second language and seven percen.t"stjll speak their first

non-English language at home.

3.2 Domain 1--Science Processes

Early in the Assessment4-1t was decided that the Grade 4 instruments would

stress achievement in Sciende Processes (Goal B of the Elementary School Science

4trogram): Therefore46 % of the, items were asked in this domain. The Elemen-

tary Science'Curpitulum Guide, Grades 1-7 (1981) and its predecessor, the Interim

Gui.de 1977,..1-itt and describe 12 processes as sub-goals for elebentary school

science, hut emphasize only five of these at the primary level. The decision was

,
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made to stress Observe and Infer, Classify, and CommuniCate on the Grade 4
Assessm6nt, but also to include a small number Of items on Quantify. These
processes were chosen as being most appropriate because of their importance,
because of the feasibility of writing valid multiple-choice questions, and
because Classify and Communicate were objectives which also could be asseSsed at
the Grade 8 level.

Table 3.1:,Ages of Pupils Writing Grade 4 Achievement Forms in,1978 and 1982

Age in Years
Percent of Pupils

1978 1982

11 or older

10

9

8 or younger

4 4

29 32

67 61

. 1 2

In writing expanded obiectives and items, the Cdntract Team discovered that
the processes of science, as conventionally described, were not always indepen-
dent of one another. For example, classifica,tion requires some level of obser141
tional skills as a prgrequisite, and it is difficult to know whether to call the
recognition of specific simflarities between two specimens a sub-skill of obser-
vation or a sub-skill of classification. The boundary between observation skills
and inference skills is even less distinct. So, while one can cite paradigmatic
examples of each process and while, at their_extgames-3--they TrayVWare dis-
tinct, at their common bawl-chary-111We-is considerable, overlap. Much the same
..i-tuaog--enTts far other areas which this science assessment sought to investi-
gate:- inference, interpreting 'data, identifying variables, and the elements of
the thought process, the Elementary Science Curriculum Guide Grades 1-7 (1981)
calls "crItical thinking".

In measuring this domain and Domain 3, Higher Level Thinking, there exists
great difficulty in presenting adequate, non-trivial, unambiguous data for pupils
to opefate Upon in forms which are brief and in appropriate language.

3.2.1 Observe and Infer
)

The Elementary Science Curriculum Guide Grades 1-7 (1980, defines observing
as "the perception of characteristics, similarities, differencer, and changes
through use 0 the senses" (p. 7). .0A similar statementcan ba.found in previous
guides. Multiple-choice items, printed inWack on white, placed a number of

- limitations on measuring observation_skitts. "Some of these were:
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the restriction to the use of visual observation- on ther

senses are excluded

the restriction to observations of two:dimension , pictorial,

or diagrammatic representations rather than observations of

naturally occurring objects. It was possible to avoid this

restriction only inlqtem Z20 (see Appendix E)

the inability to require observations 'using colour discrimina-

tionS

the restriction to observations of static situations

Examination of relevant eeSts add literature in elementary science provided

few examples of suitable questionS,that could be used and few models for suitable

questions.

Despite these limitations, the Contract Team _found that it could develop

questions relating to recognition of similarities, differences, symmetry, basic

shapes, and relative size. It was also possible to ask questions about the use

of sclme instruments of observation, about how particular observations might be

collected, and about the most °relevant observationS regarding a problem.

Sample items used for measuring observation are Z07 and Z08, where pupils

were called upon to recognize a basic shape and to,make a length coMparison, For

Z08, members of the Interpretation Panel felt that many ,children could have been

confused by the terms "about" apd "much".

In planning the Assessment instruments, the process of inference was added

to that of observation. The curriculum guide defines inference as, "the deriva-

tion of premises or conclusions concerning data, using past experience" (p. 8).

rocess, few items measuring inference skills'

survived because of the difficulty in o 4n-441g_guestions which were not too

complicated but which still provided data from whichtent-atty_einferences could

be made. Only item Z16 met the criterion of being an infereneiite though

item Y34, requir0 pupils to distinguish between observations and inferences see

Appendix E).
°

,
Table 3.2 sUmmarizes pupil performance data and Interpretation Panel'ratings

of that performance on the Observe and Infer objective. Performance on four

questions was rated as "Strong", eight as "Very S sfactory", on two as "Satis-

factory", two as'"Marginal" and two as "Weak" he Panel rating for this objec-

tive was "Very Satiifactory". If performance on the limited range of observation

skills measured' is representative of the wider range of skills that should be

,taught, pupils at the Grade 4 level are learning to be good observers ofktheir_

natural environment.
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Here is a pictul'e of an insect called a WATER STRIDER. Its body is
made of three parts: head, thorax and abdomen. Use this picture-to
answer questions 7 and 8.

i07 Which shape below is MOST like the shape of its body?

A B

A 10

,85*
3

I don't know .

.....
1,1"

g r .......

Z08 Look at the picture pi the watgastrider again. The thorax is

about as long as the,abdomen 58*
much longer than the abdomen.
much shorter than the abdomen 25
I don't know

.correct response

- 37 -
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Table 3.2: Provincial Results for.the Grade 4 Objective Observe and lpfer.

Item No. Description

Percent Panel

Correct Rating

1.1.01(X01)

1.1.02(X17)

1.1.03(X25)

1.1.04(X28)

Knows weight sensed by lifting'

Recognizes bilateral- symmetry

Compares relative.sizes

Recognizes pattern in 'context

1.1.05(X29) Recognizes pattern in context

1.1.06.(X36) Selects sequence showing change

1.1.07(YQ4)

4.1.08(Y09)'

1.1.09(Y15)

1,.1.10(Y26)

r.1.11(v34)

1.1.12(Y35)

1.1.13(Z04)

1.1.14(107)

1.1.15(108)

Knows use of magnif7ir9-144.ss

Recognizes differences

Selects sequence showing change

ComOr.ps relative sizes .

89

50

78

87

91

92

91

89

84

76

DistinguiSbes observations from inferences 28

Selects appropriate, oliservation

Compares quantitative.aitrtbpte-
73

.Selects basic shape 85

Compares relative dimensions

VS

VS

ST

ST

ST

VS

ST

VS

78 VS

1.1.16(109) _Knows the sense a thermometer aids

1.1.17(116) Makes appropriate inference--

-
---1-71%-tatZ200----Mitches diagram with 'object

Mean Percent Correct.

VS

W

78 , VS

88

74.5

VS

Overall Rating
Very Satisfactory
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It is worthy of note that pupils did well on mosf questions where quantita-
teiye compartsons were called for, or where matching was the skill required. On
thtee of the four items where comparative size or number was requested, the re-
5ults were also good and the fourth such item (Z08) may have contained the lan-
gua"ge difficulty discussed above. Interpretation Panel members were surprised by
the difficulty children found with the questions on symmetry (X17) and on separ-
ating inferences from observation (Y34). On this latter question, some panelists
felt that children may equate the word "observe" with the word "see". If this is
true, teachers are encouraged to generalize their use of the term "observe".
Question Z09 provided the Panel with much ground for debate. Many pupils sem to
have thought that, since one reads a thermometer visually, the sense whieh is
aided is sight. An important concept is at stake here. At the primary levell,
pupils should be reading thermometers, clocks and spring balances, and as they
mature they should tie introduced to a variety of measuring devices. Most of
these will be visually re&d, but the observations made are on non-visual proper-
ties.

3.2.2 Classify

The Elementary Science Curriculum Guide, 1-7 (1981.) defines classifi-
cation as the "organization of mat , events, and phenomena into logical
groupings. 'At first, cl cation is a sorting process" (p. 7). The
measurement situation-- aced limits on what could be done. The use of real
objects or matte-r";as not feasible, nor could evenfs and phenomena be presented.
The Contract Team was restricted to the use of representations or to djects
expected to be familiar to nearly all children. Previous tests provided examples
of items in which pupils indicated the group or class to which an unclassified
object belonged (Z35), items in which the attributes of a class are, infereedf-r-em
sets of examples and non-examples and then a ne_w_j_e_omber---ef--ttleCrii-Sis identi-
fied ((Z26) "Recognizes and applies class u4&in Table 3.3.), or itega in which
pupils identifieethe basis Ix-4A ication (Y11).

Item 217--t1an example of a non-pictorial variation of the "recognizes and
--i-Class rule" type of question which is not found in the literature. It

illustrates the kind of situation in which the Contract Team expected pupils to
be familiar with the characteristics of the twelve mammals whose names are given.
They expected the term "feline" to be unknown to the children and therefore to
give no clue to the correct answer as in_the other examples where "wibbles",
"plaps," and "hewts" are uninformative terms. Onthis item, the p-value of the

don!t khow" response is quite high, but is comparable to that in similar ques-
tions. There,are indications elsewhere in the Assessment that a proportion of
pupils chose this response whenever an unfamiliar term or unfamiliar content was
presented, perhaps without seeking to understand the question (see Item X05,
Y19, Y25, Z26, X32 in Appendix'E).

. Table 3.3 sumMarizes the data on student performance and the Panel
ratings. Only one item was rated as "Strong", five were "Very' Satisfactory",
six were "Satisfactory", five were "Marginal" and one mas "Weak". The Inter-
pretation Panel felt pupil performance on this obiective was "Satisfactory".
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Z17 All bf these are felines.

Lion

Cougar
Cat

Cheetah

None of these is a feline.

Wolf

Cow

Bat

v

Which one of the following is a feline?

Dog
6

Seal
3

Beaver
2

Tiger
74*

I don't know
13

* correct response ,,

_.

Where attHbutes were stated, children matched or deleted well. When pupils

were asked to seleq the basis on which a grouping had been made, they did not

achieve as mell. Item X19 assumed that pupils knew the dietary habits of eight

animals, which soMe pupils may not have known. But this assumption is not unlike

those made frequently in teaching where it is not always possible to work without

assuming prior knowledge. Item Z10 may present some ambiguities since buttons

are sometimes made of metal. The group of items Mhich required pupils to infer

or recognize and then use a class rule varied in difficulty. On the whole,

pupils found them quite difficult, although only one item involved the isolation

of more than one attribute. The form of thinking involyed here may be foreign to

many children since class concepts are often taught'by presenting positive exam:

ples only. Placing new objects in an established class, an extremely common task

in science, was found difficult only in X31 where the established class was not

well known to the pupils and was based on hidden characteristics.
,

,

5d
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Table 3%3::Provincial Resp,lfs for the Grade,4 ObSectiVe Classify

Item No. DesCription
Percent Panel

Correct Rating

1.2.01(X05) . Recognizes 'and applies class rule 51 M.

1.2.02(X06) Matches by stated attribute 83 VS

1.2.03(X07) Uses two-way classification chart 59

1.2.04(X09) Deletes least similar shape 48 W
1

1.2.05(X19) Recognizes basis for.sorting 69 S

1.2.06(X31)-

1.2.07(Y11)

PUts new objeCt into best class

Recognizes basis for sorting

t, 67 S

51 M

1:2.08(Y18) Deletes by stated attribute 80 VS

1.2.09(Y19) Recognizes and applies class rule 58 M

4.2.10(Y25)- Recognizes and applies class rule 45 S

1.2.11(Y27) Uses two-way classification chart 72 S

1.2.12(Y33) Puts new object intolagst class 88 ST

1.2.13(Z10) Recognizes basis for Sorting 57 S

1.2.14(Z13) Matches by stated attribute 85 VS

1.2.15(Z17) Recognizes and applies class rule 75 VS

1.c 2.16(Z21) Deletes least similar object 70 VS

1.2.1q(Z26) Recognizes and applies class rule 41 M

1.2.18(Z25) ,.. Places new object into best class 78 S

Mean Percent Correct 65.3
, Overall Rating Satisfactbry
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3.2.3 Communicate
AV*

Tile Contract Team analyzed and listed the ways in which scientific informa-

tion is ,communicated to pupils and by pupils. The listing included the spoken

word, the written word, pictures, diagrams and,maps, symbols, charts and tables,

and graphs. The written work is used, among other things, to describe objects

and phenomena, to convey concepts, and to give instructions.

Since textbooks, encyclopedias, science trade books, guide books, and pam-

phlets are used to convey information, and since teachers frequently refer pupils

to these, the Contract Team felt it appropriate to include in this section some

questions in which information was given in the. form of short paragraphs.

Obviously, the measurement situation precluded the use Of spoken communication

and of pupil-initiated communication. Achievement items were constructed to

explore pupils' ability to extract information from a variety of presentation

modes.

Table 3.4 shows the provincial results and Panel ratings for the questions

on this objective. One item received a "Strong" rating, three were "Very Satis-

,factory", three were "Satisfactory", eight were judged to be "Marginal" an& three

were "Weak". The Panel Tated provincial performance on this, objective, as

"Marginal".

Five items dealt with tables, and perfprmance on these was superior to that

on other items in this section. Only X13, of the items dealing withtables, was

rated "Marginal", and the wording of this item.was a bit-awkward. It does, how-

ever, seem that, in reading both graphs and ables, pupils have difficulty moving

from the body of the graph or table to the scales. Pupils found the two items

utilizing symbols difficult. The results indicate that it is very probable that

the use of any kinds of 'symbols, other than letters and numbers, is not stressed

in primary-level v'iork. Pupils' results 'on work with sciewe writing were diap-

vbinting, and all six items were-rated "Marginal" or "Weak". Two of thee items

required children to think in terms of right-left orientation, and therefore

involved more than readin,g comprehension. In the other items, the-intorrect

answers selected suggest that putils are using only parts of the information they

read. Most items with a significant reading component produced a *substant-ral

response to the "I don't know" option.

Graph reading and interpreting skills were measure6 by five items. The

Panel pointe4 out /tfhat all graphs provided were line graphs and that Primary

pupils are more famil.iar with bar graphs. Z32 is an easy ifen and Z33 a diffi-

cult item based 'on the same graph. Grade 4 pupils seem,to have little'difficulty

in'straightforWard reading of graphs and tables. Howev6r, they do not appear to

be experienced in interpretation, as in Z33, where most pupils'failed to realize

"slowest" Means "takes the most time" rather than "the least time to run around

the track", ,

a

5
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ProVinCial Results for the Grade 4 ObjectiVe Cbmmunicate

Item asi.: Description
, Pertent Panel .

,Correct Rating

1.3.01iX04) Selects first 'of scraMbled steps .35, W

. 1.3.02(X12) Aeads and interprets a tAle g2 'VS

1.3.03(X13)- 'Reads and interprets a table '41 ,,.. M

1.3.04(X24) Re'cognizes meaning of nett/ symbols . ' 35 J,1:
0,

13.05(X32) Selects best piciure of a description 40 W'

1.3.06(X3'3) Recognizes correct graph 47 Fl

1.3.07(Y05) Reads graph 67

1.3.08(Y06) Reads graph .73 'S,

1.3.09(Y07) Selects most relevant statement ,-54

1.3.10(Y23) ,Selects best picture'Of a description , 50

1-.3,11(Y29) Selects testdiagram of a description 40

'1.3.12(Y31) Reads. ,and,interprets a table 67 S

0

1:.0(Z0?) Reads_a_table 93 ST

-1.3:14(203' Reads and interprets-a table 87 '' VS

1:3A0q28), AntermetS symbols .in cOntent 27 W

1-..16,R31) elects bes-C diagrami.of.a deseription i 58
.

:.
M "

.1.3.17(Z32) Reads'a graph' 84, ,, VS
. > ,

. ,

Reads and 'interprets a graph 25
.

Mean-Percent Correct 55.9
Over'all'Rating : Marginal

A
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3.2.4 Quantify

Sb Only six iteMs were Used to explore ..this objective, despite its importance'

in science since the Contract"Team and the Advisory tbmmittee felt that the whole,

-area of measurement was well explored by the 30 questiOn's used in the B.C.

Mathemati,cs Assessment in 1981. The "Margisul" ratings given to the Measuremenf

domatn on ,that Assessment are confirmed by the Science Assessment Interpretation

Paners rating of "Mar:ginal" on the Quantify domain. , Because,.of the importance

of this process, and because of the' stress they felt it .should be receiving, the

Interpretation Panel members' epectations tn this area° were high. Table 3.5

presents provincial results and Interpretation Panel ratings for this objective.

Table 3.5: Provincial Results for the Grade4 ObjectivexQuantify

164-\

Item No. Description

Percent Panel

prnect Rating

1.4.01(X16) Reads Celsius thermometer 46
, , m

1.4.02(X22) plows kilograms measure mass , 65. A.

1.4.03(Y03) Matches instrument to quantity to measure 65 M

1t4704(Y13) ,Knows need for tlitiina measuremen
.

'69 S

1.4.05(Z23) Selects best measuring instrument 40 M

1.4.06(Z24) Knows metres measure distance -79 . --. S

Mean PercentCorrect , '60.4

Overall Rating ,.. Marginal

,Three of the,items differed from any in the Mathematics Assessrnent. Items

Y03 and Z23 required knowledge of the appropriateness of instruperits of measure-

`ment, and Y13 was directed at the need for an initial 'fileasurement,if change is to

be shown. The results on Item X16, reading the Celsius thermometer, are ques-

tioftable llecause there was a misprint on the scale, and also 'the printing, (a

reproduction of a thermometer widely used in elementary "Itetools rather than.a

dia,gram) was not as clear as it might have been. The, most frequently chosen

incorrect answer for this item indicates-ability to read a Celsius thermonetr .

even if'it does npt indicate gobd precision in reading M.. 'Item Z24 could have

been confusing to pupils becauslongeredis.tances are-1ii6re frequently measured in

'kilometres than in metres.
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3.2.5 Summary and Recommendations

The Interpretation Panel rated pupil performance on the domain of Science
Processes as "Satisfactory", based on "Very Satisfactory" performance on Observe
and Infer, "Satisfactory" performance on Classi'y and "Marginal" performance on
each of Communicate and Quantify.

The Contract Team concurs with the Interpretation Panel in its recommenda-
tions to teachers that:

pupil-oriented, hands-on activities, followed by class discus-
sion and interpretation, rather than teacher-Oriented reading/
'lecture activities, be stressed in elementary school science

more time and emphasis in teaching be given to teaching, quanti-
fication and to the use of the metric system

pupils be given more practice in presenting results. in symbolic
forms, e.g. charts, graphs, and diagrams

,3.3 Domain 2--Knowledge: recall and understand

Gol C in the B.C. Elementary Science Curriculum Guide, ,,Grades 1-7
(1981) states that;

The Elementary School Science Program should develop in pupils
scientific knowkedge..

The student should demonstrate and apply knowledge of the following:

facts, generalizations, concepts, principles, and laws;

scientific. vocabulary; ,

relationships between vacious scientific disciplines;

..the history, philosophy, and nature of science;

the application and limitations of science in the practical
world. (Page 9)

,For the purposes of this Assessment it was decided to restrict measurement
in this domain to deponstrating knowledge,,and to place items relating to apply-
ing knowledge in Domain 3, Higheratevel Thinki* Reins were chosen to measure

,recall and understanding as these terms are commonly defined in the literature of
evaluation. Three objectives were chosen: ,BiologiCal, Physical and Earth/Spate
Science Concepts, Applications of Science (Technology) and the Nature of Science,
and Safety Procedures. This dowin, while considered important for the primary
grades, was not given the same priority as the Science Processes domain. Thirty-
one percent of the achievement items were devoted to the Knowledge domain.
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3.3.1, Knowledge of Biological, Physical and Earth/Space Science Concepts'

Most science testing the past has, concentrated upon 'the .knowledge of

science concepts, and there are good questions and models available.' Most of the

18 items in 'this section were selected or adapted from other sources. A balance

was/kept among biological, physical, and earth/space science items. For inclu-

sion in the assessment instruments, an item had to have its content drawn from an

area which was part of the primary content of at least two.of the three pre-

scribed programs in British Columbia. The content of many of the items appears

in all three programs..

Table 3.6 presents the provincial results and Panel ratings for this objec-

tive. Only two items received a "Very Satisfactory" rating, six were "Satisfac-

tory", nine were rated "Marginal", ana one was rated "Weak". The Panel rated

provincial performance on this objective as "Marginal"

The.Interpretation Panel expressed disappointment regarding pupils' perfor-

mance on this objective ahd wondered if it was being understressed in science

programs. The Panel was particularly conterneCwith the poor performance of

pupils on Items Y08 and Z30 .(relating to Celsius temperature) and Item X16 (dis7

cussed earlier).

It is interesting to note that many pupils (42%) on Item Z30 incorrectly

chose typical cool weather dress, not dress for a 25° day. One wonders how'often

teachers use their 200-220 classrooms as a reference point in comparing tempera-

tures,
4

The results from the other items.were examined, but no clear patterns of

strengths or weaknesses emerged. Individual items created some cOmment. There

were ddubts that Grade 4 pupils understood the word "dissolv ' Item X23, that

Item X26 was valid even if its difficulty were-discounted, and hat it was wise

or fair to include Z14 on life-form succession (se'e Appendix- E).
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Table 3.6:
*ow Provincial Results for the Grade 4 Objective

and Earth/Space Sciehce Concepts
Biological, Physical

Item No. Description
Percent

Correct
Panel
Rating

2.1.01(X02) Knows cause of year 63 M A \
2.1.02(X08) Knows how a plant develops . 83 VS

/

2.1.03(X11) Knows sun is source of energy 66 S

2.1.04(X15) Knows how soil components separate 68 S

2.1.05(X23) Knows solubility of common substances 49 M

2.1.06(X26) Knows role of bacteria in disease 33 M

2.1.07(Y08) Knows meaning of common temperatures 47 M

2.1.08(Y10) Knows afr occupies sPace

2.1.69(Y12) Knows about life cycles and reproduction
,

...

46 M

2.1.10(Y14) Knows functions of plant parts 51 M

2.1.11(Y20) Knows about expansion and contraction 54 S

2.1.12(Y22) Knows how cells must be connected 59 S

2.1.13(Z05) Knows function of luns 60

2.1.14(Z11) Knows characteristics of some environments 75 VS

2.1.15(Z14) Knows succession Of life forms 41
.

2.1.16(Z29) Knows how compasses work , _!=,-,. 51 M

2.1.17(Z30) Knows meaning of common temperatures 32 W

2.1.18(Z34) Knows erosion'wears rocks smooth 60 S

Mean Percent Correct 54.8
Overall Rating Marginal
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Z30 ioDk at. the pictures below.

A B

When the temperature outside is 25°C, how should you dress?

A
19

42

30*

I don't know
8

correct response

**Ilkor

3.3.2 Knowledge of the Ap.plications of Science (Technologa and the Mature

of Science

In this objective, two seemingly dissimilar areas of knowledge were probed.

The connection between them' comes from the perspective children should develop

regarding science in the world outside of school. Those involved in the Assess-

ment recognize that Grade 4 pupils will have barely started to gain knowledge in

this area and so only six items were used to assess this objective. Three items

related to knowledge of the uses of science in the environment. It is surprising

that children know the source of leather (86% on q02) so much better than they

know that one eats the roots of carrots (49% on X03). Three items were related

to knowledge about the nature of,science or the scientific enterprise. For their

age level, pupils answered these quite well.

Table 3.7 presents the provincial results and Panel ratings for this objec-

,tive. The Overall rating was "Satisfactory", although the_Panel- felt that there

were too few. items used for this objective.
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Table '3.7: Provincial Results for.the Grade 4 Objective Applications of Science
(Technology) and the Nature of Science

.

Item No.
.

Description
Percent

Correct
Panel

Rating

2.2.01(X03) Knows useful plant products 49 M

2.2.02(X30) Kno,w45how scientific knowledge is verified 76 S

2.2.03(Y02) Knows useful animal products 86 VS

2.2.04(Y24) Knows some scientific specialties 67 ' S

2.2.05(Z12) Knows some public he.ilth Measures 50 S

2.2.06(Z19) Knows importance of quantification in
science 72 VS

Mean Percent Correct 66.8
Overall Rating Satisfactory

3.3:3 Knowled9e of Safety Procedures

Safety i.n school science hds become a majo'r concern in recent years and it
was felt that this area should receive some stress in the.Assessment. Therefore,
nine items were used. Five of these asked pupils to indicate what should or
should not be done in particUlar situatidns. The other four items asked pupils
why a hazard -erxisted dr why a particular.precaution-should be taken. The Inter-
pretation Panel felt that it was more important td"know that a hazard exists than
to know -why it exists. However, in sitdations where pupils have contact with
common materials such as a drain cleaner (X14) and gasoline (X35), teachfng the
reasons .why is also an important function of science classes. Panel members'
expectations were high for performance in this, area, and many felt that a 100%
response was desirable on most of the items. Table 3.8 presents the provincial
results and Panel ratings for this objective. Because of its iniportance to,
pupils themselves, the Panel rated performance on Safety Procedures as only
"Marginal".

Particular concern centres around tlie weak knowledge of children regarding
what to do if their clothing catches fire. Tedchers are urged to instruct pupils
in procedures in case of fire. jtem Y01, regarding determining,if an object is
hot, causes some concerns. It is alarming that nine percent of the pupils would
actualTy, touch the object. Several Panel members questioned the validity of this
item, perhaps because they were more familiar with methods used in ihe kitch'en to
test if th'e temperature of a pan or an iron is sufficiently high rather than with
the method taught in most science classes. The problem in relying upon the
behaviour of droplets of water on 6 hot surface is twofold:
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t, the methodscan only be used with metals; not Wdth hot glass or porcelain;

second, objects below the temperature at which water droplets dance can

e severe burns.

able 3.8: Provincial Results for the Grade 4 Objective Safety Procedures,

No. Descri ptiz on

Percent
Correct

Panel

Rating

.01(X14) Knows hazard of lye and drano 37 W

.02(X20) Knows procedures in case of fire 44 W

.03(X35) Knows hazard of gasoline
83 S

;.04(Y01) Knows how to test hot metal 37 W

..

3.05(Y21) Knows Procedures for broken glass 80 S

3.06(Y32) Knows field triP procedures 86. S

3.07(Z01) Knows reason for light coloured clothing 94 ST

3.08(Z15) Knows to leave unknown materials alone 88 VS

.3.09(Z25) Knows animal hazards - 70 M

Mean Percent Correct
68.8

Overall Rating ,
Marginal

The 'isesponses to Item,Y21 (shown below) cause some concern. While it is

ommendable that 80% of the pupils will let the 9kacher handle the'sitUation,"

,her.e are still .16% prepared to do something -tnmselves. The Contract Team

idvises teachers to give pupils clear instructions regarding the common hazard of

)roken glass, and 'reminds teachers of their liability should pupils be cut by

:ouching bits of broken glass.
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Y21 During science class, you drop a glass jar and break it. There is
glass all over the floor. What should you do?

Try to pick up the pieces yourself . ..... . . 3

Throw the broken pieces into the wastepaper basket

Do not touch the glass, but tell the teacher right
away 80*

Brush up the glass witfi a paper towel 7

I don't know 3

* correct response

, 3.3.4 Summary and Recommendations
_

The Interpretation Panel rated achievement 'in the Knowledge domain as
"Marginal", though nearly "Satisfactory", with the greatest concerns in the area
of safety procedures.

The Contract Team concurs with the Interpretation Panel,in its recommenda-
tions to teachers that:

safety procedures need to be more thoroughly stressed
.110.

science concepts need to be stressed more strongly in teaching

The Contract Team points out that the amount of time maRy teachers spend on
science teaching is minimal, as discussed- in Section 6.6.2, and feels that
increasing times, o those delineated by the Ministry. of Education, could help
achieve these recomMendations.

3.4 'Domain 3--Higher Level Thinking

Two objectives constituted this domain. The first was Apply Biological,
Physidal and Earth/Space Science Concepts discussed in Goal C in the Elementary
Science Curriculum Guide, Grades 1-7 (1981). The second objective in the domain
was an attempt to \assess achievement in Goal D, "The Elementary School Science
Program should develop in students creative, rational, and critical thinking"---
(page 9). Since creative thinking is not accessible to measurement by the
multi0e-choice format, the second otijective became Use Rational and Critical

4 Thinking. Since pupils were expected to have limited science concepts at this
level, a limited range of application items was possible, and it was expected
that critical and rational thinking would,not be well developed. Only 13% of the
achievement survey items were asked on this domain.'
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3.4.1 Apply Biological, PhySical and Earth/Space Science Concepts

This objective sought to measure the.ability of pupils to take knowledge

they possess and use .it in a_new situation. Two difficulties are encountered

when measuring for application skills. They are:

The pupils may not poss,ess the requisite knowledge

The situation expected to be new for Pupils may, in fact, be one

that is familiar to some. Theimay have learned the solution to

the problem by previou,sly applyingLthe knowledge or by previous

instruction

Inevitably, in applicatior level items there are two possible "reasons for

getting an item wrong: failure to possess the required knowledge or failure to

apply knowledge. There a,re also two possible reasons fof- getting the item

correct: application of knowledge po-s-siEssed or knowledge of the correct solution

attained through previous learning. The Contract Team tried to provide items

which would be true. appl.ication. items, for the majority of pupils, but two items

used may haye been knowledge level for many children. ,These were Y28, on wind

effects, an'd Z36, on conditionS for plant growth. One other (Y30) could alto

have been classified as a Quantify question.

The provincial results and Interpretation Panel ratings are shown in.Table

3.9 for the Apply of Biological, Physical and Earth/Space Science Concepts objec-

tive. The overall rating given was "Satisfactory".

.

.

The Interpretation Panel pointed out that the illustration for Y36 was

slightly inaccurate, and that children may have had exmience with forcing bulbs

of hyacinths, etc. which could mislead them in Item \Z36. The Panel also felt

that the word "turned" iR Item Z27 could have been interpreted as "revolve"

rather than 'Yotate". Incorrect responses to Item X18 indicate that the concept

"food chain" was unavailable to a large number of pupils and so could not be

applied. The relatively poor performance on Z22 is further evidence of pupils'

unfamiliaritycki0 Celsius temperatures.

4

4

,

M
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Table 3.9: Provincial Results for the Grade 4 Objective Apply Science Concepts

Item No. Description
Percent Panel

Correct Rating

3.1.01(X10)

3.1.02(X18)

3.1.03(X34)

3.1.04(Y28,c\

3.1.05(Y30)

Applies knoWledge of shadows

Assembles a simple food chain

Applies knowledge of solar system relations

Applies knowledge of wind speed effects

Applies knowledge of measuring instruments

49

37

85 , ST

94 ST

58

3.1.06(1136) Applies knowledge of shadows 44

3.1.07(Z22) Applies knowledgelof Celsius temperature 50

3.1.08(Z27) Applies knowledge of solar system 52

3.1.09(Z36) Applies knowledge of plant growth conditions 47

mean'Percent Correct 57.5
'J

Overall Rating Satisfactory

3.4.2 Use Rational and Critical Thinking

In the Elementary Science Curriculum Guide,Grades 1-7 (1981) rational think-
ing,is defined as "the ability to look for natural causes of events" (page 9) and
critical thinking is defined as "the ability to identify central issues, to
recognize underlying assumptions and to evaluate evidence. The student should be
able'to recognize stereotypes ,and biases, to identify essential, verifiable and
adequate data, and to draw conclusions" (p.9). The Contract Team used these
definitions in constructing items for this objective. In searching the litera-
ture, very few examples of questions on levels of thinking higher than applica-
tiOn were found for young children,. Almost all previous work in this area has
ben done with people of secondary school age or older. Because thinking
requires data, the items of this section contained more reading than most of the
other items. However, unlike someother parts of the instrument, the "I don't
know" response was not heavily u
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Table 3.10 presents the provincial reSults and the Interpretation Panel

ratings. On this objective, the Panel felt that pupils' performance was "Very

Satisfactory."

00°'

Table 3.10: Provincial Results for.the Grade 4

Use Rational and Critical Thinking

Objective

Item No. Description

Percent

Correct

3.2.01(X21) Recognizes natural causes as explanations 67

3.2.02(X27) Selects underlying assumption
61

3.2.03(Y16) Identifies underlying point-of-view (bias) 79

3.2.04(Y17) Identifies underlying point-of-view 6.

'V3.2.05(Z06.) Selects data which will support statement 87

?

3.2.06(Z18) Recognizes natural causes as explanations 71

Mean Percent Correct
Overall Rating

Panel.

Rating

S

S

VS

S

IV:

71.7

Very Satisfactory

Two items, X21 illustrated below and 218, dealt with rationality' and, for

the age of the pupils, the results are gratifying, 41though there was al
sqbstantialoprdOortion who are not committed to the scientific view that tural

events have causes.

X21 In- 1980-Mt. Saint Helens blew up. What is the BEST explanation

'for the happening?

The mountain was aagry.
2

Pressures became great inside the mountain. 66*

Scientists will never explain it, because things like

volcanos cannot be explained. 22

don't know.

* correct response,

8

f.
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3.4.-3 Summary and RecomMendations

The Interpretation Panel rated performance in Domain 3, Higher Level Think-
ing, as "Satisfactocy", and reconfirmed its recommendation in Section 3.2.5 that
manipulative and experimental activities be increased.

3.5 Summary orthe,Grade,4 Achievement Result's

Table 3.11 summariies the Interpretation Panel ratirigS for the brade 4

achievement jnstruments. TwoOmains received "Satisfactory".ratings and one a
"Marginal' rating. Overall, JO Interpretation Panel expressed mild disappoint-
ment with the standard of achIaethent in science at the primary level.

-
Tabler3.11: Summary of Domain ahd Objective Ratin's for Grade 4

Domain or Objective Rating Mean
4

Percent Domain or Ob-
Correct jective RatingST VS S M W

1,

..,

2.-

,

3.

Science Processes

8

5

3

0

16

2

2

1

5

0

3_

3

2

6

3

2

13

6

3

3_
12

.

3

3

6

2
.

5

,8

4_
19

9

1,

1

11

3

, 0

3

2'

1

3

0

6

1"

0

3

4

1

0_

1

-

74.5

65.3

55.9

60.4

..

VS

S

M

M_

S

S

M_

M

S

VS

S

1.1 Observe and Infer 4j
,

1-.2 Classify 1

V 7

1.3 tommunicate 1

1.4 Quantify 0

Process Domain '6

Knowledge .

64.8

54'.8

66.8

68.8

2.1 Science Concepts 0

2.2 Applications (Technology)
/Nature of Science 0

2.3 Safety Procedures 1

Knowledge Domain 1
0.

Higher Level Thinking

604a.

57.5

71.7

3.1 Apply Science
Concepts 2

3.2 Use Rational and

Critical Thinking 0

Higher Level Thinking
Domain 2 63.2
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Table 3.12: Grade 4 Pupils' Achievement in Biological, Physical/ and

Earth/Space Science Content Areas
.4.

Biological Science Physical Science Earth/Space Science

Item Percent Panel Item Percent. Panel Item Percent Panel

No. Correct Rating No. Correct Rating No. Correct Rating

For Objective 2.1.
,

X08 83 'VS X11 66 S X02' 63 m

X26 33 M X23 0 M X15 68 S

Y12 46 M Y20 54 S Y08 47 M

Y14 51 M Y22 59 S Y10 50 VS

Z05 60 S Z29 51 M Z11 75 S

Z14 41 M Z30 31 W Z34 60 M

Mean
Percent 52.3

COrrect

, 51.8 60.5

Items from other objectives which required pTh3 use of

Knowledge not supplied (in order of appearance in Appendix E)

40

X19 69 .3, X14 37 W Y24' 67 S .

X31 67 S ,

X35 83 S X34 85 ST

Y27 72 S ZO1 94 ST Y28 94 ST

Z17 75 VS , X10 49 S Z27 52 S

X03 49 M Y36 44 M

Y02 86 VS Z22 50 M

Z25 70 11 .

/ .

X18 37 V.4

Z36 47 M

Mean
Perc.ent,53.5

Correct

59.5 74.5

The Interpretation Panel requested a-further analysis of the achievement

results in, terms of the science content areas (Biological, Physical, land Earth/

Space Sciente). This analysis was not contemplated in the original design of the

Assessment, and, even for Objecti-ve 2.1 (Section 3.3.1), it is difficult to clas-

__ sify all items uniquely. For example, should the item on what to wear oh a 25°C

day (Z30) be treated as a Weather (Earth Science) item or as a Heat-Temperature

(Physical Science) item? Some items in,other sections of thefrinstrumentrequired

that pupil.s recall knowledge in oftler to use it for the primary purpose of the

item. Other items used content from a science _area, most of whichdwas presented

in the item;. These lateritems, ( e.g. Y13), are excluded from the analysis.

Table 3.12 above presents the analysis requested.
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Readers are cautioned that* many -of tile items in the second listing above
required more than knowledge ,of concepts. ince the instruments were' not.

'designed to.compare actievement in the various sci.erice areas,,differences observ-
. able above Ay be due merely to random differences in item difficulty. The

. _
important dateare the Panel ratings for the items.
.

. , .

,

(

3.6 Comparisons with the
4
1978 Science AsseS'sNent %

.

In the 1978 Science.AsAssment, there:was one Grade 4 instrunent consisting-
,

of 689tems spljt into two arts which were administered.on the same day with a.

, rest Period between. The total time allotted was 80 minutes2, The teacher.' who.
,

administered the instrumtnt read the stem for each item alotici but_not the answer

.
options. The 1982 Science Assessment- administration time was liMited to 45 . .

,=.

miniltes per class. The maximuM 'number of achievement ttems that Could be placed
on .an° instrument was 36 items. Since 'tfils did not allow sufficient items to
measure the -range Of objectives diesireci it was decided to 4Se three forms and,
to ensure random;distribution of these, each form was to- be used by pupils in
every participating .classroon. ,This_mdde it impossible for te hers to read the
stem of the,questions.aloud. 4

. . .

. ,,.

.
.." .

. . . ,
,,'

Therefore, no definitive statement can be made comparing Grade 4 Pupils'
achievement In .1978 with 1982: The 1982 Assessment format will be more amenable
,to- such Cbmparisons in thelUture.

..-
.. , .

The distribution of ratin.gs given by the two Interpretati,on Panels'xis shown
in- Table 3.13. This coppdrison uses,the ,judgement of informed individuals ra

thah objective data. It" is.important to.note that the twO Interpretation Pa.els
were judging,pupils' performances at-different iasks because of different admin-' '

istrative procedur,es and item'clifferences between the twO ftsessmentS. How- . i.

ever, the Panels were,expected to use their informed knowledge of the-capa- .

\ bilities 'of-pupil's in malcing their,judgements.- As the table shows, the 1978
Panel fett,pupil performance in 1978 to be\substanti.alfy tp.tter thin the 1982.
Panel fett .it'tObe ip 1982. The 1978-report stated "Generally;the Grade 4
regults were pleasing': (oA4). Ln 1982,_ d ,coMmeiit such 'aS this,-cannot.4e, made.'

.4 .

--ft --

3.7 Achievement' of -SPecifi Put:di Sub-Groups

A representati've sample of just oVer 10% of t he Grade 4.pupi1S.,wha.wrdte thg,
instrument was selected for further anal Ws. The analysis involved analysts 'of

variance OrocecrUres to adeyze the date by,gender, language now ,spOken;:,amd
1'

.language fif.st spoken.' These data were beained from pupil'responSes to 'the'
background informaeion questions. A chi-square analysisof, each' item-by gender
AS alo carriedout."

,. .

0' '

t:Y

,
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Table.3:13: DistribUtion of Ratings 6f Stircient Performance ih 1978 and 1982

Rating\Category
;-

PerCellt of rtehs

1978.

(based on 68 items)

1982.

(based on 108 items)

Strong

Very SatisfaCtory
,

Satiifactov

Marginal

,Weak.

19 .

28,

37"

13

3

8

22

29

10

k

3%7.1 Sex-Related Differences in Achioltevement

, Table 3-.14 presents..the results,of the analysis by gender, for each domain

and objective in Grade 4. There are significant differences in the achievement,

of boys and girls in two of the three domains.at ttlis grade level. The average

actNevement of girls xceeded that of boys in Domain 1--Science Processes, and on

the obaectiveS Observe.and Infer and Communicate, the girls"' means were different

by 3%5% and 2.1% respectively.
/

The(- average achievement of boys exceeded that of girls in Domain 2-,KrroW-

ledge. \The, boys' Mean for knowledge of science concepts was 4.9% aboveThe .

79171T' , butthe girls' average score was 2.4% above the boys' on Safety Rro-

cedures. In Doma,in 3--Higher Level Thinking, there were no statistically signi-.

ficant differences.

These datewere examine4 in- conjuction WAh.the corresponding' sections for

Grades 8 and. 10/12, and.this*xamination showed'impartanf trends. "CpMpared to

the girls, boys'. achieyement 'on the,Sciende Processes parts of the inStruments

tmOroved over the grades, but girls' echievement on.the knowledge of scieAce

concepts was significantly below that of boys at all levels sampled. How early

this knowledge deficit begins cannot beAetermined from these data; neither can

its source. Whether ,the' deficit comes about by an interaction of differing

interests and the curriculucrin'school or whether it comes.from differing sets of

life experiences of boys and rgfrls is nof determinable from the Asessment-

results., As the background of'science informat4on needed to perform processes,

to apply knowledge, and to thilok critically about situatiohs in science grows,

those, individuals with' greater actual knowtgdge will increas4ngly outpeFform

those with less; this difference in achievement is'Shown in suceeeciiiig grades.

Throughout the grades assessed, 1.,therever4,the 'information wes supplied or the

previous knowledge relied on was minimal, girls' achievement was equal or

superior.to that of the boys', as in Domains 1 and 3 at this drade level.
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Table 3.14:Grade:4 S,Ic-41e1,ated 'Differences in Attitude and Achieiement

Domain/Objective
.

Mean Percent 'Difference Significance
Male Female Male - Female .Level

rOomain 1--Science Processes .

Objectives

64.2 65.8 -1.6 * *

1.1 Observe and Trifer 73.5 76.0 -2.5 **

...6,

\.1.2 Classify 64.9 66.3 - -1.4' ns

1.3 Communicate 55.1 57.2 -2.1' *

1.4 Quantify 61.7 60.2 +1.6 ns
) .

Domair) 2--Knowledge - 62.1, 59.8, +2.3 **.-
e

,

Objectives,

.. 2.1 .Science Concepts 57.9. 53.0 +4.9 **
..

- 2.2 .Npplications (Technology)
.. iNature of ScienCe 68.2 66,2 +2.0 ns

.2.3 Safetc, 66.6 69.0

Domain 2,.-Higherlevel, Thinking- .63.4 63.3

'Objectives

3.1 Apply Concepts

3.2 Use Rational and

Critical Thinking

-2.4 *

+0.1 ns

57:8 . .56.3 +1.5 ns'

71.8 74.6, ns

Mas, N = 1462; Females, N = 1477.

ns = not significant
* p less than .05

.*,*,p less than, .01.

Chi-square analyses showed significant-differences -(p <..05) by gerider on. 36

items (one-third of.the achlevement items). These items were examined for clues
as to the possible reasons for sa-related achievement differences, but n6 clear
patterns')amer4ed. In a few cases, the p-values for boys and gtrls were not
sigpificantly different but a significarit difference was caused by different

- -
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patterns of response to incorrect distractors. In some, bbt not all, items with

a sigtOficant reading component, the girls outperformed,the boys. Where there

was .a significant .difference in correct answers in items in the knowledge of

science concept objective it was always in favour of the boys. Sometimes,

differences could be attributed to familiarity with an object or context, as in

the better performance of boys in classifying a football (Y33) or of girls in.

deciding to wash a jar before,usfng it (X04). This explanation did not always

hold and it is difficult to postulate an exper*ence difference which would favour.

girls with respect to shadow size (X10) anO boys with respect to shadow direction

(Y36). The achievement data for boys and girls are presented in Appendix J.,

One item is' of particblar interest. Item Y22 (see below) produced the larg-

est boy-Orl difference on the Grade 4 Assessment, with 77% of the boys in the

sample and only 60% of the girls getting it correct. This item was also used in

1978 when the boy-girl difference was also 27%.

'Y22 Look at the diagrams below.

A

kIff_vA A "1/41 fere r Ade

To make the flashlight work, which way must we place the ,

batteries?

A

14,4
. I 'don't know

5'

63*
22

1.1

* correct response -

3.7,2 Differences Related to Language BaCkgrounds

Analysis of variance was also- used to compare pupils whose present language

at home was not English to those whose language -at home was English. The.

'analysis for the dohains is presented in lable 3.17. Those pupils who' do not

commonly speak English at home have 'mean domain scores about 6.5% lower than

those who most commonly stleak English at e. The scores for indfvidual

objectives show about the same mean differerielVnly in the obj-ective Quantify_

does the dlIference fail' to reach statistical si'gnificance. When a similar

7
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analysis is done comparing those whose first language is EngLis4 with those who
first learned another language, the mean differeince is 4.5% on domains and only
the objectives'Classify and Communicate fail to show a statistical significaVf
difference.

Table 3.15.: Achievement of Gra-de 4 Students by Language Spoken at Home ,

Domain
'M R a n Percent Correct
English Not English Difference

Domain 1--Science Processes 65.4 59.8 5:6*,

Domain-2--KnoWledge
4

61.4 55.0 6.4*

Domain 3--Higher Level Thinking 63.8 56.3 7.5*

* p less than .01 N = 2736 (English) N = 203 (Non-English)

3.8 Attitudes Tbward Science in School. , V

Teachers want their pupils to enjoy all of the personar, social, sand
academic experiences associated with school learning. This, of,tourse, includes
liking'school tubjects such as science'. Accordingly, the Assessment attempted to
measure pupils' liking of science asia school subject through the use of a scale
entitled School Science. The scale( consiste*of ten items at the upper grade
levels, while at the Grade.4 level only theffirst seven items were used. The
proporttons of,Grade 4 pupils in British Colitmbta who chose the various response
categories for each item are recorded in Appendix E.

A description and rationle for the scale along with kits measurement characL
terltics are contained in Section' 2.3. The following analysis is based on the
results of a 10T sample of Grade 4 students.

.

It is difficult to interpret attitude scale results with a great deal of
confidence. One must ask whether the scale is measuring.what it is intended to
measure. Fdr example, is the scale really measuring attitude toward school
science or.are the results confounded by the pupiis' desires to please the teach-
er or tccacquiesce? , The reader will have to decide if the statements in the
scale are appropriate for the given.task...

One wt-lay to interpret. attttuile 'reSults is in terms of the pcoportion of
pupils whoSe scOres are at oe above the mid-point of the scale (i,e..the propor,.
tion. of pupils selecting positive responses). For the school Science scale,
score 21 divides the scale into negative,and positive sections. The percentile
equivalent of score 21 is 20, meaninuthat 20% of the pupils scored below core
21.and, dlerefore, 80%svored'at or above 21 (on the positive side of the scale).
One can therefore conclude that, at vie Grade 4 level, attitudes are very
positive toward.gehool science.

- 61
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.3.8.1 Sex-Related Diffe%nces

In Order to show differences in attitudes toward school science between

boys and girls, the score data for each item were collapsed from five to three

categories. The twa ,categories in the positive direction were combined and

called "Positive", while the categories in the negative direction were combinad

,and, called "Negative". The "Can't Decide" category was re-labeled "Neutral".

Results of the breakdown, in terms of percentages, are shown in- Table 3.16.,

able 3.16: Grade 4, School., Science, Sex-Related Item Response Differences

, Item Gender Positive Neutral Negative

1. I Like to Study Science in B 60 -21 19

School
56 27-

2. I Feel the Study of Science B '7$ f3 9

in School is Important G'. 79 12 9

*3. Science i Dull 70 14 16

G

,
e

, 69 17 / 14

.

..*4. I Do .Not -Enjoy Science B 71 13 . . 16

G 70 15 15

5.

,

I Would Like to Study More B 55 22 23

Science 53 23

*6. Science Classes are Boring B 69 14 17

G -67 17 15

7. Science is a Valuable Subject B -73 16 11

G 68 21 11

* "Disagree"tand "Strongly Disagree" responses, to neatively -stated items were

combined and placed in the "Positive" column.

The r:esults .give a different' persplective to the data. One can soe the

varpbility of response patterns across gender as well as acrosS itemsi For

siniplicity in readiro, the highest percentagein the positive category between

boys and girls has been underlined. Results show that boYs obtained the majority

of the higher percentages.

'From the foregoing, one may conclude that-pupils in Grade 4 enjoy school

science. Further, boys tbnd to be slightly -more positive than girls taward

science as a school subject. . , - Ave

tit

,
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3.8.2) Cross-Grade Differences

Pupils in grades 4, 8, 10, ade12 have had vastly different *experiences
within science curricula as well as wfthin the broader social culture. One can,
therefore, be quite certain that'groups of pupils. at different gra-de levels *are-
not answering the same attitude questions from the same experiential pckground.
The attitudinal objects of pupils in different grades may not be equialent. It
is, therefore, very difficult to evaluate cross-grade attitude results. However,
recognizing the experiential differences, a study was conducted using all ofthe
items on the Grade 4 School Scrce scale. and the, equiv-alent first seven items on
the Grades 8 and 10/12 scales. The results are shown in Table 3.17.

Table 3J7: School Science SCale: Statistics Across Grades

Grade Sample Number, of

Items

Mean Standard

Deviation

4 2971 7 3:72 .82

3.21 .40

0

3.39 .74.

12 1150 7 .79

The mean and standard deviation values in the table resulted from calculat-
ing an individual's score as the average of the seven weighted item values.
Scores, therefore, ranged from one to five, with a theoretical mid-point of
three. Of interest is the high mean value at Grade 4 and, the relatively large
drop in the mean and the reduced standard deviation at Grade 8. ''This change.is,
worthy of speculation and ',further research. AlSo of intefipst is the increase in
mean scores from Grade 8 to Grade 10 and 12 with 60 difference between Grades 10.
-and 12. Further analyses of other upper grade differences will be discussed in
Chapter 5.

v
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Table 3.18: Grade 4, IntereSt in-Science Topics, Sex-Related Differences,
. .

.

,ScienceJT4ic , .Gender

R e-sponse C a,tegories
Not

Interested

Somewhat

Interested

Very
Interested

Biology .

1X.* How Birds'Live B 28 51 21

G 11 52 37

1Y. Row owers Grow B 49 40 11

G
.

19 50 31

1Z. Hp.!., YoUng Animall Live B 22 46 32

G 7 39 54

Physical Sciences

..

2X. Why Things Rust B 42 37 21

G 49 36 15

2Y. How Magnets Work B ''' ., ,,, 13 37 50

G 28 42 30

2Z. Why Something Burns B

G

34

40

0.
,

45

26

15

Earth/Space
3X. Why Rivers Flood 31 . 39 30

25 46 29

3Y. WhY Volcanoes Blow Up B 10 26 64

G 19 32 48

3Z. Why Stars Shine B 20 33 47
G 10 ...39 .

,
51

,

Technology
.

4X. How Airplanes Fly 13 12 26 62

G 38

7----

38 24

4Y. How An Electric Light B. 21 42 37

Works G 28
4 46 26

,

4Z. How a Television Works.8 .17 29 54

26 40 34

,

* Number refers to statement
nurriber on,each form; letter refers to the form on

which the statement appedrs.
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3.9 Interest in Science Topics

A search'was made, primarily through the British Columbia science curriculum
guides and related texts, in order to identify and selea topTcs in science,for
the purpose of having pupils judge their relative interest. Twelve topics were
chosen, with three classified under each of. the following headings: Biology,
Physical Science, Earth/Space Science, and Technology. One topic in each of the
four categories was included at the beginning of each Grade 4 achievement form.
The claim is...riot made that the topics are necessarily representative of the
British Colunbia curricular emphasis or that the topics 'are representative within
the four broad science areas. It is hoped that primary and other teachers may
use the short questionnaire as a ,model for developing their own interest ques-
tionnaires and, if possible, that, the knowledge, principles, and processes of
science may be taught through the content of their pupils' expressed interests.
Table 3t18 shows the percentage responses of boys and-girls to the various topics
organized in terms of the four science areas. For simplicity in reading, the
largest percentages in the extreme response categories are upderlihed.

There are, of course, no solid conclusio,Oat. can be derived from the
response data. There are, though, some evident sex-related differences. The
"Very Interested" column shows that girls express a 16 to 22% greater interest
than boys in each of the Biology topics. Although interest is generally low in
Physical Science, boys expressed from 6 to 20% greater interest than girls in the
topics. Similarly, the boys expressed from 11 to 30% greater Interest than girls
in the Technology topics. ex-related differences in Earth/Space are varied,
although the topics received some of the highest interest ratings.

1,1



CHAPTER 4

GRADE EIGHT RESULTS

John Sheppy and Hugh Taylor

This chapter reports and interprets the achievement and affectiVe results
obtained by survOing Grade 8 pupils. Grade 8 pupils were surveyed in order to
as.sess the achievement of those who had completed elementary school.

Three Science Assessment instruments (Forms 8X, 8Y, and 8Z) were prepared.
h form had the following components:

-

eight Background Information questions which provide the

basis for sub-groups used later in this chapter

two affective scales 10 to 13 :items each) which were different
on the three forms, thWeby providing six scales

forty multiple-choice achievement items which were different on
1 each form

The achievement items were designed to fit Table 2.5, the table of specifi-
cations for the Grade 8 Science Assessment. Each domain and each objective were
equally represented On each form

Although for purposes of the Assessment it was not necessary that the forms
be balanced in terms of average difficulty of items, for face validity, purposes
an attempt was made to keep the forms at approximately equal difficulty levels,

lk

The domain And objective emphases were determined by the Advisory Committee,
in consultation with the Contract Tedm, as being an appropriate reflection of the
science which should be taught in the intermediate grades in elementary schoOl.
Sets of expanded Objectives were written to define each of the objectives on the
table, and items were chosen or written to assess these expanded objectives. All

xpanded objectives and items were reviewed twice by ihe Advisory Committee and
y two different Review Panels. Revisions were made as required. All items

which were used were considered to be valid for British Columbia pupils by these
Panels. The content of the Grade 8 curriculum was not considered in the prepara-
tion of items, except where there was overlap with previous grades. The pool of
,items generated was approximately three times as great as the number of items
used.

,

Twenty-five items from the 1978 Science Assessment were used unaltered.

These items are called Change Items, and are'the subject of additional analysis
in SectiOn 4.6.
-

As often as possible, when items were constructed with drawings or prose
selections as part of the question, the Contract Team tried to utilize reproduc-
tions of materials likely to be at the level found in elementary sehool libraries

L.67-
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or ci,assrooms. Sometimes the.material was chosen from science textbooks not in

use in .British Columbia and sometimes from coMmon reference books. This,was an

attempt to keep the information contained in Science Processes' or j_t_ler.
Level Thinking items at an appropriate level. :Since ,these materiils were

sometimes ambiguous and since not all reproduced well, the Interpretation Panel

was sometimes critical of the graphics on the-achievement instruments.

The Grade &Interpretation Panel rated pupil achievement on paCh item and on

each objective. Panel members individually examined each item and set percentage

levels of performance they judged to be acceptable and levels they felt were

desirable. They then; individually, compared the pupils' performance with'these

levels. Consensus procedui'es were used to produce Panel ratings.

'Panel members used the following five-point scale:

Strong .ST

Very Satisfactory VS'

.Satis4ctory 5

k

Marginal

Weak

These ratings Aremot-,based upon objective criteria but on the Panel mem-

bers' expectations-for Grade 8 pupil's and Panelists' assessment of theAmportance

of the.items. 7

'Appendix F contains all items arranged by domain and objective, shows the

pirovincial percentage of pupils who chose each option and gives the Interpre-

tation Panel ratings based on the above scale.

4.1 Description,of the Pupils Who Wrote the Assessment Instruments

Those eligible to write the Grade 8 Science Assessment instruments were all

of the Grade 8 pupils in 63 Brittsh Columbia school districts and all Grade 8

pupils from selected schools jn the.12 largest,districts. The.numbtr of pupils

who did write was 29 699 which,was 91% of the eligible pupils or 74% of all Grade

8 pupils. The Dumber of pupils who wPQe each of the forms.was 9917 for Form X,:

9917 for Form Y, and 9865 for Yorm Z.

Of these pupils, nearly 50% were boys and 48% girls; over two percent failed

to indicate their gender. The, median age was 13.9 years, and the age distribu-

tion is shown in Table 4.1. Fourteen percent learned to speak English a'S 'a

-second language and siX percent still speak their first non-English language

most often in their homes. Since Grade 4, 17% of the pupils had moved into their

present district from another British Columbia school' district, eight percent had

moved in from another province; and three percent emigrated from another country.

Thirteen petcent, probably in semestered schools, ha-cl already successfully

completed Science 8. Table 4.2 shows the percentages of pupils receiving Science

8 instruction according to different time-table patterns.
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'Table 4.1: Ages of Pupils Writing Grade 8 Assessment_Forms in 1978 and 1982

Age in Years

15, or older

14

,

13

12 or younger

Persent of Ploil.s
1978 1982

,

7 6

i

;
34 - 33.

58 58

1 . 3

Table 4.2: Percentages of Pupils Responding by Timetable Pattern

Pattern

Full 10-month course

Semester Course

Quarter System Course

Other

Percent

63,

29

6

1-

4.2 Domain --Science rocesses

TI)e domain of Sci nce Processes was assigned 30% of the assessment items.
Because of the need ti sample a wider range of outcomes, not becaUse it is of
less importance, the S lence Processes domain has fewer questions at Grade 8 than
at Oade 4. The Elem ntar Science Curriculum Guide, Grades 1-7 (1981) lists And
describes 12 processe as sub-goals of Goal B of the program. Goal B states "The
Elementary School S ence Program should develop in students the processes and
skills of science" page 7). The decision was made to assess only four of the
processes. Those chosen mere: classification, communication, interpreting data,
and identifying a controlling varibles. Classification and communicatiork.were
also assessed at the Grade 4 1Rvel, Tut only fodr common items were ultimately
used in both irades. Interpreting data, and identifying and controlling
variables we,- also assessed in Grade 12, but only two common items were us4d in
both It was' decided not to assess the process of quantification,
although it is extremely important, .because there were 21 measurement items
(of lich nine dealt With metric units) in Ole 1981 Mathematics Assessment, and
there seemed to be no need for.duplication. The Mathematics Assessment Interpre-
tation Panel had rated the Measurement domain in Grade 8 as "11argina.1".
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In contrast to the Grade 4 level, examination of standardized tests and the

relevant literature often provided the Contract Team with usable items or models

for the construction of original, items except that the range of classification

items wasJimited so that some new types of items were created for assessing this

process.

In writing expanded objectives, the Contract Team found that clear lines of

demarcation could not always be drawn between the processes defined in the

curriculum guide. It was also impossible to establish a clear boundary between

critical thinking and some of the processes. This problem has been discussed

more fully in Section 3.2.

4.2.1 Classify

The Elementary Science Curriculum Guide, Grades 1-7 (19'81) defines classifi-

cation as "the organization of materials, events, and phenomena into logical

groupings. At first, classification is a sorting process- Later, the

student will develop multi-stage systems to categorize rocks, trees, etc." (page

7). The measurement format--pencil and paper, mmltiple choice, black on white--

restricted what could be done,. Pictures, illustrations, or familiar objeats that

all pupil's could- identify had to be used. Some of the'simpler classification

skills are descrtbed in Section ,3.2.2 of the Grade 4 discussion-. The typ,,Of,,

item, inwhich attributes of a class are inferred from sets of examples and non-

examples and -then used to identify a new member of the class, proved useful'at',

both grade levels, and had 'been used im previous assessments. This ability to

infer, like all Classification sub-tkiTls, When it is removed from the content of

real world objects, often seems to be more a matter of intelligence or logic than

of science: In fact, the thinking jnvOlved is a core strategy in classification

and concept formation. Item Y29 is such an item, and was also used at Grade 4

and in the 1978 Assessment.

The measutement format made it impossible to require pupils to develop

mu,lti-stage systems, but items were created 6 auess the abilities of pupils to

use tt* systems developed by others. These systems included tree diagrams and

dichotomous keys. Question' 215 (see Appendix F) illustrates the type of item

constructed to assess the use of a dichotomous key., tin this and on the oth..

"keying-out" items (X09 and Y27) pupils who could not use the key seem to hav

choser one attribute and selected as their answer the first' mention of ttiis

at-tribute, (e.g. the first blond mentioned jn X09 was by far the preferred intor-
.

reLt choice).

Table 4.3 'summarizes the provincial results and the Interpretation Panel

ratings for 'this obsiective. The pupils' 'results on the objective of Classify

were considered to be "Very Satisfactory".
.,

1
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Table 4.3: Provintial Resü1t0Or the.Grade g Objectfe ClasSify

Item No: Description
Percent
Correct

Panel

Rating

1.1.01(X09) . Uses dichotomous key 68

1.1:02(X24) .Deletes by stated attribute 86 VS

1.1:03(X29) Recognizes and applies class rule 57 M

1.1.04(Y27) Uses dichotomous key 50

1. ( Y2) RecOgnizes and .applies class rule , 65 VS

1.1.06(Y34) Recognizes and applies class rule 83 ST

1.1.07(Z10)

1.1.08(115)

Recognizes basis for sorting

Uses ciichotOmous key

32,

72 VS

1.i.09,(Z20) Recognizes and applies class,rule 07 ST

Mewyercent Correct:, 664,,
Overall Rating Ve6 Satisfactory

-Puplls seemed to have difficulty. on item Z10 either in un
tree diagram 'or in identifying the basis for subdivision into
much'simpler situations in Grade 4, recognition of the basis fo
was not strong. These results indicate that teachers should
more opportuDities to identify the attributes used by others t
into classes. These opportunities should/ incluae,,but not be
identifying the critical attributes used fn cohventional cl

given' specimens, identif a characteristic which separates p
conifers).

_ 4.2.2 Comnunicate

erstanding the
roups. In the

classification
giving pupils

separate objects
estricted to,
ssifications
ne trees,from other

Ih Section 3.2.3., the Contract Team identified meth ds in which scientific
information is communiCated tO and from pupils, and discussed the limitations
which the Assessmen format imposed on the measurement of communication skills.
It is stressed again that measurement Ould only ta e place with respect to
pupils'-reception of communications, not their initiat'on of them.

Table 4.4 presents the provincial results a d the Interpretation Panel
,ratings for the objective Communicate. The pyerall erformance was considered to
be "Very Satisfactory", with two items being, rated s "Strong".and three as "Very
Satisfactory".
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Table 4.4: provinaal Re,suits for the Grade 8 Objective-Communicate

Item No: Descriptiö4

Percent

Correct-

Panel

Rating

1.2.01(X14) Uses-mmbols to read map 48

1.2.02(X36) .Reads And interprets grAph, 72

1,.2.03(X38) Interprets picture 64 - S

1.2.04($V11) "Reccignizes correct graph 77

,

VS,

1:2.05(Yr5) Sélects,ktridea in scientific.prose 67 VS
.r

1.2.06(Y40) Selects best diagram of a description ST

1.2:07(Z05) Interpolates from graph *63 S

,1,2.08(Z06) Extrapolates from graph' 43 ' M

1.L09(42) Selects best dlagram of e description 87 ST

Mean Percent Correct
Overall Rating

'66.3
Very Skisfactory

V r

The item which dealt with mar readiAg (X14) was poolly done by many pupils.
. e

The map was justly criticized for lact's of clarity of,rer/roduction (the essentpl

features of,.the map, were not obscured). The three items in which pupils

indicated understaoding of prose description were judged to have been wel.1 done

although the preferred incorrect answer. in,Y15 (shown below) may indicate that,

despite dirAtions, many children assume that the first true option'is ihe

Option il. responding td an iteni. Pupils did well on the two graphing items which

required- the use of only _data points (X36 and Y11). Their perforMance ,on

interpolation was weaker and even more so on extrapolation, although 'none of the

options provided jn the extopOlation iteni(Z06) wat, quite'right, Although the

.Grade 4 Interpretation Panel felt that pugils' graphing skills were weak, this

was not a concern of the Grade 8 Panel.
k

4.2.3 Interpret Data,

.The Usual data interpretation situation is that Pupils are given a specimen;

specimenss, or a situation 'to observe, or are given an 'experimental situation

where changes a,re observed or measured. From the observations which they'

themselves collect, the pupils then' generate ga conclusion or interpretation.'

Such data often contain ambiguities. Obvitusloy, the assessment lomat precluded'

the use çsuch situations. Data had to be presented in concise forms and the
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pupi ad to be presented ith ilternatiye interpretations from whiCh to choose.
Time limitations for children in writing the Instrument meant that the data
presented had tolpe relatively simp.l,e. WheR qualitative* data were presented,
they had to be expressed in a few shOrt sentences, and -quantitative dSta weret
reitric'ted to a few numbers. The,need'for breVity,and clarity, neither of.which
is a characteriSAic of data from.real observation s. or experiments, created a

certain artificiality in items for data interpretation.

Y15 When large amounts ofMarm water are dumped intd a river, the river
itSelf is heated. The temperature of the water may be raised only
a few,degrees,. Yet these few degrees can change the animal and
planttltfe in the river. Heat causes a loss of oxygen in the !

water. Fish to longer db"' well and some kinds die. Without enough
oxygen, bacteria in the river cannot break down waste matter. The
ri'ver is np 1.ongerclean.

What is the MAIN IDEA in this paragraph?

Heat c'auses:waterc to lose' Oxygen. .. 16

Fish and bacteria lo not do well without oxygen . . . 7

Some fish cannot survive in warm water., . . . . 4

Large amounts of warm pater can be dangerous to life
'in rivers% 68*

I don't know.

* correct response

. ... 4

As'mentioned earlierit.it is not always possible to draw_ cle-ar lines betiween
-processes, and one such example would be in the use of graphs. I extrapolation
on a graph a communication or data inter'pretatfon .skill? This Assessment has
chosen to classify it as a tommunication skill.

The items generated fall into two groups._ First, there are those items
where data Were presented ancithe pupil was reguired vp select an inter*etation
consistent with the data,_ Data wei-e preserited in the for% of mops (X04, X05), a
table (Y08), .a prose passage (It22)., and a dtagram (Z04),. The remaidin§, items
asked pUpits to address, some/tirthe problems 6ich arise in the choice and t$e of
data. POils were called upow to recognizethat' 6 statement is'one of observa-
tion rather than an interpretation, to choose.relevantAata from a data pool, to
use sample data to makCon overall esttmate,'and to recognize the need to repli-

:cate in.order to validate conclusiOns...

74\
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Table 4.5 preients the Oovincial results and, the Interpretation 'Panel 's -,--

ratings for the items related to this objective. The overall rating for the

objective was "Satisfactory'.

r-
Table 4.5: Proxincial Raesultsfor the Grade 8 Objective Interpret Data

Item No. Descrip ' -

Percent Panel

Correct Rating

(-

.

.

,-

1.3.01(X04) Correlates informa ion from two maps-,

1.3.02(X05)
Correlates information from two maps*

?
.

1.3:03();26) Recognizes an observation
.0, .

1.3:04(Y08) Identifies trend from table,
e

.1r.a705(Y22) Selects be'st interpretation

1.3.06(Y24) Uses average value of data

1.3.07(Z04) .
Interprets diagram sequence

1.3.08(Z19) Chooses,4propriate data

\I-.3.09(Z32) Recognizes need to replicate

Mean Percent Ca.rect
Overall Ratings

.

:

61 . VS
.

41
,

,
. M

..

741 KS

65 -s

81 .. ST

26 W

31 S

63 S

65 \S.4

55.9
SaUtsfactory

item X04'.(see Appendix F) illustrates sothe of the points already made. 'It

presents real ecological*, data from'an Environment Canada publication. Howe4tr,

the ,data had to be simplified considerably to enable pupils to handle the item.

Even so, the data' can be ambiguous. Pupils have to necqgniie, that option B is

better than option Cbecause, while some df the Garry Oak trees are found .41 the

690-909 mm rainfall region,,much of this.region is devoi'd of the Garry Oak. As

in most'data.interuetation,situations,
the-thinking is complex'.

The skill involvdd in Item Y24 was considered by the Interpretatigin Panel to

1176-1worthwhile, ,but it is obvious that few pupils have experience fn sampling

,
populations. .Pariel membets felt that the reference to Mt. St. Helens 'in Item Z04

was not jhe1pf41;''''and may 'have caused' pupils to ansWer on the basis' of their

knowledg8 o Mt. St.,Helens rather than.by attempting to interpret the diagrams.

The quality of reproductioh'of these diagrams was also criticized.

0

44,
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4.2.4 Ident{fy and Ovntrol Variables
. ,

That part of experimental design whii-M involves the creation of a hypothe-

Os, the identification of manipulated (independenWand responding'(dependent)
variables, and the recognitipn and control of other relevant variables- is central
to eZperimentation and so to science. The Contract Team,,the Advisory Committee,
the Review Panels, and the Interpretation Panel were unanimous in consider-trig the
process Identify and Control Variables as one of the chief objectives df.elemen--
tary school science-instruction. It was? however, agreed that the terminolooy
used akove may not have been taught or stressed. Therefore, in constructing the
items,'synonymous terms or descriptions were used for the terms "manipulated",
"reslionding" and "varialcrle". Model items for this process appeared fairly fre-
quently in the literature examined, but were usually designed for grade levels
above Grade 8. The Contract Team wishes to acknowledge the help qtained from y

the Test of Integrated Ppocess Skills by 4. Gerald "Dillashaw and James R. Okey,`-/
who permitted the Team to adapt several TIPSultems for this section 411' the
achievement-instrument..

Table 4.60shaws the provincial results and the Interpretation Panel ratings

for the items of thiS objxctive. The Panel gave this objective aft overall rating
of "Weak". It was 'one of onl9 two objectives rated "Weak" in the interpretation
process at all three levels. Only one tquestion on this objective received a

rating as high as "Very Satisfactory".

Table 4.6: ProvincW Results for the Crade 8 Objective Identify and
Control Variables

Item No.

./

Description
%

Percent

Correct

1.4.01(X06)

1.4.02(X,07)

Identifies responding variab1,5.

Identifies controlled variables

77.

45A

-; 1.4.03(X16) Knows meaning of hypothesis 41

1.4..04004) Selects suitable hypothesis 29

1.4:05(Y05) Identifies manipulail vari'able 56

1.4.06(Y06) Identifids- responding variabfe 35

1.4.07(Z21) Selec6rid crtticism of experimental design 41,

1.4.08(Z30) Identi f i es .mani pulated vari abl e .40

1:4.09(Z31) Selecis valid criticism'of experimental desfgh 43

Panel

Rating

s 4

Mean, Percent Corr'ect 45.2
Overal'l Rating Weak.

VS

. M

W

S

.M
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In'order that experimental situations be, adequately'described,At was neces-

sary to'include a substahtial quantity of prose'readings qo lessen the effect.

_this had on pupil time, items,Were usually designed,so.that two or three indepert-

dent qlestions were asked about eech description.4 Item X16 was used to test

unde!atanding of the imp.ortant term. "hypothesis". The irforrect and "I

don't know" respOnses.indicate that the term is.npt being adequately taught. In

fact, the high' perentage of "I-don't know" responses throughout the items for

this objectivp is a cause. of. concern since it indiGttes many pupils are pot

receivimg instruction On this objective. Itpms Z30 and Z3.1.are shown bejow, and

illustrate several of the points just made. They also illustrate.a common fault

in pupil-designed experiments, namely the failure to identify a single responding

variable.

Sue wanted to find out what might'affect the length of bean sealings.

She placed a bean wrapped in moist tissue paper in each of -TEN

identical test tubes. She put FIVE test /ubes a rack in a sunny

window. She put FIVE test tubes in a rack in edark refrigerator. She

measure0;:the length of bean seedlings in each group after one week. f-t,

730 Which of the following OTHER factors did Sue test for their

effect on the length of the bean. seerIlings?c

Motsfure and length f est tube
9

Light and temper'ature

Light and amount of time
4

42*

Temperatu're, and moisture .12

I. don't know
e .23

, A.

. Z31_ Sue found.thet the seedlings grew better in the rack on the sunny

window: Why WiQhteicha,61,crtticize her experime,nt?'

There is no reason_ to criticize her experiment. . . , 27

. -

She sivuld have-put different amounts-of,water in

, the test tubes
'10

She cannot,teli if the better growth a result of

temperature or Of,light or'both 42*

She cod not need to use so ifany tegt tubes. . 8

I don't know.,
12

* correct response,

fr
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/4.345 Summary and Recorimendatiens

4

4.

t
.The IntergretatioW Panel felt that it was unable to give am oierall domain

rating because its assessmdfit of achievement in the separate objectives ranged
- from "Nery Satisfactory" to "Weak". It made the following comment:

. , 11
"Although 'classifying and communicating were very satisfactory, the
area of scientpic Whod.(i.e., Identify and Control- Variables) was
very weak. A:5 this is the basis Of all science, there should be'
concern because,something in the tlassrooM is not being done."

. .

The Contract TeeM concurs with the Interpretation Panel in its recommenda-
.tions ttiat:

.
,

in-service Workshops' in scientific method be provided for
teachers'

'teachers use,mAy more cVaSsroom activities whieh- require con-
trolled experimentation

The Contract Team adds that it is essential that pupils learn to destm, as
well as to perform, controlled experiments.

4.3 Doma)n 2-:Knowledge--recall and undertand

'The B,C. Elementary SciencCurriculum Guide, drades 1-7 (1981) states Goal
C 'as fqllows:

The Elementary School Science Orogram shotild Clevelop' in students scientif-
ic knowledge.- The student shOuld Aemonstrate and apply knowledge of,the
following:

facts, generalizations, co ncepts, prinCiples,'and
! scientific vocabulary;

relationships.between iou scientific disciplines;
the history, philosop and liature of science;
the apprication and limitations of science in the practical *.
world. (page 9)

.

For the purpOse of this Assessment, items relating to the',pupils' use Of
knowledge by applying it`to new situations were placed in Domain*3--Higher Level
Thinking. Dom%in 2 was designed to test ,pupils' recall and understanding in
.three,areas:

knowledge of basic scientifie;facts, concepts, generalization,
And vocabulary X,

4
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.1*.

.knowledge of ways-in which science is applied, which is distinct

from the intellectual process of applying one's own knowledge,

' and.of the nature-of sclence

knowledge of safety, procedures

This domain was allotyd 48% of the items in the Grade.8 ASseisment, not

because it was held as more important than the Seience Processes domain, but

because of the range of knowledge available for assessment.

4.3.1 Biological, Physical and Earth/Space*Science,Concepts

4 4 '

,Thirty-theee items, just over one-fourth of the total, were used to assess

schievement of knowledge of scierice facts concepts, principles, and yocabulary--

the traditional area for objectiye measurement., Twelve of the iteme'iwere change

items wN010 had been used in the 1978 Science Assessment; some others came from

assessments elsewhere: Only about One-third of the/Items were newly constrdcted.

Two of the, items were also used in Grade 4 -and another two in Grade 12.

'The 33 items were distribute&among
the_different science.content areas so

that 12 related to each of bidlogital science ana physical 'science, and nine

related to earth/space scienCe. Except for change items,-the content of any item

which Was used in this part orthe Assessment appears :in at least two of the

three alterhtive programs at the infermediate level. For many of the items-, the

content is'inlall three of the programs.

Table 4.7 summarizes the
Interpretation Panel's ratings of Ztems for tivis

objective. The mean percent correct for the 33 items was 53;1%, and the overall

rating,for the tnowledge of' concepts objective was "Satisfactory".'

Table 4.7: Summery of Panel Ratings of Items in the Grade 8 ObjeCtive

Riological, Physical and Eiarth/StGace Science Concepts ..

Rating'
Number"of itemi

Strong
0

Very Satisfac6ory
6

l Satisfactory
13 .

. J

Marginal
8

Weai . 6

..

.

Mean Percent Correct
53.1% .

Overall Rating .

Satisfactory

-78-
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Because of the lengt 'of such a table 'and bed'ause of the specificity of the
items, a tattle,similar to that presented for earlier objectives will not be used.
However, because bay interest teachers, Tab]e 4.8. shows the mumbers and. .

ratings of the items by science content area..

Table 4.8: Grade 8 Pupils' Achievement in Biological, Physical and Eaprth/Space

Science Content Areas on Objective 2.1

, Biological Science Rhysical'ScienCe, Earth/Space 'Science
Iten

No.

Percept

Correa
Panel

Rating
. Ited

No.

Percent panel

Correct ating
Item

No.

Percent

Correct
Panel

Rating

X01 56 - S. X10 42 Xlf 35 w
X15

X3,1

22

44

m

m.

.X17

X34

.70 .

59

VS

S

X19

X21

54

40
X37,. 72 VS . X35 42 Y25 ./ 43
Y01 ,78 VS YO2 a S Y26 78 V S

-Y13 . 63 Y18 38 W Y33 65
Y2§ _38' .- *Y23 54 S Z03 45
Y30 52 hi" -Y39 - 43 S Z11 62
Z16 74 VS Z18 49 M Z14 34
Z23 63 *Z33 49 M .

Z26 . 56 Z35 65 VS
Z36 43 , Z40 58 S

Mean 55.1
Percent
Correct '

53..1

111.

This table shows"t,b.at the asiignment of Interpretation Panel ratin0 for
biological And .physical sc ence items are similar, but that mone earth/space
science items .were rated "Weak". Four of the six "WeakP 'ratings for the
Objective were given to earth/space science iteMs. This may indicate that
elementary teachers are giving earth/space science less emphasis than other
science areas.

In biological science, pupil achievement was highest on items relating to
parts of plants or animals and their functions, and^ to thp single .iteM on,
reproduction (Z16). Oetpite its importance for our world and in biology, and
despite the r'Tferences to it Th'mOst treatments of plant life, pupils' pgrfor-
mancelion the two items (X31, Z24 on photosynthesis was rated ,"Marginal". Two
items (X01, Y28) asked about nutrition. The high pereentage of'pupils choosing'
the,incorrect answer, a glass of milk, to X01 may indicate that these pupils have
learned (pout good nutrition but not about the functions of nutriponal c po-

' At nents. L.



FrOm the ,physical science items, few patterns could be seen. The three

programs Show a good deal of varibbifity in,the physical S'cience topics at each

grade level and in their total coverage. This variability presented some me4-

surement problems since a pupil had to be capable of answering an item correctly

regardless's of the program uti.lized. Responses to the two items on weight and

gravitation (Y18, Z40) do not give confidence that these Pasic topics are fieing

well taught. _It is, of concern that one-third of the children would give the

ansWer 120°C for Item X10, Ole it indicates that they see no relationship to.

their everyday experience pf miging hot and cold water, and 'since viater of

temperature 120'C is, Teaningle'Ss in any situalions 'children know. Such pupilis

failed.to ask themselus if the answers they gave were .reasciliable in terms of the

world they know.

Pupil performance in the earth/space science area causes concern. Geology

items (X11 (see below), X21, Y25, and Z14) were particularly poorly answered, and

the answers to Item X11 indicate a real need to stress cycle concepts. Except

for Z03 (the astronomy related item), Items X19, Y26, Y33, and Z03, were _answered

*reasonably well. Planetary astronomy is a topit about which many intermediate

pupils get excited, and in the last few years it has received much publiCity as a

result of space probes. It is likely that many teachers use science-related

current events in their instruction.

X11 The'Vanrthat flows into the ocean as rivers

all comes from town ac! city sewage.disposal plants. 3

all comes from lakes at the heads of the rivers. . . 47 :

reaches the river py many paths through the air,

i over the fand tirface, or underground 35

was lifted from underground cavern's to the surface'

. of the earth bpgravity . . 2

I don't know' . 12

correct response

'r

il>

a
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4.3.2

This objec
action of.scie
education in,re
complex, but kn

. understanding.
asked for knowled
everyday Uses.of sci
concern.

cations of Science Technolo 'and of the Nature of Science

lye combines' two sub-Objectives which both relate to the, inter- -

ce and society, a theme which has become important in science
ent years. The ways in which science affects society are indeed4
wing some practical effects of science is the simplest level of
x items were used to assess this area of knowledge. Two iter4is

of, public- health measures, two asked,for knowledge aboOt
ce, and two related to pollution, a theme of much cUrrent

. The other sub-objective related to facets of the scientific enterprise
:itself. Four items were developed aboat the nature of scientific knowledge and
two about the appropriate scientrfic behavior in a situation.

Table 4.9 presents the provincial results and Panel ratings for this objec-
' tive, separated into the two sub-objectives. The Interpretation Panel rating for
the objective was "Marginal", and the item ratings indicated that the Panel
judged pupil achievement to be poor in both areas. The Panel stressed the need
for more teaching of the applications of science, and .felt that, in teaching
concepts, teachers often fail to show how these concepts are applied in day-to-.
day pfe outside of school.

Item X08 illustrates some interesting features. It is unlftely that
flouridation has appeared as Poformal tOic in the science program for many
pupils. .It may have appeared incidentally when teeth were being discussed. ,

However, nearly two-thirds of the pupils have Olowledge about it. Probably, this
know1edTe has been obtained from their own experience or from the media.

X08 .Wh.fth ONE of thejollowing substances is added to drinking.water
to help prevent tooth decay?

Fluoride 67* ;

Chloreie . 15 ,

Calcium 8

Iodide 9

I don't know - 1

4

Ncorrect response

81 -



Table 4.9: Provincial ,Results for the Grade 8 Objective Applications

of Science (Tepnology) and the Nature of Science

Ltem No.

Percent Panel

Description Correct Rating

Application't.of, Science (Technology)

,2.2.01 (X08) Knows skime public health measures

(X22) Knows some wastes not biodegradable 54

2.2.05 (Y16) Knows factors causing water pollution 42

2:2.07 (Y35) Knows:public health measures 64

2.2.10'(Z17) -,Knows principles of thermal insulation 47

2.2,11 '-(Z28) Knows sources of-useful products 49

Mean percent Correct
53.5

The.Nature of SCience

2.2.02 (X12); Distinguishes between observations and

, explanations

2.2.04 (X30) Knows natu.re of ecientific laws

2.2.06 (X31) KnoWs scientific knowledge is cumulative e

2.2.0$ (Y36) Knows scientists' eeek to eXplain anomalies

2.2.09 (207) Knows sciehtific knowledge is incOmpi-ete

2.2.12 (Z39) .
Knows results should be reported accurately

52

34 M.

. 66

41

,41

"44

Mean Percent Correct
46.3

Mean Percent Correct on Objective

Overall Rating

49.8

Marginal

so+,



The other public health item regarding the dectine of polio (Y35) was also
correctly answered by dearly' two-thirds of the 'children. Despite current
concerns,, the two items on, p011ution (X22, Y16) were poorly answered. Con-
sidering the impdrtance of wheat to Canada's history and economy, therfailure of
more than half of the pupils to know that flour comes from seeds underlines the
Panel's concern about failure to teach applicatiop.

Assessment item results on the nature of science seem to indicate that
teachers are giving little priority to instruction in this area. -Formal lessons
about the nature of science are probably not appropriate in elementary school,
but day-by-day opportunities arise in. the Context of teaching where incidental
instruction can, and should, occur. The only item that was'at all well-answered
(Y31) related to thecumulative nature of science. Only half of the pupils could
distinguish a theoraical statement from a set of observational ,statements (X12),

believed that there are ekeeptions to scientific-laws (Y.36 .' Nearly 60% of the

only one-third k'necihat ,a scientifiC law' is (n0), and at least one-fourth

pupils seemed to think that there are areas of science which are completely
understood (Z07). Item 239 asked pupils how they' should behave in a situation
where their observations do not fit the printed information available to them.
'The incorrect rescponses indicate the faith' children have in the printed word.
Fifteen percent of the pupils were prepared to report data contrary to their own
lindings, and 30% were prepared to i'eport that the9 had made an error and would
follow' the reasonable course of redoing theexperiment. Interpretation Panel
members.' comments on ,the quality of the' item ranged from "very poor" to "very
%good".

4.3.3 Safety Procedures

4

All groups concerned felt that keowledge An the area of safety was a high
priority. Intehrtation Panel members had high levels of expectation for

'pupils,'and many rated the deSired level of knowledgecat 100%. One member's
comment was, "stTrds ih this area must be very htgh and constaHtly reviewed."
Readers of this s ctton are reminded that the Grade -8 ASsessment dealt only with

, knowledge pupils might be expected to have at the end,of, Grade 7 and that, by the
time the instruments were written, pupils should have,had additional Grade 8

: Safety 'instrction. Twelve -iteMs were :asked about Ofa-til procedures. Con,
sidering the scope.of content available, the sampling of safety knOwledge was
'More complete than the sampling of achievement in any other area. nye of the
items were alsd used at the the Grade 4 level, and three were used at the Grade"'
12 level. The comparative performances on these overlap items are shown in

Tables 4.17 and 5.25. The Interpretation Panel rated only five items In "Satjs-
factory", sand gave the whole objective a "Weak" rating. Tabte 4.10 summarizes
the provincial data.and the Panel ratings.

1 .
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Table 4.10: Provincial Results for the Grade'8 Objective Safety Procedures

Item No. . DesCription

Percent
Correct

2.3.01 (X03). 'Knows-procedures for broken glass 77

2.3.02 (X18) Knows hoW to test odours 58

2.3.03. (X28) Knows how to test.hot Oetal 51

2.3.04 (X39) Knows procedures if ,acici splashed 78

2.3.05 (Y07) Knows prOcedures in case of fire 83

2.1.06 (Y10) Knows action in haZ:Ardousc'situatiOn 35

2.3.07 (YI4) Knows to wash after procedures 72

2.3.08 (Y20) Knows procedures if acid' splashed. 84

2.3.09 (Z01) 'Knows notto taste unknowns ,y9

2.3T40 (z13) Knows hazard pf drano

2.3.11 (Z27) Knows animal hazards 79

2.3,12 (Z34) Knows proCedures in heating test tube 34

Mean Percent Correct 65.6

Overall Rating Weak

Panel

Rating

,.

It is encouraging to note in Table 4.17 that there is sub.itantia1 'improve-

ment between Grade 4 and.Grade 8 on the items dealing with clothing on fire (113)

and the hazard014 lye or drana,,although thq Grade'8 Papel sti)1 ,felt the know-

ledge of pupils was inadequate; ,The knowledge that fires can be extinguished by

smptheting might become 'more widespread if fire blankets TAre mone common in

scliools and pupils were instructed in their use Item'XO3 and .X28, on broken

. glass and testing objects for temperatures are Oscusseg.in'Section 3.3.3.
,

.
,

,

.The two items'which dealt with heating liquids, oneL-in a flask (Y10) and fhe

other in a test tube (134), indicated poor understanding of proper, laboratoty

procedure and poor iinderstanding,.of the explosive power of steam. The two

,-..siMilar items which dealt with acid splashes indicated that about 80% of the

pupils- knew.the appropriate action to take, but the need ti. flood affected-parts

,
.

.
.

-,
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with water is such an importapt action that all chil'clren should know what to do,
even though few pupils will work independently with acids until junior secondary
school.

4.3.4 Summary and Recommendaiioris

The Interpretation Panel did n4 rate this domain because they felt that
such a rating would obscure the differences which existed among the performances
on the objectives; Even within the knovaedge of science dincepts objective'which
it rated is "SatiSfactory", the Panel felt there'-was great variety of

,performance, but made no recommendations regarding this. object4ve.

The Contract TeaM concurs with the Interpretation PaneiAs recommendations
that:

Ao'n, in their 'teachi,rig of, conceptS, teachers stress the everyday
applicatIons of scientific knowledge.

etementary school- teachers give greater stress to knowledge of
Safety prodiedures'

A knowledge of saf4ty,, procedures.be stressed in the training,of
'tqachers

..

This last recomMendation results from an anal sis of the teaCher question-,
naire data reported in Chapter 5.

. -The Contract Team further recoMmends that:

, elementary 'and junior secontary science teachers give geTater
emphasisito earth science concepts in their teaching

.0) teachers use the incidental opportunities which 'arise, in the
.

teaching of science concepts and processes to explicitly teach
pupils about the nature of science, e.g. the primary,distinction
between bbservation and inference or the need to report data
honestly'

4.4 Domain 3--Higher Level Thinking

Eor the purposes of this Assessment., Domain aconsisted of two oWectives.
Apply Biological Physical' and Earth/SOce Science Conceptst part of Goal C in
the Elementary Science Curriculum Guide, Grades 10 (1981), was the first-objec-
tive: The,iecond objectivI was those 'aspects* of Goal D which are amenable, to
objective testing. ,Goal D states "the Elementary School Science Program should
develop in studentS creatiye, rational arid'crifical thinking" (page 9), BecauSe
of the Assessment,format, no attempt was made to assess creative thinking. By

f,>
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the end of the intermediate grades, pupils were expected to haVe a fund of
scientific knowledge Which,they could apply and to.have had critical and rationa)
thinking experiences. Twenty-two percent of the assessment items (27 itemS) were
used for measurement in this domain. few suitable questions- for pupils at the
Grade 8 level were found in the literature of science testing,. Most of the
examples relevant to thi's domain were for senior secondary or older Students.
Almost all 4of jhe itemsused had to be constructed for this Assessment.

./ 4.4,1 Apply,Biological, Physical and Earth/Space. Science Concelits

Application ivolves using the knowledge on possesses in a' new situation.
Two difficulties arise when one seeks to evaluate application. They are:

pupils may not have the requisite knowledge

the situatiorrmay not benew to the pupils, as they may hive
encountered the particular application previously, and so answer
the question on' the tlasis of knowledge

Thus, correct answers may be given either because pupils correctly apply
knowledge or because they tlecall the correct answer; and incorrect answers may
reset from faulty applicatiOn of knowledge or from failure to possess the requi-
site knowledge. An attempt was made to provide true application items for the
majority of puWs, but it did not always seem to hav succeeded. Item X40
illustrates some of the points discusssed. In order for this item to be truly an
apOlication item, pupils would have to knowwhat.an amphibian is and the typical
life-cycle of an aniphi>ian, but not previdusly know that salamanders were
amphibians. It would also help to know what reptiles are.and their typical life-
cycle. If pupils know the life-cycle of salamanders, the question becomes a

knowledge level item. Incorrect responies to this item are probably, more
indicative of the lack of the, requisite know.Wge of the anphibian and Leptile'
cl.asses and their life-cycles than of failure to apply knowledge.

X40 A lizard is a reptile and a salamander is an amphibian. Which- f
the following is true:

.

Lizara do n'ot lay eggs 7

Lizard eggs hatch into tApole-like creatulfes 11

Salamander eggs hatch into small salamanders 26

'Salamonder eggs hatch into tadpole-like creatures. . 32*

I don't know 22

* correct response

86 -
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' Another interesting example is Item X25, the most poorly answered item for:
this obje tive. There might seem to ,be two relevant scientific principles here--.
."the speth of light is greater than the speed of sound in a medium". and "sound
propagates only if there is a medium".. Responses show that nearly half 'the
pupils res onded on the basis of the first, -ignoring the fact that no medium
'exists.in which the'sound could be propagated. The choice of the relevant prin-
ciple or principles to consider in explaini*ng a scientific situation or solving a
problem is aQ important skill which requires experience and has been little
studied.

X25 Suppose that some clear night the moOn exploded. Which ONE of the
folrowAng would 'happen?

We could see t e xplosion and hear a terrific noise
at the same ,time

We could see the explosion, but hear no sounds . . . 27*
-

,The sound would reach us before we saw the explosion. 12

We coUld hear the sound after we saw the explosion. . 45
,

I don't know.
7

* correct response

Table 4.11 presents the provincial results an'd Panel ratings for the objec-
tive of applying knowledge. The Interpretation.Panel ratrOk pupil performance on
this objective as "Satisfactory". 'The Panel felt ttlat some diagrams were
unclear, ed considered that fhe latitude which exists in the curriculum allows
teachers to omit the study of some of the areas measured from their programs.

The large difference in correct responses to the two .food chain items (Y03,
Z09) may be partly due to the familiarity of the first situation (cougar, wolf,
and deer) and the unfamiliarity of the second (krill, seals, and polar bears),
Dut it-is more.likely to be due to the difficulty of predicting a second-order
change rather than a first-order change. The performance on the electric
circuits items may indicate, as some Panel, members pointed out; that although
units on electric circuits appear in all'three alternative programs, few teachers
are teaching hands-on electricqy units in elementary school. Item' Y09 is
interesting,- more in the rea.itions it prodtted in Panel members than for the
pupil results. It produced the sharpest di;vIsion between those who thought It a
gopd item and those whogthought it poor. Pupils' failure to answer this item
well may kesult from poor reading comprehension, from ignorance that the sun
rises in the east and sets. in the west, or from inability to mentally orient
themselves .and, to use directions. The need to use a complex of skills is usual
in higher-order thinking situations.

-



Table 4.11: Provjncial Reults for the Grade 8 Objective Apply Biological,
Physical and Earth/Space Science Conceptes

Pement Panel

Item No. Description Correct Rating

Apply Biological Science Concepts 111,

3.1.01(X02) Correlaes body structure to behavior 72 VS

3.1.05(X40) Applies knowledge of class characteristics
to a spectes 30

3.1.06(Y03) Predtcts the effects of changes in food _chain 70 vs

3.1.08(Y12) Correlat body structure.to behavior 46,

3.1.12(Z09) Predicts effects of changes in rfood chain 37 0

3.1.15(Z29) Places organ in appropriate body system 77 VS

Mean percent correct - Apply Bioloojy Concepts 55.3

Apply Physical Science Concepts

3.1.MX25) Applies knowledge of sound transmission 25 MI

3.1.04(X33) Applies concept of thermal expansion 64

3.1:09(Y32) Applies straight line propagation of light

3.1.1NY37) Ap'plies knowledge of energy forms 47

,3.1.13(Z24) ,
Applies knowledge of circuits to predict 49

3.1.14(125) Applies knowledge of circuits to predict 32

Mean Percent COrrect - Apply Physioal Science Concepts 46.3

Apply Earth/Space Science Concepts
3.1.02(X13) Applies knowledge of solar System relationships 34

3.1.07(Y09) lies knowledge of solar system relationships 29

VS3.1.11(Z09) Applies.knowledge of properties of air 70
X

Mean Percent Correct -.Apply Earth/Space Science Concepts 44.3

Mean Percent Correct for Objective
Overall Rating

49.7

Satisfactory
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4.4.2 Use Rational and Critical Thinking

The Elementary Science Curricul-um Guide, 6..ades 1-7 (1981) defines ration-ality as "the ability to look,for natural causes of events" (page 9)-and critical
.thinking as "the ability to identify central- issues, to recognize underlyingassumpOons, and to evaluate evidence. The student should be able to recognize

\

stereotypes and biases, to identify essential, verifiable, and adequate data, andto draw conclusions" (page 9). ' The Contract Team-used these-definitions asguidelines in constructing items for this objective. In ad d-i-'t ion, the statements
regarding rational and critical thinktng in the Sample Minimal Essential Programof the new curriculum guide were examined for guidance. No items relating to

,
rational thinking survived the item selection process.

Table 4..12 presents the provincial results and the Panel ratings for thisobjective. The Interpcetation Panel rated pupil performance in Use Rational andCritical Thinking as "MargiV".

Urress the range of thinking items was to be severely jimited, it was essen-tial that pupils be presented with adequate data about which to think.! Thisnecessitated somewhat longer items for this sectidn of the instrument than else-
where, creating some concern on the part of the fnterpretation Panel. Item 212iflustrates this point. Its purpose was to assess pupils' ability to judge '-whether or not a conclusion was warranted by evidence presented. Although.it hadone of the longest prose sectio s on the test, 64%'of the pupils were able toanswer it correctly.

Item X32 -was somewhat similar. In this item, the most frequently cho.senincorrect option illustrate a common fallacy--having determined that a factor ispresent in all positive cases, one attributes causality to this factor withoutdetermining its presence or absence,in negative cases.

The items requirIng *the use of. induction (X2O) ann. deduction (Y17) yerepoorly done. While no one expects pupils,to have had formal logical .training atthis level, teachers ought to be aware that they should help pupils: recognize
logical \errors.

Three items dealt with the use orinformation in presenting arguments. Item ,Y38 asked for'recognition of an underlying, assumption and Items Y19 and ZO8 askedfor recognition of facts which support, deny or have no bearing on a'stattrment.Both of these.skills are important in receiving or.communicating information indiscriminating way.

<7wo items dealt with mathematical relationships. In. X27, pupils werejexpected to recognize that Mercury is about one-third the diameter of Earth andto visually pick out the appropriate circle. The most frequent wrong answer,herewas the second best choice. Item 237 confirms previous studies that, despite the .work done on ratio and proportion in elementary school mathematics, most pupilsof this age do not use proportibnal reasoning well.
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Table 4.12: Proviia1Results for the Grade ,8 Objective Use Rational and ,
Critical Thinking

Item No.

-.

Description
4

Percent

Correct

3.2.01(X20) Uses inductive logic to form concluson 34

3.2.02(X23) Recognizes. class inclusion situations . 48

3.2.03(X27) Uses-proportional reaSoning 59

3.2.04(X32) Sel.ects reason why an inferenc(is unwacranted 51

3.2.05(Y17) Uses deductive logic correctly 37
1

3;2006(Y19) Selects data which support, deny or have no
bearing on an assertibn 34

3.2.07(Y21) Selects reasonable course otaction for
practical problem' 70

3.2.08(Y38) Selects-assümptions which underlie a statement 49

3.2.09(Z08) Recognizes when data support an assertion 56

3.2.10(Z12) Evaluates a conclusion 64

3.2.11(Z37) Uses proportional reasoning' 26

3.2.12(Z38) Selects source of best data1/4 23

Panel

Rating

W

, S

S

S

W

. Mean Percint Correct - 45.9 .

Overall Rating Marginal

S
1

VS .

M

W

Item Z38 wa§ designed to measure children's ability to select the best

source of information about a relevant problem. The Interpretation Panel was

concerned that 15%'of the pupils selected testimonials over scientific data. The

results of this item, including the "I don't know" reponse, are confirmatory of

those in the Identify and Control Variables section leading one to conclude that

many pupilsAo not have clear ideas of scientific procedures.
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Summary and Conclusions
,

The Interpretation Panel rated pupil performance as "MarginallySAisfactory". ' The Panel noted the follbwing as Rossible reasons for poorperformance:

,some achievement survey items need improvement, partitularly
' improvement of diagrams and reduction in the reading level

required

.

the latitude in the curriculum allows.pupils to have not studied
sOme of the areas measured

..,.
. .

some pupils may not have reached thP developmental,level assumed
by some of tfie items

,

teaching strategies may be unsatisfactory

The Interpretation Panel recommended that:

teachers be given more in-servic education in teaching higher
level thinking skills

lithe xange of choice in the core curriculum be'narrowed

teabhers ensure tnat all pupils experiencei.the inquiry 'style oi
learning '7

4.5 -Overall Results on the Grade 8 Achievement...Forth

Table 4.13 summarizes the Interpretation Panel rtatings for the Grade 8achievement forms. The Panel felt that there was too much variability in perfor-
mance .on the objectives of two of the domains to give these domains overall
ratings. On,ly *two of the nine objectives'were Tated as "Very Satisfactory", andfour receiv0 less than "Satisfactory" ratings.

The 1978 report made the comment that,."taken as a wbole, the.results of the
Gr-ade 8 test can be considered, to be very encouraging. The evidence indicates
that students enter secondary school with well-developed skills in basisprocesses, and a satisfactory level Of 'understanding of,science'concepts" (page76). Although basic processes (Classify, Communicate) are still being very well-
developed and knowledge ofiscience concepts is rated"Satisfactory", the 1982
Interpretation Panel expressed great concern over those areas of scienceinstruction which they judged to be "Weak". These areas'hadnot been explored asthoroughly in 1978. Most conFern related to the pupils' lack of knowledge of
safety procedures and their inability to identify eld stOgest controls forvariables in experimental procedures.
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Table 4.13: Summla of,Domain and Objective Ratings for Grade 8

,
. Mean Domain. or

Domain,or Objective Frequencies Percent Objective

/
ST VS S M W . Correct eating

1. Sci6nce Processes
: 1.1 Classify

,

1.2 Communicate

1,3 Interpret Daa

1.4 Identify and

Control Variables

rrocess Domain

2 3 2 1 1 66.6, ' VS,

,

? 3 2 2s 0 66.3 VS

1 2
)
4 1 1 55.9 S

0 1 2 4 2 45.2

5 9 10 8 4 58.5 No Ovegall

rating

2. Knowledge
2.1 Science Concepts 6 13 8 53.1 S

-

2.2 Applications(Technplogy)/
Nature of Science .0 0 3 8 1 4,9.8 m

A 1

2.3 Safety Procedures _0 _'0 5 5 2 ;65.6 W

Knowledge Romain 0 621 21 9 55.1 No Overall

rating

3. Higher Level Thinking
3.1 Apply Science Concepts 0 4 5 5 1 49.7

3.2 Use Rational and
Critical Thinking 0 2 4 3 3. 45.9 M

Higher Level Thinking Domain 0 6 9 s, 4 48.0 # M-S

,4.6 Comparisons with the 1978 Assessment

Twenty-four achievement items which had -been 'used in th 1978 Science

Assessment were repeated unchanged,-even to the prder sf the dist acters, in the

1982 Assessment. These items, known as change items, were used to compare pupil

achievement in the two Assessments. Die only differencei between,the Assessmept
with respect to these items was that in 1978 the pupils answered questions on a ,
response sheet, while in 1982 they answered directly on the achievement booklets.

- Tables 4.14 and 4.15 present the comparative results



Table 4.14: Results on Grade 8 Science Processes Change items
in 1978 and'I982

1p78 1982 Percent
1982 Percent Panel Percent el. Difference

. Correct Rating Correct Rating (1982-1978)Item No. Description

Science Processes

1.1.05(Y29) Recognizes and applies
class rule

.
68 VS /65

1..2.02(X36) Reads and.interprets
graph 67 VS 72

1:2.03(X38) Interpfets picture 58 S 64

1.2.04(Y11) Recognizes correct
graph 73 , VS : 77

1.2.07(Z05) Interpolates from gr'apn 66, S 63

1.2.08(Z06) Extrapolates from graph 43. S 43

1.4.04(Y04) Selects suitable
hypotheses 35 S 29

A
1.4:05(Y05). Identiftes manipulated

variable 56 S 56

1.4.06(Y06) Identifies responding .

variable '

-31
35

Mean Percent Correct 55.9 56.0
Standar'd Error of the Mean 0.1 0.3

VS -3

VS +5 '
,

S
11.6..

V$ +4 .

, S

...3 M
M 0

W -6

S 0

+0.3

Table 4.14 'shows that average performance on th,e Science Processes items has
not significantly changed since 1978. The one substantial downward. change (Y04)
is in the Identify and Control Variablies objective. Substantiarupward shifts
are evident 4n the area of graphing.

Average performance on the knowledge items is slightly better in 1982 than
- in 1°978. .Wormance on two of the safety items has not' changed, but, because of
the increasing need to streV's safe procedures, the Interpretation Panel's stan-
dar:ds are different. Performance on the third safety item (Z34) has shown,
improvement, -although it is still weak.

>
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Table 4.15: ResultsOf Grcie 8 KnOwledge Change Items, in 1978 and 1982 /

Y

1982
Item NO.

Knowledge

2.1.Q2(X10)

2.1:05(X17)

2.1.08(X31)

2.1.11(X37)

2.1%13(Y02)

2.1.18( Y 26)

2.1.19(Y28)

2.,1.22(i39)

.2.1.23(Z03)

4 'Description

Knows temperature of ,

Rilixtures

Knows speed is Aistance/
time 68

2.1.31(Z35)

2.1.32(Z36)

2.1.33(Z40)

2.3.04(X39)

2.3.07(Y14)

2.3.12(Z34)

A

1978 . 1982 . Perc Rt
P.ercent Panel . Percent, Panel Di fferjence

Correct. Rating ,Correct Rating (1982
/

1978)

/

47

Knows photosynthetic
process

Knovis functions of
plant parts

Knows magrwts orient
on e'trth . 65

4.2 .

70

42 M 44

71 S 72 VS .+1

Knows cause of year. 75

Knows food constitUents 41

Knows motion of pendulum 46

'KnOws cause of, ,paysand

night 43

Knows pitch relates t
size

68,

78 , 'VS

38 .W

43 .

Mf 45
1W

/-.
. 63 S 65 VS

43 /S

Knows ,theory of natural

selection 41

Knows earth exerts
ravitational force

Knows procedures if
acid splasKed

Knows to wash after
procedure6

Knows procedures in
heating test tube .

Meari'Percent Correct
Stakdard Error of the-Mean

1,

VS 78

4.

172 S 72 S .

34

56.7"

0.2

+2

+2

+2



The considerations which relate to these tables reinforce the statements inSection 4.5 that those areas in which achievement was acceptable in 1978 arestill acceptable; and that areas identified in 1982 as weaknesses were notassessed as thorolly in 1978.

A further comparison bears this out. Table 4.16 compares the distribution'of ratings of pupil performance on 'items by the Interpretation PanOsof_the tWoAssessmente. Performances of "Very Satisfactory" or "Strong" were given to a,.smaller percentage of the items in 1982 than in 1978 even though the achievementlevels were almost the same.

' Table 4.16: Distribution of 'Ratings of Student Performancein 1978 and 1982

Rating CateRory
oPercent of Items

1978 1982
(based 'on 92 items) (based on 120 items)

Strong

Very Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Marginal

Weak,

8
t 4

29 18

32. 110 33

17 31

14 14

4.Z Grade 4-Grade 8 Comparlsons

Etght item's, called cross-grade items, appeared in identical fOrm on b9ththe .Grade 4mand Grade 8 Assessments. Two other items were the same except thatthe Grade 8 item ,had an additional foil. An.eleventh item was very, similar inintent but differed in wording, 'and had an additional foil at Grade 8. Five ofthese items dealt with safety yrocedures. 'Table 4.17 pres,ents comparative datafor these items. In all cases except one (X01 at.Grade, 8 or Y21 at Grade 4),which is discussed in.Sections 3.3.3 and 4.3.3, the Grade'd performance is hfgherthan the Grade 4 performance, and in mafly cases it is substantially higher. Forthe safety items, it is, evident that both Interpretation Pane)s had highstandards of, acceptable performance, and both expressed concerns. It isencouraging to see substantial growth on most of these items from Grade 4 toGrade 8.

OW



Table 4.17: Results on Cross-grade Items Grade 4 and Grade 8

Grade 4 Grade 8

Number Number- Description

Grade 4 Grade 8

Percent. Panel Percent Panel

Correci Rating Correct 'Rating

' 1.2.08(Y18) 1.1.02(X24) Deletes by stated
attribute 0

1.2.15(Z17) 1.1.09(Z20) Recognizes and applies

. class ru)e 75

1.2.17(Z26) 1.1.05(Y29) Recognizes and applies

class rule 41

1.3.16(Z31)-1.2.09(Z22) Selects best diagram of a
description ) .

2.1.01(X02) 2.1.18(Y26) Knows cause of year
.

63

2.1.10(Y14) 2.1.11(X37) Knows fActions of plant
parts* ,

2.3.01(X14) 2.3.10(Z13) Knows hazard of ly8 and
drano**

2.3,02(X20) 2.j.05(Y07) Knows procedures in case

0 of fire i

)

2.3,04001) 2.3.03(X28) Knowsvhow to test hot

metal, .,

2.3.05(Y21) 2.3.01(X03) Knows procedures for'
4 broken glap

-2.3.09(Z25) 2.3.11(Z27) Knows animal hazards

58

51

37

44

37'

VS 86

.

VS 87

ti- 65

. .

M 87'

M 78 ;

M 72

W % 57

W 83

W 51

ST

VS

VS

M

M

.. M

80 S 77 S

70 M 79 S

Mean Percent Correct 57.8, 74.7
f

* Grade 8 item had one mor'e foil than Grade 4 item.

** Grade 8 itqm was worded differently from Grade 4 item.

It
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4.8 Achie/tmept of Specific Pupil Sub-Groups

Vrandom sample of just over 10% of the Grade 8 pupils who wrote the instru-ment was selected for 'further analysis. ITe analysis involved procedures.to.analyze the data by gender, by language first spoken, by language now spoken at'home, etc. These data were obtained from pupil responses to the backgroundinformation questions. A chi-squat.e analysis. of each item by gender was alsocarried out.

4.8.1 Sex-Related Differences in Achievement

Table, 4.18 presents the results of the analysts by gender for each domain'and objvtive in Gra* 8. In addition., the 33 items of 0bj6ctive'2.1=-Knowledgeof Biologicaf, Physical and Earth/Space Science Copcepts, were analyzed by thecontent area of the items. In two of the three domSins, there are statistically.significant differences between the performances of boys and lirls. In Domain 1--Science Irocesses, there is no difference between the overall perfOrmance bygender, but boys' performance on the objective Communicate exceeded girls' by2.9%,4and girls' performance on the Ajective Identify and Control Variablesexceeded boys' by 2.6%. Both of these differences would occur hy chance lessthan five percent of the time. In.the knowledge domain, the performance of boyswas superio0.to that of girls by four perCentage points. _This difference was.chiefly the Tesult of lower achievement, by about 8.5%, in items measuring know-ledge of physical science and earth/space science, concepts. In Higher Level'Thinking, boys' scores exceeded girls' scores by 9.7% in apply contepts and by4.8% in Use Rational and Critical Thinking:,

A short discussion of the trends shown by the data'at all grade levels isfound in Section 3.7.1. Over the 'grades, boys' performance on the Science Pro-cesses inproved relative to girls'', perforMance. In terms of knowledge concepts,boys performance exceeded girl,!...at all levels, but this was hbt true in otherobjectives of the knowledge domai,n. When success on a process, application orcritical thinking item is dependent On a knowledge of science concepts,'then thehigher achievement of boys' reFative to girls increases. 'This. phemomenon is par-ticularly illustrated in Objective 3.1, apply concepts, at this grade level, andcontinues in Domain 3, particularly in solve abstract pr.oblems at the Grade 12level.

Chi-square'analysis showed significant sex-related dif rences on 63 items,or just over 50% of the items. Eight of these were significa t only because ofdifferential choices in incorrect distractors. ,'In 75% of the items where signi-ficant differences existed in correct responses, a higher percentage of boys thanof girls selected the correct response. All such items were examined for cluesas to Possible reasorjs for the sex-related djfferences. 4 No consistent patternswere found. Somet' es, girls outperformed boys oh items with longer readingselections and on uestions involving a "health" component. A number of itemsmight have favoured boys more-than girls because of a different background ofout-of-school experiences. For example, there were large differences in favourof boys on' all questions invoMng
electricit3kand magnetism. On the other hand,, it is difficult to see any reason why the boys' response was 11#.5% above that of

('
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the girls' on the water mixing item (X10) or 5.9% better on the item on lungs

I (Y01).

-%

Table 4.18: 'Sex-Related Differences ip Grade 8 Achieiement

Domain/Objective
Mean.Percent Difference
Male Fem0e le - Female

Domain 1 - tence Processes 59.0
I.

59.2 -0.2
..

Objectives

1.1 Classify 66.8 68.0-- -1.2

1.2 Communicate 68.5 65.6 +2.9*

1.3 Interpret Data

1.4 Identify and Control Variables

56.7

44.1

56.3 ,

46.7

+0.4

Domain 2 Knowledge 57.4 53.4 +4.0

Objectives

2.1 Science ConceOts 56.5 50.3

2.2 Applications/Nature.of Science 51.4 50.0 +1.4

Safety 65.8 65.1 +0.7

Domain.3 - Higher LeverThinking- 50.7 45.9
.

Objectives

3.1. Apply Concepts : 54.0 45.3

3.2--RationaT and Critical Thinking 50.71, 45.9 :14.8**

Males, k = 1560; Females, N = 1481

* p < .05
** p <.01

ae.

N
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4.8.2 Differences relateS to'Language Backgrouniel

AnalysiS of vahance was also used to compare the performance of pupils 'whousually spoke English at home with pupil5 who usuaily spoke another language athome. The analysis for domains is shown in Table 4.19. Pupils wnbse-;nome lan-'page was not English had domain scoies which averaged '4.9%,lower thanthose whospoke English A home. The analysis'of variance for objectives shows the differ-, ences/in mean scores _to be statistically significant.for all objectives exceptIdentify and Coritrol Variables and Applications of Science (Technology)/and theNature of Science. .

*

Table 4.19: Language Spoken at Home and Achievement--Grade 8

Domain Diffeerence
0 English No-English . E NE

Domain 1: Science Processed 49.3

DoMain 2: Kriowledge--recall and understand.55.8

Domain. 3: 'Higher Level Thinking 48.6

English, N = 2874 - Noh-EngfiSh% N = 167

,55.1

49.6

44.3

* p < .05
** p < .01

A similar anallsis was done comparing pupils whose, first language wasEngl.ish with those who, first spoke another language. The mean difference fordomain, scores was 3.1. The differences in the 'Science Processes domain, and allOf its objectives and in Applications Of Science (Technology)/Nature of Sciencewere not statistically significant. All other differences i,./ere significant.

Cross-tabulation data showed that 64% of the pupils whose first language was-not English now usually speak English at home.

The picture which _emerges from these analyses, and those at Grade 4 is that,Childre-rwho do not learn English as a first language are placed at a disadvan-4
, ta6e in the:learning of science. This disadvantage may be lessened as the family
'switches to English as the language,at home, and the disadvantage is lessened asthe chitd progresses, in schooll The objective and domain means for those whosehome language, is not English are consistently lower than the means for those:whose first-language.was English. The picture is somewhat confounded by the factthat there s a continuous flow of immigrant children in,to the school system.Forty percent of the pupils who did not commonly speak English At home haveimmigrated from foreign countries Once the pupil was in Grade 4. This is onepercent of the Grade 8 population. The disadvantage due.to language' is less inthe Science Processes .domain, particularly where quantitative, graphical and
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pictorial materials are usRd, and, therefore, one would assume this would also be

true where hands-on activiti,sz,a're used.

4.9 Pupil Attitudes/Intere4s/Opinions

In an attempt to judge the attitudes and opinions of Grade 8 pupils toward
various non-cognitiye aspects of science, the following short scales weee placed

at the beginning of,the achievement booklets as shown below.

4

Form X

Interest in Science Topics

z

Form Y'

School Science

Form Z

Specific Issues

.4, Scientists Science and Society f Careers in Science

Brief desariptions of the attitude/interest/opinion instruments are found in

Section 2.3 and the actual questionnaires along with the.provincial results are

reprinted in Appendix F. the remainder of this chapter begins with a discussion

of the results of the School Science scale and then interprets the results of the

other instruments in an order that parallels the discussion of the Grades 10/12

results contained in Chapter 5. Differences between the Grade 8 and Grades 10/12

results are reserved for Chapter 5.

4.9*1 School Science Scale

O'ne way to interpret attitude results is in terms of the proportion of

pupils whose scores' are at or above the mid point of the scale (i.e. the propor-

tion of pupils selecting pdsitive responses). In the School Science scale; the

--- percentile equivalent of score 30, which divides the-scale into the negative and

positive sections, is 24, meaning that 24% of the pupils scored below 30 and
therefore 76% scored at or above 30 Dr on the positive side of the scale. One

can conclude that, at the Grade 8 level, pupils' attitudes are very positive

toward school science.

4.9.1.1 Sex-Related Differences

Although boys scored higher than girls 'on the School Science scale, anat,ysis

shqwed that the mean scores were not significantly different. A chi-sq are

analysis was performed on each item to investigate the relationship between sex

and response category choices. The chi-square value for four'items (1, 4, 5, 6)

were statistically significant. Two items of interest are reprinted below with

the responses expressed in terms of boys' and girls' percentages.
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,l. I LIKE TO STUDY SCIENCE IN SCHOOL

Strongl
Disagree Disagree

Can't

Decide

irl

5

2

13

18'

15

21

Total' 4, 15 , . :18

rwmA.

$irongly. 1 Total
Agree Agree

57 10 100

52 7 -. 100

N 9, 100\
Boy N = 522 df = 4 Chi-square = 20.79 p = .01

, Girl N = 481
A.

Item l's point bi-serial correlation of .685 with the totalscore was thehighest oft the scale. As such, it can be considered as the one item that.is most
representat,ive of the scale: Boys "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" with the statementto a greater extent than girls while the latter "Oisagree" or "Can"t Decide" to agreater extent than boys. This type of,difference tends to give boys a higherscale score than girls.

5. I wont? LIKE TO STUDY MORE SCIENCE.

iStrongly . Can't Stron§ly
Agree

TotalDisagree .Dis'agree Decide Agree
.

;

Boy 8
, 24

, 26 33 00'
irl 6 33, 28 26 7 100

G
,

'Total 7
,

28 , 27 30 8 100

Boy N = 521 df = 4 \t Chi square = 1543 p .= .004
Girl N = 482

Item 5 had the lowest mean score on the scale (2.96) but it also had a veryhigh point bi-serial correlation (.670). These factors suggest the responsesshould be studied.. Note that, of the total, 62% are either undecids0 or do notwant to -study more science. It is very unfortunate to haie such a. largeproportion of pupils respond in this way at the'9rade eight level. The propor-tions of boys and girls choosing each category are very similar except for thedifferences in the "Agree" and "Disagree" columns. It is this pattern ofresponse that moves the boys higher up the scale than the girls.

.
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4.9.1.2 Attitudes Toward School Science in Relationship to Various
Reporting Categories

A variety of univariate analysis of variance tests were conducted to deter-

mine possible differences .in attitude toward school science. Among the indepen-

dent variables were the following found in the Background Information section of

Form Y: Gender, First Language Learned, Home Language Now, Science Courses

Comrdeted, and Method of Scheduling Science Courses. No statistically signifi-

cant differenCes (0< .05) were found. However, statistically significant corre=.

lations (p< .01) were found between attitude toward school science .and the,

following domains: Domain 1, r = .22; Domain 2,,r = .27; Domain 3, r =,.17. The.'

size of correlatrons increased as the number of items on the domain sub-tests

increased. Although the correlations .are small from a practical point of view,

they are high compared with others found in the professional literature.

4,9.2 Attitudes Towards Scientists

The percentile equiyalent of score 30, which divides the scale into..,the

'negative and positive sections, is 11-, meaning that 11. percent of the pupils

scored beloW 30 and, therefore, 89% scoi-ed at or above 30 or on the positive side

of the scale. One can conclude therefore that, at the grade 8 level, pupils'

attituaes toward scientists are very positive.

4.9.2.1 Boy-Girl and Other Differences '0 ,

An analysis of variance test did not reveal significant differgnces in the

mean scores- of boys and girls on the Scientists scale. However, the twq follow-

ing items did show interesting sex-related differences.
,

5. SUENTISTS ARE PROBABLY RIGHT WHEN THEY SAY THAT THE PLANETS DO NOT DE,TERMAE

SUCCESS AND FAILURE IN OUR DAILY tIVES

Strongly

Disagree Disagree

Can't

Decide Agree

Strongly Total -

Agree

Boy 5

Girl 3,

Total 4

15

17

16

27 :38 15 100

40 34 6 100

34 36 10 100

.,110

Boy N =-514 df = 4, Chi square = 33.35, p < .01.

Girl N = 505
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Girls tended to be undecided about the statem dnt while a larger percentage ofboys chose the "StrOngly Agree" option. Forty-seven percent of the boys and 60%maf the girls did not indicate agreement with 'the statement. It should be ofconcern to all teachers that many pupils appea. to take astrology'seriously.

Of course, it can be argued that the,statement is not really representative
of the attitudinal object i.e. Scientist. The Contract Team can agree and issupported by the relatively low item-total biserial correlation of .17.

4.9.3 Attitudes Toward Science and Society

The percentile equivalent of score 36, which divides the scale into negativeand positive regions is '17, meaning that 17% of the pupils scored below 36 and,therefore, 83% scored at or above 16 or on the positive side of the scale. Onetan conclude ,that, ,at,the grade 8 level, pupils' attitudes toward the place ofscience in society are very p .tive.

4.9.3.1 Sex-Related and Other Differences

An analysis of variance test did not reveal any differences in the meanscores of boys and girls on the Science and Society scale. However, the follow-ing,tweitems did show interesting sex-related differences. ,

6. SCIENTIFIC INVENTIONS AND DrsCOVERIES HAVE DONE MORE GOOD THAN.HARM FORMANKIND

"P.

Strongly Can't : Strongly
Disagree Disagree Decide Agree Agree Total

4PY 5 12.
1.9 41 23

"Girl 3 7 19 50. 21

Total 4 10 46 . 22

100

100

Boy N = 517 Jf = 4, Chi square'. 15.35 p < .01'
Girl N . 479

A comparison of the data related to Item 6 above with that related to Item6, (see below) a similar type of item from the Scientists scale suggests thatscientists cannot be held totally responsible for any harm that has been do4.-to
mankind through the use of scientific inventions and discoveries.
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6. SCIENTISTS HAVE DONE MORE HARM THAN GOOD IN THIS WORLD

, Strongly , ' Can't Strongly

Disagree Disagree Decide Agree Agree Total

Boy ' 37 35 14 9 5 100

Gi rl 37 44 13 4 2 100

Total 37 40 13 6 , 4 100

Boy N = 516 df = 4, Chi-square = 19.52, p < .06.

Girl N = 506

4.9.4 Attitudes Toward Careers in Science

Thirteen items were included in the Careers in Science Sari. However, Only

ten items were used in 'developing the scale statistics. Three items (2, 8, and

13), each referring to either a boy or a girl, were incldded to measure.boy-girl

differences related to sc*tific careers. The HOyt -internal-con$istency

reliability for the scale (.91) wa$ the highest of all of the Grade 8 affective

instruments. However, as shown in Table 2.9, the mean score was the'lowest. ,

-The percentile equivalent of score 30, which divides the scale into negative

and pokitive sections, is 48, meaning that 48% of the pupils scored below 30 and,

thereffi-e, 52% scored at or above 30 or on the positive side of the,scale. One

can conclude.that pupils in Grade 8 have a relatively low interest in pursuing

scientific careers.

4.9.4.1 Sex-Related arid Other Differences
,

An analysis of variance revealed no significant differences in the relative-
,

ly loW mean scores' sortays and girls_ 0 .the Careeu in Science scale.

Item 11 is illustrative of results indicating low student inteqst in a

scientific career. One. might conclude that the 22% in the "Can't Decide" column

is due to the level of vocational maturity of Grade 8 pupils but, .as will be

shown in the following chapter, approximately the same,Ooportions 'of pupils

chose the option at both the Grade 10 and Grade 12 levels.
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11. I WOULD BE SATISFIED TO SPEND MY LIFE AS A SCIENTIST

Strongly Disagree Can't . gree Strongly Total
Disagree Decide Agree

Total

Group 14 - 44 22 16 4 ' 100

N = 1027

As wasdMentiOned earlier, three items were included in the questionnaire in
order to measure sex-related differences in relation to boys' and girls' opinions
on, the 'appropriateness of the opposite sex engaging in 'a scientific career.
Be!ause the data for Grade 8 are very consistent with those of Grades 10 and
Grade 12, the discussion of the results is reserved for Section 5.9.4 in Chapter
5.

4.9.5 Internt in Science Topics,

Because the British Columbia science Curriculum guide emphasizes developingpupils' interests in' science, statements were constructed to survey Grade 8
pupils 'interests. Three topics in each .0 the four science content areas were
tnterspersed throlughOut the questionnaire. The British Columbia results arecontained in AppOidix F. Table 4.19, based on sample data, shows male-female
.responses to the various topics.

The results from the very short list of science topits show that'there are
strdng sex-related'differences :in specific tdpics and that interests vary greatly,'in strength across topics. Teachers are encouraged to survey their pupi)s'
interests in science- tapi6s and then use the results for planning potentially
motivating experiences.
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'Table 4.19: Grade 8, Interest in Science Topics, Sex-Related Differences

Science/Topic

Response Categories
Somewhat Very

Gender Not Interested Interested Interested

Biology
1. Different diseases M

people have F

5. How to dissect M

animals F

9. Control of plant- M

destroying insects F

Physical -Sciences

2. Electrid power
production
A

6. How sound comes

from tapes

10. Chemicals in food M

Earth/Space

3. Solar energy

7. Why volcanoes erupt M

11. Plahets

.Technology

:4. How paper, cans end M
bottles are F'

recycled

M
° F

, How ro,ckets work M

12. How to work
computers

32

11

,58,.

65

1'0

24.

( 27 .35

36 34

59 35 6

47 43 10

25 54 21

59 36, 5

19 47- 34

24 48 28

39 43,, 18

17 55 28

14 53 33

29 60

25 55 20

18 60 22'.,

18 46 36

24 49 27

40,

64 31, ; 5

51 ,- 42' ' 7

?

16 41 43

56 35 9

8 21

14 38 48

Male N = 516 Fem'ale N = 508
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Hugh Taylor and Robert M. Hunt

This chapter reports and interprets the achieVement and affective results of
pupils in Grades 10'and 12. Discussions of the development and the organization
of the measuring instruments are contained in Chapter 2 and all the assessment
survey items are reproduced in Appendix G.

Of particular,interest and,, importance are the ratings of the,Provincial
Interpretation Panels for the 6rade 12 results ,in the various objectives and
(-domains that were considered priorities jn the up'clateb Junior Secondary Science
Curriculum Guide (1982). These ratings provide current baseline data and supply
important judgements as to the status of science achievement of pupils who were
'enrolled in their last year of public eduCation. Panel members used the follow-
ing scale in their ratings:

CHAPTER 5

GRADE 12 RESULTt'

* ,

Strong ST

rVery Satisfactory VS'A

Satisfactory
Marginal ,M
Weak

a

, -

Ratings aria interpretions will be presented -A Sections 5.25.4. 'Section
5.5 includes oth& interpretations of the aChievement data sucii as sex-related
differences, Grtde 10 and, 12 differences, and language differences. Section 5.6
concludes the chapter with a presentation ''.ot the affective results which were
obtained through.the use of six sets of items.

5.1 Description of the Pupils Who Wrote the Assessment Instruments

The numbers of Pupils at the Grade 10 and 12 levels that responded to .the
two forms of the assessment instruments are shown ln Table 5.1.

The G de 12 total represents apRroKimately 80% of the Grade 12 enrollment
of the sc ools that 'participated in the assessment calculated on the ,basis of
their enrollment as of September 1981.- tilGrade 10 total is a stratified random
sample of the population. The Grade '12' total is approximately 61% of the
provincial pupil population. Appendix G contain data that ,describe the two
groups in further detail. The following sections.(5..2-5.4) interpret objectives
and domain re'Sults based on the data obtained from the 22 110 Grade 12.pupils
listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Numbers of G ade 10 and 12 Students Who\Participated
in the Science Ass ssment by Achievement SurveY Forms

111.

Grade Booklet X Booklet Y Total

10 986 1004 1990

12 11 063 ft 11' 047 22 110

5.2 Domain 1--Science Proces

5.2.1 interpret Data,

Ten items were chosen tgoassess th upil' skills at interpreting informa-
r,

tion from Oaphs and tables. $Ideally, stu e s learn such skills from experimen-

tal situatiOns in which theylobserve or measure changes and then generate inter-

pretations or conclusions. ince the assessment'format precluded the possibility'

of such ac ivities, data ha /to te presented in accepted standard forms used in

science--g,aphs or tablts.

Tabl0.2 shows the pr incial results for the'items of this objective. The

Interpretation Panel rated e results as "MaGginal". Althouigh it can be assumed

that manyri.pupils spend .mar hours gathering data 'from experiments, it appearl

that theyh.still need to ha more_practice in the actual interpretation of their

6servations, and in stati results in graphic form. An increase in teaching,

interpre*ion of data thrl gh graph and table analysis also appears warranted.

IteM# 04 and X05 il ustrate Some of the difficulties encountered by the

pupils. Most data inter i-etation requires complex thinking, so that success

should viny.inversely. with the number ofivariables used in a question. A majori-

ty of puOils were therefo e able to find the correct 'solution to Item Xjk where

"mouth" Otersected with pH of 6.2", but the same xannot be.said for IteM X05.

In the latter case, the eak" rating perhaps 6an be explained by the fntroduc- ---

tion offtwo other varia es--the order in which parts Of the digestive tract

occur and location of t e activities of maltase and lactase.' Another factor

which mOy have made th 4iem difficult was the use of' unfamiliar words or

symbolq 35% of the p ails responded "I don't know", suggesting that this

questioq,was very diffic t indeed.
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Table 5.2: Provincial Result.s for the Grade 12 Objective Interpret Data

Item No. Description
Percent

Correct
Panel

Rating'

1.1.1 (X04) Identify conclusiOn from the data 55

1.1.2 (X05) Identify,conclusion from the data 22 ,t4

1:1.3 (X14). Identify conclusion from the data 66

1.1.4 (X15) Identify trends from tables or graphs of
data

77 VS

1.1.5 (Y05) Given a hypothesis and a set of data,
decide ff data confirm or deny the
hypothesis

40

1.1.6 (Y06). Use average values when appropriate 31

1.1.7 (Y08) Recognize the best conclusion that may
be drawn.from the data

56

1.1.8 (Y1,1) Evaluate evidence for a reasonable
conclusion

80 VS

1.1.9 (Y22) Identify conclusion from the data 44

1.1.10 (Y23) ,Identifiy,conclusion from the'data 59,

Mean Percent Correct'
Overall Rating

63.0
Marginal

5,2.2 Identify and Control Variables

Grade 12 'Pons should ,be knowledgeable'about the scientifit method and its
importand in scientific 'ekperimentation. Expectations were therpfore,high that
the process.Identify and Control Variables and its relationship to experimentaldesign would be familiar and well handled on the achievement forms.

Table 5.3 reports the results ahd Panel ratings for the 12 items of-the
objective. . Although the Panel gave this objective an overall rating of "Satis-
factory", note that five of tne 12 items were rated as "Marginal" or "Weak",'
while only.one item was rated "Strong". The Contract Team joins the Interpreta-tion Panel in recommending that teachers give their students more practice in
experimental design as well as in identifying and controlling variables. ,
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Tible 5.3: Provincial Results tor*the Grade 12 Objective
Identify and Control Variables

Item No.

Percent .

Description Correct

".\

Panel

Ratg

1.2.1 (X07) Select an appropriate experimental design . 44

1-.2.,2 (X10) Select an appropriate experimental design 65

1.2,3 (X16) Select variables:to be controlled in a

simple expe'riMent 56

(X19) Identify the least imortant variable to

control in an experiment 69

\\ 1.2.5 (X30) Identify the impact of changing pie yariable 67

1.2.6 (X33) Identify the variable in an experimental

situation - 48 -1

1.2.7 (X35) Identify a variable-which.is not related to 0

the problem 47

1.2,8

1.!.9

(Y02)

(Y09)

Identify the most iportant variable to
conWol in an experiMent 85

Id ify the var which must be,controlled 50

ST ,

1.2.10.(V14) Select va

design

criticims of an'experimental

1.2.11 (V21) Identify the most i ortant variables to

control in an experiment

29:

58'

1.2.12 (Y28) Select v,alidcriticisms of ah experimental

design 63 Fl

,

Mean Percent Correct
Overall Rating Satisfactory ,

Examination of Item X33, judged as "Marginal", indicates that many pupils
may notunderstand the meaning of holding a variable constant. The negative form

Aof-the stem may also have caused difficulty. On the other hand, the responses to--

- . Item Y09, rated "Marginal", may have- been caused by a lack of knowledge of

'density rather than by a weakness in understanding the experimental process.

r'



X33 In a',teaching exPeriment fi-fty students were divided at random info
two equal grggps. One group was taught using_ igneous. rzocks; the

,other-seflimentary rbcks. Both classes were Reld in the afternoon.
In the experiment, the factor which was, NOT held.tconsiant was

4.

the size of the groups
6

the topic of i.ocks.
20

the type of rocks
50*

the time of day of the classes

I don't know.

J
14

9

Y09 Salt may be added to solution until it will float kw en. This
statement is based op te assumption-that all' eggs'have

equal weight.
'` 12

11

equal density
50*

r
equar volume.

about the same shape.
11,

don't know.
16

* 'correct reiponse

4444.4i-

YU' Was the or& item to be given a "Strong" rating. Even thou0 pupils'
knowledge of drugs ihy have Ooduced the high. percentage, it seem far more
likely thatjhey really could recognize the most importAnt variable to control in
this 'and siMilar experiments.

5.3 Domain 2--Know1edge--recall-and Onde6tand

-15-;3.1 Major Concepts, Basic Principles, Laws and Supporting Facts of
.

Science

Sixteen items taken from biology;_chemistry, phfsics, and earth/space
science were used to assess adhielierlient of_knowledge of science facts, concepts,
principles, and vonbulary. All 16 items were change items which had been us,ed.
in the 1978 Science.Assessment. A comparison ofthe 1982 with;Ohe 1978 achieve-
ment leVels on the items is reported in Section 5.6.-

1



Table 5.4 summarizes the results-and the Interpreption Panel's ratings of
items: Results for this objective are diSappointing nd are reflected_ in the

"Marginal" overall trating. Of the 16items, six were rated "MarginaT", and on3y
one was deemed to be "Very Latisfactdry". 'The Interpretation Panel reported that

°pupils had displayed an "inadequacy of kn9wled9e" of this objective.

Table 5.4: Provincial Results for the Grade 12 Objective Major Concepts,
Basic Principles, Laws and Supporting Facts of Science

Item No. Description
4 - .

Percent

Co'rrect

Panel'

Rating

'2,1.1 (X02) Meaning of "ion" 47 VS

201.2 (X09) -ithjiis' fossil fish.found on moUntain 43 M

2.1.3' 4X17) Moleules are further apart in steam than
in ice

,

68 . S

2.1.4 (X18) Embryo develops in uterus 54 M
,

2.1.5 (X22) Food providing most protein 64 M

2.1.6 . (X23) Erosion and valley development 33 S

2.1. (X26).

,

Natural selecti-on 55 S

, .

2.1.8 (X27) - Electrons are involved in chemical bonds 51 S

2.1.9 (X31) Copcept of inertia' 44 -S

2.1.10 (Y01) Meaning of "compound" 46 '- S

,

2.1.11 (Y04) Function of perspiration 65 S

2.1.12 (Y07) Wiiite relects jight 76 S

2.1.13 (Y18) Green plants produce food 63

2.1.14 (Y20) Meaning of "efficiency" of machines 50

,2.1.15.(Y27) Moon phases 47

2.1.16 (Y33), Density of water 32

Mean Percent Correct 52.4'

Overall Rating Marginal
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The seriousness of these results is amplified by the frequency of the-"Idon't know" responses. Responses to Item X02, rated "Very Satisfactory", showedthat ,27% of the pupils chose' the "I don't kno0" option. Also, for Item Y01,rated "Satisfactory", 30% of the pupils chose "I.don't know". Similar responses-can be found to ottype items. Such general lack of icnowle'dge must,be a majorconcern to educators.

Two items (Y27, Y33) illustrate relatively pOor performance. Item Y27 showsa lack of understanding of how bodies in space are illuminated and also a diffi-culty in orienting objects s'patially. The,latter weakness is demonetrated againin Item Y03, found in the Higher LeVel Thinking d9main. Die response pattern'tfItem Y33 may be t)ecause many pupils associate the Equator with warm air; hencedistractor C seems very-sensible:

, Some mention should also be made about the "Marginal" ratings for Items X18and Y18 .(see Appendix G). It seems alarming that only 54% of Grade 12 pupilsknow that human embryos normally develop in the uterus. A cross-tablOation bysex showed that 44% of the boys and 64% of the girls knew the correct answer.Also, considering the importance of green plants to animals (Item Y18), a 63%cocrect response'seems too low for secondary students.
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,Y33 Think of diving iTto the ocean near the Equator. As you go deeper,

the water gets colder because

the saltiest water is always coldest and sinks to
the'bottom 4

."
am water is lighter than cold Water and stays on top. '34*,

the deeper water is not in contact with the air. . . 51

volcanic activity warms only the upper layers of

the water., 2

I don't know. 9

* correct response

5.3.2 Applications Of Science (Technologx)/Nature of Science

Included in this objectfve are fwo sub-objectives which both relate to the

nature of science and itsjinteraction with society, a theme which )1as become of

critical importance in theworld today. Six items were used to measure this

objective. Results and Vie Interpretation Panel's rating are summarized in Table

5.5.

Table 5.5: Provincial Results for the Grade 12 Objective Applicafions of

Science (Technology)/Nature of Science.

Item No. Description, :

Percent

Correct

Panel

Rating-

Z.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5-

2.2.6

(X01)

(X13)

(X20)

(X21)

(Y29)

(Y34)

Incompleteness ofThscientjfic*.knoWledge

Knowledge of "understanding science" as' ,

op,,p6segto being informed about science .
- ^

;

Relationship between facts and,theorY \\

, Relationshtp between science and technology

'Knowledge of the nature of an hypiothesi

,
Knpw that scientific knowledge cannot be
morally judged but that the applications of
the knowledge can be judged

63 ,

67

63,

33

57

72

M ,

VS

S'

M

Mean Percent Correct 59.3

Overall Rating Satisfactory
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Oyerall rating for the- objective was "Satisfactory". However, the Panel
felt that there should be more emphasis on the applications of science in the
Grades 8-10 programs, Indeed, analysis of the responses to this objective
reveals that pupils seem to have a satisfactory grasp of the nature of science,
but they have difficulty relating science and technology.

5.3.3 Safety Procedures

Knowledge of safety must be an objective given the highest priority by
science teachers. The Interpretation Panel expected high performante in this
area of achievement,of ,all students completing Grade 12. In order to examine
Uri's important area, eight items were selected of which four were from the 1978
Science Assessment f6rms. Item comparison acrOss the two years are reported in
Section 5.6. Table 5.6 summarizes the provincial results and the panel ratings.

Table 5.6: Provincial Results for the Grade 12 Objective Safety Procedures

Item No. Descript.ion-
Percent

Correct
Parnel

Rating

.3',,1 (X03) -Know action.to'take in certain hazardous
:.

situations
-57 W

2.3.2 (X12) Identification of flammable.vOlatile licoids 71 S

2.3.3 (X29) Puapose of fuse -or circuit breaker 55 M
.-

, ii

2.3.4 (X32) . Know dangers of tasting chemicals 62 M

2.3.5 (Y16) Heating liquid in test tube 67

,2.3.6 ''(Y17) Diluting acids 25

2.3.7 (Y24) Procedure for smelling odours 64

2,3.S (Y35) Know how to light a bunsen burner 44 Fl

Mean Percent Correct 55.6
Overall Rating Marginal

The Interpretation Panel assigned a "Marginal" rating to the Safety Pro-
cedures objective. In the. Contract Team'§ opinion, this rating seems high
because', although out, of eight items, two were rated as "Weak", four as
"Margiul" and two as "Satisfactory", the Mean Percent Correct ,of 55.6 seems far
too low. Pupilsshould not be "half-safe".

).



Two items which, in the Contract Team's opinion, exemplify weakness are X03

and X29. These items are chosen not only because of their importance in

laboratories and classrooms, but also because of their application as safety fea-

tures in the home or the world of work.

The Interpretation .Panel expressed concern over performance in the area .cf

safety. Teachers are strongly urged to ensure that safety instruction be adjus-

ted and increased to remedy the demOnstrated weakness. A

X03 A student is boiling water in a stoppered glass jar or fldtk as

shown. What precaution would you take if you 'saw this?

Immediately turn off the gas to the burner

Make sure the stopper iS in tightly so the steam cannot

55*

escape 4

Make sure the gas line does not become disconnected., 5

Keep the burner turned down to low heat .31

I don't knOw 5

* correct responsp)
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X29 The purpose of a fuse or circuit breaker is to

turn light on, and off
4-

4'k

rotect circuits from carrying too,mdch electricity. 54*

p tect people from getting electric shocks 4

save electricity from being wasted 3'

regulate, the number of volts in the circuit 28
r

I don't know
. 6

* correct response

5,4 Domain 3--Higher Level Thinking

.5.4:1 Evaluate Evidence for Conclusions

Drawing conclusions is one of the crucial activities of science, and itsproper: performance necessitateS varying degrees of, ration'al and critical think-
ing.F The development of such abilities in students dependpon cognitive devel-,opment and exposure to experiences which provide opportunities for practisingthis-type of thinking. In order to assess the'level of higher thinking reached
by Grade 12 pupils, six items were selected.

Table 5.7 presents the provincial results ,and Panel ratings for thisobjective. The,Interpretation Panel,rated pupil performance as "Marg4nal".

Analyses of the results are revealing. The one item rated "Strong", wasdeemed to be the easiest question in this objective. .0ne item rated "SatiSfac-
tory"'(Y26).was obviously a difficult question as pupils not only had to apply
knowledge of the different states of matter to a "before and ifter" format, butalso had to ascertain the correct reason for the observed change. The 24% res-ponse of I don't know" indicates the difficulty.

The two items rated "Marginal" ind one deemed to be "Weak" may haveimplications for teaching practices. rtem X06 was designed to examine thepupils' ability to base conclusions on ev)dence. Pupils may not be taught
rigorously enough'to accomplish this objective, Iteni Y15 examined the pupils'
abilities to recognize the limits to conclusions which may te drawn from data.
From these resillts, one wonders, whether or. not these abilities ire being
developed sufficiently.
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Table 5.7: Provincial Results for the,Grade,12. Obiective Evaluate
Evidence for eonclusions

Item No.. Description

Percent Panel

Correct Rating

3.1.1 (X06)

3.1.2 (X08)

3.1.3 (Y03)

3.1.4 (Y15)

3.1.5 .(Y26)

3.1.6 (Y31)

Recognize the observation which is needed

evidence for a conclusion 58

Recognize the conclusion which isbest
supported by observations 86

Evaluate evidence for a reasohable-conclusion 48

Recognize the ev dence as insufficient to
warrant such onclusion 50

Recoghize the conclusion whtch is best

supported by the observations 51

Recognize the appropriate 'conclusion that may

be drawn from,the Observations 57

Mean Percent Correct

Overall Ratiffg

58.3

Marginal

ST

W

a

The One "Weak" item (Y03) is rather ,intriguing. Apparently orienting,

Oneself as to direction is indeed a higher level skill. Certainly, the descrip-

tion quoted from 'The' Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner does hOt contain difficult

language, so the problem seems to be With the thinking process.'

The InterpretatibOkriel' U-rged teachers to work on the area of evaluating

evidence. A change in classroom practices may,be indicated, so that the emphasis

now perhaps being placed on lower levels of Bloom's Taxonomy be.idjusted to high-,

er,:ohes such as "Analysis" and "Evaluation".

4.
- ,
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Y03 A poem entitled "The Ancient Mariner" contains the lines:

"The sun now rose.upon the. right
Out of the sea came he,
Still 'hid in 'mist, and on the left
Went down into the sea."

In which direction was the Ancient Mariner sailing?

North
45*

South . . . . 16

East
13

' West
19

I don't know
7

* correct response
_15

4

5.4.2 Solve Abstract Problems

The solution to abstract problems is another important activity of science,
often-requiring %iery complex forms of thinking.

A
Educators hope that pupils graduating from Grade 12 are equipped with enough

of these strategies to enable them to cope adequately with the many abstract
problems encountered in a complicated world. Since ,formal thinking is involved
in performing this type of activity, it was expected that pupils would have con-
siderable difficulty with the 12 items used to'Measure this objective. This was

_indeed found to be true.

All items assessing this objective were selected from the 1978 Science
Assessment forms bY the Technical .Sub-Committee. The interpretation of the 1982
results compared with those of 1978 is reserved foi. Section 5.8. In- general,
these items fulfilled'the content validity of the.objective and the difficulty
range required for items measuring change. The Interpretation Panel suggested
that some of the change items were testing recall and not the ability to reason:

Table 5.8 summarizes the provincial results and the Panel ,ratings. The
Interpretation Panel assigned an overall rating of "Marginal" to this objective.Only six of the items were judged to be "Satisfa ory", while four' were rated
"Marginal",'and two "Weak". The Mean Percent Corr ct of 44.7 was the lowest of
any of the objectives, as one might e'xpect. 4
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Table 5.8: Provincial Results for the Grade 12 Objective
Solve Abstract Problems

Item No., Description

, Percent

'Correct,

Panel

Rating

3.2.1 (X11) Advantage of capillary syStem in blood
circulation, 50 S

3.2.2 (X24) Recognition of producers in food-web 48 M

3.2.3 (X25) Electrical circuits 58 'S

3.2.4 (X28) Kinetic molecular explanation of diffusion 45 S
r

3.2.5 (X34) Distances in the universe 31 W

3:2.6 (Y10) Inheritance of blood type 51 .

.§ .

3.2.7 (Y12) _Increasing carbon di xide in air from

burning fossi) fuels 37;

, .
, ... ,

3.2.8 (Y13) Safety-in-thunaerstorms 42 M

3.2.9 (Y19) Effects of inclination of Earth's axis 40 S

3.2.10 (Y25) Fixed proportions in chemical reaction 33

3.2.11 (Y30) Disposal of nyclear wastes 64 S

3.2212 (Y32) Formation of igneous rOcks 36 M

. Mean Percent Correct 44.7

Overall Rating
V

Marginal

Y12 is an example of ar item classified as "Weak" by the plarel,. Mere Ti
clearly a case of the distractors being true or partly true; hence many puptls
were led away from the correct answer or simply replied "I don't know". .

An example of an extremely difficult.item which was rated "Satisfactory"iS

Item Y19. Apparently, the mental strategies required to assess the effects of
the Earth's axis angle being changed werer too taxing or, Were missing for a major-

*ity of the pupils-42% responded "I don't know". The fact that the Interpreta-

tion panel assigned a "Satisfactory" rating to.xtn item with a 40% corr'éct

responSe highlights the difficulty level.
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Y12 Atmospheric carbon dioxide is believ d to be increasing due to

decreased'carbon dioxide fixation,by green plants. . . 15

increased release from volcanoes 2

inc'reased burning of fossil fuels. 38*

cutting down of too many; trees

I don't know
24

* correct response

-The Contract Team again strongly.agrees with the Interpretation Panel inexpressing disappointment with student performaRce on this objective. Teachers.are urged to dev4e methods and practices which will enhance pupils'-experiende§'with higher level thinktng activities.

5.5 Sumnary of the Grade 12 Interpretation Panel Ratings

Table 5.9 presents the number of items for eaCh objective and domain ratedby the Interpretation Panel on th'e, basis of ftve 'evaluative categories. Altopresented are the mean percent correct for the objectives
and domains along withthe overall evaluative ratings.

It is discouraging to note that the Interketation Panel judged only six ofthe 70 items above the "Satisfactory" category and that all three domains wererated below "Satisfactory". Science teachers pnd others will, have to constderverY seriously the tmplications of these judgements.

5. Achievement of Pupil Sub-groups,

kevious sections of this chapter have rePorted on-the'Interpretation Paneleyaluations -9.;the:, Grade 12 provincial achievement results. In addition,inalyAs were cond4Cted with sub-groups of pupils at both the Grade,10 and 12 m
1Désc'riptions of these sub7grOups and 'their aehievement results Brereported in this section. AchieveMent data for each grade are based on theresults of an approximately equal number of pupils across both assessment Forms %and Y although the total number of pupils is different for Grades 10 and 12..

5.6.1 Sex-Related Differences in ScienCe

Table 5.10 presents a listing of the previous'science course background aswell as the current enrollment record in science,for Grade 12 pupils. These idataare based on a lOtTepresentative sampleof the Grade 12 provincial returns. The
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wore
biol

12 iit March, 1982 wee not currently enrolled in any science course, although
somOf these pupils 4ay have been enrolled ih a science course daring the Fall

seTe4er.
,I, ....

1

, . 0

ex-related differences in achievement were analyzed in terms of objectives,

dom s, and stience Ithnteht areas. Table 5.11 records how various items in the

ttslo sessment bookletS were assigned to te four main science content areas.-

of results i0imilar in each,section of the table in that boys have a
extensive backgrOund and higher enrollment in science areas except

y. Of particular interest is the finding that 52.6% of the pupils in Grade

Dom'at

Table 5.9: SumarraT Domain,and Objective Ratings for Grade 12 f

or Objective W

1. :Science Processes

11. Interpret Data

\

Identify ancF,Control
.,;

:14, Variables.

4 Domain. Totai

1

2. how1edgereca11 :and understand
,4

6..

Major Concepts 0

2,,,I, Applications '. 0

i,,I,';

.2.,3)Safety Procedures 2-

Domain Total
,

2

3. High,er Level Thinking

I31 lEvaluae Evidence 1

3.2 1,Solve Abstract Problems 2
l'

#
omain Total 3

Frequencies Mean

Percent
Correct

Overall

Ratings
M S VS ST

5

4

2

6

2

0

0

1 -' 56

9 8 rA2 55.1.

6 9 0 52.4 M

3 1 0 59.6 S.2
.

4 2 0 0 55.6 . M

1 14 2 0 54.6

2 2 0 '1 58,3 t m

4 6 0 0 44.7 II

6 8 -0 1 49.2 ,r4
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sable 5-.10: Grade 12: Male-Female Enrolment in Previous'
or Current Science Courses (Percentages)

Course Previously Taken Currently Enrolled
Male Female Total Male, Female Total

Science 8 96.2 97..8 97.0
\ 9 96.1 97.7 96.9

10 93.1 95.4 94.3

Biology , 11 32.6 1 51.6 42.1 - 4.0 3.9 3.9
12 6.3 9.9 8.1 16.1 24.2 20.2.

%

Chemistry 11 33.9 31.7 32.8 5.0 5.6 5.3
12 5.6 3..8 4.7 20.6 13.4 16.9

Physics 11 30.5 11.9 21.2 7.8 7.6 7.7
4.0 1%2 , 2.6 15.0 4.4 9.6

Earth Science 11 7.4 , 4.0 5.7 2.2 0.9 1.5

Geology 12 2.6 1.0 1.8 , 4.1 2.8 3.5

Not Taking Any ScienCe 48,7 56.3 52.6

Other 10,.2
_ ,

5.6 7.9
,

9.0 7.1 8.1

Male, N = 1125 Male, N = 985
Female,Ng- 1124 Female, N = 1039

Table 5.11: Items Contained in Science Content Areas

ContentsArea , Number. of Items Test Form Item,Number

Biology -20 X 7,10,11,18,19,22,24,26

,2,4,8,10,11,14,15,18,21,
22,23,28

Chemistry 13 X 2,4,5,6,8,16,17,28

1,9,12,25,27

Physics 11 X 25,31,35

5,6,7,13,20,26,30,31

Earth/Space 12 X 9,14,15,23,30,33,34

3,19,27,32,33
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Table 5.12:'Grade 10 and 12 Sex-Related Differences in Achicivement

Mean
-

Percent CO,rrec t
Grade 10 Diffirence Grade 12- .Difference

'r Variable Male Female Male - Female Male Female Male - Femal(I.
Content area:

1

Biology 48.8 49.9. -1.1 56.7 57.8 -1.1

Chemistry ,43.6 41.2 . 2.4 51.1 46:4 4.7**

Physics 50.0 41.6 74** 58.3 43.5 . 14.8**

/-/Earth/Spsace 45.9 36.4 95** 50.8 41.1

Objective:
44.2 3.3** 56.S 53.3 3.2**'1.1 Interpret Data 47.5

k
.

1.2 Identify and

//

Control Variables 49.8 51.7 -1.9 56.6 56.3 (.3 .

2.1 S'Cience Concepts 49.5 44.5 5.0** 55.3 50.1 5.2**

2.2 Applications of
Science (Technology)
/Nature of Science. 49.9 56.7 -6.8** 60.9 65.0 -4.1** /

`12.3 Safety Procedqres 57.6 49.1 8:5** 6.1.7 50.31 11.4**
,

3.1 Evaluate Evidence
for Conclusions 58.0 54.6 . 3.4* 64.2 . 0.4 3.8**

- 3.2 Solve Abstract 4,2.0 35.1 6.9** 49.8 39.0 10.8**

Problems mk.

Domain:
1: Science Proces'ses 48.7 48.0 0.7 56.7 54.5 2.2*.*

2: Knowledge--re6all

and understand 51.3 47.8 35** 57.7 52.8 49**

3: Higher Level

Thinking 46.9 41.0 59** 54.3 45.4 8.9**

Sample Size Mafe N = 955 Male N = 1122

, Female N = 976 Female N = 1117

* p < .0.5 .

** p < .01
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The mean percentages were higher on' all variables at,the Grade 12 levelcompared with Grade 10, Boys' averages at each grade were higher on all vari-ables except on Biology'and on the objective Applications of Science (Technology)/Nature of Science. The most reliable sub,scores are those of the three domains.
At both grade levels, boys were significantly higher than girls in Knowled e and
Higher Level Thinking (p diff < .01). However, only at Grade,12 were t e boys
signi-ficantly higher on the Science Processes domain.

.6.2 Language Ba4ground and Science Achievement

ThT ble 5.13 reports the percentage of Grades 10 and 12.pupils who learnedEnglih\as a first Janguage and also those pupils who now speak English at home.

\
4

Tale 5.13: Male-Female Language Backgroung,by trade (Percentages)

Language, Grade 10 Grade 12
Male Female Male Female

First Learned English 89.4 86.3 . 84.8 84..3

First Learned Other language 10.6 13.7 1,2" 157

English Now Spoken at Home 94.8 95.1 93.0 95.7

Other Language Now S oken
at Howe

,
5.2 4.9 7%0 4.3

_Table 5.14 reports ach-ievement 'results in terms of the foregoing languagefactors. The results are congruent with those of former British Columbia assess=
ments, particularly in Reading, Pupils who spoke English at home achieved higher
mean scores than those whose home language was not English,,\

zets-
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Table 5.14: Grade 10 and 12: Differenees in Achtevement by Language Background

Grkde 10 Differ-
ence

Grade 12 , Differ- *

enceVariable
4 English

Non-

English

Non-

English EnglishE - NE E - NE

Content Area

Biology 49.6 43.9 5.7* 579 46.4 11.5**

go,
t

Chemistry' A 42.6 40.0 2.6 48.8 47.5 1.3'

Physics 46.1 38.5 7.6*4 51.2 45.5 57**

Earth/Space 43.7
,

38.5 5.2** 46.3 40.2 6.1**

Objective:
39.7

(,

64* 55.6 45.7 9.8**1.1. Interpret Data 46.1

1.2 Identify and Control

Variables 51.3 41.8 95** 57.0 47.5 2.4!**

2.1 Science Concepts, 47.3 41.0 63** 53.0 48.0 5.0**

2.2 Applications of
Scivce (Technology)/
Nature of Science 53.7 47.2 6.5 63.3 -56.4 6.9*

2.3 Safety Procedures 53.9 - 42.1 11.8** 56.5 49.0 7.5**

3.1 Evaluate Evidence

, for Conclusions 56.6 49.5 7.1** , 62.7 55.0 77**

3.2 Solve Abstract

Problems 38.7

k
34.9 -3.8 44,7 40.7 4.0*

Domain:

1: Science Processes 48.7 41.0 77** 56.2 46.5 57**

2: 'Knowledge--recall

and understand 49.9. 42.1 7.8** 55.6 60.0 5.6**

3: Higher Level

Thinking 44.1 39.4 4.7* 50.2 44.9 5.3***

SamOle Size

-* p < ,05
** p < .01

English N = 1833 English 'N = 2111

Non-English N'= 98 Non-English N = 128- .
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5.6.3 Part-time Employment and Science Achievement

Tables 5.15 and 5.16 report the various aspects of part-tiMe employment ofGrades 10 and 12 pupils. Also reported are coMparative data from the 1978Science Assessment. The tables show a greater proportion of Grade 12 pupi)scompared with Grade 10 pupils have part-time work. Also, it appears that, in1982, compared with 1978, a slightly higher percentage of pupils are working andthey are working for a greater number of hours per week. No significahtdifferences were found between the achievement levels of pupils who did or didnot have part-time employment.

Table 5.15: Grades 10 and 12: Part-Time Employment (Percentages)

Question 10: Do You Have a Part-time Job?

Response Grade 10 Grade 12
1982

No 53.6

Weekepds Only 14.0

Weekdays Only,- 4.3

Both Weekolds and WeekdaYs 20.6

1No Response 7.4

1978 1982,

41.9 39.1

NA 17.3

NA 5.-1

NA 35.2

NA
.,'

,.3.2

Table 5.16: Grades 10,and 12: Houis Work-ed per,Week (Percentages).

Number of Hours/Week 'Grade 10 Grade 12
1982 1978 1982

Less Thary5 16.5 10.5 7.5

5-9 35.5 25.3 28.5

10-20 36.5 39.3 45.8

More Than 20 10.2 19.8 17.4

No Response 0 9 5.0 0.5

Percent of Students Who Did
Not Have a Job 53.6 41.9 39.1

N = 1990 26 416 221110
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5.6.4 Achievement in Relation to the Science Background Of Pupils

Table 5.17 reports. the science content area achievement of Grade 12 pupils

differentiated in term§ of theirOamount of science course background. Scheffe's

"test was applied to the various differences between means and those that were

significant (p < .01) are reported below the table. The trend of the higher

scores to be associated wial amount of science background adds positive data in

support of the. construct vSTidity of the test items.

Table 5.17: Achievement of Grade 12. Pupils Classified by

Amount of Science Completed (Mean Percent Correct)

Amount of

Content A r e

Science Taken N Biology Chemistry Physics Earth/Space

Science 10 only 710 45.5 32.2 39.6 34.3

One or. More

Science 11 616 55.8 45.6 .49.14* 45.2

One or More
Science 12 895 69.1 66.2 62.5 56.4

F=266.5 F=387.7 F=144.0 F=159.5

Scheffe's test applied to the various means above

revealed that all combinations of differences in

means within content areas were stattstically signi-

ficant (p < .01).

Table 5.18 shows a comparison of the mean scores on various seience content

areas of different groups,of Grade 12 pupils and pupils enrolled in Grade 10 who

had successfully completed Science 9. Comparing the means of Grade 10 with those

of Grade412 pupils reveals that Grade 10 pupils are above the Grade 12 pupils who

have not enrolled in a science course since completing Science 10. However,

pupils who have taken one or more science courses in Grades 11 or 12 score higher

than the currently enrolled Grade 10 pupils.

5.6.5 Achievement in Relation to Pupils' Future Plans

Tables 5.19 and 5.20 report the mean percentages in various domains for

Grade 10 and 12 pupils respectively who have been classified in terms of what

they plan to do after leaving secondary school. The classification scheme is a

reduction of the 11 possible response categories of Item 12 in the Background

Information section of the assessment booklets (see Appendix G). The trends in

the data are similar to those obtained from the 1978 Science Assessment results.

Scheffe's test was applied to the various differences between means and those

1 differences that were significant (p.< .01) -are reported in Table 5.19.
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Table 5.18: Comparison Of Grade 10 and 12 Pupils on Science Content Areas

Percentage Difference Between Grade 12 and 10 Means1
Content
,Area

Grade 10

Mean
Science 1q"

Only
One or More ,

Sctence 11

Biology 49.5 - 4.0 +6.3

Chemistry 42.5 *-10.3 +3.1

Physics t 45.8 - 6.2- +3.5

Earth/Space 41.1 '- 6.8 +4.1

Grade 10 N =. 1941

*-One or More ,

Science 12

+19.6

+27.7

+16.7

+15.3

Grade 12 N = 2221

1 Differences were calculated by subtracting the Grade 10 from the brade 12 mean
'percent correct.

Table 5.19: Achievement of Grade 10 Pupils Classified by FAiture Plans
- (Mean Percent Correct)

Pupil

Classification

Domain
N Science Processes Knowledge--recall

and understand
Higher Level
Thinking ,

University or
41.

College(M1) .705 54.2 53.5 47.9

Other Post-
Secondary

Institution(M2) 499 45.3 48.4 42.9

Look for a Job(M3) 190 39.8 43.8 38.5

Other Plans or

Undecided(M4) 539 46.7 48.0 41.9

F = 33.2* = 19.9* F = 14.1*

Significant M3 M
2

M
4

M
1 M3 M4 M2 M1 M3 M4 M2 M1Contrasts**

* (p < .01)

** Scheffe's test was applied across all combinations of differences in means
within ,domains. Groups sharing a common underlining were not significantly
different at p <

ICU

?k>
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Table 5.20: Achievement of Grade 12 Pupils Classified by Future Plans
(Mean Percent Correct)

Pupil

Classification

Science Processes

University or

College(M1) 758 66.0

Other Post-
Secondary
Institution(M2) 591 4W'

Look for a Job(M3) 291 45.7_
,,--

Ot er Plans or
-It

'decided(M4). 603 53.6

Significant
Contrasts**

F = 92.7*

Domain
Knowledge--recall
and understand

Higher Level
ThinkIng

64.3 59.6

52.0 45.8

46.7 41.1

52.0 46.1

F = 85.5*. F = 72.5*

M3 Mn M4 M1 M3 M4 M2 M1 M3 M4 M2 M1

* (p < .01)

** Scheffe's test was applied across ll combinations of differences in means

within domains. Groups sharing a co on underlining were not significantly

different at p < .01. 0

5.6.6 Achievement in Relation to!Proposed Post-Secondary Fields of Study

Pupils who plan on entering scieree careers, cOmpared with those who do not,

should attain higher achievement levels in the various areas of science. This

proposition was investigated by classifying pupils on the basis of their response

to Item 17 in the Background section of the assessment booklets (see Appendix G).

Pupils were classified into two groups on the basis of whether' or not they

anticipated entdring a scientific fjeld of study. The achievement levels of the

two groups of pupils at both Gradeis 10 and 12 are reported in Tables 5.21 and
5.22 respectively, and are in the Aticipated directions.



Table 5.21: Achievement by Pupils in Grade 10 by Planned Areas of Study
(Mean Percent Correct)

Domain
-I

Planned trea Science Knowledge--recall Higher Level
of Study N Processes and understand Thinking

Science-related 255 55.8 58.7 53.0

Not Science-related 455 50.3. 50..2 44.2'

F = 11.7* F = 39.4* F = 29.1*

* ,(13 < .01)

Table 5.22: Achievement by Pupils in Grade 12 by Planned Areas of Study-
. (Mean Percent Correct),

Domain
Planned Area Science Knowledge--recall Higher Level
of Study N Processes and understand Thinking

Science-related- 306 "-67.8 , 67.6 65.9

Not Science-related 711 57.6 56.6 49.5

* (p < .01)

F = 46.8* F . 65.4* F = 111.7*

5.7 Comparison of Grade 8 and 12 Pupils on Common Items

Nine cbmmon items were u?ed on the Grade 8 and 12 assessment forms. Table
5.23 lists the items along with their p-values as well as the percentage differ-

, ences between the Grade 12 and 8 p-values. The positive change in achievement
between Grade 8 and Grade 12. levels varies from 12% to 33%. All changes imply
satisfactory growth over the four-year period and also add evidence to support
the construct validity of the test items.

< 5.8 Comparisons with the 1978 Science Assessment

1 This section includes three comparative interpretations of the 1978 and 1982
assessment results. Two interpretations are concerned with change items while
the third deals with the overall distributions of the Interpretation Panel
ratings of all items included in each assessment...
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Table, 5.23: Grade 8 and 12: P-Values and Their Differences on Common Items

Item Number

.

P-values P-value
DiffereRces

Grade 12 - Grade 8Grade 12 Grade 8 Grade 12 Grade 8

1.1.7 (Y08) 1.3.6 (Y24) 56 26 /30

1.1.8 (Y11) 1.3.4 (Y08) 80 65 15

2.1.5 (X22) 2.1.19(Y28) 64 38 26

2.1.7 (X26) 2.1.32(Z36k 55 43 12

2.1.13(Y18) 2.1.8 (X31X 63 44 19

2.3.1 (X03) 2.3.6 (Y10) 57 35 22

2.3.5 (Y16) 2:3.12(Z34) 67 34 33

2.3.7 (Y24) 2.3.2 (X18) 64 58 14

3.1.3 (Y03) 3.1.7 (Y09) 48 29 19

Table 5.24: Comparisons Between 1978 and 1982 Change Items WIthin the
Knowledge Domain

1982

Item

Number

1982 1978

Percent

Correct
Panel

Rating

Percent
Correct

Panel

'Rating

X02 47 VS 50 M

X09 43 M 48 M

X12 71 S 63 M

X17 68 S. 69 S

X18 54 M 56 W

X26 55 S 54 M

X27 51 S 51. M

X29 55 M .53 W

X31 % % 44 S 48 M

Y01 46 S 49 M

Y16 67 M 74 S

Y17 25 W 32 W

Y18 63 M 66 M

Y20 50 .S 51 M

Y27 46 M 52 S

Mean 52.4

Standard Error

of the Mean 0.3 0.2
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The 1982 Science Assessment forms included items selected from the previous-ly used 1978 booklets. These items, called change items, totalled 27. Fifteenwere from the Knowledge domainiwand 12 were from the Higher Level Thinking domain.The latter included all items for Oyjective 3.2 Solve Abstract Problems.

Tables 5.24 and 5.25 show the mean percent correct and the Panel ratings foreach item. In both* tables, the mean percent difference over all items was lessthan two percent higher in 1978 than in 19824. Although from a practical point ofview this difference may seem small, the difference would be statisticallysignificant as evidenced by the sMall standard errors -of the means. The columnin each table entitled "Percent Difference" is for the purpose of identifyingitems of interest for futher study.

Table 5.25: Comparisons Between 1978 and 1982 Change Items Within the
Higher Level Thinking Domain

1982 1982 1978

Percent

Difference
1982 - 1978

!Item

Number
Percent
Correct

Panel

Rating
Percent
Correct

'Panel

Rating

X11 50 S 54 M -4X24 48 M 47 W +1X25 58 S 57 M +1
X28. 45 S 44 M +1X34 31 W . 38 W
Y10 51 S 48 M +3Y12 , 37 W 41 W -4Y13 43 M 41 M' --N-2Y19 40 S 48 S ...8
Y25 33 M 37 . W -4Y30 64 S 60 M +4Y32 36 NI 38 M -2

Mean 44.7 46.1 -1.4

Standard Error
of the Mean 0.2 0.3



Even though the mean percent correct over all items was lower in 1982, tile

Interpretation Panels in 1982 rated the pupil performance higher. ,This'con-

clusion is based on the ratings shown in both tables where, in 1982, 14 of the 27

items were ranked "Satisfactory" or higher whereas in 1978 only four items 'were

ranked "Satisfactory" and none were ranked higher than "Satisfactory". This
situation, where Grade 12 achievement over a four-year period shows a decline in

mean percent correct but an increase in the evaluative judgement of the achieve-

ment level, needs further investi'gation.

In order to judge the overall achievement levels of Grade 12 pupils in 1982
compared with 1978, tables were made of the panel ratings of all items used in

each of the assessments. In 1978, 71% of the 120 items were rated below "Satis-
factory" whereas in 1982, 49% of the 70 items were rated as below "Satisfactory".
As such, if one assumes the items had'high curricular validity and were represen-
tative of- the junior secondary science curriculum, then the 1982 results can be
considered-better than those of four years earlier.

In summary, although the percentage correct on change items showed a slight
decrease in 1982'compared with 1978, the 1982 Interpretation Panel ratings were

higher. Also, when the proportions of Interpretation Panel, ratings on all

assessment items were compared, the 1982 ratings appeared higher.

5.9 Pupil Attitudes/Interests/Oinions

In an attempt to judge the attitudes and opinions of Grade 16 and 12 pupils

toward various non-cognitive aspects of science, the following short scales were

placed at the beginning of the achievement survey bookles as shown below'.

Form X \II'? Form Y

School Science Careers in Science

Scientists Methods ot Science

Science and Society

Brief descriptions of the attitude/opinion/interest instruments are found in
Section 2.3 and the actual questionnaires along with the provincial results are

reprinted in Appendix G. The remainder of this chapter begins with a discUssion

of the Grades 10 and 12 results of the School Science scales and then interprets
the results of the other instruments in the order they are isted above.. With

certain interpretations, the Grade 8 results will also discussed alou with

those of Grades 10 an0 12.

Specific Issues
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5.9.1 School Science Scale

In the School Science scale the percentile equivalent of score 30 divides
the qcale into the negative and posive sections. Note that at ihe Grade 10 and
Grade 12 levels respectively, 75% and 68% of the pupilT-scored on the positive
side of the scale. There is very little shift in attitudes between Grades 8 and
10. However, at the Grade 12 level, where pupils are beginning to clarify theirvoCational goals, more are ,.erx.pcessing negative attitudes toward science inschool.

Table 5.26: Attitudes Toward School Science in Relatiom to Various
IRdependent Variables

Variable Grade/Category N Mean

Gender 10 Male 483 3.40 .206
10 Female 473 3.42

12 Male 544 3.36 .602
12 Female 584 3.33

First 10 Eng,lish 840 3.38 9995*
Language Spoken 10 Another Language 116 3.61

12 English 944 3.2 5981*
12 Another Language 183 3.46

Language Now 10 fnglish 906 3.40 5.297*
Spoken at Home 10 Another Language 52 3.63

12 Ehglish 1061 3.33 3.417*
12 Another,Language 64 3.5.1

Part-time 10' No 531 3.44' 1.275
Job 10 Yes ,374 3.38

- 12 No 435 3.38 2.650*
12 Yes 683 3.31

Future 10 University '357 3.69 40.260*
Plans 10 Training 245 3.36

10 Job 79 2.88
10 Other 276 3.28

12 University . 377 3.66 ,44.898*
12 Training 285 3.26
12 Job 1.47 3.00
12 Other 311 3.22

* p <

1.16



5.9.1.1 Attitudes Toward School Science in Relationship to Various

Reporting Categories

A variety of Univariate analysis of variance tests was conducted using the

School Science scores as the dependent variable and pupils classified into

various categories as shown in Table 5.26. Of interest are the data which shows

that not only pupils,whose first language learned was not English but also those

whose current language spokep at home /is not English had higher scores than the

majority groups. This finding requires further study.

.

Table 5.27 reports correlation coefficients between School Science ed

varjous science achievement measures. The pattern and size of the coefficients

at the Grade 8 and 10 levels are very similar. However, at Grade 12, the size.of

the coefficients shows a large increase. These increases are possibly due to the

dichotomized sample of pupils in Grade 12 when a relatively large group have,

chosen kience as a future career.

?Table 5.27: Product-Moment Correlations Between Attitudes Toward

School Science and Various Achievement Measures Across Grades*

Grade

Form

Achievement Measures

Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3 Booklet

Science Higher Level Total

Processes Knowledge... Thinking Score

8Y , 1034 .22 .27 .27

10X 986 .19 .25 .19 .25

12X 1162 .38 .144 , .36. .46

* All correlations are statistically significant at the .01 level.

5.9.2 Attitude,Toward Scientists

In the Attitude Toward Scientists scale the percentile equivalent of score

30 divides the scale into the negative and positive sections.' At Grades 10 and

12, 89% and 87% respectively of the pupils scored on the positive side of the

scale. Pupils at all grade levels appear to have a very high positive attitude

toward scientists as people.
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5.9.3 Attitudes Toward Science and Society

In the Science and Spciety scale, the percentile equivalent of score 36
divides the scale into negative and positive regions. Eighty-nine percent of the
Grade 10 pupils and, 90% of the Grade 12 pupils attained scores on the positive
side of the scale. One can conclude, therefore, that at these grade levels,
pupils' attitudes toward the place of science in society is very positive.

5.9.3.1 Sex-RelatediDifferences in the Attitudes Toward Science and
Society Items

A Chi-square analysis was performed on each item to determine differences in
patterns of responses between male and female pupils. Only two items were 'stat-
istically significant at the grade level. In Item 2, 19.3% of the males and
11.4% of the females strongly disagreed with the proposition that scientific
research should not get any of the taxpayers money.

Item 12 showed a statistically significant pattern difference at both Grades
10 and 12.

More study of the response patterns, reveals that the Grade 12 pupils claim
to use scientific ideas or facts more in their everyday life than do younger
pupils.

5.9.4 Attitudes Toward a Career in Science Scale

In the Careers in Science scale, the percentile equivalent of score 30
divides the scale into negative and positive sections. Note that at the Grade 10
and 12 levels only 49% and 50% respectively, of the pupils scored on tile positive
side of the scale.. Pupils at all grade levels assessed do not appear to have a
high interest in pursuing a career in science. This conclusion is very unfortu-
nate in view of the probable increased need for technically and scientifically
trained male and female personnel in our present and future work force.

4

5.9.4.1 Sex=Related and Other Dif rences

An analysis of variance test revealed a non-significant differenCe in the
relatively low mean scores of boys and girls on the Careers in Science scale At
both Grade 10 and 12 levels. Two items showed significant sex-related differ-
ences. An examination of the item-response patterns indicated that the majority
of pupils are not interested in pursuing a career in science and would not be
satisfied with the life of a scientist.

It is also interesting to note that, once again, at both grade levels, girls
are mbre negative than boys to the idea of pursuing a scientific career. Science
teachers and guidance counsellors are encouraged to study the possible causes of
these results and offer suggestions on how t6 improve the-att4tudes of students
toward pursuing a Scientific career.
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5.9.5 Attitudes 'Toward fhe Methods of Science Scale

The Methods of Science scale-Qs administered only at Grades 10 and 12. As

shown in Table 2.9, the 'Hoyt internal-consistency reliability estimate was .50

for each grade. Although this value is sufficieRtly high for measuring group
differences in average scores, it is of interest t6NQntemplate why it is o low
compared with other scale estimates.

The Methods of Science scale had the highest of all the attitude mean

scores. However, it also showed the lowest spread of scores at each grade level.

This latter fact had a great influence in depressing the reliability estimates

because the size of a reliability coefficient tends to increase as the standard

deviation increases.

A study was conducted to determine the amount of variablitiy of ropils res-

ppnses within each item. Interestingly, on all items at both grade levels, there

wis a very large modal response situated on one or the other side of the "Can't

Decide" category. Pupils, therefore, tended to answer the questionnaire in

pattern that is seen in typical True-False test results. A'study of the content

of the items shows they contain a very high cognitive component and thus the.item
statements did not permit or promote a broad emotional reaction that is necessary
for affective measures.

As a result of the foregoing factors, one may conclude.that both Grade 10
and 12, pupils are very knowledgeable about the methods of science as measured by

the questionnaire. However, the intent of measuring attitudes towards methods of

science)Nas not realized.

5.46 Specific Issues in Science

"-\

This section, which concrUdes the chapter, presents sex-related differences
over three grades on selected responses to ten Statements on current issues in

science and technology. Sample sizes used in the various grad are as follows:

Gender Grade 8 : Grade 10

Male 531 476

Female 497 502

0
Unlike the attitude measures previously reported in the chapter, the items

addressing Specific Issues do not constitute a scale. Therefore, selected res-

ponses to each individual Specific Issues item are reported. All figures given

in the items are percentages of students responding to the category.

Grade 12

579

541
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1. STUDENTS- SHOULD LEARN HOW TO USE COMPUTERS

Grade 8 Grade 10 Grade 12 '

Agree Strongly Agree Agree Stron9ly Agree Agree Strongly Agree
Male 48 34 53' . 24 61. 18

Female 61 17 . 63 16 62, 17

There is no doubt that pupils find the thought of learning how'to use compu-ters very appealing as shown by approximately 80% agreeing.or strongly agreeingwith the statement. The large positive respose could have been influenced by thecurrent micro-computer craze, the attraction of video games, and/o intrinsicmotivational appeal that computers have for many pupils.

7. WE SHOULD GET BACK TO A SIMPLER WAY OF LIFE BY GETTING RID OF ALL THISTECHNOLOGY

Grade Gender Strongly Disagree/Disagree Can't Decide Agree/Strongly Agree

8 Male 71 14 158 Female 58 20 22

10 Male 78 9 13
, 1c) Female 62 17 21

,10 Male 77 10 13'10 Female 64 17 19 .

Pupils appear to have a strong appreciation of the place of technology intod y's world and boys-seem to have considerably more faith in technology than dogirs.

4. rIIGHWAY SPEED LIMITS SHOULD BE MADE LOWER SO IHAT WE CAN SAVE GASOLINE

Grade 8 ^'-? Grade 10 Grade 12

Strongly Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree . Disagree Disagree

Male ,

19 , 42 18. 50 20 53Female 10
. 53 101- 55 . 9 . 57



In the battle of conservation and economy vs speed--speed wins. No doubt

th'is is an emotional issue which involves the importance of the automobile in our

society, particularly its influence on young people. Do-pupils actually under-

stand the relationship between speed and gasoline consumption'? If they do, then

one must wonder whether their responses show a lack of concern for resources or

whether their need for a thrill overpowers other considerations.

WE CAN USE ALL THE NATURAL GAS, OIL AND GASOLINE WE.NEED NOW BECAUSE yUTURE

GENERATIpNS WILL FIND NEW FORMS OF ENERGY.

Grade Gender Strongly Disagree/Disagree Agree/Stron41y Agree

8 Male 75 1

8 Female 75 12

10 Male 75 15

10 Female 85
g 9

12 Male 74 19

12 Female 83 7

On lirst glance, the results appear to favor conservatiqn. However, when

compared with the results of Item 4, the resUlts are inconsistent. In,particu-

lar, the boys may be saying that others should conserve but don't slow down our

cars. On the other hand, boys may have more faith in sciente to solve our future

problems Items 3, 8 and 10 are concerned with various environmental issues.

.
Considering Item 3, some individuals will, claim that the statement is ambig-

uous, others that the topic is highly controversial. Perha6 there is truth in

both claims as pupils appear very ambivalent in their choices.. The "Can't

Decide" responses are quite similar over the grades with girls less willing tok

take a stand on the issue. However, older pupils show an inFrease in their

favorable ratings toward nuclear-plants--boys more so than giris. The latter

fact may reflect more reading of technologiCal (pro-nuc)ear) material by boys.
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3. ELECTRICAL GENERATORS POWERED BY'COAL AND OIL CAUSE LESS POLLUTION THAN.NFLEAR. PLANTS

Grade Gender
Strongly

Disagree Disagree 'Can't Decide

.

tO

Strongly
Agree

8,

8

10

10

12

12

Mile

FemaYe

Mal e

., Fema 1 e

Male

Femate

,

,

11

3

,

13

5

15

7

2.6

28

33

28

36

33

26

33-

24

35

20

31

%

.1.2r2...

28

.32

-

22

28
,..

. -
21

25

9

4'

9

4

8 .

4

i

' \

8. FACTORIES SHOULD BE REQOIRED TO REDUCE SMOKE POLLUfION EVEN IF PRICES 'GO UP

Grade 8 . Grade 10 Grade 12
,

Agree Strongly Agree Agree Strongly Agree Agree Strongly Agree

Male 42 35 48 36 44 38

Female . 50 20 47 29 57 --,.. 25

. IP, '
The,statemeht in Item 8 appears easy to'agree with, particularly amUngstyoung people who .haven'i been confronted with meeting the challenge of higherprices.

.

r
t
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10. FARMERS AND RANCHERS SHOULD BE ABLE TO USE ANY CHEMICAL SPRAYS THEY THINK

ARE NECESSARY - ,

Male

Grade 8'

Strongly

Disagree Disagree

Grade 10 Grade 12

Strongly Strongly

Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree

28 48 31 50 39 47

Female 32 49 37 52 43 47

In Item 10 the pupil's took a strong anti-pollution stance which, increased

with age and was more apparent among females:

5. SCIENTISTS SHOULD CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS ON ANIMALS IF THEY THINK PEOPLE WILL

BE HELPED

Grade 8 Grade 10 Grade 12

Can't Strongly Can't Strongly Can't .. Strongly

.Decide Agree Agree Decide Agrpe .Agree Decide Agree Agree
,

Maele 14 47 17 15 52 15 , 10 58 15

Femal e 12 43 J4 17, 47 10 16 53 9

Students basically agree with ,Item 5 ,and a slight increase is noted by

grade. Probably, older pupils are more aware of the potential benefits of animal

research. Males are consistently more in favqr of animal experiments while

females may be more 'sensitive to possible animal suffering.

,

,

/
11.

-,,
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2. SCIENTISTS SHOULD DO,MORE RESEARCH ABOUT CREATING LIFE IN THE LABORATORY

Grade

.

Gender

Strongly

Disagree Disagree
Can't

Decide- Agree
Strongly
Agree

8 Male 4 17 34 39 7
8 Female 3 17 42 35 3

10 Male 6 25 38 27 4
10 Female 5 26 37 28 3

12 Male 9 '. k) 32 24 4
12 Female 8 29 37 24 1-

The statement in It6m 2 poses a tomplex issue and the results may reflect
the mixed feelings of society at l4rge. The modal respon5e of "Can't Decide" is
generally over one-third of the p4pils across the grades. Older students, with
their increasing percentage of disagreement, may be more aware of the dangers of
genetic engineering. They also may be less willing to trust others on moralissues. Under the guidance of a capable.teacher this could prove to be an
excellent topic for research and discussion in the clasroom.

9. PEOPLE SHOULD BE CRITICAL OF COMPANIES CLAIMS THAT THEIR MEDICAL DRUGS
ARE SAFE

Grade Gender
Can't

Decide Agree
Stroogly .

Agree

8 Male 23 52 16
8 Female 24 , 50 1

10 Male 18 54 20 .

10 Female 17 52 27

- 12 Male 15 56 24
12 Female 15 57. 26

In Item 9, the shift over the grkes fran the "Can't Decide" response toward
agreement with the statement may reflect a'healthy skepticism as Well as greater
consumer.consciousness. However, from the companies' point of view one may ask
whether pupils know about the types of testing hat is carried out, or about the
various federal government safeguard ciegulations.
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CHAPTER 6

ELEMENTARY TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

\,

John Sheppy
1

6.1 Development and Description of the Questionnaire

In order to identify the current context of science teaching in BritishColumbia, to document current classroom practices, and to assess changes sincethe 1978 B.C. Science Assessment, data were,sought from teachers of elementary
science through the use of a questionnaire. The questionnaire developed was amodification of the one used in 1978. Many questions were retained unchanged orwith minor alterations. A few were changed substantially. Occasionally, a ques-tion was split into two, or two questions were combined into one. Of the 61original questions, eight were dropped from the 1982 questionnaire and eight newquestions were added. Changes were made in the wording of the previous ques-tions, to modify, the choice categories, or to reflect changes of content andcohtexf of elementary school science. Thirty-nine of the questions, some withminor changes, also appeared on the questionnatre for teachers of secondaryscience.

,

The teachers' responses to the questionnaire and their implications arediscussed in Sections 6.3-6.11 of this chapter which, with a few exceptions,follow the questionnaire categories. The chief recommendations are collected in., Section 6.12. The questionnaire appears in Appendix H of this report. Unless,otherwise stated, numbers shown are the ranked percentages of teachers whoresponded to each option. The base for the percentage calculation does notinclude teachers who omitted the question. The number of anissions was small(approximately 10-30) for most one-part questions, but was sometimes high (over100 for complex questions. No discussion is devoted to the section on Grade-
Specific Information since it was only used to ask teachers to identify a gradelevel perspective'from which to answer the-last two sections of the question-naire.

6,2 Description of the Sample of Elementary School Teachers

The population from which the sample .was chosen initially included allteachers who, in the Fall Of 1980, indicated on Form J (now Education 2001) thatthey registered at least one of Grades 1 to 7. The selection process thenexcluded all principals, Vite-principals, -dnd -sapool district staff, and anyteacher who had been previously selected to answeN a Science Council of CanadaScience and Education §tudy questionnaire. The Temaining 9991 teachers weredivided into seven mutually exclusive groups by the grade or one of the gradeswhich they registered. Approximately one-sixth of the teachers were selected
from.the lists created. From a random start on each list, every sixth succeeding
name was selected, resulting in 3 sample of 1614 teachers.

ir
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41s-
Questionnaires with the selected teachers' names on the covering envelopes

were mailed to the schools. The principal was instructed to give the question-
naire to the indicateeteacher unless the teacher was no longer in the school or
was not teaching science. In these cases, the principal redirected the question-
naire to an alternate teacher at the same grade level. Teachers were instructed
to remove their names from the covering envelope prior to returning the question-

naire, 5o that returns were anonymous. Eighty-two percent (1322 teachers) of the

sample(eturned the questi2nnaire.

All groups concerned with the Assessment wish to acknowledge the care with
which the questionnaire was completed', the thoughtful comments which were made,
and the high return rate-of the questionnaire.

In 1978, three percent of the teachers surveyed reported that they taught no

science. In the 1982 Assessment, such teachers were excluded from the survey.
Since teachers were selected on the basis of the 1980 Form J data rather than
from 1981 data, teachers new to a school, including all first year teachers, were

systematically excluded from the 'survey unless they were asked by the school

principal to act as alternates.

6.3 Teacher Background and General Information

The first section of the questionnaire asked teachers questions regarding
their personal, educational and professional backgrounds, and about the school
situation in which they taught. Seven questions were usectlito obtain this infor-

mation.

6.3.1 Experience, Gender, and Age

Question 1 asked teachers to report the number of years of teaching experi-
.

ence they possessed. The median value, reported was just over ten years. In.

1978, the median number of years teaching reported was just over eight years.

Table 6.1 shows that, in 1978, 36% of the teachers had fiye or fewer years
experience; now only 24% have five or fewer years.

Direct comparison of the more experienced teachers is not possible because
of changes made in the questionnaire but, in 1978'; 28% of the teachers had 14 or
more years of experience; now 30% have 15 or more years.

Question 2, which asked teachers to indicate their gender, shows that 62% of

the respondents were female and 38% male. The 1978 survey showed 33% male. One

cause for the increase in the number of male teachers'could be a significant

increase in the number of males teaching in B.C. elementary schools; an alterna-
tive cause could be' that more males were specializing in science teaching in 1982

than in 1978.
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Table 6.1: Years of Teaching Experience in 1978 and 1982

1978
1982

Years of

Teaching Experience
Percent of
Teachers

Years of

Teaching Experience
Percent of
Teachers

1 or less 6 1-2 8

2-5 30 3-5 16

6-9 20 6-10 26

10-13 16 11-15 19

14 or more 28 More than 15 30

The results of Question 27, tabulated by gender, clear.ly'show that maleteachers are used as science specialists to a greater extent than females. Thisfinding is cOnslstent with the better science backgrounds of males which is dis-cussed in Sectioh 6.3.2. Th9,. absolute numbers reinforce the picture shown by thepercentage figures; 195 malrs and only 95 females reported teaching other science
classes in addition to their own.

Question 3 requested that teachers indicate their ages. The age figures
show a simiJar trend to the experience values. The median age in,1982 was alittle less -thlan 36 years and in 1978 it was a litfle over 33 years-. The dataalso showed 34% of the teachers under age 30'in 1978, with only 22% being underage 30 in 1982. While 30% were 40 or over in,1978, in 1982, 35% were 40 orolder.

Comparisons of data for elementary, junior secondary and senior secondary.
teachers (as shown on the questionnaires in Appendices H and I) show that the agedistributions for elementary and junior secondary school teachers in 1982 were
very similar, while, on the average, senior secondary teachers were older.

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 compare the ages and experience of male and female
teachers.

Table 6.2 indicates that, on the average, male teachers of elementary schoolscience are more experienced than female teachers by about three years: the male
median is 12.5 years, the female median is 9.6 years. Table 6.3 indicates that
malesare older by about 1..5 years: the male median is 36.8 years, the female
median:is 35.1 years. The career pattern of teachers seems to be that, bçi theaverage, women start teaching younger than men, and during their early years have
more experience for their age than do men. Later, many drop out for perio4 oftime so that in later years of teaching men have more experience for their agethan do women. Thirty-six percent of women between 25 and 29 years old have six
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to ten years experience, but only 18% of the men in this age bracket have as

much, whereas 96% of the men 50 years old or older have more than 15 years

experience, while the correspiOing figure for wemen is 83%.

Table 6.2: Percentages of Male and Female Teachers by

Years of Teaching Experience

Years of, Experience

Gender - 1-2 3-5 6-10

Male(n = 499)

Female(n _7.-802)

6

9,

13

18

26

27

11-15 over 15

19 37

19 26

Table 6.3: Percentages of Male and Female Teachers by Age Group

Gender

Age

24 or 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-49 50 or,

younger over

Male(n 499) 2 13 25 23 24 14

Female('n = 802)- 6 ,21 21 19 . 21, 13

The above analysis'shows that the typical elementary-science teacher in B.C.

is about 36 years old and has about 10 years'of experience. The teaching force

is-now more mature and more experienced than in 1978. Consequently, teachers

are, on the average,'more distant in time from their initial training.

Question 4 attempted to assess the breadth of teaching background of

teachers. The responses show that very few people are concurrently teaching

elementary school science and science at the secondary.or other levels (a total

of three individuals in the sample), but that a substantial number (eight per-

cent) of elementary teachers have taught at the secondary level in the past. .

Only 1.5% of the sample is concurrently teaching both primary and intermediate

level.science. Fourteen percent of the sample -have taught at the primary level,

but are;now teaching at the intermediate level, while 10% of the sample have

moved from the intermediate level to the primary level. For comparison, data

from the secondary teacher questionnaire indicated that more tho 20% of the

secondary science teachers have taught elementary school science.
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6.3.2 Educational Background

Question 5 attempted to assess the educational preparation of elementary
teachers for the task of teaching science. A problem arose from the failure ofrespondents to indicate a category cm each line of the question; indeed, for thefifth line, 58.5% of the respondents indicated no categoryr- An examination of asample of the questionnaires showed that less than one percent failed to indicate
any courses taken, about 30% answered the question as intended, and about 70%indicated categories on some questionnaire lines only. Study* of these cases
causes the interpreters to infer that missing data in this question are bestinterpreted as indicating that no course was taken in the area. The data inAppendix H are adjusted to give percentages only of those who responded. Table6.4 shows the percentage of the.total sample responding with the assumptionindicated above.

Comments will be made in succeeding parts of the report regarding teachers'
preparation in courses in the teaching of science.

Table 6.4: Percentage of Elementary Teachers-Reporting Numbers of
University Courses Completed in Sciences

Area of Study

University Courses Completed

None or
No Response

Less than
One

One

(3 units)
Two or

Three
Four or
More

The Teaching of Science 21 9 50 18 2

Biological Science 50 3'. 28 12 7

Earth/Space/General 53 3 29 11 4Science

Physical Science 63 3 19 11 5

Other Science 87 1 5 4 3

Each of the elementary science options available to British olumbia elemen-tary school teachers places emphases_upon three major areas of science: the bio-logical sciences, the physical sciences, and the earth/space sc ences. The abovetable shows' that no more than half of the teachers have univérsity leve educa-tion in any of these areas.

To examine this problem more closely..., Table 6.5 was prepared. It shows thepercentage of,teachers reporting different total numbers of science courses.
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Table 6.5: Percentage of Elementary Teachers Reporting Total
Numbers of Uni rsitY Science Courses Completed

Number of Courses Completed , Percent of Teachers

None

Less than One

One or equivalent (3 units)

Two or More -

2S

2

26

49

Twenty-five percent of the teachers reported they had taken less than one 3-
unit university/college level scienCe content course. This indicates a serious

deficiency in the preparation of elementary school teachers when one considers

that science is one of the major areas of human activity, is one of a limited

number of ways of knowing, and is a major ,force in the social fabric of our

times. It is encouraging that nearly 50% of the teachers have at least two

university level science courses, although multiple courses, are often all in the

same area.

Considering the factors mentioned above, the Contract Team recommends that:

he Faculties of Education in British Columbia revise teacher

e cation prograins as needed to ensure that all new elemen-

tar schdb14teachers experience science study to a minimum of

a 3- nit course or equivalent at the university/college

level

the Ministry of Education revise certification guidelines to
reflect the above

Table 6.6 shows the percentages Of males Kind of females who indicated that .
they had taken two or more courses in each of the areas listed in Question 5.
These data show that a higher percentage of male teachers are well trained im

science and in sc nce teaching. Although female teachers ana more numerous fn

schools than males, he actual number of males with superior training exceeds

thae of jemales.
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Table 6.6: Percentages* of Male and Female Elementary Teachers with Two or
More Courses (6 Units or More) in Different Science Areas

Gender Teac ing Biological Earth/Space Physical Other
Science Science General Science Science Science

Male

Female

.27

16

26 25 26 14

15 9 8 3'

* Percentages may sum to more than 100 due.to multiple course concentrations.

The above data are indicative of the problem recently aphasized by theScience Council of Canada's 1982 publications, Who Turns the Wheel? and The
Science Education of Women in Canada: A Statement of Concern, that science-7i-
stereotyped as a male activity. Even at the elementary school level, the best

.prepared science teachers that girls encounter are likely to be male and, if theclass is taught science by someone other than the homeroom teacher, that-person
is far more likely to be male. :Because of these factors, it is strongly suggest-
ed that secondary schools and universities encourage women who are interested in
science to consider elementary school teaching. Ways should be sought in whichwomen preparing to be elementary school teachers can become interested inscience.

Question 6 requested information about the recency with which a methods
course in the teaching,of science was taken.

The data from Questions 5 and 6 indicate that somewhere between 18% and 21%of the teachers now teaching elementary science have never taken a methodscourse. This is a substantial increase over the eight percent who so indicated
in 1978 and may reflect recent changes in the patterns of teacher preparation in
British Columbia.'

The in-service implications of the remainder of the data from question 6 are
considered in Section 6.7.2 of this report.

6.3.3 School and Class Size

'Question 7 asked teachers to report on the siie of school in which they
worked. Nearly two-thirds of the teachers are in schools of 25Q-500 students.
OnTy 11% are in larger schools, and 28% are in smaller schools.

, Questioh 42 asked teachers to report on the size of their largest science ,class at the grade' level they 'had indicated in the Grade-Specific Information
section. For, most teachers, this would be the size of their own class, aTthough
22% of the teachers surveyed did teach science to classes other than their own.
The data are shown in Table 6.7.
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Or
Table 6.7: Percentage of Elementary Teachers lay Grade Level and

Size of Largest Science Class

Size of Largest

Science Class

Grade All Grades

1 2 3 4 5 6 7- 1978 1982

20 or Fewer 27 22 23 11 9 7 5 14 15

21-24 60 51 36 15 20 14 12 25, 30

25-28 12 22 35 46 42 39 41 33 33

29-32 0 2 6 23 23 35 34 22 18

over 32 0 2 0 5 6 4 7 6 4

Number of Teachers 210 184 204 160 182 178 209

able 6.7 clearly shows that there are more smaller classes and fewer large

classes .in science now than in 1978. It also shows that primary level classes

are likely to be smaller than intermediate classes.

When the data from Question 42 were analyzed in terms of school size, the

analysis showed that smaller classes are far more common in smaller schools.

6.4 Cpordination

The 1978 Science Assessment strongly recommended that there be formally

dmignated science coordinators at the district level and in larger elementary

schools. In order to assess the current situation, the four questions about

leadership used in 1978 were asked again in 1982 with only minor changes.

6.4.1 Coordination Within Schools

Teachers were asked to indicate the form of coordination existing in their

school in Question 8, and to rate this form of coordination in Question 9.

Tables 6.8 and 6.9 summarize the data for both Assessments.
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Table 6.8: Percentage of Teachers by Form of Science Coordination in
Elementary Schools (19478 and 1982)

orm of Coordination

esignated coordijnator

orking group of teachers

A sumed by school administrator

Assumed" by tea

No form

1978 1982

' 8 7

12 II
ra

7

)17*

16

60 57
..

Ot er
V

3

1978 'these two categories were combined in a single response category.

Table 6.9: Elementary Teacher Ratings of Adequacy of School Science
Coordination (1978 and 1982)

Rating
Percent of Teachers
1978 1982

Excel lent or Very Good 16 12

Satisfactory 54 53

Unaat i sfactory or

Very Un sat i sfactory 31 35

It is evident that there have been only small changes in the last four years
and these have been achieved mostly by individuals assuming coordination respon-
sibilities. Most teachers in both Assessments reported' no form of school coordi-.

nation. This situation contrasts with that at the'secondary school where formal
coordination exists in nearly 90% of the schools.

Less than one teacher irr eight rates

recgived,as better than-satisfattbryraff15t of the teaching force are dissatis-
fied. In order to examine whether dissatisfaction lay in.the quality of coordin-
ation being received where there was leadership, or lay in the lack of leader-
ship, Table 6.10 was prepared.
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Table 6.10: tlementary Teacher Ratings of Adequacy by Form of

School Science Coordination

Form of Coordinaiion (Percent Experiencing that Form)

Rating

I

Designated
Coordinater

GrOup of
Teachers

Assumed by

Administrator

Assumed by
Teacher

No

Form

Excellent or
o

Very Good 31 24 19 22 2

Satisfactory 59 65 73 61 43

Unsatisfactory or
Very Unsatisfactory 9 11 8 17 55

a

Table 6.10 shows that where coordination exists, it is well received by the

majority of teachers, and that formal coordination produces .greater satisfaction

than does informal coordination. Where no coordination exists, 55% of the

teachers find the *situation unsatisfactory at best.
.

,

6.4.2 Coordination in School Districts
%

i

Similar questions were asked about science coordination at the school dis-

trict level and the results are summarized below in Tables 6.11 and 6.12.

Table 6.11: Percentage of Elementary Teachers by form of Science

Coordination in School Districts (1978 and 1982)

Form of Coordination 1978 1982

Designated coordfnator 32 42

Working group of teachers 19 17

Assumed by administrator or teacher, 8 ' 6

*..

No ,form
, 38 33

i

, Other 4 2
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Table 6.12: Elementary Teacher Ratings of Adequacy of Dtstrict
Science Coordination (1978 and_1982)

Percent of Teachers
Rating .

' 1978 1982

Excellent or Very Good 15. 18

Satisfactory '51 47
a

Unsatisfactory on
,AMery Unsatisfactory 34 354

_.....--- _

A larger number of. teachers experience coordination at the district level

\4

than at the school )evel. There has been a.significant increase in uCh coordin-
ation.sirice 1978,'and detailed examiyation of the questionnaireeresul ts from both
Asssments sflows that this increase .'has 'occurred in 'each of the three forms of
designated coordioatioh: elementary science coordinators, elementary-secondary
science coordinators, and coordinators of science witkothem subjects.- However,
one-third of the teachers still report no cooviination. Despite the.increase in
coordination, the degree of satisfaction remains Much the same as in 1978. To
examine the s*ource of dissatisfaction, Table 6.13 was prepared.

r

*.

Table 6.13: Elementary Teacher Ratings of.AdeqUacY by Form of
District Science Coordination ,

Form of Coordi*natiOn (Percent Experiencing that Form)\
Rating Designated

Coordinator
Group of

'Teachers:
Assumed by Admin-1 No

*isfrator or Teacher form
.

Excellent or
, Very Good!.

,

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory or
Very Unsatisfactory

31

-'57

12.

_

19

64 .

17

5 .

6

45

i

.

0

24

76

It is evident that teachers find any form of coordinatioa at tne district
level preferable to no coordination. Formal coordiDation is superior tp informal
(assumed) coordination and designated individualcoordinators ,are preferred to
coordination by grouris. It would seem that the greater ttp degree of assigned
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responsibtlity, the higher the satisfaction of teachers with the jOb done. Where

no coprOination exists, three-Ouarters of-the teachers expftess cOssatisfactiOn.

.Where the job of coordinating science has been informally assumed, the responses

of teachers indicate the results have not Jceen uniformly satisfactory. This

lack of dnif.ormity could relate either to the time and facirities available to

the informal coordinator or to the suitability of the individual tp the task.

Tabfe 6.14 was constructed to examilie the degree of correlation between he
forms of leadership at the two levels.

- Table-6.14: Form of Elementary School Coordination by Form of District

Coordination

Form of SOlool

Coordination

Fo'rm of District Coordination

Designated Groulleof Assumed by Admin- No

Coordinator Teachers istrator or Teacher Form

Designated coordinator 12*

Group of teachers 12

Assumed.by administTator 5

Assumed by teat-her'- 23

No form 47

5

14

11

3 1

7 9

-15 7

17
,

8.

52 66 75

Figures are rounded percentages

Where formal district coord4ation existso there is more likely to te some

form of coordination within the school'than where there is either informapor no

district coordination. It is still a matter of concern that, even where formal

district coordination exists, one teacher out of two experiences no in-school

coordlnation. Where no form of district coordination exists it is highly proba-

ble that there will also be no. form of school coordination. Table 6.11 in con-

junciion with Table 6.14 reveals that nearly one teacher in four reports experi-

encing neither.district nor school readership in science instruction.

Based on the above analysis,\ the Contract Team believes *that coordin'atidn

*and leadrship in elementary science in the schoors of British Columbka should be

a matter of concern to districts. There has been little-progress in this area

during the past four years. It is evi'dent that teachers are looking-for coordin-

ation in science and are much more satisfied,when coordination exists.
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Therefore, the Contratt Team recommends that:

dtstricts appoint or designate a qualified individual to be
responsible.for coordination of the elementary science program
within the district

districts and' schools evaluate the form of science coordination
within each school and establish soMe form of school-level
coordination where none now exists

These recommendations are similar to those made in 1978, and the Contract
Team findsHt discouraging that so tittle progress has been made in'this area.

,

-6.5 Physical Facilities, Materials and Equipment '

The third_ section of the questionnaire' sought.td obtain teachers' percep-
tions of the physical environment in which science teaching takes place. Eleven
questions were asked in this category.

6.5:1 ,Structural Facilities
,

Question 12 asked teachers to rate the adequacy of 16 physical features of
classrooms'according to five categories. The data are shown4in Appendix H. The
similar quest,Lon in 1978 (Question 5) used a different numerical scale, so direct
comparisohs are not posstble, although qualitative.comparisons can be made.

Jn general, the standard classroom facilities--lighting% flat-topped desks
or fables, ventilation, chalk .board, and bulletin board space--were reported to
be adequate or better by most teachers. (some teachers seem to have interpreted
"lighting" as-meaning 4ecials kinds of lamps and rated this as "Not Required".)
The Contract Team is ,concerned that nearly 40% of the teachers reported deficien-,
cies in classroom facilities (i.e. inadequate venti,-)ation or apPropriate desks
and tables not available).

.Sinks, water outlet's, 4110 electrical outlets, essential for a good science
program, were rated as adeciNte or better by slightly less 'than half of the
teachers. jn more than half.the classrooms in which science is taught, these
features are still missing or inadequate.

In 1978, space for storage and preparation, as well as student wprk space,
was reported to be.inqdequate by most science teachers. There seems to have been
little change since that title. Only one teacher in, three rated storage,space for
science m4erials as adequate. Storage space for student projects was even less
avai,lable. While 67% of the teacher§ perceived a need for special storage for
dangerous materials, 40% of them rated such storage as inadequate or missing.
Three teachers in four felt that'a science preparation room was needed, and less
than' one in ten felt the present facility was adequate. Work space for students
fared' better than other 4ace items, but was still felt to be adequate by only

. .

..
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40% of the teachers. A frequently recurring comment in the free response section

was the need for a special science room. In Section 6.10.4 it is shown that

teachers rate the provision of such a room as-one of the changes most likely to

produce improvement.in science instruction.

Question 20 requested information rejarding the location of storage facili-

ties in the school. Table 6.15 compares 1982 to 1978 responses for this ques-

. tion. -

4

Table 6.15: Location of Science Materials/Equipment Storage
in Elementary Schools, 1978 and 1982 (percentages)

Location

Convenient Central storage room , 37 41

Inconvenient central storage room 22 28

Distributed throughout the ichool 28 i 18

Designated classrooms 10 9

Other 5 *4

197g 1982

+6/

The 1978 Science Assessment Report reCommended the establishment of central

storage fn each school as the most satisfactory method of storage. It is encour-

aging to note that there has been an improvement from 59% (1978) to 69% (1982) of

tht teachers reporting such a facility, with a corresponding decrease i the

number.of teacher5 reporting that equipment is scattered throughout the schools.

However', there are still a large number, of schools without,convenient central

storage. Among comments made by teachers in the free response Section of the

questionnaire, the third mot common comment was that classroom and storage space

was inadequate for the kind of teaching job the teacher wished fb do.

The 1978 Assessment Report suggested ways in which the classroom space be-

cominlovailable through declining enrollments could be utilized to improve the

faciliTies and space deficiencies whiCh were noted in the 1978 Assessment (Volume

II, p.36). 'Many of the same deficiencies still exist.

The Contract Team suggests that: %

school aistricts provide for the incorip ion of science and

storage rooms in Kew elementary schoo Idings and for the

converiion,of some existing general classrooms into rooms with

adequate science facilities

- 1.58 -
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. school districts and 'principals examine schools for ways to
utilize,available space so that central storage and preparation
space is available for science teaching

6.5.2 Safety Equipment

Questton .12 also requested information regarding the adequacy of safetyequipment. (unspecified) in ,elementary schools. Twenty-six percent of theteachers felt that such equipment was not required, 32% reported it to be. ade-quate, and.42ck reported it to be missing.;or inadequate. Question 13 asked howsytematically,such equipment is tested. °On this question, 61% .of the teachersreported that they had no safeq equipment, 19% reported casual checks, and 20%reported systematic checking. All figures show little -change since 1978, except .that systeMatic checking seems to have declined from 24% to 20%!

The Contract'Team recommends that:

the Ministry of Education establish 'safety standards for elementary schoolscience classrooms, and provide funds for school .distrists not only4o conductsurveys of.the science safety equipment in schaols where science is 'taught but.also to cornect deficiencies that may be discovered through such surveys.

This recommendation is repeated framihe 1978 Assessment.

6.5.3 Science Materials and Equipment

A series.of questions addressed the problems of science materials and equip-,ment. Question 14 requested information on the frequency with which changes(apart from minor changes) had to be made in teaching plens be6ause of difficultyin obtaining equipment or materials. *The majOrity of teachers (57%) were ableto report, that changes for this reason "Seldom" or "Never" ocCiirred. However,36% of the teachers reported experiencing difficulty with availability of equip-ment and it is disheartenirig to note that there were still 97 teachers (seven
percent) who seldom planned to use equipment. There has been little change in'responses to this question since 1978.

Questfon 19 asked a &iLilar question regarding, the difficulty of obtaining
materials/equipmenrwith similar results. ,Sixty-one percent of teachers reportthat it is, "Not Difficult' At All" dr ''Not Very Difficult" compared to 58% in1978and 39% report it to be "Somewhlit Difficult" or "Very Difficult" comparedto 43% in 1978. Since the carrent programs have been in effect for severalyears, it is disappointing that

so many Iteachers are still experiencing difficul-ty witii 'equipment and materials, although the small improvement since 1978 isnoted. .

Teachers were asked to rate the 7quality of materials available to them(Question 15). Table 6.16 shows the ratings for both14978 and 1982.
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Table 6.16: Teachers' Ratings of the Quality of Science
Materials/Equipment (Percentages)

Rating 1978 1982

Excellent or Very Good 40 23

Satisfactory 42 49

Unsatisfactory or Nery Unsatisfactory 18 29

It can be readily seen that there has'been a decline in teaeher satisfaction

with the quality of materials-available to them in the.last four years. In 1978,

it was noted that teachers using the Materials Based Program rated the luality of

equipment higher than did teachers using STEM and Exploring Science. Later in

thtsreport, it is noted that there has been a ,shift away from the use of the

Alatnials, Based Program toward the latter two programs in the .interval betweed

, assessments. In part, this may account for the decline in satisfaction; particu-

larly if systematic efforts have not been made to, obtain materials/equipment

specifically for STEM or Exploring Science. .* It is important to note that

comments regarding lack of equipment or the poor qualttyuof the equipment were

more frequent on. the questionnaire than any other category'of commits. the

Contract Team suggests that schools and school districts systematically examine

the quantity and quality of the materials/equipment used in their science pro-

grams and make a determined.effort to effect imprOvements where these are neces-

sary. I r

Information regarding teachers' input into' purchasing decisions regarding

materials/equipment was eTicited (Question 19). About two-thirds of the teachers

felt that they had adequate input. A small percentage tli?'ee percent) felt that

the job was being left to them alone and the remainder wished to have additional

tnput. These_resqlts are very similar to those of 1978. When the responSes from

this question were examined by cross-tabulatioh with the question about:the need

to change teaching plans (Questio 14), it was found that teachers who have

little er no input into choosing materialt' and eqUipment have to change plans

significantly more often fhan teachers who have adequate'input.

Question 17 asked teachers which individual maintained and accounted for the

sT8ence material's. Table 6.17 shows responses to this question in 1978 and

1 2.

,

sit
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Table 6.17: Responsibility for Materials/Equipment in Elementary
Schools, 1978 and 1982 (Percentages)

Person Responsible'
1978 1982

Each teaCher looks after'his/her own 38 20

Each teacher looks after certain materials 5 4

A specially designatO teacher 36 46

Paid assistant
3 2

No policy
13 20

Head of Science Department
3

Othdr, 4
2 8

School principals and vice-principals were most frequently mentioned as.the
"Other" who might have the responsibility.

Question 18 asked teachers to identify the most frequent way in which
materials/equipment were obtained. As in 1978,, a central source in the .school
was cited most frequently (44%), with a district central source being chosen by32% of the teachers. It is a concern to the Contract Team that. 21% of theteachers most frequently "Get my own materials/equipment" if this responseimplies that teachers must collect and order, bit by bit, on an individual basis,
the materials needed for an adequate science program. It is not possible to make
direct'comparisons with the comparable 1978 question since multiple responseswere solicited in 197a.

Ready access to materials and equipment is essential if elementary science
programs are to function as intended. The above analysis shows that there arestill many schools in which convenient procedures have, not been established. Itis suggestetl that each school assess the effectiveness of its current ioolicies
and procedures 'regarding purchase, availability, and storage of science equipmentand materials..

6.5.4 Print arld Audio-Visual Material,s, and Micro-Computers

. 'Question 21 -sought to assess the adeqdacy of science reading materials in-the school. Table:6.18 is.a comparative table for the results in 1978 and 1982.

While about 60% of the teachers still felt that the print materials avail-able to them were satisfactory, there has been a significant decrease in satis-
faction with these resources. The shift, discussed-later in Ote report, away
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frbm the Materials Based Program toward a more informational approach to science

teaching may be causing teachers to place more reliance upon printed sources. In

many fields of. science, progress has been very rapid and materials are soon out

of date.

Table 6.18: Elementary Teachers' Ratings of Adequacy of Science Reading

- Materials in Schools in 1978 and 1982

Rating 1978* 1982

Very Inadequate 7 11

Somewhat Inadequate 21 31

Satisfactory 53 52

More than Adequate 19 7

There is No School Library 5

* Total is greater than 100% due to Multiple response

The Contract Team recOmmends that:

A*

teachers of elementary school science work with school

,:librarians to explore the possibility of upgrading the

quality ando^cluantity of print materials available to students

in science.
,

Both Question-12, in whicn 78% of the teachers stated that the audio-vi.sual

equipment accessible to them was "Adequate" or better, and Question 22 indicate

that most teachers have little difficulty obtaining such equipment and materials

when needed. This area, which is commoniacross'all subject areas, seems well
taken care of except in a Minority of cases. Further comments on Question 22 are

made in Section' 6.10.1 of this report.

Micro-computers; which have recently begun to appear in elementary schools,

have not yet had much impacX in the science program. Fewr than,four.percent of

the reSpondents indicated any use of mfcro-computers in s ience.classes.

,6.6 Science Teaching

The questionnaire askecrteachers a series of questions about the emphasis in

number of classes -and in time which they gp.e_to science teaching, preferences

regarding teaching level, feelings of adequacy of preparation for the task,

r.ating of the worth of the current program, and suggestions for general direc-

tions for change.

411.



6.6.1''Number oftUssestto hich'SCience4Tubh
?

, Question 27 dsked teachers t6report the number of classes to which they,..taught science. The data for 1982 are shown in Appendix H.

,

Nearly 80% of the elementary teachers taught science to only their ownclass. One teacher in five taught more than one science class. Considering thatthe 1982 questionnaire went only to those teaching science, the proportion ofteachers specializing in elementary science teaching remains comparable with1978.

The data from this question were tabulated by sex20 discused earlier inSection 6.3.1.

The results of Question 27 were also tal6ulated,,, gainst the results of Ques-tion 5 (Teachers'- Education Background). Table ,6-;!19 shows the relationshipbetween the number of course in teaching science tak*n by the number of classestaught.

Table 6.19: Relationship of Number of Science Classes Taught
by Number of Methods Courses Taken (Percentages)

Number of Classes taught

(N*

. Numbef of Methods Courses Taken
None
= 269)

Less fhan One One 2 or more
(N%-- 113) (N = 653) (N = 270) .64

My class only

2 or more classes

80

20

75

25

81

19

69

31

* N = Number of Teachers

Table 6.20 shows similar data for courses taken in biological sciences.

Table 6.20: Relationship of Number of Science Clanes Taught
by Number of Biology Courses Taken (Percentages)

Number of Classes Taught Number of Methods Courses Taken

(N*

None
= 655)

. Less than One
(N = 34)

One
(N = 368)

2 or more
-(N = 254)

5-
My clas's only

2 or more classes

82

18

62

38

80

19

65

35

* N Number of Teachers
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Tables for the number of classes taught-by the number of courses taken in
earth/space/general science, and in physical science show a similar pattern to the

biological sciences table above.

Thes tables show little difference in'the teaching assignments of elemen-
tary teacIters with no education qi science methodology or no science background

and the assignMent of teachers with the basic background of a single course. In

the Contract Team's ()Onion these tables show that teachers with better than
average backgrounds in methodology or in the basic scidences are being under-titil-

ized in terms of their training. Of teachers with'two or more courses in science

methodology, 69% teach only their own class. For.biological sciences, the figure

is 65%; for earth/space/general science7it is 61%; and for physical science, it

is 59%.

The Contrlact Team urges school administrators to ascertain the science back- '

grounds of their staffs and, when possible, seek to utilize teachers with gopd

science and science education backgrounds to a greater extent as science teaching

specialists and as resource people for the school staff.

6.6.2 Time Spent in Teaching Science

Teachers reported the amount of time spent teaching science each week

(Nestion 26). The data shown in Appendix H include all elementary teachers, it

primary as well as intermediate, those who teach more than one class, as well as

those who teach only their own class. Table 6.21 shows the percentages' of

teachers who teach only their own class and reports the various times spent-

teaching science each week.

As expeçted, the average intermediate teacher devotes more time to science

teaching n does the average primary teacher. When these times are compared to

the Ministry of EducatFon recommendations for time allotments for science, it is

seen that many teachers are not giving science instruction the emphasis it should

be receiving: The times recommended for social studies and science combined for

Grades 1, 2, and 3 are 120 minutes, 120 mintites, and 135 minutes respectively,

but 22% of the primary teachers are giving science 30 minutes or less per-week.

The times recommended for science in Grades 4-7 are 90.minutes for Grade 4, 135

minutes for each of Grades 5 and 6 and 170 minutes for Grade 7. Two-thirds of

the intermediate teachers are spending less than 90 minutes per week in science.

The disappointing results in pupil achievement may be a reflection of this under-

emphasis in time.
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Table 6.21: Time Per Week Spent in Science Teaching by Elementa-ry
Teachers Who Teach Only Their Own Class

Time (minutes)
Percent of Teachers '

Primary Intermediate

1730

-31-60
22'

52
2

21
. 61-90.

21 42
91-180'

5 34
1.81-300

1

Number of Teachers 512 489

The Contract Team is seriOusly concerned about -the time spent in.teachingscience and strongly recommends that;

schodl administrators and teachers follow the tiMe alloca-
tions given, for science- instruction in the Admintstrative
Handbook.

Aside from the level at which one teaches, a number of factors 4ight berelated to the amount ciftime a teacher'.spends in science. teaching. A dmber ofthese. factors will .appear, in subsequent sections of this chapter. One suchfactor examined.was the teachers' educational tackground as reported in Question
5. Table 6.22 shows.the -average time:-spent in science teaching per week byteachers with differing biological science backgrounds.'

It is evident that a significantly higher'proportion of the 'teachers withtwo or more .biology courses spend more time in teaching science than theircdi-
leagues with less biology backgrAnd. A similar relationshlp exists with respect
to general science background. The same pattern pertain,s weakly for courses in
science teaching methods, and a much stronger relationshi0 is shown for coursesin physPcal science. These considerations reinforce the suggestion of 6.6.1 thatthere be better utilization of those.with gond science backgrounds.
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Table 6.22: Average Time Spent Per Week in Teaching Science by
Teachers With Differing Biological Science Backgrounds (Percentages)

Time Number of 3-Unit Courses in Bidlogy
None or Less . One 2 or more

Than One
(N = 684) (N':- 368) (N = 252)

1-60 min. 46 39 24

61-90 min. 26 29 22

more than 91 min. 28 32 54

6.6.3 Satisfaction in Teaching Science

Teachers were asked ay-which grade level they preferred to teach sctence
(Question 24) and, the data jre shown in AppenOix H. It is worthwhile noting that

one teacher in nine presently teaching science would prefer not to teach science.

Only a small percentage of elementarS, teachers4ould prefer to teach science at

secondary or higher levels.

Table 6.23: Preferred° Science Teaching Placements of.
Elementary Teachers (Percentages')

Preferred Placement Current Placement
Primai-y Intermediate

Not Teach Science 11 11

Kindergarten/Primary .,75 4

Intermediate 13 ' 80

. Post Elementary School 1 - 5

(N = 579) (N = 72.9)

Table6.23 shows the teaching preferences of present elementary teachers. A'
small percentage (ftur percent) of intermediate teachers would prefer primary and
a somewhat larger percentage (13%),of primary teachers would prefer, intermediate

gra. J However, the preponderance of elementary school teachers seem comfort-
e with their current placement.

Question 25 asked teaChers how adequately prepared, they felt to teach

science. jt was the' intention of the questionnaire developers that teachers
would answer this question on the basis of their current feelings of confidence,
based nOt only upon their initial training, but also upon the total set of exper-

iences gathered since that time. In this, the question differed from Question

31. luesticm 25 replaced the 1978 question asking teachers "As a rule, are you
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comforeable teaching science?" The data in Appendix H show that, while 58% of
the teachers feel adequate or better, 37% are somewhat doubtful of their adequacy
and five percent feel inadequate.

Perceived adequacy was tabulated against the number of courses taken in'
teaching science (Question 5.1). The results appear in Table 6.24.

Tallle 6.24: Ratings of Teachers' Perceived Adequacy,by Methods Courses Taken

Perceived Adequacy Number of Methods Courses Taken ,

. allone or

Omitted
Less than One One 2 or more

Not at all , 11 7, 4 2

Somewhat . 43 40 41 20
r,

Adequately' 37 41 47 53

More than Adequatery "9 , 12 8 . 26
. '(N . 265) (N = 113) (N = 656) (N = 270)

e

As we would expect, increased training in methodology increases feelings of
adequacy for most but a surprisingly large percentage (46%) of those untrained In
science teaching feel "Adequate", and 22% of thosenwith two or mOre courses still
feel less than "Adequate".

:Simirar tables were examined comparing the nuMber of biological, physical,or earth/space/general science course backgrounds with teachers' perceived
adequacy, 4nd the results were similar. Approximately 50% of those with n6 back-
ground in each area felt adequate or better, while over 80% of those with two or
more courses felt at least adequately prepared.

Cross-tabulation with Question 26 showed that teachers who perceive them-
selves ,as advuately prepared are uch more' likely to'spend larger amounts of
time on science teaching thaR thos'e who feel inadequate. Simil-arly, comparison.
with Question 27 shows that, of teachers who feel adequately prepared or better,_
30% are teaching more than one science class compared to 12% of those who f"eel
inadequately prepared.

Table 6.22in the preceding section shows that, regardless of feelings of
adequacy, teachers with weak science,education backgrounds spend less time teach-
ing'science.
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6.6.4 Worth of the B.C. Science Program

Commitment to teaching a program ,and effort expended upon it are likely to*

be closely related to the value seen in the program. Question 23 asked teachers

to rate the worth of the prescribed ftogram in British Columbia.

The preponderance of teacheils (88%) see'value in the present program, but it
is disappointing that only.oge in four gives it the highest rating. The ratings

given, while simper to those of junior secondary school teachers, fall well

below those of, senior secondary teadwers (Section 7.6.1). In the 1978 AsseSs-

ment, the Contract Team felt that this question was* premature because of the

curriculum change just completed then. However, there has been little changein,
the worth teachers ascribe to the program as they have become familiar with it.
Sub-populations of teachers were examined to seeif variations existed in their
ratings for the wort of the program. No significant differences were found when

males were compared to females, when'teachers of differing lengthsupf experience
were compared and when teachers were compared on the basis of therprograms with

which they were most familiar. Intermediate teachers were,.slightly more positive

in their ratings than primary teachers. Of the varfables examined, Ønly

teachers' feelihgs of their present adequacy of preparation for teaching'science

showed a strong relationship to the rating of worth, with those fe ling

"Adequately" or -"More than Adequately" prepared rating the program more f your-

ably. This analysis is shown in Table 6:25. .

Table 6.25: Teacher Ratings of Worth of the Sience Program.by Repo ted
Feelings of Adequky of Preparation (Percentages)

Worth
Feeling of Adequacy of Preparation

,Not at all Somewhat Adequately More than Adequately

Very Worthwhile 10 13- 29 9

Some Worth 75. 72 61 /46

15 9 ' 14Little Worth or Worthless 15

6.6.5 Teachers' Suggestidhs for Change /
,

In Question 28, teachers were asked to indicate whether they would like

"Less", the "Same", or "More" of each of a list of items in their school's

science-program. This list is rank-ordered by medians ih Table 6.26 on a scale ;

of three (more) to one .,(less). Rankings for the simila i. but shorter list from'

1978 are also shown.
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Forethe first'10 :items on the,list, more, than 50% of the province's elemen-

' tary teachers would like4a.greater emphasis. *More than 10% af the teachers:tett
less emphasis was required' for only items ranked 20 and 21', the items. about
essessments, and for these items two out of three teachers felt'the present pro-
vision wa's desirable. Teachers' expressed attitudes.to these assessment items
and toItem 19 (definition of cou curriculum) are far less ,negative than ,they

4' were on,Question 374of the 1978 ques,tionnaire.
#

Table 6.26: Teachers' Su,ggestions for Changes in the School's Science Program
- (Ranked by Medians)

1978 1982- Numtter of Suggested Ghange- 1982
Rank 'Rank Question

NPn**
2 1 (1)

1 2 (11)

3 (18)

4.5 (4)

v.
4.5 (20)

=

4 6 (6)

3 7 (16)

6 8.5 (2) -

. 8 , 8.5 (3)

-- 10 07)
10 11 (5)

5. ' 12 (7).

13 (19)

14 '(21)*
11 *.15.5 (8) ,

9 15.5 (15) :
ir2 17 -- (9)

13 18 (14)

,. 14 19 (10)

15 20 (13)
16 .21

n
(12)
:

*Provision'of print materials other than
textblooks

.

2.83
.

Background informatiori for teachers. 2.80
Provisions for meetiing needs "of gifted chi dren 2.75 '

'Activity-centred learning 2.61
achers in elementarySpecialist 'science te

4 schools
.

2.61,

Locally developed programs. .

'. 2.59
Environmental education .. 2.54
Integration of science with other subfect areas 2.53
Discovery learniq 2.53
Flield trips 2.51
Alternate programs in science

/
2.49

Outdoor .education .

2.46
Provtsions for meeting needs for handicapped
children

2.42
'Emphasis on the impact offscience on society 2.41
Teaching of basic science cokepts - 2.29
Teacher input-into prchase .of equipment 2.29
Teaching-of scien,se processes 2.27,
Freedom of'teacher to define course 2.19
Definition of tore curriculum 2:18'
District ke'arning Assessment

../091
Provincial Learning Assessment

..*This. item was "Prwiision of. materials other,Van textbooks". on the 1978
uestionhayq. ,

** Scale is from 1 (less) to 3 (more).

4,
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It_is evident that teachers feel the need for scitntific information to be

46 'presented both for pupils and for themselves in forms which can be'readily under-
stobd, There is a need for emphasis on programs or materials for gifted children

, and a call for increasing materials and activities that relate to pupils' 'immedi-
ate environments (envil'onmental education, field trips, locally developed pro-

. ,

Fifty-six percent of the elementary teachers suggested that more specialist
science teachers in elementary schools would iMprove'school programs. Sixty-one

percent of the seGondary teachers concurred with this opinion. Act-ivity-centred

learning, discovery learning, and subject integration are still perceived by
teachers to.be desirabl,e but not fully achieved.

These considerations reinforce the suggestions regirding science specialists
and school library materials made earlier in Section 6.6.1 and.6.6.4.

The Contract Team urges school districts to provide more Programs for meet-
-.

ing the needs of gifted children. The Contract Team recommends that:

th Program Ifiplementation Branch of'the Ministry of Educa-
tio coordinate the design, development and delivery of in-

,* .

sel'vice programs for elementary teachers

6.7 TeacherAEducation

Teachers were asked'to evaluate their prerservice and in-service edUcational
experiencd as preparation for elementary.school-science teaching.

V
6.7.1 Pre-Service Education *.\

,Question 31 requested a rating of the adequacy of the pre-service teacher'

education programs in terms of preparatiqn for teaching elementary school

-science. The results show,that fewer teachers (26%) felt their program was "Very
Inadequate" than in 1978 (35%). , It is a matter of concern'that only '30% of the
teachers felt their pre-service training to have been "Adequate" or better. The

percentage of secondary teachers expressing satisfactiOn (48%) was significantly*

greater than elementary teachers.

, Table 6.27 compares the teachers' ratings of their 0e-service education
with their current feelings of preparedness for teaching science (Question 25):
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Table 6.27: Teachers' Ratings of the Adequacy of Pre-Service Training
by Feelings of%Preparedness for Teach* of S ience (Percentages)

Current Feelirigs of 'Rating of Pre-ser ice Training
Preparedness Very.InadeqUate

, So what Adequate or
Ina equate * More

Not at all

Somewhat

Adequately'

More than Adequately

1711i

48

28

(N* = 330)

2, 0

44

45 60

9 (23
= 570) (N = 388)

* N = number of teachers"'
k

4

This table shows a strong relationsh p between the ratings of adequacy of
initial preparation and current feelings of preparedness.

1

The Contract.Team recommends that:

any Faculties or 'Education,equire all pre-service elementary
1\

teachers to take a course in science teaching methodology.

This recommendation is important in light of the effect such preparation
Would likely have on many teaches: feelings5 of competence and theirlosubsequent
science teaching behaviors in thq classroom throughout thejricareers.

r

Questions 29 and 30 asked teachers to respond to two gdentiCal lists of ,
teader education components. The first list asked the degree of emphasls each(
component SHOULD have io preparing a person to teach science. The second list
asked teachers to state the emphasis which WAS placed on this component in their
teacher education program. The rating scale has been codedNfrom one, (very little
emphasis, to four (very heavy emphasis) and the items are arranged in Table 6.28!'
according tq the median rating for the empbascs.which OULD" be weived. The
emphpis which WAS received is noted in an adiacent column.,

Examination of this table shows that, for each component listed,.te$chee's
felt,44at it should receive greater emphasis than it did receive, and for 16 f
the 23 items the mismatch wa5,greater,than one point on the scale. These dis-
crepancies present-problems to those.who have responsibility for planning teacher
education proOrams,,given time constraints. The first.five capponents and the,
eighth component on the Ast are broad.general elements which usually form part
of teacher preparation. However, it is evident that practising teachers feel the
need for increased emphasis even in these,aeeas. This is partitularly true v3f

`the development of curriculum materials 'arid discussion of problems in science
teaching. Componerits ranked siX and seven relate to.the content background of
teachers, and the expressed mismatch'here was less.than that in othlf general

1 ,
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Table 6.28: Emphasis that SHOULD be and Emph2asis that WAS Placed on Teasher

Education Components (Rank by Emphasis Component Should keceive)

Rank of Emphasis .

Component SHOULD NuMber of Component

Receive ' Questiu
Median*

SHOULD' WAS '

1 (15). Practice in Teaching Science 3.65 2.22

2
.

(13) Lesson Planning 3.44 2.81

3 ( 1) Techniques of Teaching Science 3.41 2.19

4 (12) How to Develop Curriculum
Materials , 3.36 4.90

5 (14) ,Preparation of Science Materials 3.34 22
, . §

( 5) General Science ,141 3,14 2:42

. J7 ( 4) Subject Matter in Spetific Areas .

of Science
- -

.
3.05 2:16

9 (46c) Discussion of Problems of
I-

',Science Teaching 3.01 1.47

9 (19) Laboratory Safety 3.01 1.32

9 (22) Use of Community 'Resources 3.01 1,45

41.5 (11) Survey of Available Curriculum
Materials 2.98 1.76

,

11.5 (23) Ose of Audio-Viswal Materials 2.98 148
13 (21) Integration With Other, Subjects 2.92 1.68

14 ( 2) Tecnniques for Developing Reading
, Skills in Science 2.84 1:25,

15 ( 3) Technique for Developing Wri
Skill's in Science . 2.76 1.23

16 ( '8) Testing/EvaluatingfRftading in

.
. Science 2./4 1.71

17 (18) Care and Maintenance of Equipment 2.55 :1.30

., 18 . (-17) Care and Observation of Animals .

, . in the Classroom 2.39 1.15
. 1 .

19 ( 7) Psychology of Learning 2.30 1.77
,.'

20 , ( 9) Child Psychology . 2.27 1.69

21 (20) Special Edmp.tion, 2.25 '1.11

. 22 (10) Theories of Intellectual

. Development , . 2.07: 1.48/

23 ( 6) History and Philosophy of
,,. Sciencg 1.79 1.2e.

* Scale fromd (Very Little Em hasis) to 4 (Very Heavy Emphasis)

categories. Components ranked 9-18are much more specific topits than combonents

ranked 1-5 and several of these woUld be discussed, only in a science methods

course in a teacher education program. Although they are conside(ed to be of

lbwer priority, the mismatch between "WAS" and "SHOULD" was quite high for sever-

al. of these items. Attention ts called to "Laboratory Safety", "Reading and

Writ4,ng in Science", and "Use of Community Resources". Considering the time that

;
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s It
elementary teacher education programs typically devote to Language,Arts instruc-tion, )it is 'surprising that teachers. felt that there was a need forkspecificinstruction in techniiques for developing, skills in 'reading and writing in thesubject area of science.

When thg data from elementary teachers were comp ared with that for secondaryteachers shown in Table 7.17, the major difference was the greater emphases'
elementary .teachers placed. on need for iRstruction in curriculum development,
subject integration, and use of community resources.

, '-When the data for Question 29 were compared with the data _from. the similar'but shorter question on the 1978 questionnaire the responsies were very similar.
Teachers are showing great stability ig the components of\iteacher edUqation program which they value.

Because of theteachers' response to the whole of this section of the ques-
. ti-onnaire jut discussed, the .Contract Team recommends thati

FacultieS of EOucation Britj.ztl Columbia should. give
greater emphasts to each of the chniques and topics identi-. .

fled by teachers to'be most'ina equately emphasized in their
pre-service training.

6.7.2 In-Service Education 4

Question 32'asked teachers to indicate the amount of in-service education .they felt was required "THIS YEAR4 to do a good job teaching science.. Table 6.29shows the responses by level of teaching for 1978 and 1982. This table shows
that, while nearly 50% of the teachers in 1982 felt ihe need for quite extensivein-service work, there were more teachers n in 1978 who did not feel the needforin-service training.

Jable'6.29: In-Secvice Education Needed by'Primary and
IntermediateNTeachers' 1978 and1982 (Percentages)

.>

.fn-Service Needed Pririary Intermediate
1978 1982 1978 1982

None

One Workshop
Several Workshops
Refresher Course

11 1'7 15 23 ,
44 34 36 . 31j
34 38 39 36_
10 '10' 9 11

,
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-Expression of a need does not necessarily imply a willingness to do Anything

about it. Questions 351tnd 36 addressed this issue. The data are in Appendix H.

Workshopi in release time can count on extremely high_ participation. Workshops

in the teachers' own time,after school would be well attended but weekend work-

shops dovot appear to haye 'a high Clarice of succesS, afthougti, there are some

teadhers who would attend.

In-service needs were analyzed in terms of Current Feelings of Preparedness

for Teaching Science-(Question 25).

Table.6.30: Current In-Service Education Needs by Current.Feeling of.
prehredness for Teaching Science (Perantages)

Current Ln.I.Service Needs Current Preparedness for Teaching Science

Not at all Somewhat Adequately More than
Adequatejy

None 8 25 47

One Workshop j 15 27. - 40 29

Several Workshops 46 50 30 19

Refresher.Cou'rse 39 15 5 6

(N* 66) (N 47i.) (N = 582) (N = 158)

* N number of teachers

4.
-.

.

,Thi table demonstrates that strong lationships exist between teachers'.

perceived Oeaknesses and their recogni in-service needs. Most of those
,-

who feel inade4u4e1y prepare, d recog that a substantial time commitment,

(several workshops Or a refresher cours , is heeded to increase their confidence

ih their ability to teach science well. Substantial percentages, 35% of those

Who feel '"Adequatelyg prepared ,and 25% of those who feel "More than Adeqoately"

: prepared still feel the need for Wensive in,service.
.

.., %.. .-

.
Question 33 attempted to determine the forms of in-service education which

teachers have experienced and whjch they value. "The,data are shown in Appendix

H. Table 6.31 ranks the in-service methods in order of value,on-a scale of one

(little' value) to three (much value). Those who have "Not Experienced" a

lparticular form were exOuded from the ceculation of median and percentage

values.
V

.
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Table 6.31: In-Service Methods Ranked by Median Value of
Elementary Teachers' Ratings

IN*

Rank Number of In-Service Method Median Percent of Those Percent Who
Question Value Who Rave Experienced Kaye Not

Experienced

4

,

1

2

3'

4

5

6

7-

8

12

Li-ttle Moderate Much
Value Value

(4) 410 Workshops presented
by other teaChers

2.30 7 54

r

(6) Workshops presented 2.26 9 54
" by district personnel

(11) Visits to other 2.23 12 52
classrooms

'..

(1) Informal meetings 2.21 13 52
with other teachers

(12) . Annual conferences
for science teachers

(9Y ": University,,credit

eoursel in science

2.f5

1.96

'18

26

49

52

Content,,

k5) Workthops presented 1.95 25 55
- by university science

educators
,

(10) University credit 1.90 -29 53
corses in.science
methods

.

(7) Workshops presented
by scientists

1,80 '.37 44

(3)- Informal meetings
with scientists

1.70 42 41

42) Informal memetings

with university'

sclence educators

1.66 43 45

(8) Workshops preserited ,

by Ministry of .

1.53 49- 40

Education officials'

Value
A

38 16
,

36 ..30

c36 3

35 . 28

.

-

33 71

23 29

1 -45

17 , 30

19 79

. 17 -78

12 61

11 85

n..
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The table reveals that, in general; the most familiar Arms of in-service
education are the most valued. These are also the least expensive and easiest to

arrange. Teachers'most appreciate the help which they obtain'from their peers
and crose associates, such as district personnel.' It is therefore disappointing

that a substantial number of teachers have not experienced visits to other.class-

rooms or informal mgetings with other teachers. The results on this question are

very stmilar to-those on' the nearly parallel question asked in 1978.

University science educato'rs do not seem to be reaching elementarY teachers

as extensively as perhaps they might.think, wfth. only a little over half the
teachers 'having experienced workshops conducted by such individuals, and fewer

than half having.finteracted-informally with them. The community of scient4sts is

touching the elementary school teaching force.only slightly. Since many Ministry

of.Education personnel are teachers seconded for short appointments, it is diffi-

cult to koow whether.or_not teacherS identified workshops conducted lir-such

people as 'Ministry" workshops separately from those conducted by "other

teachers".

The Contract Team urges university science educators to re-examine the

extent of ttieir field contact as well as the forms of presentations which they

provide. Since all future scientists attend elementary schools, uni-versity,

industrial, and,government scientists are urged to seek contacts with elementary

schools and teachers. FUrthermor'e, school districts and teachers should consider

ways to in.volve tigemselves with the practising scientists and scientificaigy
trained people in their areas.

The results of teachers' ratings of the in-service ac ivities in their

district appear in Table 6.32.

Table 6.32: Teachers' Ratings of the Effectiveness of Science Education

In-Service Activities provided in the School or District

EffeCtiveness of In-Service.. Percent of Teachers
1978 1982

No In-service in scjence 25 . 33 .4

Very Ineffective 1J- 6

Somewhat Ineffective 27 ' 19

Fairly Effective 32 36

Very Effective 3 6

_ .

.

Two changes are evident ince 1978. There has been a substantial increase

in the percentage of teachers reporting the Tack ,df a science in-service'program.

The decline of in-servioe opportunities-may be partly dde to the fact that the

,elementary science program was quite new in 1978 but has now,been established for

several years. Those experiencing in-service are expressing increased satisfac-

Aion witb it, 35% giving "Fairly Effective" or "Very Effective" ratings in 1978,

s

Nal

1,76

L
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42% in 1982. It is disappointing, however; to note such a small percentage (six
percent i41 1982) rating, the in-servic as "Very Effective".

In terms of the'expressed and demonstrated need for in-service, and of the
expresed willingness of teac)frs to participate in such acttVities, it is dis-
couraging to note that one teacher irr three reports that there is no_ local oppor=tunity for science-related in-service.- Cros.s-tabulation -showed.thatteachers,
with litt,le experience are more likely to teach in districts with no in-service
program than are teachers with more experience. Fifty percent of teachers with
one to two years experience and 43% of teachers with three to five years experi-
eace were in such districts compared to 26 percent of teachers with more than 15
years experience. Teachers' ratings of in-service effectiveness are'uhrelated tothe exuessed level of in-service need. Table 6.33 shows the effectiveness
ratings by teachers in terms of their current feelings of adequacy (Question 25).
These'data indicate that teachers who feel ill prepared.have less access to in-
service education than others. Teachers who are confident of themselves tend to
rate the in-service program more ffighly than those less sure of themselves,

to

Table,6.33: TeaChers' Ratings of Effectiveness of District In-Serviee
by Feelings of their Current Preparedness for teaching Science (Percentages)

Effectienvs Preparedness for Teaching,Science
of InJ'Servfite Not At Somewhat Adequately More than

All
Adequately

No in-service , 39 4

Very ineffective 11

Somewhat ineffective\ 20 ,

Fairly effective' . 27
Very effective 3

(NI* = 64)

35 . 31

. 8 - 5

22 18

32 38
4 7

(N = 464r (N = 570)

32

6

11

40

12

(N = 152)

* N =. Number of Teachers

'It is probable that school or district imlservice programs are planned by
teachers and, supervisors with strong science backgrounds and with confidence in
themselves, as science teachers. It may be that ,they do.not perceive ,the in-service needs of teachqs in.quite the same w. as do those who ha;ie weaker back-
grounds and who have less self-assurance in the science area. These data suggest
that the weaker background teachers should be involved" in the planning .of in-
service work.

This section of the report has pointed out the.need lor"far more,extensive
in-service opportunities in stience for,elementary teachers. However, the time
ressures under whith element4ry teachers work must be kept .in:mind. Thisim ie5.thatrelease time for in-service is desir'able.
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The Contract Team u es school districts to make an effort to

foster and provide mor science in-service education for elemen-

tary school teachers

This suggestion might be implemented wtth emphasis' 'on informal meetings of

teachers, .workshops conducted by teachers and visits to other classrooms. This

is a reiteration of a 1978 Science Assessment recommendation.

.6.8 Assessment and Tes6ng

Iwo questioni,were asked about the 1978 Sciehce Assessment and its impact.

, The first of these, Question'37, indicated that only a small proportion of

elementary school teachers had read the Assessment reports. Nineteen percent.had

read the Summary RepOrt, 15% had read their district's Interpretation Report and

only five percent had read either volume of the General Report. The Contract

Team finds the above disappointing since there are many insights and recommenda-
t

tions in these reports-which are releuantwto elementary science teaching.

. The next question dealt with the teachers' perception of,the impact of the

1978 Assessment on nine factors relevant to science teaching. On these factors,

between 63% and 87% indicated either that the asessment 11,4d_ no impact or that

they did not. (nowr Some teachers (16%) saw a significant change in curriculum

emphasis and 12% saw a significant ch'enge in provision, of supplementary

materials. Only nine. percent reported "Significant" chmges in their own

teaching.

The Contract Team urges disti-icts to make the various reports that evolve

from the Assessment, including the district's Inteiwetation Report, avatjable to

alrelementary teadiers in the district.

°

#15'.

69 Elementary Science Program

Determining the extent to which teache'rs use the curricular materials acces-

sible to them, identifyifig the reasons for their choices amOng options, and

noting their preferences are impOrtant facets.of an assessment. Eleven questions

asked teachers about the curricular facets of their science pro-gram.

6.9.1 The Programs in Use. -

Table 6.34 reports the results for Question 43 which was designed to deter-

mine teachers' access to, printed materials for the three afternative prescribed

programs in British Columbia.

4.11 7-* , 4*, 14. .0 - 178 -
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Table 6.34: Teachers Repqrtinp Availability of Printed Materials (Percentages)

Materi al s' 1978* 1982

, Materials-Based Program 51 44
STEM 77 , 86
Exploring Science 74 . 89
None of These 4 2
I don't know 4 1

* The,corresponding question was worded slightl differently in 1978 from 1982.

At present, the two textbook series (STEM and Ex lorin Science) are avail,-
able to a great majority of the teachers and they are much more accessible now
than they were in 1978. The Materials-Based Program has declined in availability
to the point where fewer 'than half of the teachers now have access to it. It is
important to note that no differences were found in the accessibility of these
materials when examined in terms of school size.

Table 6.35 shows teachers' resVonses by grade leVel to the question, qJDo you
actually USE one-program or a combination?"

Table 6.35: Program Combinations Used* by Grade Level (Percentages)

Grade
Program Combination Used 1 2 3 4 5 6 \ 7 Total

- ,

Percent'of

.\

One program .0 1 2 7 '10 5

One, program supplemented
by own ideas 14 18 21 , 22 22 22 29 21

. A combination of programs 12 13 12 16 19 19 13 14

A combination of programs

supplemented by own ideas. 7'4 68 65 56 51 55 49 59
N** = (202) (187) (203) (167) (178) (175) (206)

. * Teachers choosing locally devel,oped programs are not shown on this table.
** N = Number.of Teachers

The table shows that nearly three-fourths of the teachers are using a
variety of materials in their teaching. The proPortion dbing so has increased
since 1978 when 67% stated they used a combination of programs. The above table'
shows that primary teachers-are more likely to use a variety of programs than are,
intermediate teachers and that Grade 7 teachers are most likely to use a single
program, either as provided or with their own supplements:

- 179 -
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Teachers stated the extent of their use of available curriculum materials

(Question 47). The data in AppeHdix H are adjusted percentages ignoring missing

data. On, this questioR, many teachers omitted.responses which probably means

that they did not use.the pAterials indicated. Table 6.36 gives the actual per-

centages of the total sample of.1,322 tekhers who'inditated particular frequen-

cies of Yse.

Table 6.36: Reported Frequencies Of Curricullum Material Use (Percentages)

Percentage oI Time Materials Actually Used

Materials 0% 1=5% 61-25% 26-50% 51-100% No Response

STEM Texts 15 15 5 18 20

Exploring Science Texts , , 11 11. 22 22 20 15

Materials Based Units 13 10 19 11 4 43

,--

Material's Based Provam 25 7 , 6 0 2 1 57

Oterim Guide

)Elementary Science InterimGuide 20 11 7 2 2 57:

\
LocallyTeveloped Units . 16 9 , 17 7 4 47

.
.

'4Teacher "Developed.Unitt 6 8 25 21 16 25

B.Q.T.F. tesson Aids 20 16 11 1 50

This table shows that ttie Exploring Science serie is the most frequently

used 4et of matrials in the.sehools. STEM texts are used less frequently and

the Materials-Based units even less. ITEEcurriculum guides seem to be used

little by most teachers. The frequent use of units developed by the teachers

themselves is noted and commended.

When the results of this question were compred to those of'the simirlar

question from the 1978 Assessment, a trend toward increased use of the two text-

book series was seen. Since the Exploring Science series suggests fewer activi-

ties for pupi4s than the other options, these data may partially expThin the

pupils' performance weaknesses on some questiobs in the Science Processes domain

of the achievement surveys.

The Contract Team urges teachers to make extensive and serious use of the

new Elementary Science Curriculum Guide Grades, 1-7 (1981).
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6.9.2 Supplementing the Program

Question 52 requested teachers 6 supply information about their chosen ways
of supplementing the science program, and, the data, along with those from a
similar 1978 question, are in Table 6.37.

(
Table 6.37: How the Elementary Science'PrOgramLis Supplemented*r(Percentages)

0

Method of Supplementing 1970 1982

No opportunity/time to supplement** 6 9

No need to supplement 8 3

Additional/extra reading 34 32
Additional/extra content , 41 46

Additiodal/extra activities 76 81
Addltional/extra equipment 24 38
IntEgration with other subjects 61

Columns sum to.> 100% due to muttiple responses
** When 1978 wording differed' from 1982 it is shown as 1982/1978 wording.

Mos.t teachers expressed a need to supplement a basic program, and this .need
has geown since 1978. Overwhelmingly, the preferred method is to provide pupils
with additional activities. Unfortunately, the questionnaire did not request
information' 'as td the style of these activities, but the increased use of supple-
menting by providing Additional equipment suggests that many of these activities
are .of a hands-on, investAative,nature, rand, where this is so, it isto be
encouraged: The slight decline in the use Weitra reading-may be a reflection
of the quality and quantity of library print materials,discussed earlier.

It was thought that teachers with differing 'amounts ,of experience might
handle the matter, of'supplementing a proram.in different,ways. Therefore, bi-
variate distributions were prepared comparing responses on this'question with
teaching experience. For only one method were significant systematic differences
found., and °that was the most popular. Long-experience teachers stated they used
additional activities., less than did short-experience teachers--75% of teachers
with more than 15 years experience compared to 88% of teachers with One to two
years experience.

6.9.3 Materials ior Teaching the Program
'0 I

Question 55 requested information about the sufficiency dfi materials for
teaching the program selected and Table 6.38 shows comparative' reellts with 1978.

.



Table 6.38: Teadilers' Ratings of the Sufficiency of Materials. (Percentages)

Sufficiency of Materials 1978 1982

Sufficient Materials 49 57

Insufficient Materials 44 39

No Materials 3 1

I don't know 3 2

The changes between 1978 and 1982 indicate either a substantial increase in

the materialk available \or a movement, toward a program which requires fewer

materials. Evidence elsewhere in this report indicates that the second possibil-

ity must be ,considered as a partial, explanation for the noted, change. However,

it is of serious cohcern that 40% of the teachers are still reporting insuffi-

cient or.no materials, and therefore these data reinforce tt1e recommendation in

Section 6.5.3.

The responses to this AuestiOn were examined 'by cross-,tabulation with some

of the related questions discussed in Section.6.5.3. Most of the teachers (75%)

who reported sufficient materials also reported on Question 14 that they seldom
or never have to change plans because of 1.ack of equipment, %Wile 60% of those

who reported insufficient'rpterials also reported frequent ylari changes. Eighty-

nine percent of teachers who reported sufficient equipment reported its quality

to be "Satisfactory" or better on.Question 15, while only 41% of those who have
insufficent materials rated the quality of materials they do have that highly.

A strong relationship also exists betweea the ratings of sufficiency and the
teachers' influence upon the purchase of materials/equipment. These data suggest

that, in the re-examination of equipment and materials suggested earlier, there

should be co-operative' involvement of all those teaching science.

6.9.4 "The Choice of the Program in Use

Questions 45 and 46 related to the locus of, and reasons for, the choice,of

'the ail-rent program in the school. Forty-four percent of the teachers attributed

all or part of the choice to classroom teachers and tile majority of those who

selected the "Other (specify)" option attributed the choice to teachers, often

themselves. District supervisory personnel and advisor/ ,groups sPem to have had

major input into the decisions, but school principals were perceived as signifi-

cant decision makers in only a small proportion of the cases.

, Cross-tabulation of Question 45 with Question 10 (Form of District Science

Coordination) revealed no discernable patterns of deoision making related to

district level coord4nation. Cross-tabulation with Questiom.44 showed no rela-

tionship between the locus of choice and 16, prdgram chosen.. Such patterns and

, relationships might have been expected.
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. _Question 46 soUght to locate the factors influencing the yrogrim. chosen.Predictably, the most important factor was "the program was thought to promote
the best apprOaCh.to science teaching". Usability and availability were alsofrequent choices. Economy was not thought to-be a major factor by many of the
teachers. Teachers also listed a wide variety of additional reasons, not easily
classifiable, for choosing their airrent program. Itois of concern that of
the teachers do not know why their current program is in use and 15% are Mare'of,how it was chosen. These percentages are smaller.than those rep,orted in 1978
but large enough tp indicate a lack of communication within districts.

6.9.5 .Teachers' Evaluation of Program Characteristics

A series of questions sought to determine teachers' opinions of characteris-
tics of the three alternative

progcams by.askinig teachers to indicate the programwith which they were Tiost familia'r and the program which they preferred. Datafor Questions 48 and 50 are shown,in Table 6.39.

Tablp 6.39:'Teachers' Ratings of Familiarity with, and Preference for,,1
Program Alternatives (Percentabes) : A

° Program Most Familiar Program Program Preferred
1978 1982 , 1978 1982

Materials 8a/ed Program 31 14 24 27
STEM 31 33 24 30
Exploring Science 31 48 31 43 ,None/1 don't know 1 6 21

I

Almost half of ,the teacher have greater familiarity with Exploring Sciencethan with the other programs. The proportion having greatest familiarity with
the Materials Based Program has detlined markedly in the last four years. Thisdecline is another indicatiop of the trend away from the hands-on, materials-
based approach to science teaching. However, there are a substantial number of
teachers who prefer the Materials Based Program, though preferences for Exploring
Science and STEM are even greater.

Cross-tabulation data between Que)tiOns 48 and 50 are shown in Table 6.40.
, Responses to "None of These" in question 48 are omitted. This table shows that
most teachers prefer the program that they know best,,with this tendency,strong-
est for the Materials Based Program. It is important to note that a substantial
number of those most familiar with STEM or Exploring Science prefer the Materials
Based approach.
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Table 6.40: Prefered Program by Most Familiar Program (Percentages)

Preferred Program Most Progra'm
Ma erials Based . STEM ExVloring Sctence

Materials Based 89 18/ 15

STEM me 5 75 5

Exploring Science 6 7 80

(N* = 151) (N = 359)* (N = 511)

* N -.number of teachers

In Question 49, teachers rated'the attributes of the program with which they

were most familiar. The data are shown by program in Appendix H. Table 6.41

shows mean ratings by program on a scalg of one.(Poor) to five (Excellent) for

- these attributes.

Table 6.41: Teachers' Ratings of Program Attributes*

Attribute
,

Mean Rating of Attribute**

Materials Based STEM Exploring Science

1978 1982 1978 1982 1978 7 1982

Availability of Materials 3.0 3.1 2.7 2..8 2.9 ; 2.9

Readability of Texts 2,9 2.8 3.5 3.1 , 3.6 ' 3.2

Relevance to Students 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.1 3.5 3.2

Ease of Teaching 3.0 3.3 3.4 3.1 3.6' 3.3

Ease of Preparation 2.8 2.9 3.2 .3.0 3.4 3.2 .

Usefulness of Teacher's

Guide 3.1 3.2 3.6 3.3 3.4, 3.2'

Balance Between Content

and Process 3.0 3.3 3.4 3.0 3.3 2.9

Amount of Student Activity 4.0 3.9 3.5 3.0 3.2 28
Degree of Structure 3.0 3.2, 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.2

Suitability to Teacher's

Background 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.2 3.5 3.3

Selection of Content 3.1 3.3 '3.4 3.1 3.5 3.2

Interest of Students 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.1 3.6 3.2

Overall Rating 33 3.5 3.5 3.1 36 3.2"

* Note that teachers only rated the program with which they were most familiar

** Scale is from '1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent)
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Teachers most familiar with-the Materials Based Program gaye it high
ratings. AlmOst 50 percent of'these teachers rated it as "More Than Satisfac-
tory" or "Excellent". They were especially Oeased with its interest and rele-
vance'to pupils and with the amount of pupils' activity. They also felt that it
was easy to teach, that it was suitaqle to the teacher's`background, and that the
content was well selected. Difficulty ,of preparation was the chief cgocern and
24% of the teachers also had concerns regarding the availability of Aterials.
The readability of texts, which shows as a,concern in the table in Appendix H, is
an item of little relevance to this program.

Teachers most' familiar with the STEM program rated far fewer attributes as
mhighly as the above teachers rated the Materials Based Program. The bulk of

responses fell in the "Satisfactory" co/umn. Greatest satisfaCtion with thiS
program qay in the usefulness of the teacher's guide, its interest for pupils,
and its suitability to the .teacher's background. There was some concern about
the availability of materials. ',This program makes extensive use of everyday
iteps found in, schools, homes,, or local stores. It may be that obtaining these
items places an additional straip on teachers that they do not feel when kits of
materials can be ordered or standard.science equipment/materials obtained from a
single -source. Teacher opinion was divided on the amount of pupil activity the
program provides (21% rate it above "Satisfactory", 24% below "Satisfactory").

The Exploring Science program was perceived to be stronger than the -STEM
program by those most familiar with it. Factors such as ease of teaching, ease
of preparation, usefulness of the teacher's guide, suitability to the teacsher's
background, and readability of the texts rated highly. As always, availability
of materials was a concern for some teichers. The other weaknesses teachers saw
in this program were that the amount of pupil activity is less than "SaXisfac-
tory" (34%) and that the balance of process and content is not appropriate
(22%).

, It is interesting to note that the ratings given to the MAerials Based
Program in 1982 exceeded those given in 1978 in all but two cases and" that the
1982 ratings for STEM and Exploring Science fell below those for 1978 in all but
one case. The differences often indicate a substantial decline in ratings.

.v
. .

Table 6.42 shows the responses, given by teachers for preferring a particular
program (Question 51). Because of the stron,g relationship between program fárnil-
iarity and program preference, one /would expect a relationship between' the
results in this table and those in the{ preceeding one.

r
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Table 6.42:. Teachers' Resons For Program Preferente'.by Program Preferred,

(Percentages)*.

Reason P r o g-r a m

%Materials Based' STEM ", Exploring Science

(N** = 293) (N = 317) (N.= 462)

Miterials ReadilxAvailable 49 58 60 '.

More Readable :41w 13 52 66

More Relevant to Pupils 82 7-) 54 53 - '(2

Easier to Teach 39 60 , 71

Easier to Prepare 29 54 67

Better Teacher's Guide -15 56, 40

Better Content/Process Balance '64 42 37

Right Amount of Activity 84 48 41

Right Degree of Structure 37 39 . 48.

Suiteeto My Background 54_ N 56
k...-

63

* ColUmns may sum to > 100tedue to multiplexesponse

** N = Nupber of Teachers

,
Teachers preferring the Materials Based Program cited its activity Orienta-

tion and relevance to pupils as-reasons for choice far more fre6ently than any

other choices that are indicated on the table. The contentAprocess -telance.was

also a strong reason for Choice. Readability as a factor can 15-e 'discounted as

irrelevant in this program.' Few teachers would, elect this program on the basis

of its teachers' guides, and ease of preparation is selected by a minority as a

Teason for choice. .

..

Teachers who preferced STEM did'so for a wide variety of reasons, no single

one or cluster predominating. The degree of structure of the program and

process/content balance were the least often cited bases.for chOlte. --)

ThO'se who prefer Exploring Science, most frequently gave as reasons the

cluster of factors noted fn the preceding discussion of this program with the

exception that the'teacher's Ibide was not a strong reason.for program choice.

The process/content balance and the amount of activity for pupils were also among

the weakest reasons.

Ihe picture which has emerged from this section of the questionnaire is that

moqt teachers are utinzing some combination of programs in their teaching and

supplement this with materials they have prepared themselves. Of the -nmterials

(
availablevto them, 'teachers are .using )(ploring Science to the greatest extent.

The reasons for the' popularity of thi set of materials are primarily teacher-

centred reasons rather than pupil-centred reasons, although teachers feel the

program meets pupils' needs satisfactorily. The other textbook-centred'program,

STEM,' is less widely used and is considered to be a satisfactory program with

neither.outstanding strengths nor weaknesses. The Materials Based,Program, whose,

origins in B.C. schoo)s-noes back to 1969, is favoured by a minority of teachers
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and is now less availablejthan the ther programs. .This program has pupil!'
centred- strengths which seem to produce a strong commitment to it among
.teachers.

.

The Contract Team urges school distriets.to make the materials for.each of
the three alternative Programs accessible to ll teachers and to encourage
teachers to become famil?iar with these materials.4 Where teacers feel that the I
use of materials different from those they are now using would be.advantageous,
they should be encouraged to use them.

6.10 Instructional Practices

/ The last set of questions' sought i

carried on in classes, how-pupils were ev
tion'might be improved.

6.10.1 Classroom Activities of Pup

rmation about the ways instrUction was
ed, and hovrthe quality of instruc-

Question 55'asked teachers to indicate how often varioils science'te ching
activities were used in their teachillg. Table 6.43 ranks these activities Uy the
median of the frequencies.reported. It is important to notice how two egro ps of
activitiks dominate the higher ranking part 'of the list--activfties in which
teachers 'and pupils interact in a verbal fashion and activities which center
around-observation-experiment. For the latter group of activities, it is also
important to note that the manipulative aspects (items ranked 6, 8, and 12) rank
lower than the verbal and cognitive aspects (items ranked 2, 4, 5, and 10).

Measuring'and *graphing activities rank well down the list, and it is of
concern -Oat 12% of the teachers "Never" yr "Rarely" engaged the students in
measuring and that 25% of the, teachers "Never" or "Rarely" had pupils prepare
graphs in science. The Grade.4 Interpretation Panel, afteexamtning pupil per-
formance on the Assessment, stressed that both,of these .1.Yeas nted more time and
emphalis. The Contract Team is pleased to see that copying notes is well down
the list.

Teachers do not often utilize the potential of the home as a place filled
with ds.ful obfects where experimental activities can be.done and it is dfsap-
pointing to see the low rankink given to the activity of "Making up their own
experiments". The failure of Teachers to have pupils design eheir own experi-.
ments as a substantial component of scieve teaching is a significant contributor
to pupils' failure to be able to Identity and Control Variables., as shown,by the
student achievement results in Chapter 4. The overall picture is, however:one
of a wide variety of activities being utilized.
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Table 6.43: Ranking of the Median Frequen&y with wftich Teachers Engage

Students in Various Activities

' 1978 1982 Number of 1982

-Rank Rank, Question Attivity - Medi**

1 (5) ,
Interacting with the teacher in a mix of

questions ar4d explanations 4.51

1 2 (11) .

Describing/reporting observations in their own
,

words .
4.05

16- 3 .(4)** Listening to teacher's explanations 3.83

-4 4 (8) Making guesses aboutithe results qf an

experiment
1, 3.56

2 5 N (9) Interpreting or exPlaining for themselves
lhe reSults of an. experiment' 3.48

3 6 (10) Classifyi.ng objects or events 3.45

.
7 (16) , Watching audio-visual materials 3.28

6 8 (12) Measuring in an experiment, 3.23

, 7 9, (7)** Generalizing informatibn to new problem

situations 3.19

5 10 (14) Discussing experiment results with other

students . .
3.16

14 11 .(13)** Answering queStions from worksheets or

textbooks 3.05

9 12 (1) Carrying.out'experiments from a set of

instructions 3.04?
11.5 13 (19) Reading from textbooks 3.02

10 14 (3) Discussing.the possible errors in an i

experiment that has been completed 3.01

13 15 , (6) Making a graph from the data students get from

an experiment. ', .
3.00

8 16 (20) Doing library research 2.99

15 17 (15)- Copying notes from blackboard/overhead projector2.79

, - . 18 (21) Going on field trips.
.

2.78

, 11.5 19 (18) Doing investigations at home, 2.69

t - 20 422) Discussing science issues and values in society 2.66

18 21 (17) Memorizing scientific information- 2.37

17 22 (2)4 Making up their own experiments 2.32

* Scale is from 1 (Never) to 6 (Very Frequently)

** The corresponding 1978 questionnaire item was somewhat different

It is interesting to note that "Doing investrgations at hdme" ranked much

,lower.now than in 1978, as did "Doing library research'. The latter may be

another reflection of the' &cline in the 'adequacy of reading materials in

science. The huge upward shift in listening as an activitY may be due to the

substitution of the neutral phrase, "to ,a teacher's explanatibns", in 1982 for
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the pejorative phrase "t() lectives" in 1978 rattier than to ah real change -in
teaper or student behavior. This interpretatibn is reinforced by the first
placg ranking received by the new itei, "Interacting with the teacher in a'mix of
questions and explanations% Two activities which have Yisen in ranking,
"Answdring questions from worksheets and textbooks", and "Reading from text-
books", are ongruen,rwith the trend of moving away from materials-based science
to the use bf textbook series.

It is also interesting to note that ttiere were substantial differences
between the rankings given tpl activities by secondary teachers (Table 7.27) as
compared to elementary teaet4rs. Secondary teachers have yupils tlassify less,
and listen less, but require them to answer worlqsheets ant textbook questions, to
carry out experiments from instructions, and to copy notes to a greater extent.

'The items ranked 1, 5, 9, 18, and-22 were examined by cro9s-tabulation to
determine if experienced teachers engage in these activities with pupils more
frequently than less experiented teachers. No consistent patterns werd found.
The same iteMs were.also cross-tabulated with Question 25 ln which teachers indi-
cated 'their current feRling of preparedness to teach science, Teachers who feel
"Adequately" or "More than Adequately" prepared engage pupils in making up their
own experiments more frequently than do other teachers. They also interact about
science with their pupils More frequently, and require pupils to interpret and
explain their data more often and to collect data. by measuring more frequently.
These are all desirable behaviors for pupils in.science and tilis is additional
evidence that good science teaching requires good preparation.. The data in Table
6.4 artially explain why pupil ,performance in some areas' of the achievement
forms1was disaiipointing, and thereforethe ,Contract Team recommends that:

elementary teachers of science provide pupils with many
opportunities to

--make measurements in experiments
--graph experimental data
--desigo_their own experiments

Question 22, iq addition to asking teachers about the availability of nine
kinds of audio--visual equipment, ollso asked about the frequency oft their use.
Reference to Appendix H will 'show that, for most of the items listed, the re-
*sponse "Occasionally (1-5 Times/Unit)" was most frequently seletted. This is
another indicator that most teachers are using a variety of approaches in their
teaching. The use of films and filmstrips "More Than 5 Times/Unit" by 25% of the
teachers may indicate that, some teachers are relying ,too heavily on teaching
using vicarious rather than direct experience of Mature. More than one-half of
the teachers never use 35 mm slides and one-third of them never use video tapes.
Both of these media have become increasingly available of Late. Good materials
have been praduced and both are more flexible and adaptable than their tradition-
al counterparts, the filmstrip and the movie film. Teachers should be Tcouraged
to experiment with the, use of these materials.
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Question 54 asked teachers to indicate-the access which they had to specific

items of science equipment/supOies; The data'are in Appendfx H. It is impor-.

tant to remember that all of the items need not be available in all classrooms

. every year (although certain .of them shquld). Plants, seeds magnets, hand

*lenses, and thermometers seem to be accessIble"to mosi *teachers The fact that

one teacher in eight eitlier is unable t6 use or plans not to use thermometers;at

any time during the year is of concer'n, especially as Celsius temperature items

were a:problem 'for many pupils on the achievement forms. Balances and heat

sources such as candles, alcohol burners, and hot-plates are less accessible and

the Rumber of t`eachers who would not have these availabje within the. year is

surprisingly large. -The changes which heating produces, and the measurements.of

weights and masses are very basic components of science. The absence of animal's,

aquaria, and terraria from between half and two-thirds of th'e classroom's tis a

matter of serious concern. r I

6.10.2 Provision of Individual Cifferences in Science ,

Question 56 asked teachers to report on provisions made in the "SCHOOL" for

individual differences amorpj pupils in science,and Question 57 asked a similar

question about the provision they made in their owy "CLASS".. The results in

Appendix H indicate lhat two-thirds:of the teachers work in schools where no

school-wide provision is made for dealing with individual diffefences. The most

common provision is'in the form.of modified and/or enriched programs available to

about 23% of the teachers.

Over half of the teachers made no special provision for individual differ-

ences. Special interest groups were used by 28% of the teachers, individualized.

instruction by 22%, and achibvement grouping by. 19%. Teachers using'other

methods most frequently meniioned that they adapted their work and"-achievement

expectationS to the abilities of the pupils, or that they used projects, includ-

ing Science Fair projects, as a iirovision for tndivi9Jal differences. Only one

teacher mentioned the exisrence of a Science Club.-

Cross-tabulations showed that the length of teachidg experience did .not

affect the proviston made for individual differences, that size of the largest

science class did not affect- provision, but that teachers who felt "Adequately"

prpared or "More than Aaequately" prepared were far more likely to make provi-

sion for individual differences tham were teachers who felt less thSn adequately'

prepared.
,

Considering .our current knowledge about the large variation in the ability

of pupils to cope with the conceptual demands of science, the Contract Team feels

that teachers ought to be giving more attention to provisions for individual

differences.

6.10.3 Evajuation of.Pupil Achievement in Science

Thirteen sources of data for the evalug.ion of pupils were listed in

Question 58 and teachers were asked to indicate, on a four-category scale, the
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emphasis which they placed on'reach in deriving a final evaluatibn for their
pupils. Table- 6.44 shows the ranking of these methods by the median of the
emphasis reported.

Table 6.44: Emphasis Placed on Various. Sources of Data in
Deriving Final Evaluations

1978 198210 Num6er of /
Rank Rank Question Sources of Data

1982-
Median*

3 1 '(3) **Anecdotal records of wortchabits 3.01

2
. 2 (4) Teacher-made objective tests 3.00'

1 3 (2) **Anecdotal record of general' attitude in class 2.98

6 4 (1) Anecdotal records of achievement 2.89

4 5 (.10) Projects 2.88

I8 6 (7) **Activity/experiment write-ups 2.74

5 7 (9) Reports on topics in science 2.71

7 8 (11) Oral Tests 2.03

9 9 (6) 'Subjective tests 2.02

10 10 (12) Student self reports / 1.46

,
12 11 (5) Standardized objective tests 1.40

11 12 (6) Individual work contracts 1.38
. /

13 (13) Attendance 1.31t

* Scale from 1 (No Emphasis) to 4 (MUch Emphasis)
** Rording .f item differs slightly between 1982-and 1978.

These items fall into three groupings. Those ranking from 1 to 7 receive
"Some Emphasis4 or ."Much Emphasis,'.' by more than 60% of the tedchers, and some
combihation of these forms the basis for the final grade given by most teachers.
Oral tests and subjective tests are used less frequently. The high ranking- of
Question'3 is a cause 'for concern, if teachers are including these "Anecdotal
records" as a part of pupils' letter grades because letter grades refer onlY to
academic achievement.
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Items.ranking 10 to 13 are unused by over half of the teachers and receive

"Little Emphasis" by most of the others. The 1978 rankings are not markedly

different from those for 1982 indicating that classroom teachers' evaluation

practices have remained stable since the last Assessment. The low ranking of

iadividua) work contracts reinforces the impression from the preceding section

that individual differences in science are often being ignored.'

6.10.4 Imprbving Learning in Science

Question 59 requested teachers to rate 23 changes which might affect the

quality of science learning in their classroom. The question was identical to

that asked in 1978 except for-the replacement of one item. Table 6.45 ranks the

ratings received by the median values on a five-point scale.* 'All items except

the last four were perceived 'by most teachers as more likely to improve the

quality of learning than to harm it. Over 60% of the teachers rated the first 12

items as likely to improve the quality of education. Many of thesd changes also'

had high rankings aMong junior secondary school teachers. Many oT these have

been suggested as areas for change by the Contract Team earlier in the repprt.

The major area of concern not previously stressed relates to teacher's workload--

time, number of subjects/levels, and class size. The Contract Team urges

districts and school administrators to seek ways of improving the condit'ons for

science teaching, especially with respect to maintaining small class and

providing teachers-with more in-school time for preparation.

Table 6.26 and the discussion in section 6.6.5 also describe another listi

of suggestions for change which should be studied in conjunction with this

section.

6.11 Teachers' Comments

. -
Evidence that the quespionnaire was carefully an wered was shown by the

number of teachers making -comments

4

,-Thir'ty-five percent of those 'completing the

ILI
questionnaire made one or more c. merits. Twenty-five percent used the space

provided at the end. Many of the com n ents suggested ways to modify queRions or,

to add options.. A few were critical of-the questionnaire.- In the free response.

section, certain items of concern', identified earlier in thisktiapter, dominated .

the comments. These concerned the lack of equipment and its poor quality, the

time pressures on teachers, spae and storage problems, and teachers' lack of

preparation for science 'teachih9. Table 6.46 brIefly summariies the host

frequent, comments from Question 60. -.7-
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Table 6.45s.Teachers' Ratings of Changes Which Would Affect the
. Quality of Science Learning

1978 1982 Number of
Rank Rank Question Suggested Change

1982

Median*

4 ..1._ (11) More time to prepare and mar,k 4.38** 2 (20) Especially.'designed classroom for,science 4.27,.
1 1 3 (9) Increasea provision of in-service 4.07

i

3 4
7 5 . (214))

, Smaller
4.06class "size'

Fewer subjects/levels io teach 4.052 6 (19) Increoed a4ailability Of equipment and t

materials
4.046 7 (14) More university courses in science (taken

by yourself)
, 3.865 -8" (10) More science books in library 3.8411 . 9 (13) More convenienf stora e space for equipment 3./8

i 8 10 (2) Better 'quality of e ipment. 3.7510 rl (6) More coordination -schobl leyel ,. . , 374 -22 12 (5) ProvisTon of wide selection of printed
materials (text

33.7632

13 13 *07) More time allo ated to science
19 14 (15) Higher priori y placed on science by

adminisfrati.on 3.609 15 '(T) More, coordination at district level 3.55
20. 16 (12) Fewer classes td, teach! 3.5012' 17 (1) More direct inputby'you into the purchase of.

equipment
. 3.48\21 18 ('23) More choice,for teacher tn the selection of,

the prograr
3.46t!4 ', 18, J9 -(18) Changes in the new program

, 3,16 ,

,

- 1.5 -20 --(8-) 17ecreased emphasisO6-tte core curriculum 3.06-'17 21 (3) Less responsibility for maintenance of
. equipment

3.04
. 15.5 22 (22) Increased emphasis on core curriculum .

3.0214 23 (16) Less in-seFvice edutation 2.43

* Scale is from 1 (Deteriorate Seriously) to 5 (Improve Greatly)
) ** New item; no 1978'ranking.
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Table 6.53: Summary of F uent Teacher Comments

Frequeftcy Comments-- ondensed

In area of equipment, space and,stor e
.

65 - lack 'of equipment poor quality of equipment .

42 - lack of space wit -classpoom or school .

32 . - need a .science Nem

6 - well equipped

Ih area of texts
18 - lack of suff'cient texts .

13 - do not like texts available .

8 - like progr m
.

74 - should b one text rather than three programs

5 - all mat ials should'come as'packme deals

n area of other reSou ces ,.

1 - need idea 0 unit books done by teaChers

6 - need more reference books

6 - (12.-d more pupil reference books

..- need_More locally developed units
ed more ready-made materials/aids

5

5 e

5 j,have locally developed units, and appro-Ve of them

,
.

.In area of c9frdinatipn and specialization

20 7 rieed science specialists

16 - have and approve of district-level coordinated program t

12. , - have and *rove of a.science coordinatbr

. 9
- need a distriyt,clevel coordinated program .

- - ,-----

In ar a of teachers own time, coqpetence and needs ...,

- lack of classroom time for science

7 ..= lack -preparation time
.

,

31 ' - lack knowledge

22 - need in-service workshops

0/

n-other areas
27 - need.more hands-on activities

,24 - need an integrated appro'ach

17 - lack of dontinuity from K-8 tn school, or district or province

6 , rived provincial goals that are.concise, well specified and

simple

5 - need to use the outdoOr activities 4

OB.

4
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CHAPTER 7

SECONDARY TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

"
David R. Strorick

7.1 DevelopmenI and DescriiStion of the Questionnaire

A quonnaire Was prepared ,to identifY the current context of science
teaching in the secondary sclmols of 8ritish plumbia, to recognize current
classi-bom pravtices, and to,assess changes since Ihe 1978 Assessment. The,1982
questionnaire'had a total of 94 items of which 13 were newly developed. Many of
,the 81 repeated items had slight changes by the addition of more alternatives or
by the grouping of some categories. The 94 items were groubed-Into ten sections.

, -

1%.

7.2 Description of the Sample

A secondary science teacher was defined as one who taught at least one class
of biology, chemistry, earth science, general ,w,,ience, or physics. Principals
and district itinerant teachers were excluded:: Teachers were classified as
"jun.ior secondary" if they identified, in Item 46, Science 8, 9, or 10 as the one
class with which they had bo10 recent and extensive experience. The selection of
any other class (e.g. Biology 11.) determined a "senior secondary" teacher.

One thousand fifty-fi've Oestionnaires%were-Sent to 176 schools. Each prin-
cipal was requested tp .distribute the questionnaires to appropriate science
teachers.

Five'hundred twenty-nine teachers (309,junior secondary and 220 senior sec-
ondary) completed the questionnaire. The return rate, considering an inflated
shipping rate, was 77.5%. In 1978, 1409 teachers completed the secondary ques-
tionnaire. The reduction in the number of teachers -involved between 1978 and
1982 was a result of B.C. participation in 'a Science Council of Canada sfudy
which utilized a teacher questionnaire. Schools involved in this sample were
excluded from the teacher portion of the provincial assessment.

The responses of the teachers in 1982 ace summarized' as percentages in
Appendix I. The percentages are based on.those responding to each questiond. The
number of missiip responses is normally less than five percent of the total
sample.

Question 6 of the questionnaire reques,ted a description of the respondent's
assigned pbsition in the school. In the junior secondary schools, 75% of the
respondents were regular classroom teachers and 19% were department heads. In
the senior secondary schools, 73% of the respondents were -regular classroom
teachers; '22% were department heads. Only five percent of the respondents ,had
other descriptions of their positiqps.
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7'.3 Teacher Background'and General Information

7.3.1 Extent of Teaching Experience

,
_Responses to question 1 jndicate that the senior secondary teachers had a

mediv of 13 years'experience (vs 11 years in 1978) and that junior secondary

'teacagrs had a median of 10 years experience'(vs 8 years in.1978). Although the

teachers in 1982 had more.years of teaching experience at both levels of the
secondary schools, the junior secondary teache;s continued to be lets experienced

than the senior secondary teachers.

Both in 1978 and in 1982,,senior secondary teachers were 94% male And six

percent female (Questieon 2). In 1978, 12% of the junior sec.ondary teachers were

female; in 1982, 15%,were female. Although the perceatage of male teachers 'at
the junior secondary.level has decreased it is Important to note that nine out of.

ten secondary science teachers are male.

Question 3 collected data on the, ages of the teachers'. Table 7.1 provides

cross-tabulation data describing how 'the age .of male teachers relates to their

years of teathing experience.

Table 7.1: Cross-Tabulation of Males Teaching Experience and Ages (Percentages)

.Years of teaching

Ade in Ysars

Experience 29 or uader 30-39 40 or over Total

5 or less 10 6 0 16

6-10 2 19 2 23

11-15 0 19 7 26
i

16 or more 0 3 32 35
.

Total 12 47 41 100

A crass-tabulatioq table is not provided for the 62 female secondary science

teachers in 1982 because 37 are in the most minimal category of age 29 years and

under with 5 or less years of teaching experience. Only.9 female teachers are

age 40 years or more and with 16.or more years of teaching experience. There are

approximately twice as many males as females among the youngest and least experi-

enced secondary science teachers.
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Comparison with the 197& Science Assessment ShOWS significant median in-
creases of two years of age an years of teaching experience. Furthermore, the

'percentages of males and females teaching at the senior secondary level show no
significant changes since 197 . The Contract Team finds these data diWpoint-%
ing, both'in terms of failur to recruit young people, and failure to retain
thbse few women whostart out teaching science. School districts are urged to
recruit, over a period of years, in 'an attempt to'obtain a better balance between
male and female teachers of scien6e.

7.3.2 Courses Taken in'Methods of Teaching Science

Question 4 asked for information about the successful completion of univer-
sity courses in .the teaching of scienoe. Results.showed that science teachers in
senior secondary schools have had greater rreparation through science methods
'courses than the teachers in the junior secondary schools. Especially at the
senior -secondary level, there has been an ircre2se in the'percentage of science
teachers with more than one science methods course during the four years between
1978,and 1982. A

Responses to Question 5 showed that 56% of senior secondary science teachers
Completed their courses in the methods of teach169 science mre than ten years
ago. On the other hand, only slightly over one-third of the junior secondary
science teathers (36%) have completed their science methods courses more than ten
years ago.

.The Contract Team suggests that.school districts urge those science telachers
who have never completed a science methods course to do so. Opportunities for
such activity should be provided. Moreover, 45% of secondary science teachers
who completed methods courses more than ten years ago may need in-service courses
or, workshops to assist 'them in implementing new areas of science teaching.

7.3.3 Courses Taken in Various Science Subjects

Question 4 asked teachers to identify the university/college courses that
they had successfully completed in four different areas: biological sciences,
earth/space/general science, physical .sciences, and other science or engineerin9
courses.

Only the category of biological sciences provides directly comparabl.e data
between the questionnaire of 1978 and that of 1982. These data show littl%
change during the four years although there is a weak trend toward the completion
of more courses in biology. In 1982, the area "physical sciences subsumed two
areas of the 1978 questionnaire: chemistry and physics. Similarly in 1982, the
area of earth/space4general science replaced three ai:eas presented in 1978:
astronomy,, earth science, and general science.
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,The Contract Team (1978) described the completion of four to seven courses
in one subject with' fewer than four in the other'subjects as an 'adequate back-

ground." By accepting'this definit4on, it may be concluded th'at a majority of

the teachers (55%) in the junior and senior secondary schools have adequate back-

grounds for understanding the,biological sciences. There is little (Iiffehence

between jua!ior secondary and senior secondacy teOchers in this sunject. But in

the physicl sciences,(1978 and 1982) the senrcir secondary teachers show more

preparation. In 1982, 65% of the senior secondary tea'chers had more than three

cours?s while only 41% of the junior secondary teachers had completed that many

courses. There -is relatively little difference between junior secondary and
senior secondary teachers in their completion of courses in earth/space/general
science and other science or engineering. The cOritulum of the junior sciences
requires aaditional preparation for many junior secOndary teachek, especially in

the Ohysical sciences and in eartn/space/general sciences.

7.3.4 The Nature of Science Teaching Assignments

Table 7.2 summarizes the responses of the teachers to Question 7.. This

'table also summarizes the responses of the teachers in 1978 when they checked all

science courses that they were currently teaching.
1

The data demonstrate a trend toward a higher percentage of teachers, both

junior and senior, assigned to junior secondary courses. This trend'to a higher

percentage of teachers assigned to junior secondary courses probably reflects a
further trend to more junior-senior schools and/or a decline in the demand -for
senior science courses. ,ReOrdless of the cause, greater percentages of teachers

are now required to teach 'junior secondary science courses.

Question 8 asked teachers about current ehrollment of students. Wesponses

demonstrated tnat the senior secondary schools are usually much larger than the

junior secondary schools. Forty percent of the junior secondary schools had

fewer than 500 pupils while onlx 10% of the.senior secondary schools had so few.

7.4 Coordination

7.4.1 Types of Within-School Coordination *

Question 9 asked the teachers tO describe the form of science coordination

existing in their schools, Table 7.3 summa0zes the responses of the teachers in
the junior-secondary schools and in the senior secondary schools both uc 1978 and

in 1982. The 1978 Science Assessment Contract Team had recommended: ;'That

schools without leadership in science education . . designate a successful

science teacher as the school's science coordinator where this is feasible." The

table shows a trend, especially at the senior secondary level, to implement this

recomme5dation.
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Table 7.2: Junior and Senior Secondary Science Teachers Reporting on
Science Courses Taught (Percentages)

Course

Junior Senior

Previously
Taught

Currently
Teaching

Currently Previously
Teaching Taught.

1982 1978 1982 1978 1982 1982

Grades K-3

'Grades 4-7

Science 8

Science 9

. '.

Science 10

Biology 11
, .

Biology 12
4 .

Chemistry 11

Chemistry 12.

Physics 11

,i

Physics 12

Earth Science 11

Geology 12

.

'4!4
. 27

89

88

80

28

18

24

12

18

11

4

1

0

2'

65

68

4,0

11

7

10

6

.6'

3

3

0

0

6

70

67

63

8

4

6

4

3

2

2

0

r

0

0

13

20

3,1

38

32

34

26

27

18

9

.';, 2

0

0

21

22

42

34

,29

34

27

30

19

,

9

''3

------73

N

*

It

6

15

78

,88

50

40

36

39

26

14

There is.a strong relationship between the size of the school and,the type
Of coordination that usually exists. Cross-tabulation data (between Questions 8and 9) demonstrate that the most common situation in mal.l sChools (fewer than
250 pupils) is no partiCular form of coordination. In these small schools, 34%
had no form of coordination and an had coordination assumed ,by oPe of. the regu-
lar classroom teachers. Of the schools with more than 1000 pupils, 92% had
specially designated science department heads responsible for secondary grades
'only. These data suggest that the sedondary schools,of British Columbia may nowbe achieving tlie recommended goal of designated_ coordinators in 6Imost all

__schools of medium to large enrollments.
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Table 7.3: Science Coordination in Schools in 1978.and 1982. (Percentages)

Form of coordination
in the school

Percemtages of Teacher Responses

1978

Junior

1978

Senior

19821982

Designated science coordihator
jun for Secondary grades 63 67 66 81

Designated science coordinator
for elementary and secondary grades 2 2 '0 1

Designated coordinator for science
and one more other subject lo 9 14 7

Coordinaion by a working(group of
teachers in the school 13 9 10 5

Coordinatioh assumed by the principal,
vice-principal or one of the teachers 3 8 1

2/

No particular form of coordination
.

8 5 7 4

Other 2 0 2
..

7.4.2 Adecitiacy of Within-School :Coordination,.
4

Question 10 asked the teachers to rate the form of coordination,Checked in

Question 9 for the school's science program. Table 7.4 svmmkrizes the responses

of the teacheps both in 1978 and in 1982. Th-6-2tata show a weak tTsTiirtti5.7a1d more'

teachers rating the form of coordination' as "Very Good" or "Excellent". OhTy 6%

of the teachers describe the coordination as "Unsatisfactory" or "Very Unsatis-

factory".

Cross-tabulation data help to explain the increasing percentage of teachers

giving higher ratings to the form of coordination by showing that an increasing

percentage ,report speciallY designated science department. heads. This -form of

coordination had the highest levels of ratings: 22% of these teachers rated it as

"Excellent", 42% as "Very Good", and 17% as "Unsatisfactory" or "Very Unsatisfac-

tory". The next highest ratings for within-school coordination were for the

relatively rare situation (eight responses) of a designated science coordinator

for elementary and secondary grades.
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Table 7.4: Adequacy of School Science Coordination in 1978 and 1982
(Percentages)

Percentages of Teacher Responses.

Ratings of the form of
coordination in the school

Junior

1982 1978

Senior

1982
1978

Very Goo'd or Excellent* 51 57 55 58
%

Satisfactory 45 37 39 36

Unsatisfactory or Very
Unsatisfactory* 8 6 7 6

N** = 305 N = 219

* Five response categories were collapsed to three.
** N = number responding

v-

7.4.3 Coordination at thg District Level

Question 11 asked the teachers to describe the form of'coordination for the
secondary science program which exists at the district level. Table 7.5 sum-marizes their responses. The data show that since 1978 there has been a decreasflein the category of "No particular form of coordination" by 13%. This redufttbnhas been accomplished primarily by designa 'n a supervisor for science and one*or' More other subjects, and secondarily designating a science coordinator forelementary and secondary grades. Although there has been a'significant trenditoWard designating, district science coordinators, almost half of the ,teachers
reported that their dteirictsWave not, acted on thejecommendation of7the 19784ontract Team "That districts appoint a capable scjence.teacher as a scienoe
-600r-dinator ftirthe" di ritt--whe re 4-14s has not -a l readybeen, done.4,, r

7.4.4 Adequacy Of Coordination at the District Level

Question 12 asked the teachers to rate the form of coordination desctibed intheir response to, Question 114 Table 7.6 summarizes their responses 'at thejunior secondary level and the senior secondary level both in 1978 and in 1982.Table 7.7 provides.the cross-tabulation of resporfses to Question 12 on satisfac-

'/

tion with the form of district coordination and QueWon 11 on the form of dis#4 -triq coordination. Where the district has no particular foreof coordination,
few of these teachers rate the situation as "Excellent" or "Very Good" while over
tflree quarters of these teachers 9ate the situation...4s "Unsatisfactory". Noother ,category has evenn a majority of responses rafing the form of coordination

as "Unsatisfactory" or "Very Unsatisfactory".
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Table 7.5: Forms of Sci nce Coordination at the District Level
in 1978 and 1982 (Percentages)

Form of coordination in the
school district ,

Designated science coordinator for

just the secondary grades

Designated science coordinator for

elem tary and secondary grades

Designated coordinator for science
and one or more other subject

0

'Coordination by a working group of
teachers in the distr1ct

Coordination assumed informally Ay
one of the administrators or
teachers in the district

#

No particular form of coordination

Other

Junior

1982'

Senior

19821978 1978..

10 9 10

2 9 4 6

7 14 10 17

17 16 16 14

4 4 4 5

57 45 56 43

3 3 3 6

N*'= 293 N = 217

* N = number responding

Table 7.6: Adequacy of District Coordination in Scienc4 Education
in 1978'and 1982 (Percentages)

Rating of the form of
coordination in the school" district

1918

Junior

1978

Senior'

1982 1982

Very GOod or Excellent*

\..----
Satisfactory

Unsatisfacta.Y or Very

Unsatisfactory*

14

41

46

10

42

49

N*tc . 277

/

.

11

44

45

)

11

47

43

N = 206

* Five response categories were collapsed to three.

** N number responding
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Cross-tabulatipn data in Table 7.7 show that in districts with "specially ,
designated science coordinator, supervisor or consultant responsible for just the
secondary school Scieue teac_hers", 27% of teachers rated the district coordina-tion as "Excellent" or "Very Good". This wa§ the only type of coordination with-
out any rating of Nery Unsatisfactory" In terms of teachers satisfaction, the
next best form of,coordination is the "specially designated science coordinator,
supervisory or 'tonsultant who is responsible for elementary and secondary
grades". All other types of district coordination had more "Unsatisfactory"ratings than "Excellent"

r "Very Good" ratings.

The Contract Team repeats the recommendation made in 1978:

That districts appoint a qualified individual as a science
coordinator for the district where this has not-already been
'done

Table 7.7: Teacher Satisfactionrwith the Type of District Coordination
(Percentage's)*

' Form of coordination at the Aistrict
jevel for secondary science program

Ratings

EXcellent
or Very
Good

Satis-

factory

Unsatisfactory
or Very

"'Unsatisfactory

.

"Mal

Designated science coordinator for
just the secondary grades 3 6 1 10

Designated science coordinator for
elementary and secondary grades -3 5 2 10

Designated coordinator for sciedice
-and one or more other'subjects 2 '9 16

A

Coordination by a working group of
teachers 2 11 4 17

'No particullirr'fonRIP 1 9 31 / 41

Other'
`14 0 4 3 7

Total 11 44 46 101

N* = 574

(Chi square 159.6, df. = 10, p < .01)
* N number responding
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7.5 Physical Facilities, Materials and Equipment

This section is divided into five parts. Each subsection deals specifically

with one aspect of p sical facilities, materials,gand equipment. Questions deal

with adequacy, safet , funding, reading materials, and Audio-visual equipment.

7.5.1 Adequacy of. Physical Facilities, Mate6a1s and Equipment

Ouestion 13 asked the teachers to rate the.adequacy of the physical facili-
ties, materials, and equipment in their schools. More than 75% rated the follow=

ing six as "Adequate or better": lighting, electrical outlets, gas_ouIJets, flat-

topped desks or tables, audio-visual equipment, and chalkboard spke. Nine of

the nineteen types were rated as "Adequate or Better" by more than 50% but fewer

than 75% of the teachers: storage space for science,m4erials/equipment, storage
space for microscope ,slides, science preparation rochif, Water outlets, sinks or

drainage facilities, safety equipment, amtunt of work space per student, fume

hood/closet, and bulletin board space. The data show -691problem of lack of stor-

age space, facilities for water, and safety equipmeit.

Only four of the physical facilities, matd?rials and equipment_were rated by

,4pe majvity of teachers as less than adequate. Slightly fewer than half of .the

teachers had less than adequate storage space for volatiles or had ventilation

deficiencies. This situation must be the cause of some concern and the Contract

Team suggests that it --be ,rectified immediately. Of less 'importtince is the

absence of microcomputers, storage space for them, and Storage Space for student

projects.

The teachers responses to Question 13 show that many junior secondary

schobls have less than adequate water outletselectrical outlets, gas Outlets,

sinks or drainage facilities, bulletin boa'rd sPace, and microcomputers.

Question 6 asked the teachers to identify how:often in the past year they

had to adapt their teaching plans because of difficulty, in obtaining the neces-

sary science equipment. Seventy-nine percent of the senior secondary teachers
nev6r or seldom had to adapt their plans and only 67% of the junior secondary
teachers gave similar responses. The responses 'n q1982 were similar to thos

recorded in 1978.

Question' 17 requested a rating for the quality of the science materials and

equipment available to the teachers. TAle 7.8 shows the responses of the

teachers both Ain 1978 and 1982. In botif Assessments, the senior secondary

teachers rated their materials and equipment more highly as "Excellent" and "Very

Good'Ahan did the junior secondary teachers.
)

41*
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Table 7.8: 'Rating.of the Quljty of the'iience Materials/Equipment aV,ailable
in Secendary Schools (Percentages)

Quality of the science materials/

equipment available in the schools

..

1978

Junior, Senior
.

1982 1978 1982

Excellent
t

15 "16 20
0

,...g0

Very Good 59 37 60 ' .46

Satisfactory 22 40 17 31

Unsatisfactory 3 6 2 2
0

Very Unsatisfactory
1 1 1 1

N . 293 N = 217

Therefore the Contract Team recommends that:

school districts make a determined, effort to effect improve-
ments in the quality of science materials and equipment,
especially in the small junior secondary schoels

Table 7.9 gives.the cross-tabulation of 'resoonses to Question 8 (size of Ischool enrollment) .by Question 17 (the rating df the quality of the sciencemaSerials and equtpment). The data-demonstrate that highest levels of satisfac-
tlon are found in schools with enrollments between 250 and 750 students while the
least satisfaction is found in schools with fewer than 250 students.

Table 7.9: Ratings of Quality of the Science Materials/Equipment
by School Size (Percentages)

.

Pupils enrolled in, school
Ratings of the quality of science fewer
materials/equipment available in than 1250- over

.the school 250 750 750 Total

. Excellent 'and Very Good 2 28 28 58

Satisfactory 4 4 19 14 37.
.

Unsatisfactory and Very
Unsatisfactory 1 2 3' 6.

.

Total 7 49 45 101

e,

(Chi-square = 220, df = 4 < .001)
1k
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7.5.2 Safety Equipment

Question 15 ?sked the teachers to check all items of safety equipmerit,in the

science teaching area/room/laboratory. Table 7.10 stizes their responses

both' in 1978 and 1982. The data show a clear improvement In the provision of
many items. This trend is commendable although the.Contract Team seeks complete

adequacy of all appropriate safety equipment. For example,'only 11% of secondary

teachers report hav.ing\sand buckets and scOops, despite their relative inexpen-
siveness.

Only 60% of the teachers have first ?id kits, although these,kits are prob-
ably the most frequently *ed of all types of Safety equipment. , While fire
blankets are needed to-save lives, only 72% of the teachers reported having this
relatively inexpensive item.

The C tract TeaM strongly recommends that:

I

, the Ministry of Education establish safety standards for .

school science classroods, and 'provide fonds for school

districts not only to conduct surveys of the science safety

equipment in schools where science is taught but also to

correct deficiencies that may be discovered through such

surveys.

Question 14 asked: "How systematically is the safety equipment in your

science area/room/laboratory checked?" In 1978, 63% reported systematic checking

while in 1982 only 56% had systematic checking. Obvio6sly, this trend toward

less checking of the safety equipment is a serious problem.

The *Contract Team urges district administrative personnel to ensure that
systematic,check be conducted in all science teaching areas,to ensure all equip-

ment etc. functions properly.

7.5.3 Funding_and Obtaining Science Materials and Equipment

Question 18 asked the teachers how much input they had in deciding what
science materials and, equipment are to be purchased for their school. There is

no .significant difference between, responses of junior,secondary and Sehior,secon-

Ory teachers. There-aiso is Ro signAtIcant-differenee betwen the resPonses in

1978 and those in 1982. jn 1978, 13% orlhe junior secondary'eachers had virtu-
ally no input or not'enough; in 1982, 14% gave-these responses. In 1978, 12% of

the senior secondary teachers had virtually no input or not enough; in 1982, 11%

gavd these responses. It is unfortunate that over 10% of the teachers have not

contributed ideas about the purchase ,of science equipment.

Question 19 requested the teachers to identify who maintains and accounts
for the science materials and equipment in the school. Table 7.11 summarizes the

responses of the teachers for 1978 and for 1982. At the junior condary level,

the most common situation is to let the head of the science departme t look after

it all (38%). Only 26% of the senior secondary schools use that syslfeçi. In the
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,senior secondary schools, the situation where all,:teachqrs of sctence lo k after
their ownoaterials and equipment or whre each teacher of'science lo s after
certain materials and equipment is.most popular. .

- Question 21 asked about possible difficulties in obtaining sCienG materials
and equipment when they are needed: There were -no, significant/differences
between the responses of thejunior secondary teachers and those qtf the tenior
secondary teachers. It is.a don.cern that'21% Of the teachers in l982 found.it
"Somewhat difficuW 'to obtain science'materials and equipment; flewer than 3%
described it as "Very difficult". Their responses show progress ince 1978 when
'more than 25% of the teachers explainedthat it was "Somewhat difficult", and 8%
of the senior, isecondary teachers said t was "Very difficult"./ At the junior
secondary level, there continues .to be 3% of the teachers who/ say it is 411ery
difficult": .

iP

Table 7.10: Types of Sa:lety Equipment Present in Science Teaching Areas

Type .of Safety' Equipment 1978
Junior Senior `

19821982 1978

No safety equipment 1 2 3 1

Fire blankets 54 81 44 62

Fire extinguisher__ 94 93 92 95"
Mastertgas shut-off 88 91 .,... 86 91 _.

Master water.shut-off 28 27 0 31
I

Approved first aid kit 52 57 61 67

Safety goggles 56
,..4

?,3 -$4 71

Asbestos gloves 17 25 19 26

Sand buckets and scoops 12 11 4 9 8

Eye-wash stations 74 82 68 79

Acid spill'cler-up, kit 10 -14

Safety -charts
' 47 7-' 46

,

Demonstration safety shield 17 20
N* = 308 N = 220

* N = number responding
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44.

In vesponse t.o Question 24, both, in 1978 and in 1982, 14% of the'senior
secondarY teachers said that 'they did*not have.enough money, allocated to thei-r

science programs to teacNo6the programs properly. In 1978,, 12% of the junior,

secondary teacher made this same complaint while An 1982 only fO% of these
teachers, had this prObTem. 1

Table 7.11: Responsibility for Maintainingand Accounting' for-
Science Materials/Equigment (Percentages)

Who maintain and accounts for the

science materials/equipment in the
schools

0
1978

Junior

1978

Senior

.1982 ) 1982

teacher Of science looks after,Each

his/her own 23 16 -42 24/

Each teacher of science looks after
certain materials/equipment 10 14 13 26

A.specially designated teacher loo s

after it all, 8 3

Head of science department
after it all 37 38 20 26

Paid assistants look after it all 15 15 16 14

There is no policy on-,who is

responsible 2 5 1 4

Other 5 4 4 3

N* = 282 N = 197

ber responding

7.5.4 Science Reading Materials and Audio Misual Aids

Question 22 asked the teachels to rate the adequacy of the science reading

materials in their schools. Table 7.12 summarizes their responses both in 1978

and 1982. Unfortunately, the data show a strong shift toward'inadequacy during

the last four years.. In 1978, only 24% of all secondary science teachers

described the science reading materials in their schools as "Very Inadequate" or

"Somewhat Inadequate". In 1982, 50% of the junior secondary teachers'and 39% of
the senior secondary teachers gaye these poor ratings.

;/
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The Contract*Team therefore recommends that:

school districts,,encourage school libraries to purchase an
adequate supply of science reading materials in the secondaryssbools.

teachers and school librarians be encouraged to cooperatively
explore the uhrading of print materials in 4cience

10.

Table 7.12: Adequacy of Science Reading Materials (Percentages)

,Adequacy of science reading
'materials in the sc ool 1978

Junior

1982
Senior

19821978

Very inadequate

Somewhaf inadequate

Satisfactory

04ore than adequate

....

[

5

19

50

25

.

15
)

35

44

6

=

.

304

f

5

19

46

31 -

10

29

47

14

N = 221

* N = number responding

Table 7.13 gives cross-tabulatiop data.demonstrating that satisfaction with theadequacy of the reading materials significantly increases with the increasing#numbers of pupils enrolled in the school.

Table 7.13: Adequacy of Science Reading Materials by School Size (Percentogbs)

Number of pupils
Aenrolled in the school

Very or

somewhat
inadequate

Satisfactory
or more thap
adequate Total

Fewer than 250
5 3 8

250-750
25 24 49

Oyer 750'
17 27 44

Total
47 54

.

ilk
(Chi square =, df = 2, p < 0.01)
N = 525
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Question 23.requested a rating of the use of various audio-visual aids in

the teaching of science. The overhead projector.was certainly the audio-visual

aid most used; 50% of the teachers used it "Frequently (more than 5 times/unit)".

Films, large charts:models, video tapes, and filmstrips were the next most

popular aids; except for filmstrips they were more used by the senior secondary

teachers than by the junior secondary teachers. The junior secondary teachers

made greater use of filmstrips and 35 mm slides.

7.6 Science Teaching
-A,

A ,A711%

7.6.1 Werth and Importance of the B.C. Science Program

Question 26 asked the teachen to give their opinions on.how worthwhile the

c prescribed B.C. science program is to .the pupils they are presently t6aching.

Table 7.14 summarizes their responses. Both in 1978 and in 1982, Ihe senior

secondary science teachers perceived the science program as more worthlhile than

did the jUnior secondary teachers. ,The junior secondary teachers have improved

their ratings of the program during the;, last foUr years, probably because of

their widespread, favour towa'rd the Grade 9 textbook. Unfortunately, the senior

secondary teachers have significantly lowered their ratings of the B.C. science

program.

Table 7.14: Worth of Prescribed B.C. Science Program
in 1978 and 1982.(Percentages) 1 7 ,

Ratings of the prescribed'B.C. ,, Junior . . Senior

science program to pupils
presently under instruction 1978 '1982 1978 1982 ,

Vecy worthwhile 22 26 43 34

Of some worth 65 65 55 61

)Of little worth 11,, 6 3 4

Practically worthless 3 3 Q 0

-N* = 300 N = 215

** W = number responding

;

j
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7.6.2 Teachers' Assignments

Question 27 asked teacbers for their ONE choice of grade level that they
would prefer to teach science. In 1978, 91% of the senior secondary teachers

1(

were content to teach at that level while seven percent preferr d the post-seeon-
dary level. In 1982, 94% of the senior secondary teachers wo ld choose to teach
science.at the senior secondary level with only five percent wanting post-secon=
dary.assigriment. The juhior secondary teachers differ significantly from the
senior secondary teachers by preferring a change. ,Their first choice, made by
40%, is to teach in a combined junior-senior secondary school. Teaching in a

junior se,condary school was their second chOi-ce at 33% while 17% would choose a
senior secondary school. Re'sRonses in 1978 from the jUTIor secondary teachers
were similar. Teaching at the junior secondary level remains unattractive to
many.

Question 28 c.onstriers how well teachers felt prepared to teach science.
Among the 304 junior secondary teachers, 20 were only "Somephat" or "Not at all"
prepared. The Contract Teon suggests that administrators assist teachers who are
poorly prepared either td be placed in other "subjects or to receive adequate
preparation.

Cross-tabulation data demonstrate that poorly prepared teachers never rate
secondary science as "More important than all other subjects" while 29% of
teachers with "More than adequate" preparation 'give this rating. ,

Y

In response to question 29, the. teachers described their_teaching asS,ign-
ments according to various categories: For example,. 60% of the senior secondary
and 43% of the junior secondary teachers tught only science. There were similar
responses to this category in 1978. The other three categories show..a strong
trend toward increasing specialization in teaching science. The trend is 'most
obvious for the last category, "Teac)ing'science less than 25% of the time". Ip

1978, 21% of the junior secondary teachers were in this category while only 10
had this,aSsighnent in 1982. In 1978, only 26% of the junior secondary,teachers
taught science 50% or nore of the time. In 1982, 32% Of these teachers had such
ah assignment. The sane trend is clearly found in the senior secondary schools
where 14% of the teachers in 1978 were-teaching science less than 25% of the
time; in 1982, only three percent had such an assignment. \

Sixty percent of the 526 secondary teachers are teaching only science. The
rehainder of the sample was invited to specify in Question 30 the other part of
their assignment. At the junior secondary level, 59% of the 181 teachers were
also teac ing mathematics. At the senior secondary level, 65% of the 94 teachers
were also teaching mathematics. The remaining teachers had assignments besides
their science load in the following sequence of frequency: other subjects, coun-
selling land/or administration, and physical education.

Question 35 asked for an identification of spec al science prograns existing
in the schools. The, two most common special pr rams were special learning
assistance for low achievers, -and modified science courses for pupils leaving
school during junior high school years and for low achievers. All other special
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programs are only about one-third as commonly reported as the two most common
special programs, which nave increased greatly since 1978. The seniOr secondary
s'chools offer technologi-oriented science courses (e.g. forestry or mining) twice
as often as do the junior secondary schools. 'Recreational

science courses and
special lelectives for advanced pupfls have had few changes during the.last four
years. --

7.6.3 Teachers' Suggestions for Changes

Question 34 is important because it asks the teachers to suggest possible
'changes ,in their school's science' program. The 1978 questioenaire listed 17
aspects of science programs for the junior secondary teachers. The 1982 ques-
tionnaire repeated 15'of these aspeCts and added six for consideration by both
the junior secondary and the senior secondary teachers. 'The responses of these
teachers are summarized in Table 7.15. The table presents medians for the three-
point scale where one equals "less", two equals ."same", and three equals "more".
In other words, a Median of 2.0 averages the responses to a recommendation for po
change. Almost all of the interquartile ranges are between .75 and 1.00.

As shown 'in Appendix I, in 1982, more than 75% of the secondary science
teachers wanted more provision of print materfals other than textbooks. This
concern reinforces the recommendations in Section 7.5:4. More than two-thirds of
these teachers wanted more provision forgmeeting the needs. of gifted children,
more background information for teachers, and more emphasis on the impact of
science on society. Over 50% of these teachers suggested more alternate prograds
in science, more specialist science, teachers in elementary schools, and more
provision- for meeting the needs of handicapped'childrent Almost 'half of these
teachers wanted more:- integration of science with other subject areas., The
Contract' Team joins the teachers in their conterns, and strongly urges that the
suggested'changes be made wherever ossible: In particular, the Contract Team
further urges theAinistry of Education to continpe to explore with the British
Columbia Seience Teathers' Association, ways to prepare and provide background
information to teachers as has been done in the firovision of the source book for
junior science teachers.

A



Table 7.15: Changes in the School's Scidnce Program Suggested
by Teachers (Medians) ;

Aspects of the school's science
program*

1. Provision of print materials
other than textbooks

2. Integration of science with
other subject areas

3. Discovery learning
4. Activity-centred learning
5. Alternate programs in science
6. Locally developed programs
/. Outdoor education
8. Teaching of basic science,

concepts
9. Teaching of science processes

(e.g., cLassifying)
10. Definition of core curriculum
11. Background information for

teachers
12. Provinclal learning assessmeht
13. District learning assessment
14. Freedom for teacher to define

course
15. Teacher inpuf into purchase of -

equipment
16. Environmental education
17. Field trips
18. Provisfon for meeting the needs

of gifted children
19. Provision for meeting the needs

of handicapped children
20. ,Spec4alist science teachers in

elementary schools'
21. Emphases on the impact of

science on society

1978
Junior , Sdhior

1982 1982

Medfan Rank Median Rank Median Rant

2.88 1 MO 1

2.46 6 2.50 9 2.48 7
1.98 15 2.00 20 1.88 21
2.16 10 2.19 16 2.11 16.5
2.70 2 2.78 4.5 2.68., 6
2.57 4 2.45 10.5 2.19 -14.5
2.56 5 2.45 10.5 , 2.22 11

2.34 7 2.24 13 2.32 9

2.24' 8 -2.20 14.4 2.20 12.5
2.13 11 2.20 14.5 2.11 16.5

.76 1 2.78 4.5 2.75 '3
2.00 14 1.97 21 1.96 20
2.09 13 2.03 19 2.02 19

2.12 12 2.08 18 2.10 18

2.21 9 . 2.15 17 2.19 14.5
2.59 3 2.55 8 ' 2.20 12.5

2.40 12 2.24 10

2.85 2 .2.79 2
0

2.64 7 2.36 8

2.67 6 2.69 5

2.79 3 2.72 4
N** = 932 N = 304 N = 219

,

* Scale froM 1 (low) to 3 (high)

** N = number responding
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-7.7 Teacher Education

This section deals with pre-service and in-service education of teachers.

7.7.1 Adequacy of Pre-Service Teacher Education Program
G.

, Question 1110asked the teachers to rate the adequacy of their pre-service

education progra as a preparation for teaching secondary science. Table 7.16

summarizes the responses of the junior secondary And senior secondary teachers
both in 1978 and 1982.

Table 7.16: Adequacy of Pre-Service Teacher Education Program (Percentages)

Rating of adequacy of pre-service

teacher education program

Junior
1982

Senior

19821978 1978

Very inadequately* 23 21 24 16

Somewhat inadequately 32 4A5 H 25 33
J

Adequately 33 36 37 42
. .

More than adequately 11 8 14 10

* The responses from the 1978, Assessment result from combining two categories:

"Very inadequate" and "t had no .teacher education An science".

Question 37 asked teachers how much emphasis they fe-lt SHOULD be placed on a

series of 23 statements in preparing studentteachers fo teach science. After

establishing what "SHOULD" be empha.sized, Question 38 asked: "How much enphasis

WAS placed on each of the following in youG pre-service preparation period for

the teaching of science?" The same list of techniques and'topics followed both

'Questions 37 and 38. Responses to both questions are summarized in Table 7.17.

The data are presented in this table to allo a direct comparison between

columns describing what "SHOULD" be emphasizéd and what "WAS" emphasized.
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Table 7.17: Emphasis That SHOULD Be and WAS Placed On Techniques arid Topics
in Preparing Student Teachers to,Teach Science

Techniques-and topics rated on a

scale* 'SHOULD

Junior 'Seondary Senior Secondary

1. Techniques of teaching science 3691'

2. Techniques for developing reading skills
in science 2.90

3. Techniques for developing riting skills
in sciene 2.85

4. Subject matter in specific arets of
$cience 3.08

5. General science 3.05,
6: History & philosophy of' 1.96science
7. Psychology of learning - 2.41
8. Testing/evaluating/grading in science 2.93
9. Psychology of adolescence

, 2.47
10. Theories bf intellectual develoOment .2.05
11. Survey of available curriculvm materials- 2.81
12. How to develop curriculum materials . 2.91

3.1813. Lesson planning
14. 'Preparation of science materials 3.16
15. Practice in .teaching science , 3.85
16. Discussion of problems of science teaching 3.23
17: Care and mainienance of animals in the _

,

classroom 2.15.

:
18. Care and maintenance-of equipment 55
19. Laboratory safety' ---

7 2.

20. Special education 1. 24
21. Integration with, 1

1.79.other subjects
,

22.: -Use of community resources 2.54
Use of 'audio-visual' materials -- 2.79

---,er.

.....0100'

WAS SHOULD WAS

2.38

1.15.

1.13

2.58

3.66

2.86

2.91

3.52
,--

2.64

1.12

1.14

2.85
2.27 403 2.19
1.30 21e0 1.38
2.26 2.63 2.55
2.14 3.04 2.29
1.91 2.43 . 2.21
1.79 2.09 1.79
1.70 2.90 1.86
1.38 2.93 1.58
2.72 3.32. 2.82

12.9j

3.14 2.10
3.85 2.99

1.76- 3.22 1.91
,

1.09 2.07 1.09
1.14 2.46 1.18
1.39 ,3.32 1.39
146 1.65' 1.07
1.12 2.34 , 1.11
1.22 244 1.22.
2.04' 2.82 . 1.93

* Scale is from 1 (very little emphasis) to 4 (heavy emphasis)
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The nineteenth category. "Laboratory safety\had the largest difference

between what "SHOULD" be and what "WAS" emphasized. With identical medians and
interquartile ranges, both the junior secondary teachers and the senior secondary
teachers clearly descrIped this topic as insufficiently,emphasized in their pre-
service preparation. 13.Q the foun-poi.nt scale there was almost a two-point dif--
ference between what "SHOULD" be done.and what "WAS" done. The Contract Team
therefore strongly recommends that:

faculties of education give greater emphasis to preparing

pre-service teachers in the topic of laboratory'safety.

All medians of the teachers responses were lower in describing what "WAS"
emphasized in comparison with Wh-at " HOULD." be emphasized on all of the topics.
In addition to Laboratory safety, th&ré were ten other categories where the dif-
ferences between "SHOULD." and "WAS" were greater than one full point on the four-
point scale. In rank order,,with the category having the largest difference
given first, the/ are: techniques for developing writing skills in science, tech-
niques for de/eloping reading skills,in science, how to develop curriculum mater-
ials, discussion of problems of science teaching, care and maintenance of equip-
ment, use of community resources, techniques for teaching science, preparation of
science materials, survey of avaiilable curriculum materials, and care land main-
tenance of animals in the ctossroom. The Contract Team recommends that:

FaCulties of..*Education give greater emphasis to each of the
techniques and topics identified' by teacher to-...be., mostr

.......

inadequately emphasized in their pre=servitetraining.

7.7.2 In-Service Education,

Question 39 asked the teachers to describe how much in-service education
they felt they required during the current year to do a good 'job of teaching

science. Both in 1978 and in 1982, most of the teachers expresSed a need for
some in-service education. In 1982, 45% of the secondary teachers wanted either

several sessions of three to five hours. or an intensive /Tfresher course. A

majority of those wanting in-service education prefer several Sessions of three

to five hours.

Question 40 requeste that the teachers el,assify 13 different forms of in-

service according to a scal where one point equalled "Little Value", twepoints
equalled '."Moderate Value", and three points equalled "Much Value". Table 7.18
sugmarizes the responses of both junior secondary and senior secondary teachers.

, The medians on the three-point scale were calculated without including those who
had not experienced a form of in-service. For example, the majority of science
teachers in the secondary schools have never had a w rkshop presented by Ministry

of Education officials.
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Table 7.18: Forms of In7Service Experienced and Valued by Junior Secondary and
Senior Secondary Teachers (Percentages and Medians)*

Form of in-service program'

1. Inforinal meetings witth
- other scienCe teachers

2. Informal meetings with
university Science
education instructors

3. Informal meetings with
scientists

4. Workshops presented by
other teachers

5. Wo'rkshops presented by -

...
university sciente educators

6. Workshops presented.by

. district resource persons

7. 4tOrkshops presented by

,sclentists
,

8. Workshops presented by
Ministry of Education
officials

9. University credit courses
in science content

.10. University credit courses'
in science methods

11. Visits to.other classrooms
r

12. Annual conferences for
science teachers

Junior Senior
Percent

NOT exper-:
. .

ienced Median Rank '

Percent

NOT
ienced

ex-per-

Median Rank

1 2.39 1

39 - 2.61 11

50 1.83 10

12- -2.16 5

23 2.14 6

37 1.87 8

49 1.84 9

.

67 1.42 12

18 2.26 3

25 1.89 7

20 2.20 A

24 2.36 2

* Stale is from 1 (little value ) to 3 (much value)
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1 2.68 '1

20 1.86 9.5

37 2.05 *,7

2:09 4

9 1.88 .8

-I .

34 1.86 9.5

37 2:06

45 1.59 12

12 2.42 2

010c

16 1.80 11

17 t 2.07 '5

10 2.38 .3



Question 41 requested a rati g of the effectiv ess of the science in-

service education activities in the school/district. oth in 1978 and in 1982,

approximately 39% of the. secondary eachers had no in-service education activi-
ties in their schools or districts or the teaching of science. Teachers with

such activities judged them much mor effective 411 1982 than four years earlier.

In 1978, only 25% of the junior se ondary teachers who experieoced in-service
rated the programs as "Fairly effect ve" or "Very effective", while iR 1982 46%
of these teachers made this judgeme t. In 1978, 31% of the senior secondary
teachers rated the activities as "Fai ly effective" or "Very_effective"4, in 1982,
46% made this judgement. Although t ere has been an improvement in the perceived,
effectiveness of in-service educatio , the majority of teachers remain dqsatis-
fled They continue to want improvement.

Each of the five Most valtiable forms of in-service was- rated as of "Much

Value" by at least 24% of the teachers 'and of "Moderate Value" or of "Much Value"

by at leaq 67% of the teachers. /rh-- their rank order beginning with the most
_valued of -the 'forms were informal meetings with other science teachers, annual
conferences for science teachers, university credit courses in science content,,
visits to other classrooms,' and workshops presented, by other teachers.

"Annuarconferences for science teachers" was not listed on the 1978 ques-
tionnaire. The other highly rated forms of in-service were among the first five
ranked in 1978. Although annual conferences for science teachers were ranked as
the second most valued form of in-service, 24% of the junior secondary teachers
have not, had the opportunity to attend such a c4nference. The Contract Team
suggests that school districts make such conferences available to more teachers.

Questions 42 and 43 asked the teachers to destribe their willingness to
participate in in-service education uftder three different types of conditions:

"After School Hours", "On Weekends", and "during school hours IF RELEASE -TIME

WERE GIVEN". Both in 1978 and 1982, ohly five percent of the secondary teachers
probably-or definitely would not participate, in an in-service workshop provided
during school, hours if release time were given. In 1982, 84% of the secondary

teachers would probably or. definitely participate in an in-service education

workshop during after-school hours. The junior secondary teachers differed

significantly from the senior seconda,ry teachers only in their acceptance of

weekend workshops; 59% of the senior secondary. teachers and 68% of the junior
secondary teachers probably or definitely would participate on weekends. The

responses in 1978 were very similar to those in 1982.

The data indicate that a substantial proportion of the teachers feel a nee

for a sustained in-service program and mo,st indicate a willingness to partfci

in such a program.
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Present in-service programs were often unavailable to teachers or were often
rated as ineffective. Therefore the*Contract Team recoimends that:

the Ministry of Education coordinate the design, development,
mid delivery of in-service programs for teachers focused*" on-

some of the needs pointed out in, the ,1982 Science Assess-
ment.

7.8 Asse§sment and Testing

Section F of the questionnaire contains two questions (44 and 45) on the
1978 B.C.'Science Assessment. In:responses to the,first question, approximately
half of the secondary teachers of science read the provincial SummaryfReport.
Somewhat fewer (43%) read the district's interpretation report on..this Assess-
ment. Slightly fewer than one fourth of these teachers read either of the
provirkial General Reports, Volume 1 on student surveys and Volume 2 on teacher
surveys. Although these percentages may seem weak, they are superior, to the
responses from teachers of other subjects. While 50% of the secondary science
teachers cead the 1978 Summary Report on the Science Assessment, only 45% of the
-secondary'En-glish teachers read the 1977 Summary Report on the Reading Assessment
and only 41% of the secondary mathematics teachers read the M7 Summary Report
of the Mathematics Assessment.

Although the secondary science teachers have a higher peicentage reading the
Summary Report, the secondary teac4prs of both Epglish andAathematics responded
,that theig Assessments in 1977 had greater iapact on their schools. On Question
45; between 52% and 91% of the science teachers checked the columns indicating
that they,did not know what impact the Assessment had or that it had no impact on-)
any of the educational factors listed. Little impact of any great significance
wag' apted in any area. This is a very disappointing finding which causes
concern.

The Contract Team feels that a, larger proportion of teachers of science
should have a chance to review aspects of the Assessment. Therefore,, the Team
urges-that copies of both the Provincial Summary Report and the District Inter-
pretation Report be made directly .a.ailable to teachers of science in the
district.-

7.9 Junjor-Secondary Program'

The Contract Team notes, with approval, the fact that the Ministry of Educa-
tion has acted upon the 1978 recommendation for a Junior Secondary Curriculum
revisioe and that such a revision is almost completed.

7.9.1 Grade'8

' In response to Question 46, 117 teachers identified Science Grade 8 as the
one class with which they ilad both recent and extensive experience. Only these

gt
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achers answered Questions 47 and 48. Question 47 asked for the teachers' reac-

on to fhe current Grade 8 text, Introducing Science Concepts in the Laboratory..

Mjnost two-thirds (66%) of these teachers were "Moderately satisfied" or "Very
isfied" while 21% were "Moderately dissatisfied" or "Very dissatisfied". The.

;ract Team notes and approves that the Ministry of Edbcation is planning to
rerace the Grade 8.text within.two years.

)1 Question 48 asked teachers how many hours their ,Gpade 8 classes usually

spent an each of the four sections of the junior secondary curriculum. In 1982,

thOour listed sections were for chemistry, biology, earth science, and physics

(1i4ht). In 1978, the questionnaire asked the same question but included a fifth

sectlon on measurement. Table 7.19 compares the medians of the hours far each
sect4n between the responses of 1978 and those of 198. 'There is no change in

the ranking of the four geSor sections of the Grade 8 science curriculum within

thesd.'four years. The slight increases in time for each of these sections in

1982 ilry be explained by the deletion of the section on measurement which

appear" 0 only on the 1978_questpnnaire.

Th Contract Team is cOcerned about the neglect of earth science which is

given 1 ss than 20 hours by 2% of the teachers. Only 12% of these teachers give

so little time to the next most neglected topic, Physics (light). The General

Report pf the 1978 Science Assessment 'observed that, at the grade eight level,

earth sctences seem to, have been neglected. In 1982, the.conditions have re-

mained e4entially unchanged. Therefore the Contract Team recommends that:

.

*lunior secondary teachers give greater time emphasis to eartti

s'cience topics
v.

Table 7.19:Hours Spent by-Grade 8 Pupils on Each Section of the Junior Secondary

k, Curriculum in 1978 and 1982

'Section of ttle curriculum

1978 1982

Median Median

hours r.Q.R.* hours 1.Q.R.*

\Chemistry

A

7

msics: Light !

ix

th Science

M urement

Tot ii ---r
A

* Ir Quartile kange

dA,

29 12.2 . 32 4.9

27 11.6 29 9.1

27 11.9 29 ,13.7

22 15.3 25 15.4

,

10 12.7 (not listed in 1982)

115 115
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7.9.2 Grade 9

/
In response to Question 46, 96 teachers identified Science Grade 9 as theone class with which they had both recent and extensive experience. Only these

teachers answered Questions 49,50; and 51.

In response to Question 49, 87% of these teachers described the revised
Grade 9 science text as 'better than the previous edition. Only three percent
responded that the revised edition is worse, therefore one may conclude that therevision is highly successful.. Responses-to Question 50 indicate that 71% ofthese teachers use the practical application suggestions in the reOsed Grade 9
science text by Schmid and Murphy from one half to almost all of, the time.

Teachers' answers to Question .y51 listed time spent by teachers ol the7.4arious sections of the curriculum. The data apparently demonstrate that the
revised Grade 9.science text has increased.the teaching of astronomy by more than
seven hours while the other topics were adjusted ascordingly. This apparenttrend is an improvement in accordance with the 1978 Contract Team's reco
Oon for more time devoted to Space Science.

A

7.9.3 Grade 16.

In response to Question 4: 95 teachers identified Science'Grade 10 as the
one class with which they had both, recent and extensiVe experience. Only these
feachers answered Questions 52 and 53. Table 7.20 summarizes their responses toQuestion 52 which asked about the usefulness of different printed materials. Thesame table also compares their re0orlses with those to the same question in the1978 B.C. Science Assessment. All of the materials listed-on botHiquestionnairet'how some loss in perceived usefulness during the last four years:

Table 7.20: Usefulness of Printed Materials for Grade 10 Science (Percentpges)

Printed material

Cannot say or of Useful or very
little use useful
1918 1982 1978 1982

Mixtures in Chemistry
(Harrison, Murphy) 74 81 27 18._

Ecology:'Field Research in
Science (Jacobson et al.) 79, 93 22 7

Investigations in Science

Modulds,(4iley Series) 92 93 9 7

Extending Concepts in the
Laboratory (Rasmussen & not, not
Schmidt) . listed 39 listed 61
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The teachers' responses to Question- 53 are summacized in Table 7.21. The

same table also contains data from the identical question of the 1978 question-

naire. Duripq the last four years, there has been little.chan9e in the allotment

of time for each section of the Grade 10 science curl-iculum.

Table 7.21: Hours Spent.by Grade 10 Pupils'on Each Section of the klunic-

Secondary Curriculum

SeDion.of the Curriculum

1978 1982

Median
hours I.Q.R.*

Median
hours

.r

I.Q.R.*

1

Radioactivity e^ 6 5.6 5, 5.3

, )

Electrfcity and Magnetism 29 23.8 25 7.5

. .

Atoms, Molecules and Ions 28 13.5 26 12:8

) 1

\ The Planet Earth (Earth Science) 14 16.1 15 13.0

Cells, Reproduction and Heredity 33 13.0
..4.--

34 16.9

Sound and Wave Motion 12 12.5
.

9 11.0
,

Total 1-22
, 114

* I.Q.R. =.Inter Quartile Range

The 1982 questionnaire did not directly prdvide a question on the teachers'

satisfaction with the Grade 10 Science textbook. Nevertheless, Question'94 at

the end of the questionnaire invited "any other comment on the science program."

In response to this last question 33 of 95 teachers of Grade 10 Science requested

an immediate change of the textbook. No teacher made any comment of support for

this textbook. The Contract Team notes with approval the plans of the Ministry

of Educa'tion to replace this textbook within one year.

7.9.4 Supplementary Reading Materials

Questions 54 to 56 were completed by all teachers of the junior secondary

science program. These three questions consider supplementary reading materials

that may be used at Grade 8, 9, or 10,

Table 7.22 summarizes responses to Question 54. It also summarizes re-

sponses to the-same question on the 1978 teacher questionnaire. During the 1ast=2"

four years, the data show a large decrease in the use of the Reading About

Science seHes. -Nevertheless, this series remains the most commonly used supple-

mental reading material.
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Table 7.22: Teacher Use of Reading About Sdi-ence Series (Percentages)

Use of Reading About Science Sertes 1978 1982

Nevei. uSe:it or make it available to pupils to
read as they wish 18 40

Recommend certain readings without follow-up 17 14I*

Assign Teadinge to discuss in'cIass or to tesf in cl.ass 65 47

Question 55 asked the teachers' opinions about four different
characteristics of the background reading materials for the Reading About Science
series. Similar questions appeared in the 1978(Questionnaire. In 1978, 50% of
the teachers responded that the background reading materials were "Too
difficult." In 1982, two percent more held that opinion. In 1978, only 12% of
the teachers described these materials as "Out-of-date"; in 1982, 27% made this
description. Sixty percent of the teachers in 1978 said that the materiars were
"Not relevant to lab- topics"; 54% made this statement 'in 1982.. In 1978,7 22%
believed that the materials were "Generally satisfactory"; 34% gave this rating
in 1982.

Question 56.dealt. with the usefulnevs of six different sets of alternate
materials that are not available through Publication Services Branch of the
Mini'Stry of Education. The 1978 questionnaire did not list the' recently
published Canadian Cancer Society Package.which is currently being used in about
18% of the B.C. junior secondary schools. The popularity of "Locally developed
units" has remained unchanged during the last'four years. However, the other
four sets of materials ,(B.C.T:F. Lesson Aids, Searching for Structure Series,
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study, and Independent Investigations in Sciente)
had reductions ,in perceived usefulness by 9%, 5%, 8%°, and 5%. In response to
Question 55, the teachers expressed concern about the series Reading About
Science becomtiv "Out-of-date." If the same reasoning applies to the,materials
listed within Question 56, then t.he decline of usefulness may be explained
in terms ofib.their age. Because locally developed units tend to be produced
randomly and relatively continuously, their popularity among teacher& may not be
reduced by the aging procesi.

.

7.10 Senior-Secondary Program

7.10.1 Biololy 11
r."

Questions 57 to 62 were answered by 66 biology teachers. Question 57 asked
the teachers to classify each of the texts according to the frequency of their'
u&e on a three-point scale and Question 58 asked them tO rate their suitability.
Table 7.23 summarizes their responses. According to this table, the most
frequently used book is Animals Without Backbones. The next most freR.ently used
book is the B.C.S.C. Biological Science: An Ecological Approach, gh-ently used
as the basic textbook by a majority of teachers.

.."
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-Table,7.23: Use and Suitability of Texts in Biology 1.1 in 1978 and 1982
(Medians and Percentages)

Texts used Use in 1982 Suitable**
Median** 1978 1982

1. B.S.C.S. Biological Science:

An Ecological Approach,(green version) ..45 67 59

2. B.S.C.S. Biological Science:
,

Inquiry into Life Lab Text

88 73(yellow version) 1.95

3. B.S.C.S, Biological Science: ,

Molecules to Man (blue version) 1.09 29 33

4. Laboratory and Field'Investigations

55 48(Miller and Vance) 1.34

5. Laboratory Manual Biological Science:
(Gregory) 1.95 80 72

.
/

6. Labbratory Outlines in Biology .

(Abramoff and Thomson) . .2.04
A,

83 82

7. B.C. Curritulum Guide for BiolOgy 11 1.98 , 75 61

8. -Animals Without Backbones (Buchsbaum) 2.84 97 97.

9, -Resource Book of Test Items 1,58 55 53

10. Student Cab Outline (Ministry,of
Education) 1.24 41 37

11. A Guide to the Study of Freshwater
Biology ( eedham and Needham) 1.95 86. 78 .

12. Trees, Sfirubs, and Flowers to Know

90 87in B.C. (Lyons) 1.98

143. B.S.C.-.S. Lab Block: Life )n the Soil 1.46 66 60

14. Botarw_An Introduction to PlantBiology
not listed 57, (Weier et al.) 1.92

*, _Scale is from 1 (never used) to 3 (regularly used)
** These columns give the combined-percentages of responses to the two tatings of

"SuiTlIde" and "Very Suitable".
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Table 7.24 summarises teacher responses to the question concerning the
amount of time spent in Biology 11 on each of the four sections of the course.

Table 7.24: Hours Spent by Biology 11 Pupils on Each Section of the
Course in 1978 and 1982

Section of the curficulum

1978 1982
Median

hour's I.Q.R.

' Median
hours I.Q.4.*

Ecology 21 13.7 22 19.3

Diversity 34 10.5 41 18.0

Evolution 9' 11.6 10 12.5

Optional.material 10 12.9 11 11.4

111.0-Total 74 84
N** = 114 N = 47

* I.Q.R. = Inter Quartile Range
** N = number responding

Data io Table 7.24 show an interesting trend toward the teaching of mor'e
"DiVersity" lirithin Biology 11. Certainly the popular book Animals'Without Back-,
bones supports such instruction.

In response to Question 60, 61% of the teachers advocated including more on
the topic of human biology than is present in Biology 11. In 1978, only 53% of
the Biology 11 teachers gave a similar response. Question 6l'asked the teachers
about the possibility of developing an alternative course, concentrating on human
biology, for the Grade 11 level. In 1982, 78% favored such a new course; in
1978, only 64% made this same recommendation. Question 62 asked if the respon-
'dent would teach such a course if it were an option. Although 92% said "Yes" in
A978; only 88% said "Yes" in 1982. However, in 1982, nine percent replied "Not
sure" while this category of response was not available in 1978. In general,
there has been_ growing support for the introduction of a Human Biology 11
course.
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7.10.2 Biology 12

Questions 63 through 66 were answered by 50 biology teachers. Question p3
asked the teachers to classify each of the texts accordiflg to their use on a

three-point scale. Table 7.25 gives the medians for the teachers' responses to
this question. It also gives data on the suitability of these texts according to
the responses of the teachers to Question 64 in 1982 and the same question in

1978. Comments from the teachers indicate 'that the most frequent complaint 'about
Biology 12 (in response to Question 94) is the out-bf-date content of some books.
Forty-four per scent of these teachers rate the most commonly used book, Founda-
tions in Biology, as "Unsuitable".

Question 65 asked the teachers to describe the amount of time spent in

Biology 12 on each of the four sections of the course. In 1978, 56% of the 67
respondents reported 50 or more hours on physiology; in.1982, 74% of the 50
respondents reported that many hours on this topic. The only other section
receiving much attention is cellular biology. In 1978, 15% gave cellular biology

50 or more hours while in 1982 only six percent gave that many hours to it. Most

of the teachers are giving no time or very little time to either evolution or
optional materials. Bislogy 12 could be renamed Physiology 12 to describe its
dominant topic.

In rsponse tO Question' 66, one-half of the teachers in 1982 said that
Biology 12 has "Too much _content". Four years earlier, only 36% reported this

problem. In 1982, almost half of thete teachers believe that Biology 12 has an
appropriate balance betWeen content and process.

The senior secondary biology curriculum has not been revised in recent

years. The textual materials available are losing favour with biology teachers
and there are indicators that the content of the courses should be re-examined.
Therefore the Contract Team recommends that:

the Ministry of Education establish a Senior Secondary

Biology Revision Committee to re-examine all aspects of the

senior secondary bidiogy curriculum

**$
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Table 7.25: Use and Suitability of Texts in Biology 12 in 1978 and 1982
(Medians and Percentages)

Printed materials useein
Biology 12

Use in 1982 Suitable**
Median* 1978 1982

1.- Investigations of Cells and Organisms,
A Laboratory Study in Biology
(Abramoff, Thomson) 2.33

2. Foundations in Biology (McElroy, et al.) 2.90

3. B.C. Curriculum Guide for
Biology 12 2.26

4. Botany: An Introduction to Plant
Biology (Weier et al.) -At 2.19

Other sources of materials (N = 37;
13 not reporting) 2.70 93 87

62' 60

78 56

not listed

not listed 77

-- 6. Workbook of Investigations of Cells
,

"Iand Organisms not listed 37 37

72 Dissection of the Fetal Pig not listed 96 96

8. Dissection Guide for the Fetal
Pig not listed 99 . 96

* Scale is from 1 (never used) to 3 (regularly used)
** These columns give the combined percentages of responses to the two ratings of

"Suitable" and "Very Suitable".

7.10.3 Chemistry i1 and Chemistry 12

Questions 67 and 68 were answered by 75 chemistry teachers. Both of these
questions deal with a list of textbooks and laboaratory manuals. Teachers were
asked to rate the use of texts in Chemistry 11 and Chemistry 12. Because some of
the texts Appdlared in both lists, Table 7.26 summarizgs responses to both
questions.
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Table 7.26: Use of.Textbooks in Chemistry 11 and Chemistry 12 (Medians).

.Textbook used in chemistry with Chemistry 11 CheMistry 12

their laboratory manuals Medians * Medians

Inquiries in Chemistry (Turner, Sears)

Foundations of Chemistry (Toon, Ellis)

'Laboratory Experiments for Foundations of

Chemistry (Toon, Ellis)

2.68, 1.41

1.61 2.96

not listed 2.78

Keys to Chemistry--lab manual (Ledbetter, Young) 1.46 not listed

Keys:to Chemitstry---text (Ledbetter, Young) 1743 not listed

The Nature of. Matter (McDonald, Courneya) 1.44 not listed

Keys to Organic Chemistry (Addison Wesley) 1.34 not listed

Proton Chemistry (Richards,on) not listed 1.58

* 'Scale is from I_ (never' used) to -3.-(regul'arly used)

, 7.10.4 Physics 11 and Physics 12

Questions 69 and 71 were answered by 66 physics teachers. Question 69'asked

the teachers to classify the use of textbooks and laboratory manuals in Physics

11 and Question 71 asked the same for Physics'12.

In September 1981, 'a new Physics 11 program was introduced. For teaching

the new Physics 11 course the textbooks are Fundamentals of Physics and The Ideas

of Physics. In response to Question 70, 44% of the physics teachers described

the new Physics 11 course as "Much improved" over the previous course; 34% found

it "Slightly improved". While 78% of these teachers believed that there has been

an improvement, only eight percent responded that the.new course is worse.

Both Chemistry 11 and Physics 11 now have curricula designed to serve the

interests of many pupils who are not enrolling in Chemistry 12 or Physics 12.
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7.10,5 Earth Science 11 and Geology 12
.

Nine teachers answered the two questions covering Earth Science 11- and
Geology 12. In 1978, there were 19 teachers in this category. Because of the
small number, the 1978'questionnaire had only the following question for them:
"If you teach Earth Science ,11 or Geology 12, please comment freely on these
courses." One of the comments was a recommendation that Geology and the New
Global Tectonics by J. R. James be required. This boJk is described in 1982-as
the most commonly used in Geology 12. Responses show that Earth Science by
Goldthwait is the mality's (75%) choice for regular use in Earth Science 11.

rIn 1978, the two most frequently made comments abOut the geology curriculum
were that the course is often yiewed as a dumping ground for students not taking
chemistry; physics, or biology. The course content tends* to overlap with that
learned in others such as geography. Apparently, Earth Science 11 is. often used
to serve the same function that a General Science 11 coUrse would serve.'

7.10.6 General Science 11

All of the teachers of Vtnior secondary cience c urses.(N = 225) were asked
to respond to three questions on a general science course for Grade 11. The
teachers were asked to describe their view on the ntroducation of a general ,401
science course at the Grade 11 level.. In 1978, 61% of the teachers favoured such
an introduction; in 1982, 59% approved it. In 1978, 14% of the teachers thought

'

that such a course would be a waste of time and mo ey; in 1982, 16% held that
same opinion. .

The majority of senior secondary science teache s during the last four years
have supported the introduction of a general science course at the Grade 11 level )
and seem prepared to teach it. st

However, responses to the question on initiat on of such a course show that
few such courses have started. Over 90% of the eachers reported that no such
course had teen initiated or even planned. Onl five prcent reported that a
general science course was in place. The purpos of such a course would be to
serve the needs of non-college-bound pupils thr ugh an emphasis on technology-
oriented topics and the needs of college-bound, non-science majors through an
emphasis on the inter-relationships between science and society. The introduc-
tion of General Science 11 would suggest a re iew of the reduce& rigor recently
incorporated in the new Chemistry 11 and Phys.cs 11 programs. The Contract Team
suggests to the Ministry that the K-12 Sci ce Advisory Committee bt asked to
consider the advisability of developing a Ge eral Science 11 course.

('
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7.11 Instructional Practices

mo

This section i5 divlded into six sub-sections. Each sub-section deals with

questions regarding aspects o.f! instructional practice such as homework

assignments, marking and grading practices, and time ,taelles.

7.11.1 Activities Done by Pupils

Question 77 asked the teachers to describe how often they engage their

pupils in_ vurious_ actiyities They indicated the amount of involvement by

classifying each activity/according to a six-point scale. Table 7.27 summarizes
the r6sponses of junior and senior secondary teachers both in 1978 and 1982 on 22

activities.

More than one-half of the teachers in 1982 reported using five activities
"Frequently" or "Very Frequently". In rank order from the most used to the least

used, they are interacting with the teacher in a mix of questions and

explanations, answering questions from worksheets or textbooks, carrying out

experiments froth a. set of instructions, describing/reporting observations in

their own words, and measuring in an experiment. These rankings are from a
, composite of responses from both junior and senior secondary teachers in 1982.
The most frequently used activitx yius not listed on ihe 1978 questionnaire. The

second ranked activity (answering questions from worksheet or textbooks) has had
a very major increase at both the junior and the senior secondary fevels since

1,978. The third activity (carrying out experiments from a set of instructions)

has declined especially at the 5enior secondary level since 1978. On the other
hand, the fourth ranked activity (describing/reporting observations in their own
words) has had a major increase at the senior secondary level. The Contract Team
sees this change in the management of experiments at the senior secondary level
as an improvement.

,
Based on the *suggestions of the Interpretation Panel discussed in Chapter 5

and on current frequency of use reported in this question, the Contract Team
suggests greater use of the following activities:

(a) making up (or designing) experiments
(b) graphing pupil-obtained data
(c) generalizing information to new situations

(d) solving quantitative problems.

This suggestion is particularly pertinent for junior secondary teachers who

use such activities significantly less than senior secondary teachers. Cross-

401bulation data show that teachers with more than 15 years experience use

graphing activities and quantitative problems more frequently than less

experienced teachers. I 7
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Table 7.27: Frequency ,of Engaging Npils in Various Activities by Teachers 1978
and 1982 (Medians)*'

Activities done by pupils.
Junior Senior

1978 1982 1978 1982

1. Carrying out experiments from a set of
instructions 4.78 4.68 4.48 -4.03

2. Making up their 6wn experiments 1.74 1.84 1.81 1.89
3. Discussing the possible errors in an

experiment that has been completed 3.42 3.47 3.75 4.60
4. Listening to -teacher's explanations 2.90 4.02 3.43 4.38
5. Interacting with tkie teacher in a mix of

questions and explanations -- 4.56 -- 4.73
6. Making a graph from the data students

get from an experiment 2.88 2.82 3.17 3.20
7. Generalizing information to new

problem situations 3.15 3.16 3.43 3.41
'8. Making guesses about the resUlts of an

experiment 3.19 3.26 3.10 3.13
9. Interpreting or explaining for themselves

the results of an experiment 4.00 4.22 4:00 4.23
10. Classifying objects or events 2.77 2.95 2.71- 2.94
11. Describing/reporting observations in

their own words 4.58 4.51 4.27 -4.64
12. Measuring in an experiment 4.28 4.48 4.39.-4.68
13. Answering questions from worksheets or

textbooks 2.93 4.69 3.00 4.53
14. Discussing experiment results with other

students 3.41 3.47 3.7 3.59
15. Copying notes from blackboard/overhead

projector
16. Solving quantitative problems
17. Memorizing scientific information
18. Doing investigations at home
19. Reading from textbooks
20. Doing library research
21. Going on field trips
22. Discussing science issues and values in

socety

3.04 3.19
3.20 2.98
2.68 3.06
1.93 2.13

2.99 3.21

3.36 2.52
-- 1.89

-- 2.76

3.17 3.41

3.50 4.05
2.63 3.11

1.81 1.94
3.23 3.30
2.40, 2.52
-- 1.89

-- 2.87

* Scale is from 1 (never) to 6 (very frequently--almost ev)y class period)

Question 78 requested that the teachers identjify provisions made in their
schools for individual differences among,papils in science. The most common ways

,
1

,

i

of providing for these pupils were through modified and/or enriched programs and
through learning assistance classes. Unfortunately, 42% of the senior seiOndary
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teachers described their schools as Oroviding nothing while only 19% of the

junior secondary teachers described a lack of any special provisions in their

schools.

Question 79 asked the teachers to)escribe provisions they made within their

class,for individual differences. There were no significadt differences between
the responses of the senior secondary teachers and those of the junior secondary

teachers. Although a majority of these teachers (55%) made no special provi-

sions, approximately one-third used indivivalized instruction.

7.11.2 Marking and Grading Practices

Question 82 asked the teachers'to describe the proportion of the lab/

experiment write-ups for their classes that receive detailed comments. Both in

1978 and in 1982, the senior secondary teachers detailed comments.

Between 1978 and 1982, the senior secondary teacher reduced the amount of

detailed coments while the junior secondary teachers_increased this practice.
Table 7.28 summarizes the responses of the teachers.

Table 7.28: Proportions of the Lab/Experiment Write-Ups Receiving Detailed
Comments (Percentages)

Proportion of the'lab/experiment
write-up neceiving detailed comments
from the teacher

Junior

1982

Senior

1982.1978 . 1978

/)

Nope 5 6 3 2

Well below half 37 30 26 37

About half '' 29 29 25 24

Well over half 21 20 30 15

All 8
,

15 16 23

In response to. Question 83, 82% of the secondary teachers explained that

they give numerical marks as the most frequent method of marking lab write-up'S

for their science classes. ,At the junior secondary level, nine percent of the

teachers give letter grades for marking lab write-ups. All other systems of

marking are used by fewer than five percent of,the teachers in either the junior

secondary schools or the senior secondary school§.
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Question 84 requested the teachers to describe, on the average, how manage-
able their marking load is in science. In 1982, 57% of the teachers said that it
is sometimes manageable but sometimes unmanageable. Another eight percent
described their marking load as usually unmanageable.

Table 7.29: Emphasis Placed on Various Behaviors in Deriving Final Evaluations
for Pupils by Junior Secondary and Senior Secondary Teachers (Medians)

Rating of emphasis placed oh each
of the follOwing behaviors in
deriving final evaluation of pupils
on a four-point scale

Junior Senior

Median* Rank Median*

I.

Rank

1. Anecdotal records of achievement 2.10 7.5 1.72

2. Anecdotal records of general
attitude in class 2.10 7.5 1.73 8

3. Anecdotal records of work habits 2.27 4 1.96 4

4. Teacher-made objective tests 3.70 1 3.85 1

5. Standardized objective tests 1.39 . 10 1.79 7

6. Subjective tests (essay, paragraph,
etc) 2.50 3 2.86 3

7. Laboratory/experiment write-ups 365 2 3.25 2

8. Individual work contracts 1.28 12 . 1.13 i12

13. Reports on topics in science 2.23 5 1.95

10. Projects 2.20 6 1.92

11. Oral tests 1.34 11 1.19

12. Student.self reports 1.15 13 1.11 13

13. 'Attendance .1.71 9 1.60 10
N = 293 . N = 20

* Scale is from 1 (No emphasis) to 4 (Much emphasis)
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Question 85 asked the teachers to describe the emphasis placed on various

. behaviors and techniques in deriving a final evaluation for pupils. Their

responses are summarized in Tab144 7.29 '(preceding). There are only two methods

used that are given "Much emphasis": teacher-made objective tests and

laboratory/experiment write-ups. Subjective tests (essay, paragraph, etc.) had

"Some emphasis". All of the other alternatives were relatively rarely used.

,

It is of some concern that "Anecdotal records of work habits" ranks as

highly as it does .if those records are used as part of a final letter grade.

Student achievement should'' not include anything except measures of academic

success. Work habits could be reported separately. A similar coMment could be

made for "Anecdotal records of general attitudes in class".

AJI responses to Question 86, the teachers described on the average the

percentages of pupils in the science class who 4rre expected to receive each of

the final letter grades for the course (grades A, B, C, P, and F). The

senior secondary teachers gave a substantially larger percentage of grade A and

grade B. Otherwise, there were minimal differences between the grades given by

the junior teondary teachers and the senior secondary teachers.

7.11.3 Homework Assignments

Question 87 asked the teachers to describe how, many hours of homework in

science they assigned to each pupil in an average week. Both in 1978 and 1982,

the senior secondary teachers gave significantly more hours of homework. Since

1978 the junior secondary teachers have remained approximately unchanged in the

hours of assigned homework while the senior secondary teachers have reduced the

number of hours.

Question 88 requested that the teachers describe the frequency of use of

various types of homework assignments. In general, the teachers have continued

over the four-year period to make very similar use of the variety of possible

homework assignments. The senior secondary teachers continue to assign primarily

the problems at the end of the section or chapter while also making relatively

frequent use of lab/experiment write-ups and completing work unfinished in class.

The junior secondary teachers continue to make the greatest use of lab/experiment

write-ups and coMpleting work unfinished in class with some lesser emphasis on

assigning problems at the end 'of a section or chapter. Although the junior

secondary teachers made greater use of ass,ignments such as doing at-home

experiments and preparing reports on topics in science,,unfortunately these

assignments were rarely used by either junior secondary or senior secondary

teachers.

7.11.4 Time-Table

Question 90 asked the teachers about their satisfaction with the amount of

time given to complete the curriculum for their science course. In 1982, 43% of

the secondary teachers did not have enough time; in 1978 only 38% of the

comparable teachers lacked enough time.
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Question 91 asked he teachers to identify the time:table pattern of their

school for their science course. In 1978, 50% of the -teachers reported that
their schools had the semester system and 43% saidtheir schools were using the
regular full-year pattern. In 1982, 59% of the teachers reported that their
schbols were using the tegular full-year pattern with only 33% of the teachers
reporting the use of the semester system.

Questi.on 92 requested that the teachers give their preference for a time7
table pattern. In 1978, 54%,preferred the regular full-year pattern; in 1982,
73% had this preference. The preference for the semester syStem declined from
34% in 1978 to 22% in 1982. There is a significant difference between the junior
secondary teachers and the senior secondary teachers. The latter have the semes-ter system more than twice as frequently (21% junior seondary and 50% senior
secondary). Only 26% of the senidr secondary teachers prefer the semester system
while 19% of the junior secondary teachers gave this preference. The Contract
Team encourages the Ministry to investigate the reasons for the ttachers' disen-
chantment with the semester system.

Question 93 collected data on the number of pupils enrolled in a scienceclass. The junior secondary teachers, both in 1978 and in 1982, had significant-
ly larger numbers in. the class than did the senior secondary teachers. During
the four years, the trend has been toward smaller numbers in classes, especially
at the junior secondary level. TableS7.3G gives details on class enrollments.

Table 7.30: Enrollment in Science Classes Reported by Junior Secondary
and Senior Secondary Teachers in 1978 and 1982 (Percentages)

Number of pupils enrolled in
one escience class

Junior
1982

Senior

19821978 1978

20 or, fewer 4 8 15 25

21-24 8 18 27 28

25.728 25 46 34 26

29-32 51 25 21 15

33 or more 13 4 4 7

7.11.5 Changes for Improving the Quality of Science 'Learning

, ,Question 89 asked the teachers to rate 22 change* statements in terms of
their effects on the quality of science learning in- their classrooms. Their
responses are summarized in Table 7.31. In general there are only slight changes
between 1978' and 1982. The junior -secondary teachers, more strongly than the
senior secondary teachers, advocated smaller class size, provision of a wider
selection of printed materials (texts), more coordination at district level, and
more uni'versity courses in science.
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Table 7.31: Rating the Effects on'the Quality of Science Learning of Various

Change Statements (Medians*)

Juntor Senior

1982 1978 '1982

Change statements Median* Rank Median Rank

1. More .direct input by you into the

pdrchase of equipment

2. Better quality of equipment

3. Less responsibility' for mainte-

nance of-equipment .

4. Smaller class size

5. Provision of wider selection of
.printed materials (texts)

6. More coordination at schodl level

7. More coordination at.district
level ,

8. Decreased emphasis on core

curriculum

3.23

3.61

3.13

4.31

4.07

3.36

3.39

'

9. Inci.eased provision of-in-service

_2.98

3.88

10. More science books 'in library 3.52

11 ,.More time to prepare and mark 4.18

12:0-Fewer classes to teach 4.11

13. More convenient storage space for

equipment - 3.45

14. More university courses in
science (taken by yourself) 3.64

15. Higher priority placed on science

by administration 3.39

16. Less in-service education 2.48

17. More time allocated to science 3.73 '

18.- Changes in the new program 3.57

19. Increased availability of
,

1 equipmept and materials 3.76

20. Fewer subjects/levels to teach 3.76

21. Increased emphasis on core

curriculum

2.99

22. More choice for teacher in
se)ection of program 3.46

Median Rank

3.23 14

3.61 8

3.49 15

3.93 4

3.99 3

3.17 16

3.27 13

2.98 18 '-

2.85 19

2.49 22

4.17 1

4.11 2

3*.45 9

3.39 11.5

3.39 11.5

2.51 21 -

3.80 6 .

3.65 7

2.73 20

3.85 5

3.00 17

3.40 10

18 3.26 14

11 3.68 7

19 3.08 17

1 3.80 5

4 3.94 3

17 3.24 15

15.5. 3.46 11

21 2.88 18

5 3.85 cp, 4

10 3.63 ' 8

2 4.05 2

3 4.13 1

14 ' 3.44 12 ,

9 3.62 9

15.5 3:27 13

22 2.58 19

8 3.79 6

-12

6.5 .

6.5 3.48 10

20 3.09 16

V

* Scale is from 1 (Deteriorate Seriously) to 5 (Improve Greatly)
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7.11:6 Summary Comment on Instructional Practices

Regarding instructional practiCes, little has changed.in fox years, except
that the economic condition of the times and the educational scene have produced
a need to modify the recommendations from the 1978 Assessment. The 1982 Contract
Team reiterates the need for secondary sc.hools to obtain more time for science
instruction and suggests that the semesterl'system be re-examined in terms of its
ability to provide adequate time. Teachers are encouraged touse homework in
qiverse, idaginative ways, and are,urged to examine the amount of emphAis placed
upon the 5putine assigning and marking of-formal lab reports'.

The Contract Team is concerned that difficult financial conditions will
force school boards to take steps which may lead to deleterious situations. It
is suggested that large classes, particularly at the junior secondary level, 12e
kept at safe, manageable sizes. Where possible, it is urgent that allowance oftime foe preparation and alarking at the secondary level be increased, not
reduced, especially for those teachers now receiving less -than thre,e hours of
preparation time per week.

The Contract Team strongly, recommends in-service for teachers, in light of
the "Marginal" results by secondary pupils on the achievement forms. Expansionof repertoire of teaching techniques, especially at the junior secondary level,
is indicated, as in 1978. More urgent is the need for teachers to increase theiruse of activities such as designing experiments, graphing from pupil-obtained
data, generalizing'information to new pyoblem tituations, and solving quantita-tive problems.
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7.12 Teachers' Comments
5

Table 7.32 records the frequency of comments made by .the teachers in

response to Question 94'which asked teachers to make additional statements.

.. Table 7.32: Individual Teacher Comments
_

Frequency

k 15

9

Curriculum--General

Science should be taught at two levels: academic and modified
Gifted pupils are being ignored

Textbooks .,
s.

11 Grade 8 Science textbook is inadequate

9 9 Grade 9 Science textbook is excellent ,

33 Grade 10 Science textbook needs immediate change

15 Biology 11 textbooks are inadequate

5 Repla BFS Green Version with BSCS Yellow Version

16 i3iolog 12'textbook is out-of-date and contains errors

15 Chemistry 11 textbooks are inadequate

11 Chemistry 12 textbooks are inadequate

5 Replace present chemistry textbooks with CHEM Study

3, -,--- -4 Foundations of Chemistry by Toon and Ellis is good for both

Chemistry 11 and Chemistry 12

5 Physics 11 new program is good .

8 Physics 11 new program lacks challenge for the better pupils

( Fundin§

12 Equipment is inadequate

3 Re'strictions on maximum allowable costs of scientific items are

des*oying the quality of instruction

3, LaboraOry technicians are necessary for a good science program

5 Banks of test item, are needed

I.
In-Set:vice

A,

7' More in-service opportunities are needed

or

4

,
e
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY'OF iINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Robert M. Hunt, John J. Sheppy, and Hugh Taylor

8.1 Introduction

This final chapter attempts to highlight and integrate the major findings of
the Assessment and, in so doing, to present a broad picture of the state of
science instruction in the schools of British Columbia. Data upon which the
chapter is based are found in the earlier parts of the report and in the appendi-
ceS. A series of recommendations concludes the chapter.

8.2 Summary rof Findings from Achievement Surveys
Amp

Nearly 80 000 pupils at three grade levels completed assessment forms which
contained achievement items in three cognitive domains and scales in various
affective areas. Interpretation Panels of informed individuals rated pupil per-
formance on the assessment items and groups of items which constituted objectives
and domains. Thee ratings were made on a five-point scale as follows:

Stroqr ST
,Very Satisfactory VS
Satisfactory
jlarginal 4

Weak

Table 8.1 summar4zes the' ratings'over the three Kade levels.

Pupil performance was not r.;ted iligher than, "Satisfactory" in any domain'at
any grade level. In only two of the possible nine domain ratings were"Satisfac-
tory" ratings given, and four of the ratings were "Marginal". Variability of
performance on two domains Was considered too great for a single rating to be
meaningful and one domain received a "Marginal to Satisfactory" rating.

At the objective level; twenty-five ratings were given: four were "Very
Satisractory", eight were "Satisfactory", eleven were "Marginal" and two were
",Weak". The overall ratings of objectives.at the Grade 4 and Grade 8 levels were
sinfilar, with the Grade 8 being 'sljghtly weaker. The ratings at the Grade 12
level ,were much weaker than at Grades i.and 8: The Interpretation Panel ratings
indicate that pupils in British Colum0a schools are achieving below the level at
which informed judges feel they should achieve, and that the Grade 12 results are
cause for serious concern.
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Table 8.1: Summary of Interpretation Panel Ratings of
Pupil Achievement Over Three Grades

Domain/Objective : Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

Domain 1: Science Processes S No Rating*

Objective:
Observe and Infer VS

Classify S VS -

Communicate M VS

Quantify M,

Interpret Data

Identify and Control Variables-

Domain 2: Knowledgerecall and
understand M No Rating*

Objective:
Biological, Physical and
Earth/Space Concepts

Applications of Science
(Technology) and Nature

of Science

Safety Pucedures

Domain 3: Higher. LeVel Thinking S M-S

Objective:
. Apply Biological, Physical

and Earth/Space Science

Concepts

Use Rational and
Critical Thinking VS

Evaluate Evidence for

Conclusions

Solve Abstract Problems

* The Grade 8 Interpretation Panel felt that variability of performance within

this domain was too great for.a single rating to be meaningful.
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8.2.1 Grade Four

The Grade 4 forms stressed achievement in four selected,science processes.
Pupils achieved very well on questions relating to observation and classification
but only marginally on questions relating to communication in scieace (obtaining \
scientific information from graphs, tables, diagrams, prose selections, etc.) and
to quantification.

The Assessment gave less stress to evaluating the knowledge domain'but the
Interpretation Panels actually found pupil achievement in the knowledge of basic
s-cience concepts to be disappointing.

For the level of knowledge which they possess, the Grade 4 pupils were
judged to be able to apply knowledge satisfactorily and to be well able to employ
the skills of critical thinking which were tested.

The overall picture from the Grade 4 data is that pupils are learning
certain basic science processes well, that knowledge of concepts may be under-
emphasized and that pupils higher level thinking is being adequately developed.
The,amount of time given to science in primary grades seems to be inadequate fordoing the job well, and many teachers are not ustng as much time as they are
allowed for science teaching. The weaknesses detected at this level would proba-
bly be corrected by increased emphasis on science at the classroom level.

8.2.2 Grade 8

The Interpretation Panel ratings for the objectives in Grade 8 were more
variable than those at the other grades, and this variability. ledjhe Panel to
feel tharit could not giVe meaningful domain ratings in two of the domains.

Pupil achievement was considered to be very good in the two basic processes
of classification and communication Aqhich are stressed in the primary grades and
which continue to be de.veloped in the intermediate years. The integrated pro-
cesses are to be emphasized in grades four to seven. On the two integrated pro-
cesses assessed, the pupils were judged to ha-Ve achieved satisfactorily in the
Interpreting Data items but to have achieved poorly in Identify and Control Var:i-
ables questions.

The Assessment explored pupils' knowledge of science concepts quite exten-
sively at the Grade 8 level, and the Interpretation Panels judged that pupils had
a _satisfactory knowledge of elementary science facts and concepts, with the ex-
ception that knowledge in earth science seemed.weaker than in other areas. How-
ever, pupil knowledge of the uses of science and pf the nature of science was
judged to be only "Marginal".

The overall picture from the Grade 8 Assessment is that pupils are leaving
elementary school with an adequate knowledge of basic science concepts, with an
ability to apply this knowledge in- simple situations, and with well developed
skills -in at least some basic processes. However, they have inadequate knowledge

. of the nature and .utility of science, and .they sho e! less than satisfactory
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ability in scientific reasoning whenever the situation involves more than a

single factor. They are not showing adequate ability to integrate knowledge or

processes. iw

8.2.3 Grade 12

The Interpretation Panel judged achievement in alt three domains ai the

Grade 2 level as "Marginal", and gave the same rating to five 'of the seven

objecti es. In only two areas was pupil performance considered to be "Satisfac-

tory".

,
In the Science Processes domain, pupils' performance on the questions relat-

ing to the identification and control of variables was rated as "Satisfactory" in

comparison,with the "Weak" rating for this objective in Grade 8. The ability of

the.Grade 12 pupils to interpret data from graphs'and tables was judged to.be

"Marginal". Since these two processes are vital to sciptific thinking, it is

disappointing that the results are not better fgr pupils so near the end of their

public schooling.

Knowledge,of scientific concepts was also judged "Marginal" as was their

knowledge of safety procedures. The only "Satisfactory" rating in the knowledge

domain was for knowledge of applications of science and the nature of science, an

objective for which only six questions were asked.

In the higher level thinking domain (where pupils were reguired to apply

41.4144114., scientific knowledge to new situations or to select appropriate conclusions based

on data) the results were judged "Marginal".
414441,

The overall picture from the Grade 12 Assessment is very discouraging. No

areas of pupil achievement were explored in which it could be said that the

pupils were achieving better than "Satisfactory", and those areas of satisfaction

identified in the Grade 8 Assessments in both 1978 and 1982 do not seem to have

been maintained throughout the secondary school,years. In fact, the 1982 Grade.

12 pupils.were the 1978 Grade 8 pupils of whom it was said

"The evidence indicates that students enter secondary scho6l with well-

developed skills in basic processes and a satisfactory level of under-

'standing of science concepts". (Science Assessment 1978, General Report,

Volume 1 pg. 76)

Also, at the grade 8 levelt, about two-thirds of the pupils express 'a positive

attitude to school science. It would seem that the two bases of adequate enter-

ing skills and good attitudes are not being adequately built upon in the teaching

of secondary science.

A substantial ,number of Grade*12 pupils had completed or were about to com-

plete their last formal course in science. It is disheartening, therefore, to

know that many secondary school ,graduates do not have adequate knowledge of basic

science concepts, cannot use some of the central processes of science adequately,

and do not apply scientific knowledge well.
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It Must be remembered that the knowledge, processes, and thinking skills
measured at Grade 12 were designed to be limited to those covered in the first
ten grades, and that all of the Grade 12 pupils who have taken senior secondary
courses were included among those who wrote the assessment instruments. Inter-
pretation Panel judgements were made on the data for all Grade 12 pupils. The
results for those pupils who had completed no science courses since Grade 10 are
considerably lower, from 11% to 34% on the content area (page 129) averages, than
the other Grade 12 pupils.

8.2.4 -Safety

A consistent concein.of the Interpretation Panels was the pupils' perfor-
mance at all levels on the Knowledge of Safety Procedures items. Very high per-
formance was expected on these items. Pupils ,usually failing to meet these ex-
pectations. The Interpretation Panel ratings at all three levels caused concern
and several recommendations regarding safety are presented later in the chapter.

8.2.5 Comparisons o 1978

Because of differences in procedures in administering the achievement forms
at the Grade 4 level, direct comparisons between 1978 and 1982 cannot. be made.
When judgements of the Interpretation Panels of the two Assessments are compared
one finds that, in 1978 there was overall satisfaction with the success of the
primary program, in 1982 t4,12,,ere are a number of concerns as well as areas, of
strength.

The overall performance of Grade 8 pupils in 1982 was very similar to that
in 1978 on assessment questions which were repeated, and on these the 1982 Inter-
pretation.Pane10, ratings, made inclependently of 1978 ratings, were similar to
those in 1978. The areas in which change was assessed were given "Satisfactory"
ra ings. The areas of weakness in the Grade 8 pupils' adhievement which are
ca ing concern in 1982 are areas which were not assessed in 1978.

The overall performance of Grade 12 pupils in 1982 was approximately two
percent below 1978 performance on the items which appeared in both Assessments.
However, the overall 1982 Pariel ratings, while higher than those of 1978, indi-
cate serious weaknesses in pupil" achievement. It would be fair to say that,
while the 1982 Panel had lower expectations for Grade 12 performance, Grade 12
pupils were falling below these expectations. The 1978 General Report made the
following summary comment:

"Apparently many students leave school with limited understand-
ing of some very fundamental concepts. Also, the evidence indi-
cates that during the secondary grades, the abilities to design
and interpret experiments do not develop much beyond the leve)
attained at Grade 8. Pe'rhaps this may relate to a finding from
the teacher survey that secondary students spend most of their
science classes doing experiments from instructions, and seldom
design their own experiments. Another area of poor performance
is knowledge of practical applications of -science, possibly.
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indicating an overemphasis on the formal theoretical aspects of

science in the secondary grades. Finally, the very weak results

obtained by girls in the areas of physics and earth/space

science, should give;louse for concern: Present science offer-

ings and teaching practices need to be investigated to determine

to what extent the educational system is at fault in failing to

teach girls important physical science concepts".

(Hobbs et al, 1979: 94)

The statement above still holds true in 1982.

8.2.6 Sex-Related Differtnces in Science

The outstanding finding of the analysis of achievement results by gender was

that there is a significant and substantial difference in knowledge of science

concepts favouring boys. The difference is evident in the primary grades and

persists throughout the school years. In the early elementary grades, there are

small differences iir`f,dy of girls in achievement in the processes of science,

but these °differences are erased by Grade 8. The differences which exist at

Grade 12 are in favour of boys. These findings may be due to the fact that dif-

ferent processes were measured at different grades. Wherever knowledge of

scientific concepts was necessary as a prerequisite to performance, boys

outperformed girls (as in Higher Level Thinking at the Grade 8 and Grade 12

levels).

8.2.7 Differences Related to Language Background

At all grade levels, pupils who most commonly speak a language other than

English at home had loWer mean scores on all domains and objectives; and the

statistically'significant differences were usually substantial (between 4,2% and

9.7% on domain means). This group of pupils is being constantly replenished by

immigration of non-English speakers to British Columbia while also being depleted

by families,moving to ,English as their most common language. When doMain mean

scores of those whose first language was not English are'also examined, such mean

scores lie between those who currently speak English at home and those who cur-

rently speak another language at home. The difference between these means and,

the means of those who now slieak English at home decreases with increasing grade

level. The overall picture is that failure to speak English at home is related

to poorer performance in science. The size of the difference is reduced, and

perhaps eventually erased, by increasing familarity with English acquired by

learning to use it at home and by' using it as the language of learning in

school.
% Jr

8.2.8 Other Differences

In the Grade 12 Assessment, it was found, as expected, .Xat mean performance

was closely and positively related to the amount of science taken since Grade 10

and that a sample of current Grade 10 pupils had better scores than Grade 12

pupils who had taken no science since Grade 10.
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Grade 12 pupils who planned to go to university or cOlege outperformed
those who had other plans or who had not yet formulated their plans. Pupils
whose plans included.scientific study perforrhed much better than those who plan-
ned further study in non-scientific areas.

8.3 Summary of Findings from the Attitude Surveys

8.3.1 Attitude Toward Science as a School Subject

At ,Grades 4, 8, 10, and 12 pupils° consistently expressed a very positive
attitude toward science in school. It was only at Grade 12, where pupils are
beginning to clarify their vocational goals, where science is not a required
subject and where the pupil population is thus dichotomized, that a slight in-
crease in negative feelings toward school scince was found.

No statistically significant differences were fourid between boys and girls
in their attitude toward school science.

Interesting data were found at the Grade 10 level where pupils-whose first
language learned was not English and pupils whose language spoken atjlome was not
English had more positive attitudes towai-ds school science than the majority
group.

AttAude Toward Scient sts

At the levels assessed (Grades 8, 10 and 12) pupils expre'ssed very positive
attitudes towards scientists. In f ct, the mean scores were among the highest of
all the attitude scales. No sex-related differences were found within the
qrades.

8.3.3 Attitude Towai'd Science and SOeiety

The place of science in society received the highest rating of all the atti-
tude objects assessed. From Grade 8 to Grades 10 and 12 the mean, scores in-
creased, and the variability of scores decreased. No sex-related differences
were found within grades.

8.3.4 Attitude Toward a Career in Science

Despite their positive attitude toward science in school and their expressed
liking of scientists, pupils in Grades 8, 10 and definitely do not have a
high interest in pursuing a career in science. Irilkfact, mean scores were the
lowest obtained on the attitude scales. Sex-related differences were not
significantly different within the grades. The low results are unfortunate in
view of the probable increased need for scientifically talented personnel in our
future work force.
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, 8.a.5 Attitude Toward the Metho6 of Science

This scale assessed a variety Of cognitive and affective components related

to scientific knowledge, t.he processes of science, and the nature of scientiflc

inquiry. Pupils in Grades 10 and 12, theorily grades assessed, proved to be very

.kn wledgeable about the aspects of science m/asured by the questionnaire. No

sex e differences were found Within grades.

8.3.6 A Potpourri of Attitudes, Interest and Opinions

Grade 4

About 80% of the pupils ieel that the study of science in sthool is

important

Boys like Physical Science:and Technology topics

Girls like Biology topics

Grade 8

Sixty-seven percent of the boys and 59% of the girls like to study

science

Sixty percent.Of the girls and 47% of the boys agree or are undecided as

to whether or not the planets deterMine one's success or failure in

life!

0 ly 19% of the pupils would be willing to spend their life as a

sc entistio

Sixty percent of the pupils (males = 71%, females = 48%) are very

interested in learning how to work computers.

Grades 10 and 12

Boys to a greater extent than girls claim to use scientific ideas or

facts in their everyday life

Only 114.,xio: the pupils in, Grade 10 and 21% in Grade 12 would be

satisfied spend their lives at- scientists

Boys have considerably more faith in technology than do girls

Pupils are overwhelmingly in favour of conserving energy, but are not in

favour of having highway speed limits reduced

Pupil are equally pro, con, and undecided on supporting research

related to genetic engineering
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8.4 Summary of Questionnaire findings

The following section summarizes the findings of the elementary and second-
ary twher questionnaires. There will be little reiteration ordata which
support these findings as the information, is contained in Chapters 6.and 7. The
reader is thus urged to relate the highlights stated in this section to the prev-
ious documentation.

Since the 1978 Assessment, the median age of teachers from all school levels
have increased by about twp years. Similarly, the medians of teaching experi-
ences have also increased by about two years. In 1982, the median experience was
10 years for both elementary and junior secondary teachers and 13 years for sen-
ior secondary teachers. British Columbia science teachers are thus an aging
population ahd are becoming more distant in time.from their pre-service training.

At the secondary levels, both in 1978 and 1982, the majority of teachers
e male. Even though there was a small increase since 1978 in the number offema s at the junior secondary level, nine out of ten secondary teachers in 1982

were ma At the elementary level, there was a slight increase in the number of
male teachers over the four-year period, but females still comprise 62%-af the
teachers. At the elementary level, ma-lesare used as science specialists to agreater extent than females, consistent with their typically more extensive
vience backgrounds.

, At all levels, the mean age of females is less than that of males. Females
tend to drop out of teaching for periods of time and many return to teaching at
the eYementary level, but they rarely return at the secondary level. There is a
faiiure at the secondary level both to recruit young women and to retain most of
those few women who start out teaching science.

The science background of teachers in elementary schbols is usually weak,
particularly in the case of females. One-fourth of the elementary teachers have
not taken as much as one 3-unit course in science at the university/college
level. At the secondary level, the senior teachers have stronger backgrounds
tOan the junior teachers. Junior secondary teachers are adequately prepared in
the biological sciences,but usually not in the physical or earth/space sciences.

One of the strong recommendatio

more coordination ofjcience at the -and distri
that some progress has been made in sec lidary schools
done at the.district level. Half of those responding
cated no district coordination. The in-sctwol le

elementary level,remains inadequate.

In 1982, there still seems to be a lack of sto
ties aad suitable classrooms fdr teaching elementar
level, faciTities are inadequate in many junior
inspection of safety equipment are still unaccept
secondary school levels. "However, s6e improvement
since 1978.

from the 1978 Sience Assessment was for
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Elemenlary teachers are still experiencing difficulty with equipment and

materials, rarticularly in terms of poor quality. The situation at the secondary

level has improved somewhat since 1978, .but problems do remain in the small

junior secondary schools. Many teachers at both,the elementary a-rid junior

secondary,levels find that they have to adapt their teaching because of lack of,

equipment:

Compared to 1978, many more teachers at all levels report that science read-

ing materials are less than adequate, both in quality and quantity.

While eleMentary and junior secondary teachers see some worth in the British

Columbia science program, they fall below the senior secondary teachers in their

estimations of worth, even though the senior secondary teachers have significant-

ly lowered their ratings since 1978. The elementary and junior secondary teach-

ers' feelings of adequacy of preparation for teaching seem to be related to their

perceptions.

Elementary and senior secondary teachers seem to be satisfied teaching

science at their present level, but the junior secondary teachers appear to be

less content with their assignment, a similar situation Zo that in 1978. Many of

the latter expressed a desire to teach in a junior-senior secondary schoo\

Elementary teachers are not generally spending theirecommended iime in

teaching science. This situation correlates highly with their lack of scientific

background. At the secondaq level, there is a strong trend towardrAcreasing

specialization in teaching science but such a tendency is missing at the elemen-

tary level.

Almost all senior secondary school teachefeel adequately prepared to

teach science, bUt a small percentage of junior secondary science teachers feel

unprepared, and 42% of elementary schuol teachers feel less than adequately pre-

ipared.

40 Teachers at all levels expressed common suggestions for change. The three

top ranked were:

the provision of print materials other than textboOks

background information'for teachers

provision to help exceptional pupils, both gifted and handicapped

Otherfhighly rated suggestions included the need for pore adequate reading

resources, increased use:!pf specialist science teachers in elemebtary schotis and- -

the need-for science programs to emphasize the impact of sCience on society.

Most teachers felt that their initial Oeparaiion for teaching science was

inadequate. Only 30% of the teachers believed their pre-service training was

adequate or better. Even among senior secondary teachers who rated their train- .

ing more highly than other teachers, only 52% felt the initial training to have

been adequate or better.
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Given a list of teacher education topics, all-teaclier groups felt each com-
ponent should receive greater emphasis than it actually did in their pre-service
education. Particular attention is called to the large discrepancy between the
emphasis which shquld be and the time which,was given to the topic of Laboratory
Safety.

Nearly 50%-,of all teachers surveyed expressed the need for extensive in-
service educatiOn. Almost all teachers were willing to participate in release-
time in-service, and a large proportion indicated they would-participate after
school hours. The most preferred forms of in-serviCe are also the easiest to
plan, so that it was somewhat disturbing to discover that one-third of the teach-
ers had declved that such activities had riot been planned in their districts.
Teache'rs who Shad experienced in-service found these activitie'S to be more effec-
tive in 1982. than in 1978. In view of the findings of this', Assessment, in-
service requirements seem to command a very-high priority.

Of concern must be the lack of impact that the 1978 'Science Assessment had
on science education in BA,Itish Cblumbia. Since teachers reported being unaware
of the 1978 results, it is strongly suggested that districts make copies of both
the Provincial Summary Report and the District Interpretation'Report directly
available to all science teachers.

Elementary science teachers report using a wide variety of classroom activi-
ties, with verbal interaction activities and the consideration of observations on
data activities outranking hands-on manipulative activities. At,the secondary
level, teachers report that performin§ experiments from instructions and answer-
ing questions are more frequent pupil activities than is verbal interaction.
Pupils designing their own experiments is the least frequent activity at all

Among important elements of scientific procedure are suc i. activities as

generalizing information to new prOlem situations, making from experimen-
tal data, and designing and doing experiments. Junior seconry teachers use
these activities less often than the Contract Team_views as dedirable. The in-
frgquency of these activities in the classroom may have led to some of the weak-
nesses in pupil performance which the results of the achievement forms and the
subsequent Interpretation Panel ratings show.

As in 1978, the Contract Team agrees that secondary schools should examine
ways in which to obtain more time for science instruction. Iniparticular, disen-
chantment,has grown with the semester system, and parallels a/trend towards aban-
donment of such a time-table.

Sitite' 1978, the textbook.programs, STEM and Exploring Science, have become
available to most British Columbila elementary teachers, and,/ the Materials Based
Program has become less available. Nearly three-fourths qf the teachers use a

combination of programs, with a higher proportion of primary than intermediate
teachers doing so. The most commonly used materials are ,the Exploring Science
texts, with STEM texts having second place. Forty percent of the elementary
school .teachers report th8t they lack sufficient materials. to teach their
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program. Exploring Science is the program with which most teachers have greatest

familiarity, and familiarity with the Materials Based Program has declined a'

great deal since 1978. Teachers prefer the programs in the following order:

Exploring Science, STEM and Materials Based. Most teachers prefer the program

they know best.

Teachers who are most familiar with or who prefer Exploring Science feel

that it is easy to prepare for, to teach, has readable ,texts and is suitable to

their backgrounds. Teachers who are most familiar with or who prefer STEM do so

for a wide variety of reasons, none of which was selected by a preponderanc% of

teachers, The Materials Based Program is very highly rated for its interest and

relevance to pupils, the amount of pupil activity and the content selection by

those teachers most familiar with or most favourable to it.

The Contract Team commends the Ministry of EducatiA for work done so far on

the Junior Secondary Program, particularly the successful int,roduction of a

better Grade 9 program. The new Grade 9 textbook has received considerable

approval from teachers. Further improvement is anticipated-with the introduction

of the proposed new junior secondary curriculum.

One area of concern, however, is,the lack of time spent in teaching earth

science.

The Biology 11 amd 12 courses are causing increasing problems. Because of

out-of-date or inappropriate texts, and because of course content in Biology 12

which may be too extensive for the time available; a rvision of.the biology

curriculum may be indicated. Teachers report that the new Physics lrcourse is

an improvement over the old course.

8.5 Recommendations: Of Highest Priority

The Advisory Committee held two extensive discussions with the Contract Team

about the significance of the findings from this Assessment and it was agreed

that the area Of teacher education, both in-service and pre-service,, should be

singled out for special consideration and priority recommebdations.

Factors such as facilities, materials and equipment, currieulum and

teaching-learning conditions are important in the teaching of science. However,

quality in these factors is secondary in importaAce to the quality of the teach-

ing force. Dedicated, competent and confident teachers are needed if science is

to be taught welly Confidence and competen e are related to the training one has

for the job.

The Assessment found that a large number of elementary school teachers have

no academic or prOfessional courses in science or the teaching of,science and,

therefore, must pe considered inadequately prepared. There are even larger num-.

bers who have minimal science backgrounds and who admit that they do not feel

adequately prepared. In contrast, at the secondary level, most teachers feel

adequately prepared, and the data suggest that the vast majority of them have
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taken course work in depth in at least One science area, There is evidence,
however, that many junior secondary teachers lack depth.of background in physical
and in earth/sOce sciences, and a mall. percentage lack professional courses in
science teaching.

. . .

The various groupOnvolved with the Assessment areconvincbd that-science
is more than a unique body lf knowledge., They believe thatsthere are scientific
ways of obtaining knowledge and of thinking about the natural world. Central to
these beliefs are methods of systematic observation and experfMentation, careful
presentation and interpretatton 'of data, and evaluations of \the interpcetations
of others. Because of these convictions; the.Advisory Committee anb,the Contract)
Team set specifications for the assessment exercises which stressed science

.processes and critical thiliking. Review Panels accepted the items in these areas
as valid reflections of the goals'.g,the British Columbia science program. -The.
Interpretation Panels expressed mbst of their concerns and made most of their
recommendations in_th_gse areas.

The Contract Team and the Advisory Committee interpreted the ata from the
achievement forms; from the Interpretation Panels' deltheratirs; a d from the
teacher questibnnaires, to mean that:the unique.features of selence are not well
taught.or well learned. 4

There was unanimous agreement among all groups in1.7o1ved with,t4e Assessment
that pupils must be taught in a safe envirtonment, and must be taught szfe
procedures. .!The- "Marginal" or 'Weak" Ifterpretation Panel ratings given pn the
safety objective at-all three lec/els cast doubts on the effectiveness of then
teaching.

The teacher questionnaire data strongly indicate thathe teachers ,of
British Columbia are prepared to invest time and effort in improving their compe-
tence as science-teachers.

When all the foregoing factors are considered, jt seems necessary that there
be an organized and conce'rted effort in British Columbia "to improve the compe-
tence of those teachers now in the field and to ensyre that future teachers are
'adequately prepared.for the task which confronts them.

iS therefore recommended:

Recommendation 1.

that the Program Implementation Branch of the Ministry of Education coordi-
nate the design, .development 'and delivery 6f in-service programs for
teachers which will focus on the following areas of need:

how to teach Science,processes and critical ttii4tqg skills
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-the development of an adequate background of science know-
ledge in areas stressed in the curriculum, 4n areas of weak-

1 .ness for elementary teachers, and in the physical and earth/
space sciences for junior secondamteachers

how to safely teach'science

, how tó teach safety to pupil's

The- Contract Team suggests that the provincial Science Advisory Committee

guide the .design and development process. For jumior secondary teachers, the

program should be linked to the implementation of the new turriculbm. It is

',further suggested that, as far as possible, the delivery of these in-service

programs be in forms which teachers find most helpful--informal meetings with
other science teachers, .workshops cOnducted by teachers and visits to model

.classrooms. One of the priority needs expressed by teachers was for background
information 'relating to the science curriculum. .00Such sources of information must

be accessibre to teachers.
-

Ways to prepare and proyide background information for toth elementary 'and

junior secondary teachers must be developed. Various groups, stich as the B.C.

.Science Teachers' Ass'ociation and university personnel should be consulted. The

preparation of the source book for junior secondary scierice teachers might

0 1Drovide a model for this process.

S.

Recommendation`2.

that the followiffg.actions be taken with respect to the pre-service.training

of teachers:

the FacUlties of Education should revis'e teacher' educatio6
programs as.needed-to eAure that:

(i) all pre-service elementary teachers, experience science..
study to a minimum of a 3-unit course or equivalent at

. . the university/college level,,and

(ii) all pre7service'elementary teachers4 take a course in
.science teaching methodology

the Faculties of Eductton should give greater empha'sis to
, each of the-techniques and topics identified by teachers to

be most inadequately emphasized in their 0e-service train-
ing (See TabTes 3.1 and 3.0-
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the Ministry of Education should revise certification
guidelines to reflect the above

r8.6 Further Recommendations

Throughout this repOrt, recommendations re made- wherever the analysis of
the data identifies a need. Sometimes, similar recommendations are made in dif-
ferent places. The following sections collect these recommendations and combine
them. In addition, the text of the report often iuggests or urges desirable
courses of action. For brevity, these suggestions have not been reprinte'd- in
this chapter.

8.6.1 Recommendations to the Ministry of Education; Province of British,
Columbia

*.
Not only must the science teacher.be knowledgeable about safety in science ,

t'eaching, but the conditions under which science is taught must be safe. ,

a

It is therefore recommended:

.

Recommendation 3,
-

that the Ministry of Education establish safety standards forschool science
classrooms and provide furlds for school districts not only to conduct sur-.
veys of the science safety equipment in schools.where science is taught but
also to correct deficiencies that may be discovered thrciugh such surveys.
(This recommendation Js repeated from the 1978 Assessment.)*

A consistent theme'in the secondary teachers' questionnaire was the need to
re-examine the senfor secondary biology program.

It is therefore-recommended:

Recommendatjon 4.

that the Curriculum Development Branch of the Ministry of Education estab-
lish a Senior Secondary Biology Revision Committee to reexamine all aspects
of the,senior secondary biology curriculum.

Recommendations to'be School Districts of.British Columbia

The teacher.questionnaires clesarly demonstrate that science teachers feel a
need for adequate science coordination at'both school and district levels. Some
progress has been made since,1978 but the Contract Team is of the opinion that
more is necessary.

4

0

elk
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It is therefore ,recommended:

Recommendation 5.

that school disteicts: .

evaluate the forM of seience coordination within each school
and establish some form of schooL-level coordination where
none now exists

not cureently prdviding science coordination appoint or

destgnate a qualified individual or individuals to be re-
sponsible for coordination and leadership of the science
programs within the district

* .

If science is to be well taught, there must be both adequate facilities and

a good suprily Of necessary equipment and mateMals..

It is.therefore recommended:

Recommendation 6.

that school-districts:
investigate the potential for converting some existing ele-
mentary general classrooms into rooms with adequate science
facilities

examine elementary schools for ways.to utilize available
space so that central storage and preparation spaCe is

available for science teaching

attempt to provide for adequate ventilation, storage space
for volatiles,.increiSed general storage space for equipMent

and materials, Increased preparation space and increased
space for storage of 00.1 projects where these are needed
in schools

.

examine the quantitY and quality of the materials and equip-
ment used ih their sctence Programs, and make a determined
effort to effect improvements where these are necessary,
espetially irv elementary, schools and small Sunior secondary

schools ,

encourage school libraries to purchaseA dequate supply of

science reading materials in both elebe ry and secondary

schools

*
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Questionnaire data.show that there is a small but not insignificant proporL
tion of junior secondary teachers who are teaching science without adequate prep-
aration. This situation will further weaken the science program at a level where
there are already serious weaknesses.

,

It is tY;erefore reCommended:-

Recommendation 7.

that, wherever possible, school districts and administrators
,

avoid assigning te4phers with little science background to
teach science in junior secondary grades. Where teachers

, must be reassigned outside their specialty, provisions
should be made for retraining.

8.6.3 Recommendations to Schools and School Administrators th Brftish
Columbia

Attention is drawn tdrecoMmendations 5, 6 and,7..

Interpretation Panels' judgements,oi the achievement results clearly indi-
cates'that elementary school science programs aret aS effective as they should
be'. Questionnaire data show that a substantialonercentage qf British Columbia
elementary school pupils evceive instruction in science for less ,time than the
Mtnistry of Education recommends.

It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 8.

that school administrators and teachers follow the time
allocations given for science instruction in the Administra-

.

tive Handbook

8.6.4 Recommendations to Teachers of Science in British-Columbia

Attention,is drawn to recommendation 8.

Teachers at all levels showed concern about the Tack of printed information
other thah textbooks available for pupils in science. This item was ranked high-
'est by all groups of teachers on a list of suggested changes. The provision of
such materials is a responsibility of school districts, but the choice must
involve science teachers.

I

41.
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It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 9.

that teachers and school librarians cooperatively explore
the upgrading of print materials in libraries and classrooms
at both elementary and secondary levels .

A finding from the Grade 12 Assessment was that pupil achievement in earth

sciences was especially-weak. A, finding from the secondary questionnaire was
that junior secondary teachers were spending less time in these areas' than in any

others.

It is therefore recommended:

-Recgnmendation 10.

that junior secondaili teachers give'greater time èmphasis to

earth science topics.

tr;

The Interpretation Panels,tMat examined the provincial data for ivil per-
formance made a number of recommendations, to teachers. All are 'stated in Chap-

ters 3,,4 and 5, Imit some call'for specAl emphasis in this section., and it is

possible to CombineN5ertain of the recommendations.

It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 11.

that science teachers:
ensure that pupils understand safe/Trocedures appropriate to

their level

give pupils more practice in presenting results in symbolic
forms (especially graphs) and in interpreting such forms

give extensive time (particularly in eleMentary school) and
emphasis to measurement and quantification skills and to the

use.of the metric system

give pupils in upper elementary and secondary grades ade-
quate experience in analyzing variables and designing con-

trolled experiments

give more emphasis to teaching the practical pplications of'

science knowledge,amd ,to using that knowled e in new situa-

tions
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APPENDIX A

ACKNOWLEDGEM6TS

Hundreds, in fact thousands; of individuals lielped assess the status of

Science education in the schools oftiiptish Columbia. The Contract Team would

like.to thank all of them for their contributions. Certain individuali and

groups-need Specia) thanks as they stand out because of their special and unique

efforts. These include:

teachers and students =

without the work of hundreds of teachers and.their 80,000 pupils, the

assessment would not Nye tayen place.

the Advisory Committee -

for their many houri of deiailed study of questionnaires', assessment

items and finale reports.
, The names of the committee members appear

elswhere in thiq report...,

the Review Panels and Interpretation Panels -
,

members of the panels helped improve the validity of the assessment and,

as well, set the important standards upon which the results were judged.

the B.C. Research group -

Mary Cooper-, Barbara Holmgs, and their assistants deserve pral

their detailed work related to questionnaire and assessment1

development as well as the subsequent collectiOn and analy-sis of the-

data.

for
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the Learning Assessment Branch personnel -

David Bateson and AI Haynes, were most influential in harmonizing the

ectivities of all groups associated with the assessment'

kta.ncy 'Greer and Joyce Matheson, Directors of the Lear ing Assessment

'Branch during different phases of the.assessment;

Michael Marsha3l and Robert Wilson for helpful adv ce and technical

guidance during the early phases of the assessment.

the University of Victoria group -

ft), Michele Bond who typed most of the first drafts of the ceports

Heather Bryan who typed ana helped prOof-read he final draft of the

Geoeral

Heather Crampton who wrote many of the orig nal Grade 4 and' 8

assessment items.

Jean Dey who examined the pool of Grade ssessment items for

readabiaity

John Hall who offered helpful criticisms of the Grade 4 pool of

items

. 4

Sandra Ass who prepared statistics, deve1 ped tables and aided in

proof-reading the General keport

Georgina Page who researched science ttitudes and aided in the

development of the scales

David an eppy for their creation of diagrams used on the

Grade 4 and 8 assessment forms

Larry Yore who offered suggestiont on the suitability .of 'the

assessment olljectives
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APPENDIX B

4

MEMBERS OF REVIEW PANELS

Primary Panels

Richmond

Tom Ayres, Teacher, Surrey,School District
Delle Booth, Teacher, Howe Sound School District
Lise MacDonald, Teacher, Richmond.School District
Rosemary Meissner, Teacher, Coquitlam School District
Alfred Serfas, Teacher, West Vancouver School District
Wendy Shields, Teacher, Delta School Distrtct
Penny Stock, Teacher, Vancouver School District
Luanne Whiles, Teacher, Vancouver School District

Cranbrook

Jennifer Cirter, 'Teacher, Castlegar School DA6trict
Heather DeWald, Teacher, Creston-Kaslo School District
Debbie Ewan, Teacher, Trail School District
David Humphrey, Teacher, Cranbrook School District

,

Brian Lutz, Teacher, Cranbrook School District
Mary Lyon,s, Supervisor, Creston-Kaslo chool District
Sylvia McGregor, Teacher, Trail School.District
Jill Shannon, Teacher, Castlegar School District

Intermediate Panels

s

Parksville

Ray Bower, Coordinator, Victoria Scho istrict
Kathi Hogan, Teacher, Campbell River School District
Jackie Ländon, Teacher, Campbell River School District
Jennifer Leary, Teacher, Qualicum-School District
Norman Lindberg,' Teacher, Qualicum Schoo1-DistOct
*David Lowe, TeacKer, Alberni School District
Ken Munslow, Teacher, Sooke School Dis,trict
Robert Wall, Teacher, Victoria School District'

Richmond

Robert Axford, Teacher, Coqujtlam School District
Ken Fletcher, Teacher, Surrey School District
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-

Vivjan McConnell, Teacher, Vancouver School,DtstriCt
Russ McMath, Teacher, Richmond School District
Tony Rader, Teacher, North Vandouver School District
Gerry Sandberg, Teacher, North Vancouver School District
Eleanor Swan, Teacher, Sunshine Coast School District
Don Van Kleek, Teacher, Sunshine Coast Schdol District
Stu Weir, Teacher, Delta School Dtstrict /

John Zappavigna, Coordinator, Vancouver s/chool District

01.

Kelowna

Secon.dary

Mark Batchelor, Teacher, Central Okanagan School District .

Rick Dedora, Teacher, Vernon School District
Santosh Dey, Teacher, Shuswap School Distrtct
Bob-Fisher, Teacher, Kamloops School District
Craig MpLeiSli-,-Teacher, Central Okanagan School DistrQ.
Don Pavlis, Teacher, CdriboV-Chilcotin School District
Lee Venibles, Teacher,,Nanaimo School District

Richmond'

Ross Apperley, Teacher, Richmond School District
Jim Ferguson, Teacher, Sunshine Coast School DistOct
Jim Kettlewell,"Teacher, Langley School District
Jim McKellar, Teacher, Coquitlam School District

'CarpSidiCer, Teacher, Surrey School District
Wayne Wood, Teacher, Prince Rupert School District
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APPENDIX C

MEMBERS OF INTERPRETATION PANELS

Grade 4

Cheryl Andres,fTeacher, Independent Schools, 'Delta
Lil 8roadley, Teacher, Victoria School District
LouiSe Burgardt, Principal, Nechako School District

,

Anna-Mae Gartside, Trustee, Cranbrook School District
Fred Gornall, University of British Columbia
Margaret Groome, Parent, Surrey
Frances Horan, Trustee, Nelson School District
Peter Hyde, Teacher, Stikine School District
Lew Jones, Teacher, North Vancouver School District
Virginia MacCarthy, Consultant, Cowichan School District
Kathy 011ila, Teacher, Sooke School District

, Pat Rutherford, Teacher, Caribou-Chilcotin School District

Wise Sessions, Teacher, Victoria School District
Saljy Terqkite, Teacher, Coquitlam School District

Grade 8

Larry Ballard, TeachereInverAmere School Distrct
l Boerema, Teacher, Independent School; Surre

Bill Costain, Principal, Nelson School District
Bart Deeter, Science Helping Teacher, Surrey,
Peter Demchuk, Teacher, Saanich SchoolDistrict
Lan Johnson, Teacher, Kimberley School District
Scott Nicholson, Teacher, Bitrnaby School District
Ken Serl, Vice-Prtncipal, Kamloops School District.
Bill Smith, Teacher, Chilliwack School District
Marguerite Sykes, Trustee, Merritt School District
Pat Tait, Teacher, South Okanagan School District
Kathy Wade, Teacher, Langley School District
Reg Wild, University of British.Columbia
)Audrey Will; Parent, Vancouver
Dan Young, Teacher, Sooke School District

Grade .,12

Ken Beaker, Teacher,.Nanaimo School Dist.rict
John,Betts, Camosun College
Keith Burnett, Teacher, Chilliwack School District )

Bob Gocoran, Teacher, Independent School, Vancouver
,

Don Cunningham, .Teacher, Quesnel School'District

Allan Davis, Teacher, Cranbrook School District
Bob Gardner, Teacher, Burnaby ScOol District
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Marguerite Hall,'Trustee, Quesnel S.chbol District
' Don Jacques, Teacher, prince Geoge School District

.Hollis KellY, Trustee, Surrey School District
Aldce Marquardt, Teacher, Peace River South School District
JElaine Murphy, Teacher, Nanaimo School District
Neil Risebrough, University of aritish Columbia

4' Lynn,Stilrgeon, Parent, North Vadcouver

,
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF PILOT SCHOOLS

Primary (Grade 4 Items)

.

A.R.P. Matthew Elementary, Surrey School Diserict
Bear Lake Elementary, Prince George School District
Belgo Elementary", tentral Okanagan SchoOl District
BirOlind Zlementary, Coquitiam School District
,BTueridge Elementaryt North Vancouver School District
Blundell Elementary, Richmond School Dtgtrict
Brooke Elementary, Delta Scpool District

Brookemere Elementary, Coquitlam School District
Brennan Creek Elementary, Kamloops School Diftrict

. Canyon Heights Elementary, North Vancouver School District
Cedar Hills Community, Surrey School District
Chu Chua Elementary, Kamloops Sc ool District
Coghlan Elementary, Langley Scho l District
College Heights Elementary, 'Prin e George School District
Cougar Canyon Elementary, Delta school District.
Dr. George M. Weir Elementary:Vancouver School Djstrict
Doncaster Elementary, Victoria School District
Dorothea Walker, Central Okanagan School District
Fairburn'yementary, ViCtoria School District'
Yort Langley Elementary; Langley Schwl District
Gefleral Brock Elementary, Vancouver.SthOol District k

, General Montgomery,Elementary, Surrey Schbol District
Gray Elementary, Delta School DistTict
Green Timbers Elementary, Surrey School District
Grosvenor Road-Elementary, Surrey School District
Haldi Road Elementary, Prtnce George SchoolDistrict
Happyvale EleMentary, Kamloops School.District
Hawthorne Elementary, Delta School District
Haze) Trembath Elementary, Coquitlam School District
Holly Elementary, Delta School District
R.T:T. Thrift Elementary, Surr'ey School District
James Thompson Elementary, Richmond.School District
John Errington Elementary,'Richmond'School District
Kitchener Elementary, Burnaby School trict
Lakeview Elementary, Burnaby Scho9.kDistrict
Lincoln ElemenVary, Coquitlam School District
Lochdale Commuhity, Burnaby School District
Lynn Valley Elementar,y, NortiOancouver School District
Martin ElementarY,Sentral Oknagan School District
McLeOA'Lake Elementary, Prince George School'District
Meadow Edementar,y,.Prince George School District
Moody 'lementary,/dquitlam School District

. mbrley Elementary, Burnaby Schbol District' '

\ r-,, _1 Ars,
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Mount Pleasant Elementary, Vancouver...School District

Nelson Elementary, Burnaby'School District t
Norgate Elementary, Ndr.cth Vancouver School District

1

North Kamloops Elementary, Kamloops School District
Narthbridge Elementary, Victoria School District
NukkorLake Elemehtary, Prince George School District ,,

Pineview Elementary,'Prince George Sch 1 District

di
. Prince Charles Elgmentary, Surrey Sch District . .

Neen Victoria Elementary, Vancobver S ol District

Quifchena EleMentary, Vancouver School District
.

0 .Richmond Elementary,, Victoria School District

l' Rochester Elemenary, Coquitlam School District
KRoyal Heights Elementary, Surrey School District'

Shady Vall-ey'Elementary, Prince George School District
ShaughnessiElementary, Vancouver School District
Shortreed'Elementary, Laftgley,School LIAstrict '

Simonds_Elementary, Langley.School District '

Sir Alexander MacKenzie, Vancouver School District
Sir Wilfred Laurier Elementary, Vancouver School District
Sir William MacDonald, Vancouver School District
Sperling Elementary, Burnaby School District
-Springvalley Elementary, CentralOkanagan Schdol District .

Srruceland Elementary, Prince George School District

Sanshine.Hills Elementary, fiOlta SchogA-District
1\

Teoums0 Elementary, Vancouver School District
Tillicum Elementary, Victoria School Disfrict

, Trafalgar Elementary, Vancouver School District

4 Tygehead Elementary, Surrey School Ristrict . ".
2('

,

Van Bien, Elementary, Prince George hool:District

View Royal tlethentary, Victoria Sch o istrict
,

(
Westmount Elementary, Kamloops School District
Westsyde Elementary,<Kamloops School District
William,Bridge Elementary,.Rich.mbnd School.District

Iritermediate (Grade 8 Items)

o Alpha Secondary, Burnaby School District :

Brocklehurst Junior'Secondary,14amloops School District
College Heights Secondary, Ptince George School District
Dr. Km6rdunior Secondary, Central Okanagan Schbol District
Frank Hurt Secondary, Surrey School District :

George Prinmle Secondary, Central Okanagan School District
Gladstone Seconfiary,-Vancoqyec School District

,
Handswofth -Secondary, North`Vancobi/er School-District
Histings Junior Secondary, Coquitlam School,District
liugh McRbberts Junior Secondary, Richmond SalooI'District

; John Oliver Secondaryo Vancou'ver School District,
Kelly Road Secondary, Prince George School District

Lambri5kRar,k,Secogdary, VicIbria_School'District
Junior Geconday,:VictOria'Scflool )DisTrict
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. Tsawwassen Junior Secondary, Delta School District
University Hill Secondary, Vancouver School District
Wm.s,Bea9leJunfor Secondary, Surrey School District

Secondary (Grade 10 and 12 Items)

Alpha Secondfry, Burnaby School District

College`Helghts Secondary, Prince George School District
Frank Hurt Secondary, Surrey School District

' George Pringle SecOndary, Central Okanagan School District
Gladstone Secondary, Vancouver School District
Handsworth Secondary, Vancouvsr School District
John Oliver Secondary, Vancouver School District 14
Mougt Douglas Senior Secondary, Yictoria School'District
PoyE Coquitlam Senior Secondary, Coquitlam School Disfaict
Steveston Senior Secondary, Richmond School District

A.

t
Timing Mot (Grade 4 Forms)

Carnarvan Elementiry, Vancouver:Sehool District
Coronation Park Elementary, Coquitlam School Ditrict
K.B. Woodward Elementary, Surrey.School District
Seeforth Elementary, Burnaby School District
Sir MattheveBegbie Elementary; Vancpuver Sapol Dtstrict
Sir Wm. Van Horne Elementary

'
Vancouver Scho61'District
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APPENDIX E
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/ British Columbia

school code

SCIENCE ASSESSMENT

1.4p

IMMO

*

st..

_1 V

1V/PLL74-

'

44110r

o-

Province of British Columbia
Mini,stry of Education
Schooli Department
Programs Division Al,

Learning Assessment Branch
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BACK6ROUND INFORMATION

. ,

HOW TO MARK YOUR ANSWERS

,

,

Adan X beside you/E. an4021t.

For example: Do youllive in Canada?

Yes .)L1

2

1.

2.

1/4.

.

Did you write your school code
number in the boxes on the
front cover? If not, please
do so now. )

When were.you born?

Year: 1970 or earlier 4

X

.

3.

-

4.

,

5.

.

Are you a boy or a girl?

Roy.. . 51 I

,

- Girl '="-- 49 2

What language did you use'
when you FIRST learned to
speak? -

English 87 1

.1

. 197r 32 2

1972 , 61 3

Another
language 13 2

1973 orlater.. 2

Month: Januiry
What language do you NOW
speak most often at ipme?

English 931..

February 02

March 03

April ()L.+

Another,

language..:... ,2
May 05

June...:1 '06

. July. 07

August '06

September 091,f

October .
lo

November 11

DecdMber 12
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INTEREST IN SCIENCE 16PICS

or.

Directions: 'Bellow are li;ted four TOPICS IN SCIENCE. Read each oae

a and then CIRCLE the choice which shows how interested
you are in learning about that topic.

EXAMPLE!
'

HOW LIGHTNING WORKS.

Not Somewhat Very

Interested 1 Interested 2 Interested 3

Please-be as honest as possible in rating each topic. 'There is no

., correct answer. Do not spend too much time,on any one topic. .

FORM 4X

e

FORM 419

1, HOW FLOWERS GROW

Not
Interested-36.

2..'HOW MAGNETS WORK.

Not
Interested.15

3. WHY VOLCANOES BLOW U.

Not
Interested.13

4. HOW AN ELECTRIC LIGHT WORKS.

-Not Somewhat Very
Interested24 Interested46 Interestee3P

* I.° HOW BIRDS LIVE.

Somewhat
Interested-44

Very
Interested-2°

ItZhat Very
ested.42 Interested°3

Somewhat

Interested21
Very
Intishrsted."

Not
Interested .12

2. WHY THINGS RUST.

Somewhat
' Interested

Very
Interested 21

Not Somewhat Very
Interested .46 Interested .35 Interested

3. WIT? RIVERS FLOOD.
,

Not' Someiehat : Very
Interested .27 Interested 044 Interested' 28

4. _HOW AIRPLTES FLY.

Not
Interested 24

Scaewhat Very

Interested .32 Interested

ft

FORM 42

I. HOW,YOUNG ANIMALS

Somewhat Very
Interested -16 Interested .43 Interested .42

2. WHN SOhlETHING.BURNS.

Mot Softwhat Very
Interested .36 Interested .43 Interested .20

3. VIHN STARS SHIhE.

Not Somewhat Verr,'
' Interested 06 Interested '36 Interested -44

h .

4. NOWA TELEVISION WORkS.

Somewhat Very ,-

IntereSted 022 Intereited .35 " Interested .42

2c#
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SCHOOL SCIENCE

Direct4ons: The statements below tell how some students feel about SCHOOL
SCIfNCE. Read each statement arid then CIRCLE the chOice

-whfeh best describes how-you feel about it.

Here is an example about skatillg which shows how to mark your
answer if you disagree with the,statement

SKATING IS A WASTE OF TIME.

Strongly
Disagree ' (iiisagreel!)

Can't
Decide 3 Agree 4

StiOngly
Agree 5

-Please be as honest as possible in rating each Statement. There is no
conrect answer. Do not spend too much tire on any one statement.

'
1. LIKE TO STUDY SCIENCE IN SCHOOL.

Strongly Ca'n't Strongly
= Disagree 07 Disagree .11 Deeide .24 Agree .4' Agree

2. I FEEL THE STUDY OF SCIENCEIN SCHOOL IS IMP.ORTANT.

Strongly

Disagree °' Disagree -06 Decide *12 Agree '46 'Agree

3. SCIENCE IS DULL..

Can't Strongly

Strongly an't Strongly'

Disagree '23 Disagree '4' Decide,* 15 Agree Agree

4. L. DO NOT ENt( SCIENCE.

Strongly ,

4 Can't " 15 .10
Strongly

. Disagree .27 Disagree--,1 Deeide'' Agree Agree '"

5. I WOULD LIKE TO.STUDY NORE SCIENCE.

Strongly . Can't
. Strongly

Disagree '09 Disagree ',16 Decide Agree '" 'Agree. "'"
. .-

6. SCIENCE CLASSES ARE BORING.

Can't StronglyStrongly

Disagree .25 Disagree '41 Decide "' Agrte '" Agree '

7. SCIENCE IS A,VALUABLE SUBJECT.

Strongly Can't Strongly
' Disagree .06 Disagree -'' Decide ''' Agree '4' Agree

2bJ
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SECOND ASSESSMENT OF SCIENCE
0

GRADE 4 r982

anization. of Test Items

Objedtive

DOMAIN 1: SCIENCE PROCESSft

X:

.Z:

X:

Y:

Z:

X:

Y:

Z:

X:

Test Items* Page No.

.

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

-

1,17.,25,28,29,36

4,9,15,26,34,35
47,8,9,16,20

5,6,7,9,19,31
11,18,19,25,27,33
10,13,17,21,26,35

4,12,13;24,32,33
5,6,7,23,29,31
2,3,28,31,32,33

16,22

2-12.

13-23

?41-34

Observe and Infer

Classify

Commnicatq

Quantify
Y: '3,13 e 35-36

.10

Z: 23,24

DOMAIN 2: -KNOW1EDGE: RECALL AND
UNDERST AN CI

.

2.1 Biologi cal , Phy.sical , and X: 2,8,11,15,23,26
Earth/Space Science Concepts :.1: 8,10,12,14,20,22 37-43

Z: 5,11,14,29,30,34
441

,2 .2 Applications orScien'ce ad X: 3,30
the Nature of Science - Y: 2,24 44-45'

Z: 12,19

2.3 Saf,ety 'Procedures X: 14,20,35
A 1,21,32 46-48

Z: 1,15,25

-DOMAIN 3: HIGHER LEVEL THINKING

3.1' Science Concepts v X: 10,18,34
Y: 28,30,36 49-53
Z: 22,27,36

3.2 - Rational and Critical Thinking X: 21,27
Y: 16,17 e 54-55
Z: 6,18 ,

Booklet
tr,

)t. 4
y = Test. Booklet Y

ti Z = Test Booklet Z

47

274 -
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1/4

DCWAIN IL SCIENCE PROCESSES

00JftTIVE 1.1: OBSERVE AND INFER
( G

1.1.01 X/01 Which ONE of these will tell you most about the seight,of an object? p-eaut

VS
. A: Touching it .. 0 -3

B. lifting it Et if ,

C. looking at it . .
.0 ,

0 6

D. I -don't know- .0 i

4

1.1:02 X117 Which ONE PICTURE his halves which are MOST llXi'each other?
.

(OICK ONE PICTURE ONLY.).

M

Butterfly Rend sh.4
p-usttut

A. Butterfly CR, so
. O. Oak leaf 0 is

E. Nand '

D. Sea shell
,

E I don't know

0
.0

14

5

0 :5

1.1.03 X125

VS

.-

.Here are pictures of four careen birds. The pictures are hot the
correct sixes.

Jay Maple illnafieher

In these pictures, which bird has the SHORTEST tail feathers? p-uetUt

A. Waxwing 0 3
I. Jay

C. Magpie

CRI ItO. Kingfisher

E. I don't know 0 3

1



. OBJECTIVE' 1.1: OBSERVE.AWINf ER

Here are the pictures
of three leaves. The
lines in the leaves
are called veins.
Use these pictures
to answer fuestions
28 and 29.

1.1.04 X/28.

ST

Slack Oak

In which leaf are the main veins MOST like the pattern shown below?

4.
A. Maple . . .

B. BlaCk Oak

C. Poplar

Poplar

. D. I don't know.,

p-value

1.1.05 1/29 For wilich leaf are the main veins HOST like the pattern shown below? p-value

.

Mo.

A. liaple . .

B. Black Oak.

. C. Popfin
.

,

D. I don't know

0
g
0
0

91
--
4

I
. . 1

1.1.06 1/36' Which ,set of pictures shows
the BEST way to build a
snowman? It

ST A

to

tlE3 t'd
8 0 t^

5 t'At*
& i

'p-vatuf

A. .. , , 0 3

I. . ...

O. .. 41.1

. 0 D 3.t
o 1D 1 '

E. I don't know

ow.

276 -
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: OBSERVE AN0 INFER

1.1.07 1704 Which sense does a .aqnfyiM9 glass help?

A. Sight
.. 91

VS B. Touch .
. 0 4

C. Smell 0

p-vatut

D. I don't know

Here are two pictures of earwigs.

KALE FEMALE

4

\\
14.05 Y/09 How can you tell a male earwig from a female earwig?

p-vatut
..:

----1V:13Wi1iliiiii-diffliiint kindi of Pincers at the end ofi ST their body

B.-Female-earwigs have longer legs
f9

t9

f

.

C. Kale earwigs are Urger than fatale earwigs

Ei

3
D. Kale etrwigsrare'stroAger

3

E. 1.don't know. 0 3

-
1.1.09 Y/IS Which set of pictures BEST shows how an ice cream cone changes as you

est it?

vs
A

3

C-

D -

A.

e.

C.

0.

a

r.

p-uatut

3

0 3

fg
0, 9

E. k don't know ..
;

277
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CSJECTIVE 1.1: 00SERVE AND INFER

Here are pictures'of the twigs of three willow bushes.

A , II , C
Which willow has leaves which .are WIDEST neer the leaf tip?

it . 5?) 16

B. .1 . . 0 to
c.. . 0 io

D. 1 don't know 0 '4

Three children feel an object inside a bag. They can feel and smell
but not see it. Which child's statement is what he THINKS 1113 NOT WHAT
KE OBSERVES? p-valete

, A. Hark says,' "It is flat at eneend end round at the other's " , E) 770
S. lob says, °It smells like pepPermint candy° 0 te-
Cl John says, 'It'll> a tube of glue` 2) ft

..

D. I don't knew: 0 ,f1

1:y2 1/35

VS

Lisa wants to knew-whet ants'eat. What should she 00

A. Compare,the shape of the quetm ant to the othenants. . : 0 4
I. Measure the length of the ants. 0 4
C. Find the kinds of places ants go when they leave

. the anth 1 1 I. EZ 11

p-vatue

D. I don't know.

1.1.13 7./06

Look at the leaves below.

Silver Maple

With leaf has the most points?

A. Silver Nagle
1. Slack Oak . .
C. Sugar Neale

0

Sleek Oak Sager Maple

0. 4 don't know

278
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: OBSERVE' AND INFER

1.1.14 2/07

V S

1.1.15 voi

Here is a picture of an insect called a
WATER STRIDER. Its body is made of three
parts: head, thorax and bdcmeo. Use '

pis picture tiranswer questions 7 and 8.

which Shape below is HOST like the shape of its body?

0 0
p-vitue

A I C

A. v. . (:) 10

Eg 85

C. ,

., 0 3

D. I do:6't knowi. .

,

Look at the picture of the water strider again. the thorax is p-oatue

A. about as long as tht abdomeh. ..0.

A. much longer than the abdomen. (3 V

C. much sVorter than the abdomen (:) 78.

D. 1.don't know. 0

1.1.0 2/09 does a thermometer help?
p-vetue-

?lath sense ...,,

A. Touch

B. Sightw ., ,._

C. Taste

41. I don't know

liD 31

1:3 3!'

I:3 14

.0 f3

Hereike pictures of pe t.1, sides of four kinds of butterflies.

AIIMMENfth,
.00AMIMMI.

4*

'.4 . .
Viceroy Nbearch

Here is side view of one ofothem.

Chsckerspol

What kind of butterfly is shown in the side view?

Mimic

p-velme

A. Viceroy
,

Z. 78

C. Checkerspot [i] t

10S. Monarch

D. Mimic , 0 8

E. I don't knoll' .0 4

. 279 -
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ONECTIVE'1.1: 08SERVE AND INFER

41.1.18 Z/20 Look et your left hand. ithich diagram below is most like your handr

vs'

A

A. . .
Irk

B.

C. ..

D.

E. I don't kno

4

1E0 88

0 3

0 5

0 1

0 3

p-vatue.,

ObJECTIVE 1.2: CLASSIFY

ALL of the leaves in the first rbw are DICOTS.

1.2.01 X/05

oak wowieny saps
ALL of the leaves in the second ram are MONOCOTS.

cont purstot

ONE of the leaveS in the third row is a MOROCOT.

A
Which leaf is a MONOCOT1

E. I don't know

rem

button

IlerlirawaS

pv.atue

, . 0 if 4

50 sl

I:3 10 i

1 .
E3 25

j



4 OBJECTIVE 1.2: CLASSIFY
,... "17.:1

Ikere,is a picture of a track madt by an animal foot e' "
;411:

v
4%.411

/or:"

1.2.02 1106 Which ONE of these tracks was made
by an animal with the same number
of toes?

VS

A

,C.

D. I don't know,

3 c p-astut

r

0 , t

N ss

0 4

p-vatue

0
0.110 :o

0 70

1.2.03 1/07

Look at the chart below.

In which space would you put a blue square?

A.

8. . . .. . ,

C.

E. 1 domPt know

RID

SLUE

.

TRIANGLES SQUARES

1.2.04 1/09 Which shape does NOT belong With the others?

E A 0
A. 0 1
B.

42
C.

2
D.

46

E. I don't know 0 3

Sam put the names of animals into two groups.

Group I Group II

cow dog
horse cat
deer wolf
squirrel cougar

1.2.05 1/19 Why did he make these groups this way?

A. One group lives on farms; the other lives wild In .
p-vatue

the forest 0 14
6. One.group cliabs trees; the other does not. 0
C. CMe group eats only plants; the other eats mostly

meats.
20 69

D. I don't know. 0 /1

- 281 -



OBJECTIVE 1.2: CLASSIFY

Here are two groups of animals. Group I Group 1I

spider frog

Slug snake

earthworm robin

moth cat

1.2.06 5/31 To which group would a bee belong? p-vettue

A. Group 1
23 67

B. Group 11
0

C. Neither
fl

D. 1 don't know
(:I 5

A teacher arranged six objects as shown in the pictures beim.

Why were the objects arranged this way? p-uaLue

A. The teacher wanted to show the difference between

metal and non-metal objects.
0 26

2. The teacher did not want the children to hurt

themselves
ID II

C. The teacher wanted to find out whether'there were

more soft objects.or hard objects. :, . ( Z 51

0. 1 don't know
.. 0

1.2.00 T/18 Insects have six legs. Which picture below is NOT an insect?

VS

11

A. ' 0
p-valut

I

C. 0 it
t

0 . 0 5
-A 4.

E. I don't know 0 5

282
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OBJECTIVE 1.2: CL9SIFY

Look at the iiiaqinary tiny animals helsow.

NIBBLES look like those in the first row

but NOME of those in the second-row is aMIBBLE.

1.2.09 1119 Which ONE in the:third row is,NOT a NIBBLE?

ci

1

A.

B.

C.

1

D.

E.

F. I don't know

I

E
. . .

%

p-vatue

0 i0 *3

0 13

531 2
0 5

0 15

1.2.10

LL of these are NEWTS.

NONE of these is NEWT.

Which OXE of these is a NEWT?

AL?) g
gC8

p-vatue

A. 0 10

B. 0 17

C. C3 it
0. CA 45

E. I don't know
1 0 17

1..11 Y/27

Look at the chart below.

In which square

WAS BONES

. DOES NOT HAVE BONES

would you outs,a whale

LAND ANIMALS WATER ANIMALS

A

p-vatue
A.

: 0 5

B.

C. . 0 7

D. . 0 16

E. I don't know;: r 0 ,. $, 2 9



OBJECTIVE 1.2: CLASSIFY

Here is a football.

1.2.12 Y/33

ST

To which set of objects does the football belong?

A.

. B.

p-vstuc

pt

ED It

C. U 1

0 D. 3

E. I don't know 6

A teacher arranged six objects as shown in the pictures below.

1.2.13 Z/10 Why were the objects arranged this way?

p-vstuc
A. The teacher wanted to shcm the difference between

metal mid non-metal objects. .0 5/

B. The teacher did not want the children to hurt

themselves 0 I

C. The teacher wanted to find out whether thrre were
sort soft objects or hard objects. 25 .

D. I don't know. 0 10

Here ts a icture of a leaf.

The lines on the leaf are called veins.

.1.2.14 Z/I3 'Which of these leives has the SAME oattern of veins as the one above?

VS
11/4

A.

B.

C.

o.

p-ustue

J 0 I

El 85'

0 t

0 I

1

E. I don't know 0 1

All of these are felines.

Lion
Cougar
Cat
Cheetah

None of these is a feline.

Wolf
Bear
Cow
Bat

\
1.2.15 Z/17 Which one of the following is a feline? p-vaut

A. Dog 0 7

VS B. Seal 0 3

C. Beaver . f.:] f
e

D. Tiger CR . /5

E. I don't know

- 284 -
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OBJECTIVE 1.2: CLASSIFY

1.2.16, 2/21 Which seashell Otos NOT
belong with the others'

VS

11,

A.

B.

C.

O.

A I C

E. I.,don't know

p-vaut

0 7

0 4

CO 70

15

0

1.2.17 1/26

1.2.18 2/35

Look at the pictures of imaginary pond water animals.

?LAPS look like all those in row I.

Alut NONE of those in row 2 is a PLAP.
,r

Which OXE ID MI 3 As ; PLAP -

0

Were are ictures of two groups of objects.

Group I

To which group does the cat belong?

A.

! "
p-vatut

0

JD 6

D.' ID 14

C 0 u
o 0 5

E. El 4;

F. I don't know n u
4

Group 11

f p-matue

A. Group 1 1 iNj it,

B. Group II 1.3 l

C. Neither I:] If

0- 1 don't know q f

OBJECTIVE 1.3: tO*SJN1C1E

1.3.01 X/04

w.
;

You are ing to do an experiment about rusting.
followin should you do FIRST?

A. Pui a piece of steel wool into each jar

't the cap on one jar. Put two teaspoons of water into
the other jar. .

t two jars with lids. Nik e sure they are ccepletely dry.
D. L k at both jars each day for five days.: Record what

you see.

Which ONE of the

E. I don't know

2



OBJECTIVE 1.3: COMMUNICATE

This chart shows a record of some kinds of birds which were seen in a
park in Prince George from Januaryo June in one year. Use it to
answer guestioni 12 and 13. e

*

'

Gray
Jay Robin

Snow
Bunting

Snow
Goose

Humming
Bird

Herring
Gull

January V i

February V /

March_ V .

Aprilek V / I I i

May V / I i

June V /
r

i

1.3.02 1/12

V S

Witch kind or bird was seen in ONLY ONE MONTH?

A. Snow Bunting

B. Snow Goose

C. "warning 111rd
4

D. Robin

E. I don't know

0
0
0
0
0

p-vatoe

'4

82

3

4

1.3.03 1/13 In which month was ONLY ONE KINO of bird seen?
p-uctut

' A. March 22 II ,

B. April . 1:] IS

C. may 0 t

D. June 1:) 3

I

7E. I don't know / ID

1.3.04 1/24

Look at the picture and diagram of the picture below.

PICTURE

dots the symtiol Jr in the diagram meant'

DIAGRAM

12-value

A. A tight , . 0 16

B. A twisted wire

El
16

C. A piece of tape 4

D. A battery IR 35

E. I.don't know 0 tt

010
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1

OBJECTIVE 1.3: COMMUNICATE

1.3.05 2/32 A TrIai. is 'a triangle with a black border and it is shaded into two
parts. Which of the following is a Trate/

w,

0

A

4ik

.re

3 C D
p-vatue

1/(:)A.

B. . NO 40

r . . 0C. 15

D. 0 10

(
E. 1 don't know (:) 11

A plant grows this way

The first week it is 1 centimetre high.
The second week it is 2 centimetres high.
The third week it is 4 centimetres high.

1.3.06 2/33 Uhich of the following graphs shows this growth/

S.

centimetres

centimetres

I,

6

3

2

0

4

2

0

A

Weeki

,

, cintimetres

4

3

2

4

3
centimetres

2

IOWAN
11V411111
WINN

3 4
Weeks

D

%, II 2 4

A
Weeks , Weeks

0. . . ..... ...... . .

D.

. E. I:don't know

p-votme

14,

11

D. Is

so

O it

287 -
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OBJECTIVE 1.3: 0144UNICATE

Blast O'Wind is a race horse that runs around a track ach day. The

graph below shows the time it .took Blat O'Wind to run around tpe track
each day. Use this graph to answer questions 5 and 6.

lf

(

1.3.67.1/05 How m)ny seconds did fi take

'

Day 7? . .

S A.. SO seconds ,

C.

60,seConds

C. 70 seconds

1.3.0E Y/06

,

Blast 01111;c1 to rum around the track on

'

7

,

-D. i don't know 1
, 9

,
4

What was the.ONE day in which Blasit O'Wind ran around the track in

exactly 40,seconds? , N , p-uatue
. .

A. Day 1 . . . '',, .
4

... B. Day 3 , U 9'

' C. bay 6 73

.p-udLuc

fa
rs

D. I doq't know A
9.

1.3.09 Y/07 Vbich of the following tells iou MOST about the LIFE of a house fly?
i

p-untue
A. The bodies of adult flies are made of three parts. .The

M middle has the legs and wings.

B. Iltdult flies are pests. Sometlmes they carry diseases to
humans 14

t
C. Adult flies la)0eggS. which hatch ilito Faggots. Large

maggots become pupae. Finally, pupae become adult
flies. ..

t D. I don't knoii r 4

, 0 Is

.

1.3.10 Y/23

M

A Sharp4osed Crab-has a body shaped like a pear, with the pointed end -
toward the front. It has no sharp corners on its body. Its claws and

. legs are quite thick.

Which ONE of these is i Sharp...hosed Crabi

A.

B. . . ..

C.

r

-- ,

E. I don't know

-

EJ
0
0
.0
.0

p-uatue

so

30

6

70 .

4

/ - 288 4/



OBJECTIVE 1.3: COMMUNICATE

In the diagram below, yym are looking dam from an a roleni.
S.

. .

V Jahn

p-untue1.3.11 Y/29 ,The railway is on John's right.

A. Behind John

M B. In front. of John
C.) 43

C. On John's left I!

Where is the -tree?

- D. I don't know

1.3.12 Y131

S

, The following chart shomghthe temperature measured at different times
on three days. Use.this chart to answer question 31.

,5:001 am 9.00 am Noon 3:00 pm 6:00 O'm
MONDAY 15'C 17'C 201"C 21°C 19°C '

TUESDAY: 15% ' 15f. 15C 10 9"C
WEDNESDAY 11% '0"C 14°C WC

When was the highest tenperliture recorded!

A. 6:00 pm on Wednesday

B. Noon on Monday

C. 3:00 pm on Mondiy

D. Noon on Tuesday

E. I don't know

p-uant

/

0
0
50

0
10

7

14

61

4

9

0,

1.3.13 2/02

. ST

1.3.14 2/03

VS

Here is a chart from a school nurse's record book. Use it to answer
questions 2 and 3.

Name Age (years) Height (cm) Mass (kg)

Jane . 9 120 35

Kathy 8 115 26

Leo 10 32

Mark
,

9 _ 110

/ .15

'24
Norma 9 124 30
Olga 10 4 140\ 33

How tall is Norma?

wmatue
A. 110 cm 0 i
8. 124 cm

1E0 93
C 140 cm

D. I don't know

Which child has the maallest mass?

A. Kathy .

B. Norma

C. Mark

10. Jane

E. I don't know
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OBJECTIVE 1.3: COMMUNICATE

A class decided to show the te4erature with the following stapes:

. Cud*
/

ftwoo..20T

esamond 10m for ' to 201"IC<0> N

Triangle lorVto

On each of three days the temerature at noon'was:

Monday Tuesday , Wednesday
23C 22C 12*C .

N..
- 1.3.15 2/28 Which of the following stows the .tesveratures at noon for toe three days?

.

Mon. Tues. Wet
p-uatutW

0 0 ',L -A.
D . to

0 0 A B D 10

L.

.0 0 <> c.
2/

Di
E. I don't know . . ,35

1.3.16 2/31
,

A girl enters a room. T2ere is a bed along the wall to her LEFT, a
window in the wall in FRONT ot her and a table along the wall to her
RIGHT. Which of the moms below did she enterl

A

Dfor

thrutow

p-vdCut.

A.
1511 St

S.

c. 1

D. 1.3 15

c 4
E. I don't know 6
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OBJECTIVE 1.3: COMMUNICATE

Blast O'Wind is a race horse that runs TO
around a track each day. The graph O so
below shows the time it took Blast Oliind
to run around the track each bay. Use,this so

4 graph to answer questions 32 and 33. 0 sO

so

m to

1.3.17 Z/32

VS

40,

What number is missing in the table'below?

p.
ip

Bay Seconds

1 70

2

3.

4 AO

5 40

A 40 e

r .8. 50
1,

-4 .: -,
C. 60

.

b. I don't know

i 'a s 4

DAYS

p-vatut

1.3.18 Z133 Look at the graph again. On which day did Blast O'Wind run the SLOWEST?'

MS

t

p-uolue

8. Day 2 0 3
.C. Day 5 0 59

D. I don't know .
. 1.--] 4 10'

OBJEtTlVE 1.4: QUANTIFY ?
m"

1.4.01 X/I6 What temperature does this thermoneter show?

/ . "Mb

.>

. '
.:.

A, ..". p-vatue

A. 30*C 4 0 7

S. 346C
,

El 46

C. 359C . . . 0 . 36

D. 40.0

t
E. 1 don't know I:1- 5

1.4.02 Xf22 You could measure how heavy

A. kilograms_

8.'litres.

C. kilOmetres.

E. I don't know:

you,are in

4

.....
p-volut

Er- IX'
(.3 6

. ,
i'

, .

0
0

7-

0 , 15

1.4.03 1103 Which would be easiest to measure with s metric ruler that.is
30 cm longl

4 .

M A. The length of a pcncil

P-vaiue,

. B. The thickness of A Sheet of psper 0 13'

C. The distarke from your home to the school 0 3

. D. ihe distance frdm your home to the nearest grocery store 0 f

E. I don't know u3, 17

t-) U 1 .
. .
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OBJECTIVE 1.4: QUANTIFY if 4

1.4.08 Y/13 If you want to find out how mucti a person grew in 'one year, which of
i

the folirowing,MJST you know about the person? p-volue

S A. Nis age . . . . . . 6 0 14

B. The type of food ht eats e 0 f

C. Iiis height at the start of the year 12 69

O. The height of kis mother IA father s
0 3

0 rtE. I don't know 0 5

.05 fin3 Which one of those shown below iS the best container. to meliure the
arount of rainfall in millimetres?

p-votoe

A. 0 86

B.

c . ... M , 6

40

D. 1:1 21

E. I don't know
t

1.4.06 2/24 YOU could measure the distance from your home to the school in

s

p-ualue

A. dozens. 0 4

B. metres. Ell 79_
e. grams 0 s

D. lires. 0 5

E. I don't know. 0 X

' DWAIN 2: KNOWLEDGE: RECALL AND WIDERSTA/0

OBJECTIVE 21: BIOLOGICAL. PHYSICAL, AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS
p-vcifiss

2.1.01 X/02' Each yiar th/Earth moves once around 0 2A. Mars.

M .

B. Saturn. 0 2

'
C. the Sun. 12 63

D. the Moon. . .0 II

E. all cif the other planets. 0 7

t

F. I don't know. .0 15

2.1.02 X/08 Whic

VS A .......

CI'
.

r

...---.4 ...............

gri
,

292'-

04

p-uoLue

A. 0 6

B. 0 3

C. . El 83

D 0 7

E. I don't know 0 X
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43JECTIVE 2.1:

'4 2.1.03 X/11

S

.

"

2.1.04 1/15

2.1.05

. 2.1.0

--

2.1.07

#1
BIOLOGICAL, !HYSICAL,\AWO EARTH/SPACE CIENCE CONCEPTS

Where does the Earth p;i1OST of its energy?

A. Electricity .

03. The Sun

C. The wind
,

D. 1 don't know

0 '

0
0

p-vame

10

1

Arthur put water in ajar.
Then he added sPoonfuls of pebbles and dirtuntil"the jar was nearly full. He covered the jar and shook it. Itthen looked like this:

0.4Ium#
hitoir.

vrio.

If he let the jar stand
covered without shaking i# fix a week, the jarwould Itmk most like which,of.these pictures/

A
P-7--Pelbpveh1s:
B

16p-vatut
A.

e.
C.

O.

E: 1 don't know

.0Di
0

El

Ei5a

1/23 Which of tim following dissolves LEAST in witer?

A. Glass

B. Salt .

C. $osP

O. Sugar

E. I don't know

13

.0

1/26
Germs sometimes make people siCk because germs..

A. make poisons.

A, keep the blood from moving.

C. use up all of-the water in the body

0: don't like people and want to hurt them

E. I don't know.
6 '

Y/OB In many parts of British Columbia, a nocm temperature of 2C is most
likely in

A. January
, 53

B. Kay 0
C. June 0
0. July.

C. I don't know.
t:)
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13

10
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OBJECTIVE 2.1: BIOLOGICAL. PHYSICAL, AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

2.1.08 Y/10 You holdA sponge under water and squeeze it. Bubbles come to the top.\\

What are the tubblts mede of? F9..vaime

i. A. Air
IN 50

B. Soap 0 II

C. Pacer vapour 0 16

P. Sponge gas .
9. , 0 s\ 0

E. 1 Oon't know
7

2.1.0 Y/11 Where does the baby chick get its food before it hatches? 0-vatme

A. Tht food is stored in the egg

M
46

M B. The baby chick makes its own food
6

C. The baby chick doesn't need eny food. 0 ti
' D. The mother hen feeds.the baby chick 0 11

E. I don't know.
0 11

..A"

2'1'10
i/14 Seeds come from which one of the folloeing parts of a plint? p-untue

A. Flower
M

, ,
B. Leaf )'
C. Root

D. Stem

E. I don't know

Look it the picture below.

El 51

0 5

0 30

0 1

0 t

p-vatut

1.1..11 Y/20 What will happen to the balloon if it is left in the refrigerator?

A. The balloon will crack.
ID 10

S ... B. The balló$T will-smt bigger -..--,
ID 3

-, C. The balloon will Stay-tNe same .

.0 10

D. The balloon will get smaller.
. DO II

E. _I don't know. ..

1:3 I o

Look at the diagrams below.

Ar--4A

MC ilk
2.1.12 Y/22 To make the flashlight work, which way must we place the batteries? p-value

A. WSJ - SF

D. . 0 2/

C. D r
O. I don't know 9 O 6

- 294 -
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OBJECTIVE 2.1: BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, AND EARTN/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

2.1.13 Z/05 what is the MOST important thing that the lungs do?

p-vatIg\s A. Hold the Chest out

a B. Protect against gem 0 3
s

:

.. C. Move different parts of the body 0 f
: D. Pump the blood through the body 0 to

'f. Previde a place for oxyrn to enter the blood 5i0 . 604

F. t iiiti.t know 0 14 0 '

.,

2.1.14 2/11 What is the climate like in the desert?
p-OdAlt N

.A Hot days. cold nights, rainy : D 4
% VS .

D 4
B., Cold days, cold nights, very dry

C. Hot days,Ccold nights, very dry 61 75

13D. Warm days, wan, nights, very rainy ID 10

E. I don't know 0 S'

2.1.15 1/14

M

Which of the following have probably been on earth the shortest time?
p-value

A.°Alligators 0 12

B. Dragonflies D 14
C. Fish

D. Men 23 41

E. Snails El ..

a
12

4 0 14
F. I dgn't know 40'

s. 2.1.16 2/29 Here is a picture of a compass. How does this kind of compass work? lo-vitue

A. The needle is affected by magnetism 533 . 51

8. The wind blows the mtedle

C. The 'needle likes to point north.... .......
D. The earth's spinning makes the needle

2.1.17 2/30

14,

spin

E. I don't know

Look at the pictures below.'

A
When the temperature outside is 25' , how should you dress?

A.

B.

C.

8

II

13

p-vatue

19

O 42

32

p-vatmeWhY are the rocks and pebbles found in river beds usually smooth?
A. Rivers only flow where rocks are smooth

(:3 14
, B. The rocks rubbed against other rocks. g 60

C. Animals in the river keep rubbing against the
rocks.

D. I-don't know 0 14

U. I don't know

2.1:18 2/34

S

- 295 -
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OBJECTIVE 2.2: APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE AND ThiE NATURE OF SCIENCE

2.2.01 X/03 What part of a plant do we eat when we eit carrots? p-valut

A. Seeds 71
14

B. Stems 0 u
C. Roots 40 49

D. 1 don't know CJ 11

4
2.2.02 X/30 How do scientists test ideas to see if they are true or not true? p-vatue

A. Vote onbthe ideas 0 3

B. Gperiment. §D

C. Ask other scientists. 4

D. Read a book .0 7

E. 1 don't'know. 0 10

2.2.03 Y102

'Vs

v.

Where does leather come from?

A. Skins of animals

B. ?lined from the earth

C. Bark of trees

D. 1 don't know

p-value

Ig to. .

0 4

0 7

2.2.04 1/24 What does an astronomer studY?
Ia.:value

A. Electricity 10 magnetism

Ed

S

B. Animals and plants 4

C. Stars and planets 61

D. Building roads and bridges 0 3

E. I don't know : ri 'IS

2.2.05 2/12 Some cities and towms put chlorine into their drinking water. Why do
they do this? pwalue

A. To remove dirt from the water .. I:) f6

B. To kill harmful bacteria
, 10 50

C. To make the water taste better 1:) S

D. To make teeth tough 0 3
1

E. 4 don't know . 13 13

2.2.06 2/19 A scientist wants to study the water in a'lake. Which of these
will he likely do at the START of the study? p-vable

, VS A. Report that the lake is polluted 0 14

B. Ask people if they think the lake is pretty 0 6

C. Take the temperatures in the lake I& 72

D. I don't know 0 s
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OBJECTIVE 2.3: SAFETY PROCEDURES

2.3.01 X/11 Why is drain cleaner (drano or lye) DANGEROUS?
p-vatue

A. It destroys skin and clothes.
$7

B. It explodes easily.
12A

C. It causes fire and mnoke. 0 14

'D. I don't know 0 14

%
..,..2.3.02 1120 What is the WORST thing you could do if your clotheS caught fire?

p-vatue
e

{4
A. Wrap A coat or blanket around yourself. 0 19

B. Roll on the floor

C. Run for help. I DK] 44

D. Put water on your clothes 0 13

E. I don't know.
r.:) 2

2.3.03 1/35 Why is gasoline DANGEROUS?
p-vatue

S
A. It explodes easily.

rg] 83

B. It stains your skin
r 0 6

C. It destroys metals.
C3 r

D. It makes holes in clothing. 0 4

E. I don't know. 0
2.3.04 17p1 You need to move a piece of metal but think it might be very hot. _How

can you find out safely?
p-varue

W
A. Touch it with the tip of your finger.

N

0 t
B. Bring the,back of your hand up,close to it. 0 37

C. Splash water on it. 0 44

U. I don't know. P ,

2.3.05 2/21

2.3.06

/ s

Durihg science class, you drop A glass Jar and break it. There is

glaseall over the floor. What should,you do?
..p-value

A. to pick up the pieces yourself. LJ' 4

B. rhrow the broken pieces into the wastepaper
basket

, C. Do libt touch the glass, but tell the teacher right
away .

D. Brush up the glass with a paper towel

F. 1 don't know. ..

. 0 6

SO

0 6

3

Y132 Which of these should you ROT do on a field trip?
p-velue

A. Go exploring alone 533 114.

B. Talk to your friends about what you see 0 t
.

C. Dress properly for the trip 4
r.,,..

D.Write down important things you see 3

,

E. I don't know . 4

2.3.07 2/01 When riding riff bicycle At night, you should wear white clothing
because

p-virme -__..

ST A. it warms better than dark clothing. 0 .

B. it reflects light better than dark clothing to ',4

C. it cools better thin dark clothing. 0 r

0. 1 don't knir. 0 2

- 297 3o ,
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AirIMECTIVE 2.3: SAFETY PROCEDURES '

2.3.08 Z/15 Your teacher did some experiments. He left a little bottle. which has
some lumps of pretty blue stuff in it. on his desk. What shouTd you do? p-vatue

V S . A. Only leak at it 50 St

B. Try to touch the lumps.
E.) i

C. Taste the lumps
. El 1

D. I don't know.
, . . El 5

t, 2.3.09 2/25 What is the MOST likely injury you could get from a classroom animal,
.

such as a gerbil or guinea pig? p-umtut

M
A. A sting 0 3

B. A disease
.

El 16

C.1. kick ,E) 4

D. i bite 50 70

E. I don't know 0 7

-DOMAIN 3: HIGHER LEVEL THINXING

OBJECTIVE 3.1: SCIENCE CONCEPTS

Here are three pictures in which a small light makes a shadow of a ball

on a wall. The balls are 111 the same site.

Picture I

Picture II

Picture III

00.

.01 X/10 Here are pictures of the three shidows. Which shadow belongs to

Picture III?

A.

B.

C.

Pal

jo-vatut

Ea 49

(:)k

la 33

. IO. I don't know . . .

c
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OBJECTIVE/3.1: ,SCIENCE CONCEPTS

/
Look at the pictures below.4

,/
//1 Garden IV Hawk

Snake

3.1.02 X/18 In what order hould they be to show a food chain?

Mouse Grain

p.valut
A. Grain -MouSe-Snake-Havek IR SI
B. Grain-Snake-Hawk-Souse 0 5

C. Hawk-Snake-Grain-Mouse 0 14

D. Snake-Hawk-Mouse-Grain
, 0 30

E. I don't know 0 13

3.1.03 X/34 If the moon moved further away from the earth, it would look p-uatut

A. the same
(:) 4' ST B. larger. D 6

C. smaller. El , 15

0. 1 don't know. 0 i

5

Look at tht smoke from the chimneys below.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

3.1.04 Y/28 On whicb,diy was the wint STRONGEST?
rosuatue

ST
A. Monday LJ 1

B. Tuesday IS3 ti
C. Wednesday 0 s .

, . . 0 1
D. Thursday,

,
1,

1

s.

E. I don't know

The following chart ihows the teMieraiUre measured at different'timeS
on three days. Use this chart to answer question 30.

WO am 9:00 am Noon 3:00 pm 6:00 pm

MONDAY 150C 17PC 200C 210C 19°C

TUESDAY 150C 15°C 15°C 100C 90C

WEDNESDAY tpc 1cPc 140c 14°C 130c

3.1.05 Y/30 What was needed to get the information for this chart?
ploalue,

A. Ruler and a clock 4

B. Ruler and a thermometer /5.1

C. Barometer and a clock ED 7 :

0..Thennometer and a clock
4 DO 58

E. I don't know 0

299 3 U
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OBJECTIVE 3.1: SCIENCE CONCEPTS

The picture below shows a stick standing up on a piece'lof paper and
light cooing from four different places.

Stick Shadow

3.1.06 Y/36 Which light bulb would make the shadow shown'in the p'(61°I.ire?.. p-vatoe

A. , 0 ?I
cot

B. . tg 44

C. 0 10

D. c' ;
0 11

,

E. I don't know

3.1.07 2/22 An iron ball Has a "temperature of 150*C. What will happek if you
put a few drops of water on it? p -value

_

A. The water will%not chaie 0 ft
ct.

B. The water will freeze 0 15

C. The water will boil lig SO

D. The.iron will melt 0 7

15
E. I don't know. I

CI

Which would be true If the earth turned more slowly than it does now? p-vatut
_ .

A. Years would be ToTger
., 0 32

B. Daytire and nightime would be longer. El 5?
- :-..,....,_

C. Daytiie and nightiee would not b.% changed' 0 5

D. Daytime and nightime would be shorter 0 5

,tx
es, E. I don't know. %.'

44 '
4 0 6

4

3.1.09 2/36 A healthy green plant in a pot of good soil is kept ink1 'ro4nt with NO

LIGHT. It is carefully watered. What will the plantll@obabfY be like
-

in a few weeks? p-vatue

A. Healthy and green, with flowers on it 0 16

B. Growing slowly 0 14

C. Very healthy with darker green leaves than before 0 13

D. Dead dr nearly dead ra 47

E. I don't know % 0 9



OBJECTIVE 3.2: RATIONAL AND CRITICAL THINKING

3.2.01 X12I In 1980 Mt. Saint Helens blew up. What is the BEST explanation for this
p-vat.UebaPPening?

The mountain was angry. 0 f

B. Pressures became great inside iht mountain. DO 67
C. Scientists wilrnever explain it, because things

,like volcanos cannot be explained.

B. I don't know.

0
. 0

3.2.02 X/27 A scitntist counts 855 tree rings on a tree stump and\says the tree is
about 855 years old. What does he believe about tree growth? p-uatue

S A. There have been no forest fires for 855 years 0_ lo
B. All tree rings hive the same thickness: [3 4t
C. 'Trees always grow one ring each year. .,.

D. All trets have rings. 0 13
A.

E. I don't know . . , 1:1

11

9

ead the following and then answer questions 16 and 17.

Trash causes problems. -It pollutes air, water, and soil. Trash can
harm peopleby.making them-sick. Sometimes, rats live in trash.

Cleaning up litter costs a lot of money. Cities and provinces have to
hire people to pick up trash after gaaes and picnics. If people make
too much trash in years to come, what will happen? What can people.do
about it right sway?

3.2.00 Y/16 The person who wrote this probably rrvatut

. 4A. litters a lot

was concerned about garbar IJ 79

.C. likes rats. 0 f

B. wanted to make moneje.

E. I don't know.

, VS

3.2.04 Y/17 The person who wrote this probably wants

S.
. p-value ,

it 0 iA. bigger garbage dumps wade ,

. . . 0 $
B. more people hired to Pick up garbage. 0 19

C. people to make less garbage IR 65

D. scmeone to kill rats.
, 0 '3

E. I dOn't know. 0
3.2.05 1/06 You wish to convince someone that animals have sane way to protect

themselves. Which ONE of the following would you use?

VS
p-uat

87

ui

B. Squirrels ve in'
'

forestsli

A. Cats have sharp tiros and,teeth
.

i

C. Frogs make a lot of noise s. 0 1

D. COWS eat grass. e: r 0 t
...

E. I don't know. . . 0 7

3.2.06

VS

2118 Kary blew up a balloon and rubbed it against the wall of her room.
When she took her hand away, the balloon stayed on the wall without
falling. Kary's friends who saw this said the following things about

the balloon. Which is the POST scientific?
p-uatut

A. i do not believe the balloon stayed up. [3 ti

B. The balloon wanted to stay on the wall and not
fall down. [3 5

C. I cannot explain it, but there must be a reason
why it stays up. E 71

D. It is a magic trick and cannot be explained [3 t

1
E. I don't know. 0 s
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

HOW TO MARK YOUR ANSWERS

Aw
Put an X bAide yowt ameven..

! .

For example: Do you live in Canada?

Yes

No 2

49

1. Did you write your sChool code
number in the,boxes on the
front co4rs? If not, please
do so now.

2. What is your

V.

date of birth?

5. What language do you NOW
speak most.often at home?

English 94 1

Another
language 5 2

Year: 1966 or earlier 6 1 6. In Grade.4 were you

1967 33 2 attending a school

-
, 1968 58 3

, in this school
,

1969 of later 3 4 district'
,

72
1

Month: January

February

March

Apr41

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

DeceMber

3. Sex: Male

01

02

\93
04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

Temale

4. What langwe did you use when
you FIRST'l'earned to speak?

English 86 1

Another
language 12 2 P

- 303 -

elsewhere in'British

Columbia' 17 2

In another provOke
in Canad.P

outsfae Canada'

7. Have you successfully
completed, or are you now
taking Science sr

8 3

3 14

Have successfully
completed 13 1

Am now 85 2

Have not yet taken.

Go to Page 3

1 3

8. How is or was your Science 8
course given?

Full 10-month
course 621

Semester cburse..
-

Quarter systern

course' 6 3 -41

'Other. 2 4

1
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INTEREST IN SCIENCE TOPICS

Directions: Below are listed some TOPICS IN SCIENCE. Read each one
and then CIRCLE the choice which shows how interested you
are in learnidg about that topic.

1

EXAMPLE:

HOW LIGHTNING WORKS.

Not %
' Interested 1

Very

Interested 3 '

Please be as honest as possible in rating each topic. There is no
correct answer. Do not spend too much tire on any topic.

9. CONTROL OF PLANT DESTROYING INSECTS.

Not
Interested -52

10, CNEHIeALS IN Noo.

Not
. .Interelted -30

11. PLANETS.

Sormndiat Very
Interested .39 Interested -05'

Somewhat
Interested .42

Not Somewhat
Interested -21 Interested 46

12. HOW TO WORK COMPUTERS.

Not
Interestep -10

Somewhat
Interested .30

.

Very

Interested .23

Very
Interested 033

Very "
Intereste .59

4, FORM 8)i,

SCIENTISTS ( S)(.)
1. DIFFEPENT DISEASES PEOP E HAVE.

Not Somewhat
Interested .61

Somewhat ,

Interested -47

Somewhat
Interested -53

ARE RECYCLED.

Somewhat

Interested .35

Somewhat '

Interested .30
,

Somewhat
Interested 0-

Somewhat
Interested 56

-

4
'

.,,r4Somewhat

Interested .39

Very

Interested .19

Very '

Interested-.13

Very
Interested .24

Very
Interested 07

Very
Interested .34

.

Very
Interested-31

Very

Interested .22

Very

In,terested .24

1. SCIENTISTS ARE USUALLY OOD COMPARED WITH MOST OTHER PEOPLE I
KNOW.

Strongly Strongly
.23 Agree-13 Agree

02
-.Disagree -II Disagree -50 Dencide

2. SCIENTISTS USUALLY DON'T GO ALONG WITH THINGS ORDITIARY PEOPLE
LIKE TO DO.

Strongly Can't Strongly,A4
Disagree -1° Disagree '46 Decide "I' Agree", Agree r

3. SCIENTISTS HAVE THE ANSWERS TO MOST OF THE PROBLEMS OF CIUR SOCIETY.

Strongly 'Can't Strongly
Disagree .07 Disagree .29 Decide .19 Agree.90 Agree .06

4. SCIENTISTS PUT N HIGH VALUE ON MON LIFE.

Can't . ,
Strongly Strongly,
Disagree .02 Disagree .00 Decide .31 'Agree-44 Agree .13

..

5. SCIENTISTS ARE PROBA8L1 RIGHT WHEN THEY SAY THAT THE PLANETS DO '
NOT DETERMINE SUCCESS AND FAILURE IN OUR DAILY uns.

r

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree .04 Disagree .14 Decide .37 Agree .32 Agree .13

6. 'SCIENTISTS flAVE DONE MORE HARM THAN GOOD.IN,THIS-WORLD.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Oisagrte .35 Disagree 43 Decide 12 Agree .06

"

Agree 04

7. SCIENTISTSARE HIGHLY INTELLIGENT.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree .42 Disagree:05 Decide-14 Agree.-54 Agree .21

Interested 21 r/

2. ELECTRIC PUER PRODUCTION.

Notr
Interested -40

3: SOLAR ENERGY.

Not

Interested .23

4. HOW PAPER,CANS AND BOTTLES

Not
.

Interested .50

5. HOW TO DISSECT ANIMALS.

Not .

Interested -29

6. HOW SOUND COMS FRpli TAPES.

Not
. Interested-22

7. WHY VOLCANOES ERUPT.

Notf Interested -21

G. HOW ROCKETS WORK.

1
Not
Interested -37



Ul

(CoNT'D) SCIENTISTS ( 8X )
4

8. SCIENTISTS HAVE BEEN VERY HELPFUL TO MANKIND.

Strongly Can't
Disagree Di sagree " Deciq " Agree '61

9. PIORE SCIENckSTS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED IN OUR SOCIETY.

Strongly
Disagree °2

Can't
Di sagree 16 Decide 4° Agree 33

10. SCIENTISTS ARE NARROW MINDED PEOPLE.

Strongly Can' t
Di sagree 21 Di sagree 47 Decide .24 agree .05

SCHOOL SCIENCE

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree °9

Strongly
Agree .02

Directions., The statements below tell how some student's feel about SCHOOL
SCIENCE. Read each statement and thenCIRCLE the choice
which best describes how you feel about it.

Here is an example about skating which showi how to mark your
answer if you disagree with the statement.

SKATING IS A WASTE OF TIME.

Disagree 1 67:agree 2' Decide 3
Can'tStrongly Strongly

Agree' Agree 5

Please be as honest as possible in.rating each
correct answer. Do not spend too much time on

FORM

statement. There is no
any one statement.

4

1. I LIKE TO STUDY SCIENCE IN SCHOOL.

Strongly Can' t Strongly
Disagree °' Disag''ree19 Decide'.19 Agree *49 Agree ."

I FEEL THE STUDY OF SCIENC

Strongly
Disagree 03 Disagr

NCE IS DU

SCHO IS IMPORTANT.

Sttongli
Agree .16

Str y Can't
Disagree *13 Disagree 5° Decide 14

4. I 00 NOT ENJOY SCIENCE.

Strongly Can't
Disagree 15 DisaTree *49 Decide "

3 1

Agree 59

Strongly
Agree*" Agree 06

Strongly
Agree 14 Agree ,05

-?
I WOULD LIKE TO STUDY MORE SCIENCE.

Strongly
Disagreed° Disagree."

6. SCIENCE LASSES ARE BORING.

Strongly
Disagree 02 Di s agree 45

7. SCIENCE IS A VALUABLE SUBJECT.

Can' t
Decide "

Strongly
Agree 3° Agree 07

Can't Strongly
Decide 20 Agree 17 Agree 07

Strongly Can' t
Disagree 11 Decide 11. Agree .56

Stronglr
Disagree" Agree .17

8. TOO MANY HOURS IN SCHOOL ARE DEVOTED TO SCIENCE.

Strongly Can' t
Disagree " Disagree " Decide 16 Agree

ASgtrreoengly

9. SCIENCE SHOULD BE REQUIRED EVERY SCIIOOL YEAR.

-Strongly Can' t Strongly
Disagree 06 Disagree 27 Decide *17 Agree 3: Agree "

10. WHAT ONE LEARNSIN SCIENCE IS USEFUL OUTSIDE OF,SCHOOL.

Strongly , Can' t Strongly
Disagree ." Disagree 09 Decide 16 Agree 54' Agree "

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (8 y )

1. SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS AND THE PROGRESS OF MI GO TOGETHER.

Strongly Can't StronglyDisagree." Disagree 11 Decide24 Agree 54 Agree

1. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SHOULD NOT GET ANY OF THE TAXPAYERS', MONEY.

Strongly Can't
Disagree Decide22 Agraa.10 SA=glyDisagree. .08"

3. IN EVERYDAY LIFE SCIENCE IS HOT AS PRACTICAL AS COMMON SENSE.

Agree 3;
DStisroagnrgelye.

Disagree.24 DCeacn'idte15
ASgtrehoengly.os

4. SCIENCE IS IMPORTANT IN OUR LIVES.

Strongly Can't
0° Disagree1° Decide;13 StronglyDisagree Agrees% Agree is

3 1



conrD) 5CIENcr Aril) sócIETY (8X)

5. SCIENCE IS NOT NECESSARY TO SOCIETY.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree.2I Disagree.54 Decide." Agree." Agree ..61.

6. SCIENTIFIC INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES HAVE IONE MORE GOOD THAN
HARM FOR MANKIND.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree." Disagree." Decide." Agree." Agree .21

7! SCIENCE IS NOT IMPORTANT IN EVERYDAY LIFE.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree." Disagree.49 .Decide.15 Agree.19 Agree .133

8. SCIENCE HAS CONTRIBUTED GREATLY TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF
CIVILIZATION.

Strongly Can't Strongly 0

Disagree." Disagree." Decide." Agree.51 Agree *34

9. THE PRODUCTS OF SCIENTIFIC -ORK ARE MAINLY USEFUL TO-SCIENTISTS
BUT ARE NOT USEFUL TO THE AVERAGE PERSON.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree." Disagree.44 Dec1de.17 Agree.24 Agree .61

10 SCIENCE WILL HAVE A TREMEND(US EFFECT ON OUR LIVES IN THE FUTURE.

I Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree. 62 Disagree." Decide.14 Agree.46 Agree '32Lo .

CD
Ch 11. SCIENCE EXI,STS FOR THE BENEFIT OF MANKIND.

I Strongly Can't Strongly . .

Disagree." Disagree." Decide." Agree.56 Agree .11
x

\

12. I USE SCIENTIFIC IDEAS OP FACTS IN MY EVEPYDAY LIFE.
'

, Strongly Can't StrOngly
Disagree-66 Disagree.29 Decide.2I Agreeg17 Agree '03

31

SPECIFIC ISSUES ( 8 2:)

1. STUDENTS SHOULD LEARN HOW TO USE COMPUTERS.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree .01 Disagree .08 Decide.11 Agree Agree .24

2. SCIENTISTS SHOULD DO fltRE RESEARCH ABOUTCREATING LIFE iN THE
LABORATORY.

Strongly ' Can't Strongly
Disagree .133 Disagree .19 Decide.36 Agree .?6 Agree °6

Mb

CcoNVD) speCIFfc. (551Ass (3z)
3. ELECTRICAL GENERATORS POWERED BY COAL AND OIL CAUSE LESS

POLLUTION THAN NUCLEAR pLANTS.

,

Strongly 140Can't Strongly
Disagree 4" Disagree .26 Decide.29 Agree .30 Agree .07

4. HIGHWAY SPEED LIMITS SHOULD BE MADE LOWER SO THAT WE CAN SAVE ,

GASOLINE.

Strongly Can't Strongly
4 Disagree .14,Disagree .46 Decide." Agree .22 Agree .06

5. SCIENTISTS SHOULD CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS ON ANIMALS IF THEY THINK -

PEOPLE WILL BE HELPED.

a.
Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree .11 Disagree 16 [Wide." .45 AgreeAgree .14

6. WE CAN USE ALL THE NATURAL *GAS, OIL AND GASOLINE WE NEED NOW
BECAUSE FUTURE GENERATIONS WILberIND NEW FORMS OF ENERGY.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree.26 Disagree." Decide-I2 Agree." Agree .02

7. WE SHOULD GET BACK TO A SIMPLER WAY OF LIFE BY GETTING RID OF
ALL THIS TECHNOLOGY.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree." Disagree.42 Decide." Agree." Agree .05

B. FACTORIES SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO REDUCE 'SMOKE POLLUTION EVEN
IF PRICES GO UP.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree." Disagree." Decide." Agree.46 Agree .30

9. PEOPLE SHOULD BE MORE CRITICAL OF CCOPANIES" CLAIMS THAT
THEIR MEDICAL DRUGS ARE SAFE.

6trongly Can't Strongly
19Disagree." Disagree .66 Decide -24 Agree." Agree

10. rARMERS AND RANCHERS SHOULD BE ABLE TO USE ANY CHEMICAL
SPRAYS THEY THINK ARE NECESSARY.

Stro Cant Strongly'

Disallt.11 Disagree.47 Decide -69 Agme .11 Agree .0 3

CAREERS IN SCIENCE (8Z)

1. GOING INTO SCIENCE AS A CAREER WOULD BE WELL WORTH THE TIME

AND EFFORT REQUIRED.

Strongly Can't Strongly

D1sagreen01 Disagree." Decide." .47 AgreeAgree 10

2. A CAREER IN SCIENCE WOULD BE IDEALLY SUITED TO GIRLS.

Strongly Can't Strongly

-Disagree." -Disagree." Decide. ,29 Agree '26 Agree
06

31J



(CONIVD) CAFZEER5 IN GC_IENCe. (82.)
3. A CAREER IN SCIENCE WOULD BE VERY SATISFYING.

Strongly Can't
Disagree .J3 Disagree .20 Decide ." Agree

4. A SCIENTIFIC CAREER MIGHT BE ALL RIGHT FOR SOME
NOT FOR ME.

Strongly Can't
Disagree .G7 Disagree .2° Decide " Agree

5. SCIENCE AS A CAREER WOULD NOT INTEREST ME BECAU
TOO HARD.

Strongly Can't

Decide .39 AgreeDisagree .16 Disagree .62

6. SCIENTIFIC WORK DOES NOT INTEREST ME.

Strongly Can't
Disagree .13 Disagree ." Decide

Strongly
42 Agree .25

PEOPLE BUT

Strongly
.19.37

Agree

SE WORK IS

,39
Strongly
Agree (73

St
Agree '4 Ag

7. WORKING AS A SCIENTIST WOULD BE A DESIRABLE OCCUPATIO

ongly
e .22

Strongly Can't StrOngly
Disagree .25 Disagree .26 Decide '30 Agree .33 Agree .25

8. A CAREER IN SCIENCE WOULD BE IDEALLY SUITED TO BOYS.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree .36 Disagree .27 Decide .26 Agree .32 Agree 82

I WOULDAWILLING TO TAKE A JOB RELATED TO SCIENTIFIC WORK.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree .25 Disagree .26 Decide .23 Agree .37 Agree .25

10. SCIENCE WOULD BE TERRIBLE AS A LIFE'S CAREER.

Strongly Can't itrongly
Disagree '15 Disagree .58 DecideL18 Agree .14 Agree 116

11. I WOULD BE SATISFIED TO SPEND MY LIFE AS A SCIENTIST.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree '13 Disagree .52 Decide .23 Agree .17 Agree ."

12. SCIENCE WORK WOULD GIVE A GREAT DEAL OF PLEASURE.

Strongly Can't StrOngly
Disagree .37 Disagree .25 Decide .29 .A 3. Aftee-- .55

13. IT IS SILLY FOR GIRL'S TO WASTE TIME STUDYING FOR A SCIENTIFIC
CAREER.

tan't St
Disagfe.. oi

3i
Oec ide 09 A 05grte Agree

rOnglY
.02

Strohgly_



SECOND ASSESSMENT OF SCIENCE

GRADE 8 1982

Oraanization of Test Itets

Objective

DoMAIN 1: SCIENCE,PROCESSES

1.1 Classify

1.2 .Communicate

1.3 Interpret Data

1.4 Identify and Control Variables

-4*

DOMAIN 2: KNOWLEDGE:" RECALL AND
UNDERSTAND

2.1 Biological, Physical arid-
Earth/Space Science Concepts

Applications of Science and the
Nature of Science

2.3 Safety Procedures

Test Items.*

X: 9,24,29
Y: 27,29,34
Z: 10,15,20

X: 14,36,38
Y: 11,15,40,

Z: 5;6,22

X: 4,5,26
Y: 8,22,24
Z: 4,19,32

X: 6,7,16
Y: 4,5,6
Z: 21,30,31

X: 1,10,1-1,15,17,1,
21,31,34,35,37

Y: 1,2,11,18,23,25,
26,28,30,33,39

Z: 3,11,14,16,18,23,
26,33,35,36,40

X: 8,12,22,30
Y: 16,31,35,36
Z: 7,17,28,39

X: 3,18,28,39
Y: 7,10,14,20
Z: 1,13,27,34

DOMAIN j: HIGHER LEVEL THINKING

3.1 Apply Biological, Physical and X:

Earth/Space Science Concepts

Z:

3.2 Use Rational and Critical Thihking X:

Y:

Z:* X = Test Booklet X
Y = Test Booklet Y
Z = Test Booklet Z

308 -

2,13,25,33,40
3,9,12,32,37
2,9,24,25,29

20,23,27,32
17,19,21,38
8,12,37,38

Page No.
.

2-10

11-17

18-22

23-26

27-38

. 39-4.3

44-47

48=54

55-6q.



DOMAIN 1: SCIENCE PROCESSES

06JECTIVE 1.1: CLASSIFY,

The following is an identification key for eight students in a class.
Use this key. Step by steP, to find'the name of the blue-eyed blond
girl.

Step 1. Sex-boy

Sex-girl
Co to.Step 2
GO to Step 5

Step 2. Eyes Blue
Eyes Brown

GO to Step 3
CO to Step 4

Step 3
,

Hair Blond

.
Hair Dark

Leslie
Lynn

Step 4. Hair Blond
Hair Dark

Nicky

Bobby

Step 5. Eyes Blue
Eyes Brown

Go to Step 6

Go to Step 7

Step 6. Nair Blond

Nair Dark
Pat

teverly

Step 7. Hair Blond
Hair Dark

Terry

Lee

1.1.01 X/09

s

What is the name of the b

A. Pat ;.. . .. , .

B. Lee

C. Leslie . ,-

IX Terry

ue -eyed, blond girl?

.--1 1. . ,

-Ts70...

E. I don't know

1.1.02 5/24 Insects have six legs. Which picture below is NO1 an insect?

VS

,/

A

p-maLue

0 1

0 21

0 4.

0 5.

E. I don't know

- 309
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: CLASSIFY

1.1.03 X/29

ALL of these are lilies.

NONE of these is a lily.

Which ONE of these is a lily?

A. 0
S. .. 0
C. .

E. I don't know .. 0

Mere-are some footprints left by sic animals.

Use thl identification key below to find out which animal leaves tracks
LIKE PICTURE 8

Step I. all feet leave claw marks

not all feet leave claw marks ,

Co to Step 2
Go to Step 4

Step 2. entire foot leaves a print ,

not the eAtire foot leaves a print
Go to Step 3
Striped Skunk

Step 3. large prints

tiny prints
Rarcoon

Deer Mouse

Step 4. entire foot 'leaves a print

not the entire foot leaves a print
Go Co Step 6

House Cat

Step S. front feet leave claw marks
front feet do not leave claw marks

Muskrat .

Cottontail Rabbit

1.1.04 Y/27 Which animal leaves tracks like Picture 8?

A. Cottontail rabbit SC0

8. Striped skunk 0
C. Raccoon 0 SS -

D. Deer mouse . 0 4

ISE. I don't know

p-tle.Lue.

4

9

if

9

p-vetue

-310 -
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: C1ASSIFY

Lock at these pictures of imaginary
pond water antmals.

ALL of these are FLAPS:

NONE of these Is a PLAP:

1.1.06 Y/29 Which ONE of these is PLAPT

VS

e;c)

RI
. A p-Vatit

A.

BiI. . .
10

C.
. 0 1

0.

--, 0 f
E. ( iii) 65

00 F. I don't knoW 0 ft

tALL of these are insects.

NOME of these is an Insect.

1.1.06 Y/34 Which ONE of these is an insect?

ST

1

44Z.
I.

A $ C n 0
p-odue

A.
..--..'

[..-.) If
S. 0 1
C. k E S3
0 .

El i
E. I don't know 0 f

- 311 -
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: CLASSIFY

Here-is a collection of
'Doodles' and a classification
tree for them.

*

1.1.07 Z/10 What is the reason for divid ng the groups in Step 1 info the four

A smaller groups of Step 2? p-valut

A. Long tails are divided from short tails 0 3
B. Open figures ere divided from closed figures. jg 32

C. Curved boundaries are divided from straight boundaries. , . 0 10.

O. Those cut into halves are divided from those not

cut into halves. o s
E. I don't know. 0 27

,

Z/15

VS

Here are six unknown animali. Look at them carefulty.

A c 0 E

Use the identification key below to,find out the name of CREATURE F.
.

Step 1. wings
no wings

,

Go to Step 2
Go to Step 5 ,

Step 2. wings stick out to side
, wings do not stick outlo side

Go to Step 3
Go to Step 4

Step 3. hind legs as long as body
...hind legs shorter than body

Cranefly
Thread-waistediaesp

Step 4. wings cover ill of abdomen- (rear nd)
wings do not cover all of abdomen

Leaf tug
Housefly

Step.S, six legs
eight legs

Iristletail
Spider

Creature F is a p-vatut

A. Thread-waisted Wasp ,
.0 4

B. Cranefly.

C. Leaf Bug. E3 s--
D. Sristletail 17.) 14

E. I don't know 0 4

- 312 -
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: CLASSIFY

AU. of these are felines.

Lion
Cougar
Cat
Cheetah

NONE of these is a feline.

Wolf
Bear
Cow_
tat

k

1.1.09 2/20 Which Cin 'of the following Is i feline? p-ualut
A. Dog 0 4

ST B. Seal .0. 0
C. Beaver 0
D. Tiger .. lag 81

E. I don't know 0 4
,

.00

01JECTIVE 1.2: COR4UNICATE

Look at the follcwing map. It shcon
the elevations of a small part of
Iri tish Col umbia.

,

11,11,WATIOW Aa011
f HA MIL

Walt

1
SFDTAM

500*
400-499

200-299
'A
SIN

100-199
0-99

Which one of the following observations is correct? p-valut

A. The land is lower in the west than In the east. 0 II
B. The land is hilly in the west aM quite flat in the east. El 48

C. li, X, Y and Z probably.represent lakes. 0 is
D. Ruch land in the north and south is below sea level . [..3 10

E. 1 doe't kaow. 0 16

- 313 -
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OBJECTIVE 1.2: COMMIMICATE ,

In basketball practice, Linda and Diana shot 20 shots every day for
five days. The graph shows the number of baskets scored each day.

-

Number 01
basketi Scored

each day.

15

10

5

0

Linda
Diana

Mon. Tues. Wed.. ThurS.

,

1.2.02 X/35, Look at the graph. Which of thefollowing statements is correct? rp-untue

A. Diane scored more baskets than Linda on Monday atod Friday. . .,. . .

vs 0 aB. Linda scored fewer baskets than Diana on two days oply. .

C. Diana and Linda scored the same member of baskets on 11.00,

Tuesday.. 0 6

D. Linda scored more baskets than Diana on Friday. 0 S

E. I doli't know 0 a

4

Here are two pictures of a pot of water on a stove. Picture 2 wits

taken 5 minutes after pictUre 1.

Plasm

1.2:03 X/3E1 Which choice is tbe BEST way of telling that there has been a DAME?

A. The water is boiling in picture 2

B. The gas is on in picture 2. v

C. The water gets hot.when the yes is on. . . .

D. The water is not boiling in picture 1

E. The water is boiling irr picture 2; but it is pot

boiling in picture 1

F. I don't know

,

.

St
; - 314 - Q.)

p-odue

0 13

I:] 6

0 13

0 :

Ei 64

0 2

-Pa



OBJECTIVE 1.2: COMMUNICATE .

7

Z;
5

43
,

2

1

0

1.2.04 Y/11

vs

Some children found teat the
and VC at 12 o'cl2ck.

10 12
Time hour)

Whit . graph

1

10 1 10 11 12

5

3

0

temperature was b°C at 10 o'clock. 2°Cat 11 o'clock,
7

Time (hour) .1, Time (hour)
is the best record of their Trndings?A.

B.

C.

D.

E. I dbn't know

C 2

7

6
5

2
1

Time (hour)

When large amounts of warm water are (harped into a river, th4 river itself ts heated.
The temperature of the waterroay be raised only a few degree yet these few degrees
can change the animal and plant life in the river. Heat causes a loss of oxygen in thewater. Fish no longer do well and sore kinds die. Without enough oxygen. bacteria
in the river cannot break down waste matter. The river it no longer clean.

.1.2.05 1/1S What' is the WAIN IDEA in this paragraph?

VS

0 5

IN 71

0 I0 50 5

p-vatue
A. Heat causes water to lose oxygen 0 11-
B. Fish and bacteria do not do well without oxygen 0 a
C. Some fi sh 'cannot survive in warm water

4 0 i
D. Lint ammts of wenn water can be dangerous to life in rivers IN 47
E. I ,don't know CD 4

1.2.06 Y/40

ST

-
In the diagrams below you are looking dam on a scene from an airplane. Jim says,."TheJ car which is in front of se is behind John and the tree on my left is on his right'.

A

According to Jim's description, wnich is the correct diagram?

A.

E. I don't know

315 -

p-vaCue

00 40 ,

76

3



OBJECTIVE 1.2: COMMUNICATE

The graph below shows how many metres it takes a car to stop after

braking (braking distance), when the car is travelling at difforent

speeds. Use this graph to answer questions 5 and 6.

Speed ot ,

car In
km/h

,

10

1
,

40

. ../.4r.."....

3o

,
I

1.2.07 Z/05

S

1.2.08-Z/06

M

10 20 30 40 So SO 70 SO 90 $03

Braking distance In metres

Look at the graph. Predict the braking distance at 15 km/h.

A. 10 metros

B. 15 metres 6

C. 5 metres .

D. 20 metres
,.

E. I don't know

Lack at the graph again. Predict the braking distiect at 44 OA.

A. 70 metres

..B. 75 metres

C. 100 metres

O. 60 metres

E. I don't know

pvalla

0 6

1g .63

13 3

L3 10 .

13 13

p-vafoe

0 f0

183 IS

0 4

0 16

C3 a

-1

,_/)

1.2.09 2/22

ST

kgirl enters a row. There is a bed along the wall to her LEFT, a

window in the wal) in FRONT of her and a table along the wall to her

RICHT. Nhich of the rooms below did she enter?

ITabiel

Blade,

A - 3 C
p-vatne

A. 4. .. . Ig 17

13 t

C. 13 t s
o. . 0 13 5

E. I don't know

1701.1

COOT

rem

war

(



ONDECT1VE 1.3: INTERPRET DATA
4'

Here are two maps of the raw area. One
other shows where some plant comuntties,
answer questions 4 and 5.

1.3.01 7.104

VS

1.3.02 7./05

RAINFALL

ltimars

1370.1600
140.1361
110-113

610-90, ai

mik

shows the rainfall and.the
grow. Use these maps to

PLANT COHMUNITIES

1%061 . from kw

Sortfors

Sivk

How much rainfall in one year is best for growth of Garry Oak trees1
p-vatze

A. Less than 0 3
460 es

S. 46C1 - 689 mm
lEg s1

-rC. 690 - 909 mm
IS

D. 910 - 1139 0 4

g. I don't know
.0 13

According to the saps, which is the wettest place to go pick Swordfern
leaves1 p-umtue

. . .0 33
S. X

.. 0 11
C. Y fib 41
D. 2 .. . . 0 4

E. I don't know `-a

In summer. John noticed that the air in his tires bemuse Mstter when
his car was driven over a ton 9 distance.

1.3.03 7./26 The statement above is an example of
A.. a theory.

B. a principle

C. an observation.

D.. law

Vse

E. I don't know.

The treeline is the highest altitude at* which
trees can grow. The following table relates
treeline to distance from the equator.

.

.

Distance from

Equator Tree ine

1000 ks
2500 km
5C00 km
6500 km

40001
3500
3000
1500

1.3, Y/08 According to the table above, the farther you are from the equator
p-vatue

A. the higher the tretlint D u
B. the lower the treeline., RI SS

C. tho taller the trees. . . 0 4

D. the smaller the trees

E. I don't know.
g

317
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(BJECTIVE 1.3: INTERPRET DATA

During the fall of the schnoi year, an elementary school boy otserved

that, whenever he and his friends began to play ball on a street in
their neighbourhood, there was an increase in car traffic. He noticed
that the car traffic increase began at 400 p.m. The boy remembered
that this did not happen during the sunner months. The box also knew
that the secondary school on the same street closed at 3:45 p.m.

1.3.05 Y/22 Which is the BEST explanation for these observations? p-vetue

A. People like to shco after 4:00 P.m. D
ST

3.8. People who own cars do not want boys to play ball

C. rhe best time to drivf is at 4:00 p 0 5

D. The traffic was caused by the teachers and
Students from the secondary school 10 si

E. I don't know. 0
A student wished to find out.hom many ants there were in one

square metre of his lawn. He divided one square metre Up
into 100 equal patches and counted the ants in five of the

patches. He obtained the nuMbers of 3,4, 4, 7 and 7.

OMIIIIIII
11111111101111M111
MIIIIMMIIIIGIRIIIIIIIIIIIIII
MIIIIIIIIME1111111
1111111111M11111
MIIIIIIIIIIWEIN
1111111111:31111IIM
IIIMIMINO1111IIIIINIMM

1.3.06 Y/24' What is the BEST estimate for the total weber of ants on one souare
metre? p-untut

A. IMO 0
tCA

SCO Oct

C. 700 0 6

D. None:of the tboye 0 45

E. I don't know 0 17

1.3.07 I/04

-

This set of diagrams shows how Crater Lake was fonmed. Ht. Hausa
erupted about 5000 B.C. in much the same way as Mt. St. Helens did
in 1980.

Crater Lake now fills a very lar. crater. How was the crater.formed?

A. Most of the peak of the volcano
was blown away in the eruption.

I. The crater was caused by a
meteorite

C. Most of the peak oflie volcano
collapsed into a space which
was emptied below it

D. Most of the peak pf the volcano
was melted and ran down the
tides

E. I don't kricw iD

p-vatue
41

31

13

13



OBJECTIVE 1.3: INTERPRET DATA

David was asked to find out how much table salt would dissolve in
1,000 et of water when the water temperature is at 25C at the
start of the experipent. During the experiment, he made the following
observations.

1: Water teeperature at the start was 25*C.
2. The solution had no odour.
3. Atter dissolving 390 grarm of salt, no more salt would dissolve.
4. The temperature outside the classroom ids UPC.

1.3.08 2/19 Which of the above observations would be LEAST helpful?

A. 2, 3

B. 1 2

C. 2, 4

D. 1 3

E. I don't know

1.349 2/32

Use the following information to answer question 32.

Sue wanted to find out what might affect the length of bean seedlings.
She placed a bean wrapped in moist tissue paper in etch of TEN
identical test tubes. She put FIVE test tubes in a rack in a sunny
window. She put FIVE test tubes in a rack in a dark refrigerator. She
measured the length of bean seedlings in each group after one week.

Jsw
ktat is the /43ST important reason Sue ustd five test tubes under tech
condition?

p-mxtut

6

63

14

0 7

p-ValLt

A. She wished to test five different factors 0 16
t

B. Averages provide better data in growth experiments. . . . . NI 65

C. She was afraid she might-break some test tubes. 0 4

D. She had no good reason for doing this
. 0 4

E, I don't know. 0 1

OBJECTIVE 1.4: ICENTIFY AND C(NTROL VARIABLES

Ute the following-irifirsitibn.to answer questions 6 and 7.

Pat wanted to fin4 out if temperature has an effect on the
.4prowth of bread mold. Ke grew the mold in nine containers,
each with the same amount and type of nutrients.N.

Three containers were iept at 0°C.
Three containers were kept at room temperature (about 2)°C).
Three containers were kept at 90*C.

The containers were explained at the end of four days.

1.4.01 1/06
n

What is the factor which Pat will look for?
,p-tutCue

VS
A. Changes in the amount of eutrients in each container

B. The amount of growth of the bread mold ..

0 6

C. Numbers of containers at each temperature 0 . 3

D.,Differences in the temperature of thecontainers 0 10

E. I don't know 0 5

1.4.02 1/07 Which of the following did Pat ttep the SANE in his containers?

I. The amount and type of nutrients

2. The length of tine the,mold was allowed to grow
3. The temperature of the containers
4. The mount of growth of the bread mold

p-vatne

A. only 0 23
B. 2only 0 10

C. and 2 N 45

D. 1,2, 3 and 4 0 12

E. I don't know 0 10

- 319



OBJECTIVE 1.4: IDENTIFY MO CONTROL VARIABLES

1.4.03 .X/16 When we say that a scientist has formed an HYPOTHESIS about an p-value
experiment we mean that he has

A. designed equipment needed for the experisent.
B. indicated which measurements will be made and

-haw they sMsuld he carried out
C. described how the experiment might turn out by

stating how one factor might affect another.
O. observed all the things that happened during the

experiment. to
E. 1 don't know.

0 3

' 0 10

El 41

0 11

15

Below is a picture of two
ice cube trays. One is
filled with very hot
water and one with
cold water. Use this
picture for questions
4, 5 and 6.

"
8 1
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1.4.04 Y/04 Many people say, *Hot water cakes ice cubes quickec than cold water'. Which choice
would be the best statement for helping you plan an experiment to test this?

p-veluI
A. The hotter the water you start with, the faster it will freeze

into ice cubes JE5 1!

B. Hot water freezes into ice cubes fast 0 If
C. Hot water freezes at higher toceratures than cold water 0 13

O. Hot water freezes into ice ctees faster because it turns on the refrigerator. , .0 6

E. Hot water makes a steam which keeps the refrigerator going 0 6

F. I delft know t ti
-

1,4.05 V/0.5 If you wanted to test the statement you chose in question 4, which
factor listed below is the only one you should allow to change during p-valut

S
the experiment?

A. The temperature .of the water you use ON si

`s B. The amount of water in each tray 0 It
C. The position of the trays in the freezer 0 1

O. The refrigerator in which you put the trays 0 6

E. The kind of trays you use , . .. 0 5

' F. I don't know 0 11

1.4.06 Y/06 Some things that can change during your experiment in the previous p-valuequestion are listed below. Which one changes because'of all the others?

S
A. The kind of trays you use 0 1

B. The refrigerator in which you put the trays 0 5

EI 35C. The time it takes for freezing
1

11D. The temperature of the water you use 0
E. The amount of water in each tray 0 Is

F. 1 don't know . . . 0 13

1.4.07 2/21 -Molly suspected that 'vegetables contain tiger'. In order to test this
idea she decided to test five different vegetables. She put each

M
vegetable into a different test tube and heated them. She saw drops
of liquid collect on the wall of each test tube. She tested the drops
and found they were water. Molly's teacher suggested that this t,

p-vaLue
experiment needed a control. what control should holly have used?

A. Heat a test tube with water in it 0 26

I. Heat a test tube with meat in it 0 3,

C. Heat an empty test tube 5a 41

0. Heat.a test tube.with cereal in it 0 4

E. 1 don't know J:3 f5
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OBJECTIVE 1.4: 10ENTIFY AND CONTROL VARIABLES

Use the following information to answer questions Wand 31.

Sue wanted to find out what eight affect the length of bean seedlings.
She placed a,bean wrapped in moist tissue paper in each of TEN
identical test tubes. She put FIVE test tubes in a rack in a gunny
window. She put FIVE test tubes in a rack in a dark refrigerator. She
measured the length of bean seedlings in each group after one week.

1.4.08 2/30 Which of the following OTHER'factors did Sue test for their effect on
the length of the bean seedlings? *value

M
A. and length of test tube 0 9
B. ght and temperature

C. tight and amount of time 0 15

D. Temperature and moisture
4 0 ss

E. I don't know 0 is

1.4.09 2/31 Sue found that the seedlings grew better in the rack on the sunny
window. Why might Michael criticize her experiment?

p-vatut
M

A. There is no reason to criticize her experiment. 0 t7 .

B. She should have put different amounts of 'water in

0 10
it

the test tubes

C.:She cannot tell if the better growth is a result
of temperature or of light or both Et IS

D. She did not need to use so many test tubes. . . . , . 0 s 4.
E. I don't know. 0 If

DOMAIN 2: KNOWLEDGE: RECALL AND UNDERSTAND

014ECTIVE 2.1: BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND EARTil/SPACE SCIENCE CCNCEPTS

2.1.01 X/01 For quick energy before a long race, it would be hest for a
runner to have

2.1.02

p-matue

A. a hard-boiled egg 0
O. a hot dog . s

C. 41 glass of milk fl

D. acandybar. 56

E. I don't know..

2/10 A litre of water at a temperature of 50°C is mixed with a litre of
water at 70eC. The temperature of the water just after mixing will
be ABOUT

arvatut

A. 20°C 0 s
B. src 0 s

, ftC. 604C
42

(...- D. 70Z 0 6
E. 120C ... 0 33

a 0....F. I don't know.

2.1.03 2/11 The water that flows Intl the ocean as rivers
prvatut

A. all comes from town and city sewage disposal plants

B 3
B. all comes frau lakes at the heads of the rivers
C. reaches the,river by many paths through the air,

over the land surface, or undergrobnd.
SS

D. was lifted from underground
caverns to the

surface of the earth by gravity. .

E. I don't know. 0
- 321 -
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OBJECTIVE 2.1: IIICI.OGICAL, PHYSICAL MD EARN/SPACE Schrum COIKEPTS

2.1.04 X/1S If you counted the lumber of trees in a particular arta, the mapl e trees would be called
A. a tormunity
S. a population. . .

C. a habitat
D. an ecosystem

E. / don't know
The picture below shows a marble on a rvler.

4
si3i;.:

r
inualms anneml

a

:- X Y
2.1.05 1/17 If the marble rolls from X to Y in 2 seconds at a study speed, how p.-walue

fast is it going?
A. 12 `cm per 2 secogds 0 If

VS 8. 24 cm per second, 0 s

C. 24 am per second 0 4

D. 240 el per second 0 f
E. 12 cs Per second Ig 70

F. /. don't know ... 0 4

z4 csn

2.1.06 1/19 Which one of these is true about the planet Venus?
p-vetue

A. 1t.is about the same size as the, earth and is
.13 4S like it in most other ways

s. Scientists know more about the surface .0of Venus than they do about pars , 10

C. It fs about the same size as the earth but has
NI 54a very different atmosphere.

D. Vemus has many satellites 0 10

E. I don't know. 1:3 ff

2.1.07 1/21 Which statement best describes how the earth's surface changes over
billions of years/

S A. A flat surface is gradually pushed up Hato steeper p-walut.
and steeper mountains until the world is
covered with mountains 0 If

B. Very steep mountains gradually wear down until
lost of the world is worn down to sea level. 0 13

,...
C. very steep mountains and flit plains stay side by

(:) 17.s/de for billions of ytars with little chance. . . .
D. Very steep mountains gradually wear down late flat

surfaces that may be again pushed up into
CE5 40,.,mountains, and so on over and over again

E. 1 don't know. (:) 17

2.2.08 1/31 Green plants are important to amimuls because the plants p-vetue

A. consume both food and oxygen.
M B. consume food and give off oxygen.

C. consume food and give off carbon diaide
0. produce food and give off oxygen.

E. produce food and give off 'Carbon dioxide

F. I don't know.
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OBJECTIVE 2.1: BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

Below are five diagramn of electric
circuits. Use these diagrams to
answer questions 34 and 35.

4

i2.1.09 X/34 Which diagram shows two cells in series? po-votat

S

E. 1 don't know JD 12

2.1.10 X/35
In which circuit will the light 601bIs) Pot work?

115-votue

B. 2 13 4
C 3 /

I ig 42

E. 1 don't know . 0 12 .

5

2.1.11 X/37 Seeds come from which of the following parts of a plant?
p-untUt

VS
A. lark 0 1

B. Flower 0 72.
C. Leo

1 ., 0
-.1D. Root '0 t .

E. Stem 0 7

F. 1 don't know . 1:3 4

2.1.12 7/01
To which body system do the lungs belong?

p-Vata

Vs A. Sensory

U
1

B. Respiratory
78

C. Circulatory 0 2 .

O. Digestive

E. I don't know 0 .

2.1.13 7/02 Which of the following helps to account for the fact that a compass cin
be used to find north on Earth?

p-untum.

A. Earth has only one moon .

B. Earth has a magnetic field.

C. Earth reflects the Sun's light.
N

D. Earth's teoperature is not constant

E. I don't know.

- 323 -
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011JECTIVE 2.1: BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

2.1.14 Y/13 Which ONE of the following statements is true abi-et seeds? pvetue

S
A. All plants produce seeds. ID 16

l t

I
B. All seeds are-good to eat. .. 0;

C. All fruits contain a large nueler
11

of seeds. 1...J
5

D. Every seed contains a young Plant, stored food
and a seed coat. El 63

E. I don't know. ID 5

2.1.15 Y/18 A red ball weighs more than a biue ball. This means that

p-vetue
A. in direct sunlight the red ball is shinier than

3W the blue ball. 0
S. the earth's pull on the red ball is greater than

ce the blue ball IR) 3S
,

C. the red ball is larger than the blue ball ID 5,

D. the red ball can be made to move faster than the

blue ball. 0 7
,.., .

E. I don't know. ID 11
. ,

2.1.14 Y/23 It is possible to pass white light through a piece of glass called a
Prism and produce a spectrum (a short piece of a rainbow). What does
the prism do to the light to mike 'a spectrum? pl-ustut

,S
A. It subtracts colours from the light passing through 0 5

B. It adds colours to the light' passing through. ID 16

C. It breaks the ?ight up into.the coImirs from which it
is made. ii?:1 54

B. It absorbs the light from the source. ID 1

E. I don't know. ED -
15

2.1.17 Y/25 Which one of the following is a fossil fuel?

A. Wood

B. Paper **

C. Natural gas

D. Limestone

E. I don't know

,p-uatue

0 0

0 1

El 43

0 54

ED If

2.1.18 Y/26 Each year the Earth moves once around p-vaue.
. CI i

vs A. Mars.

B. Saturn. 0 /

C. the Sun Eil 78

D. the Noon. 0 10

E. all of the other planets. . ...,
0 4

F. I don't know. 0 5

2.1.19, Y/211 An average serving of which of the following foods would provide the
most protein for building and repairing body tissues? p-uetue

A. Soiled potatims D i
,

B. Green beans CI it
C. Lean meat tIg ss

O. Oatmeal 0 13

E. White bread keo 0 4

F. I don't know ID I,

324
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OBJECTIVE 2.1: BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND EAR111/SPACE SC1VCE CONCEPTS
2.1.20 1/30 Which one of the following is a characteristic of ALL birds but ef no

other animal? Binds
p-vstut

M
A. tend to migrate . 0 10

D 1 ai MS . 0 10
C. ply 0 f4

D. have a body covered by feathers 53 52

E. I don't know. 0 s
2.1.21 1/33 Which one of the following is presently helping to shape the surface of

the won?
. p-useue.0

S A. glaciers
. 0 10

B. Plants . . . . . 0
, C. Neteoritis El 45

... c' D. Stresees 0 4

E. I don't know (:) 17

-2.1.22 Y/39

Look at the diagrse below.

sweison

The length of time required for a pendulous bob, like that shown above.-
to make one complete swing depends eostly upon p-Ineue

A. where the bob is released 0 ID
B. the mass of the bob

. 0 22

C. the temperature of the air. f:i 4

O. the length of the pendulum string . Visl 43

E. I don't know. 0 lo

2.1.23

2.1.24

2.1.25

2/03 Night and day result ft= the
p-valut

A. earth revolving 'about the sun 0 si
B. spinning of the earth 0 45
C. mon going around the earth 0 4
Et sun revolving around the earth. . 0 "
E. Zdon't know 0

2/11 How is dew formed?

A. Water vapour condenses on cold grass or other cold p-valut
Surfaces 22 it

D. It is left on the grass by rain
. 0 I

C. It torus in the air and falls on the grass.

O. It forms from melted frost. 0 it

E. I don't know. 0 5

Z/14 ikoW ore sedimentary rocks formed?
p-uatat

A. Molted rock cools
4 0 ii.

D. Already formed rock is changed by heat and
pressure 0 1,-

C. particles toned by erosion are cemented
together 0 34

D. Erupted from volcanoes 0 le
E. I don't kaqw 0 20
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01IJECTIVE 2.1: 11101.0GICAL. PHYSICAL AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

2.1.26 Z/16 Fertilization takes place when a sperm ue

A. reaches a certain age

p-vol

0
VS R. enters an egg

CR 74-

C. becomes an egg:
-0 t

D. becomes as embryo 0 10

E. I don't know.

2.1.27 2/18 Which diagram below NEST shows what happens %hen light hits a cemera

' lens?

A.

R.

C.

D.

E. I don't know

(:) 26

0 /2

25 49 '

(:] 5

0 7

2.1.28 Z/23 Which ONE of the fol)owing produces seeds? p-ualue

A. Mushrooms 0 1

II. Ferns 0 4

C. Apples rid 43
e

D. All plants preduce, seeds. 0 31

E. I don't.know . 0 i

2.1.29 2/26 Which gas produced during photosynthesis is useful to antmals?

A. Carbon dioxide 0 14

8. Oxygen

C. Carbon monoxide C3

D. Nitrogen 0 4

E. I don't know

p-value

12.1.30 2/33 Sugar is added to water at a temperature of 85°C until no more will dislolve. The
sugar and water solution is allowed to cool. Which of the following is most likely

to occur next?

A. More sugar will dissolve in the water when the water reaches room
temperature 0

N. The sugar will slowly rise to the surface of the liquid in the container . 0
C. Crystals of sugar all) begin to appear around the sides of the container . ER)

D. The solution will gradually become cloudy as the sugar reacts with the 0Miter e

E. I don't knum 0

2.1.31 Z/35

VS

Scme boys made a set of chimes by cutting four pieces of pipe
to different lengths from a long metal pipe and hanging thme

as shown in the picture below.

.0.

-v
Which of the pipes gave the lowest note when they struck it with a hammer?

pmtwe

A. Pipe X ?. 55 65

2. Pipe Y 0 17

C. All gave the seat note. [3 2

O. You cannot tell without trying. 0 S

E. It depends on where you hit it. . (--] 5

._)

F. I don't know. 0 3

p-ualue

10

8

41

20

11
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CAIJECTIVE 2.1! SIOLOOICAL,.PHYSICAL AMO EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

2.1.32 2/36 In terms of the theory of natural selection, why do giraffes 'have such-
long necks? .

p-velueS A. Stretching to get food in high trees has made their
necks longer % D 7°

I. There is something inside of giraffes which keeps
mmking longer necks. 0

C. Giraffe food contained vitamins which caused the
vertebrae to lengthem 0 A

O. Giraffe necks have gotten longer and longer as time hils
gone on, but nobody has any idea why this is f.:3 11

E. Giraffes born with the longest necks have been able to
*

stay alive when food was scarce and have passed this
trait cm to their offspring. 55 43

F. I don't know. 0 IS

2.1.33 2/40 When Tom threw his rubber ball into the air it came back tO tht ground
because

A. the air pushed it back.

8. rubber always bounces back.

C. the earth pulled it back

O. the air is very light

E. the earth is a large nagnet

F. I don't know.

P-vittat.

7

58

10

14

OBJECTIVE 2.2: APPLICATIONS Of SCIENCE AND THE NATURE OF SCIENCE

2.2.01 2/08 Which COdE of the following substances is added to drinking water toc help prevent tooth decay?
p-vatut

M AL ltlOoride 55 SS
B. Chlorine

IS

C. Calcium 0
0.'Iodide 0 I

- E. I don't know ' 0 g

2.2.02 1/12 Which of the following is a THEORY rather than an OSSERVATION?
p-vatue

M
A. The centre of tht earth is liquid.

60 Sf
8! The average tenperature of the South Pole'is lower than

the, average temperature at the Tropic of Capricorn E.1 8
C. A ship ian start from a point, sail around the

earthand return to the same point.
1:3 19

O. The temperature at the bottom of a very deaP veil
is higher thin the temperature at the surface. 0 7

E. I don't know. 0 14

2.2.03 2/22 WIlat iS the chief reason glass and plastic wastes are particularly
troublesome?

, 1..ru0tac

A. They form ugly litter
. . 0 ii

B. They are easily changed into poisonous substances
.

. 0 ' IS
C. They float cm top of bodies of water. 0 7
B. They resist being changed by natural processes. ........ .. . .,. . . El 54

E. I don't know. . I
1 0 is
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DOJECTIVE 2.2: APPLICATIONS'Of SCIENCE AND THE IMRE Of SCIENCE

2.2.04 X/30 What does a Scientific law descriel p-untue

(:)
A. Directions for doing good experiments

13

so
I. Rules that scientists must obey

C. Relaticmships between events in mature
[XI u

D. Good guesses about how 'things happen

E. I don't know
0 14

2.2.05 V116

W

Examine the following diagram.
CATTLE GRAZING

Lly010 USTER

SOCK SALT PILES

Mime
What effect can the crop duster, cattle, salt Stored in piles outdoors,
and farmer spreading fertilizer ALL have?

FARMER
SPREADING
FERTILIZES

AEROSS A
FURROWED IIISLD

p-vetue

A. Improve the soil 0 t4

8. Kill insects that attack crops . 0 13

C. Flake plants fors bigger and faster 0 to

D. Make the am water impure El a

E. I don't know 0 it

2.2.06 V/31

2.2.07 V135

2.2.08 V136

Scientists of today can work on more complex problemm than the
scientists of the past because they P-wigue

A. are MOM Intelligent thin earlier scientists. 0 u
B. work much harder than earlier scientists. 0 4

C. have more imagination th n earlier scientists A] 7

D. build on the tort of ier scientists tz 66

E. I don't know. .
0 7

"roday, almost no one gets Palle because
p-valus

A. bad water, which used to cause polio, has been 0 f
cleaned up

8. doctors have found new drugs whicW cure polio jp tO

C. people eat better food and get more extrelse O 7to stey healthy.

D. people are given a vaccine which keeps them from
rg)getting polio.

E. I don't know. . . . .... . 0 6

Mbst things fall if they are not held up (law of gravity) but helium
filled balloons rise. Scientists seek to explain this by

p-valut
A. rejecting the law of gravity because it does not

seem to m3rk for helium balloons 0 6

O. forgetting it, because the world is unexplainable
13 4

. anyway

C. assuming that helium balloons are an exception to 0 t5the law of gravity. 7
.

D. looking for a second factor besides gravity acting
on helium balloons IE 41

E. I don't know. .
t 0 t4

328 -
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OBJECTIVE 24:. APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE ARO THE NATURE iW SCIENCE

2.2.09 Z/07
Which of the following areas of science has been completely

,

investigated and is thoroughly understood?
p-uetut

M
A. 0 15Weather

B. Electricity 0 17

C. Gravity 0 16

D. None of the above 55 41

E. I don't know . 0 11

,

2.2.. 10' Z/If lbeilnal windows have two.panes of glass with air trapped between them.
.

They limit heat loss from a house by reducing Fo.vetla
-el

A. convection. 0
.

13
S

0 7B. radiation

55 47, C. heat conduction

D. reflection. , [:] 7

E. I don't know. 0 23
0

2.2.11 2/28 Which ORE of the following is prepared from the seeds of plants?
pActut,

M A. Tea 0 BA

B. Flour

c. ult 0 2

..D. Sugar 0 5
.11.

E. I don't know 0 7

2.2.12 2/39
You were doing an investleation into the boiling temperature of corn
syrup and found that it boiled at 130*C. You read in your science
text, however, that corn syrup boils at 12PC. When you report your .
results to the class in.front of your teacher you should

1:..tyclue
A. assume your theremeter was wrong and report 125°C

as your finding. 0 5

11. report your 13tet results regardless of %diet
people sight think g 44,

C. report only the 125C since that it what it should be 0 10

V. report.that you node an error and will redo the 0

iptnvestigation .
30.,

E. I don't know.

1
0 It

: OBJECTIVE 2.3: SAFETY PROCEDURES

2.3.01 xica During science class, you drop a glass jar and break it. There is

p-uatue
glass all o'ver the floor. What should you do1 ,

S
A. Try to pick up the pieces yourSelf. 0 t

B. Throw the broken pieces into the wastepaper 0 6basket

0 C. Do not touch the glass, but tell tpe teacher right
. away

PA4 77
O. Brush up the glass with a paper towel 0 13,

E. I don't know. ... . . . (2) 1.

..,..

3,
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OBJECTIVE 2.3: SAFETY PROCEDURES

27346 X/18 What is the slfe way to smell odours?

p-matus-

il

A. -Wear a gas Ilisk and keep far from the source of 0the odours . ... . . t
,

I. Waft the gas toward your nose with your hand. 55 ,58

C. Leave the 'area, because you should never - 0 tdi,deliberately smell chemicals

D. tring the container giving odours close to your 0 6*lose

E. I don't know. . 0 7

-,z.....

;2.3.03 X/23 Yop need to move p piece of metal but think it might be very hot.
How can ymu fl71-aut.e.efe4y? 141-watat

M A. Touch it with the tip of your finger. .... 0 t

B. 4ring the back of your hand up close to it.
.

, C. Splash water on It. . . (:) 37

D.-Touth it with the bulb of a thermometer 0 7
,

4 i

E. I don't know. 41:3 3

2.3.04 X/39 If acid is spilled on your skin, what Should you do Immediately,
: p-vatue

1 ,

A. Pour alkali co the affected part. ID
Ki B. Wash the affetted part with water lid 78--

C. Cover the affected part with a dry sconge.

D. Apply antiseptic cream to the affected part ...... ... . .
f_3 6 v

E. I don't kwow. .. 1:3 10

2.3.05 Y/07 beat is the WORST thing you could do if your clothes Catch fire? p-mclut
4

A. Wrap a boat or blanket around yourself. ID 5

B. Roll on the floor 0 6

C. Run for help. . 15§ t3

-
D. Put water om your clothes

',

(C) s

E. I don't-know., .

2.3.05% Y/10 A student is boiling Mater in a stoppered glass jar or flask, as

shown. What precaution would You take if you saw this?

W

p-uatue

A. Immediately turn off the gas to the burner. --lin 35

B. Make sure the stopper is in;tiohtly so the steam cannot
etC apt

C. Find out thy he/she is doing the ipvestigAtions,

D. Keep the burner turned down to loM hid
:".

. .a t9
ir rf

E. I don't know. 0 z
'

m

2.3.07 Y/14 After studyini jars of pond water at your desk, it is important to

A. wash your hands with water.
.

B. wash your hands'and desk top with siap.and water.

C. spray the roc* With vinegar'and water
.

D. stand under a hot light

E. I dOn't kno4.
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a.

OBJECTIVE 2.3: SAFETY MIDGE:ORES

2.3.00 V/20 If acid is splasbed into someone's eye: what should be done iamediat#1.0

A. Apply a bandage with antiseptic cream to the area

B. keep the eyelid closed and call for a doctor.

C. Spray or pour water on the eye.

B. Put baking soda on the area around the eye.

E. I don't know.

2.3.09 2/01 Your teacher asks you to find out all you can about scue liquid which
looks like soda pop. What should you NOT do?

S
A. Get your friend to taste it , . . CEg 7,

B. Pour a little into a beaker containing an old
tooth (3 6

C. Test it for sugar AO 4

B. Test it for odours
. 0 6

E. I don't know

p-ualate

84

5

p-vetue

-2.3.10 2/13 Why should sodium hydroxide (lye or drano) be treated very carefully?

A. It sets fire to wood.

B. It forus a poisonous vapour

C. It explodes in air. . . i

D. It is very corrosive on skin and clothing

E. I dOn't know.
IP

2.3.11 2/27 Whet is the MOST likely injury you could get frca a classroom atoll,
such as a gerbil or guinea pig?

p.m/we
S, A. A sting

.0 I

B: k disease
ID 16

C. Alia
(:) 4

D. .A bite 0
,

C21 7!

4. I don't know 0 !
le.

2.3.12 Z134

Look-44 the diagrams below.

I IIPPF-Which is the correct mithod of heating a liquid In a Lest tube?
P-vitage

A. CR 54

B. 0 46

C. 0 ii

D. . . . . 8

E. I don't knew 0



. .

iOHAIN 3: HIGHER LEVEL THINXING

OBJECTIVE 3.1: APPLY BIOLOGICAL. PHYSICAL AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

Below are pictures of the feet of four birds.

A

3.1.01 1/02 Which foot is likely to tielong to a predator? p-umble

A. 0
VS 7

B.

72
C.

6 '

O.

E. I don't know
It

3.1.02 1/13 The letters A to 0 shcu some positions of the moon in its orbit

around the earth. At what posttion would the moon be full?

U.1** fru* le so

p-vaut
A. 13 24

B. 0 I
C. 0 15

D. 0 34

E. I don't know 0 16

3.1.03 X/25 Suppose that soeme clear night the exx)n expinded. Which OHE of the
following would happen? p-vmtue

A. We could see the exploiion and hear a terrific 0 7noise at the same time

0 75I. We could set the explosion, but would hear no sound

C. The sound would reach us before we saw the 0 12explosion

D. We could hear the sound after we saw the explosion. C3 49

E. I don't know.

A litre of water at room temperature (20°C) is
poured into each of the four containers
shown below.

A B
3.1.04 1133 When the water in all four containers is heated to 70*C, which

container will have the highest water level? p-uataxe

S
(21 I

.
f

. ID- 4s. . ..

C. qi, 0 64

, 0 - 1

E. 1 don't know . 4 10

*II

3.1.0501/40 A lizard is a reptile and a salamander is an amphibian. Which of the
following is true?

..

'
p-value

.

M
A. Lizards do' not lty eggs 0 7

S. Lizard eggs hatch into tadpole-like creatures 0 44

C. Salasamier eggs hatch into small salamanders. 13 29

O. Salamander eggs hatch Into tadpole-like creatures Egl SO

E. I don't know. - 0' 24
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OBJECTIVE 3.1: APPLY BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

3.1.06 Y/03 Imagine that ell the wolves and cougars in a B.C. forest comamity have
died. Which one of'the following is likely to happen?

VS A. The number of deer will go down in the first fee
p-vetut

years because there are no animals which 0 4need them for food

e. There will be hardly any change in the number 0 6of deer.
C. In few years there will be too many deer and ,

4- rig .Z2they will harm the plant growth.
D. Some other wild animals in thecommunity will 0 15begin to feed on deer.

E. I don't know. 0 5

3.1-.07 Y/09

A poem entitled 'The,Ancient Mariner° contains the lines:

'The sun now rose won the right
Out of the sea came he.
Still hid in mist, and on the left
Went down into the sea.'

In which direction was the Ancient Itariner sailing?
puttut

A. North
... a f9

I. South 0 ts

C. East 0 it
D. west 0 t4

E. I don't know 0 1t

Here are pictures of some bills of birds.
,

A I c

eoitra

0

3.1.00 Y/12 Which bill is likely to belong to a bird 'which PICKS UP SEEDS AND
INSECTS from the ground?

A.

1.

C.

D.

E. I don't know

,

When a movie screen is 3 a from a projector, the pict e on the screen
is 70 cetall. The screen is then moved until it is 6

cit

from the
projector.

3.1.09 Y/32 How tall will the picture now be?

,S . A.. 35=

B. 70 CS I
C. 140 ces

D. 420cm

E. I don't know

- 333 -
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p-vetut

0 10

0 33

0 3

IR 46

p-mtue

0 17

ED 4

CEO 0
0 a s
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OBJECTIVE 3.1: APPLY BIOLO5ICAL, PHYSICAL AND EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

3.1.10 Y/37 hhich of the following is described by this sequence of energy changes?

I Chemitp energy.......Heat energy --z--.. Mechanical energy i

(with wasted heat)
p-uatue

A. A flashlight is turned on
0 t

B. A candle is burned.
ip 10

C. Gasoline is burned to power a car
ER 41

0. Electric current is used to run a refrigerator.
E) 16

E. I don't know.
0 11

3.1.11 Z/02

VS

411

A glass is pushed down in a bowl of water as shown below.

The water does not rise in the glass. What is the BEST reason for this?
p-valut

'

A. Air dissolves in water. (:] 3

B. Air take% up space. LEI 70

C. Water pushes in all directions.

O. Water is heavier than air 0 .14

C. I don't know.

A typical Arctic food chain is

microscopic tiny animals. krill * seals polar bears

plants (animal (shrimp.

Plankton) like

creatures)

7

3.1.12 Z/09 If thousands of polar bears were killed, what would likely happen to.

the krill population? ro-ualue

M A. Go down at first
CR 37

I. So up at first and level off
0 II

C. Stay the same
0 IS

0. Go up And then go dem
0 14

0 13
E. I don't know
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OBJECTIVE 3.1: APPLY BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AMD EARTH/SPACE SCIENCE CONCEPTS

Identical cells and bulbs are used to make tbe following circuits. Use
these diagrams to answer questions 24 and 25.

A I C

pouaLue3.1.13 2/24 In which diagram will the light from the bulb or bulbs be brightest?
A. 0 If

S B. 0 li

C. 120 49

D. 0 7

8
E. I don't know

Which bulb or bulbs will
not light up st all? p-tue3.1.14 Z/25

A

33
B.

4
C. .

13
O.

E. I don't know 11

3.1.15 Z/29 Many birds have an organ called a GIZZARD. This organ is used to grind rum/umup seeds into a paste.
Of which body syste, is a gizzard a part? 0 3vs A. Circulatory

0. 4B. Respiratory

C. Digestive g /7

D. Reproductive 0 5

E. I don't know 0 11

OSJECTIVE 3.2: USE RATIONAL AND CRITICAL THINKING

'kpupil tried a magnet on several things and made the following table.

NAME OF SUBSTANCE WILL ATTRACT BILL NOT ATTRACT

IRON NAIL

COPPER WIRE X

SILVER COIN X

NICKEL C0111 X

-ITEE1 SINK X
4

W000 DOOR X

NEHSPAPER
I

eft4s ma 004 X
4

3.2.01 1/20 iihat is the ROST logical conclusion the pupil can make about
data in the table?

p-umtue
.1,1 A. Magnets only attract mmtals with iron in them 0 !I

. B. Kagnets attract some mmtals B It
C. There is no pattern as tn which augnets will snd

will not attract 0 9

0. Kagnets attract metals and do not attract

non-metals CD

E. I don't know. . . . . 1:3 s

the

30
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I

OBJECTIVE 3.2: USE RATIONAL AND CRITICAL THIKKINA '

3.2.02 X/23

$

A

,

In a school gym the boys and girls put down two rope circles. In one
circle they put all the boys. In the other circle they put all the
blue-eyed students. Now must the circles be arranged?

I,....

I C D

4

p.m/ye

A.

B.

C.

B
it

6

0 16

D. 0 24

E. I don't knew . . . 0 4

3.2.03 X/27

Suppose you wish to make a scale model of the solar system. You know
the following.

The diameter of Earth is 12,800 km
The divneter of Mercury is 4,800 km

You make a model of the earth of the size shown below:

Which of the f011owing is approximately the right size for the model
of Mercury/

.,

p-valut

A. 0 is

C.

D.

C9

0
59

/3

0 s

A s C P E. I don't know . . . . 0 5

3.2.04 X/32 In order to determine the cause of disease X, one thiusand people with
the disease were examined. All had Bacteria 0 in their mouths. The
conclusion reached was that Bacteria 0 is the cause of the disease.

$ Which of the following can BEST be said about the above/
-

p-value.
A. The conclusion is false because the data do not .

suppctt it 0 4

. . B. The conclusion does not deal with the problem D 5

C. The conclusion is a good one because the data)

support it (:) fI

D. No cenclusion should be made until people 55 51
without the disease are examined. . . 0 . * .. * - *

E. I don't know. 0 It

3.2.05 Y/17

W

3.2.06

M

Y/19

You know that all insects have six legs. You find a small animal with
six legs. What can you say about it/ p-umiut

A. It is definitely NOT an insect: 6

B. lt,is definitely an insect.

41C. It could be an insect 31

D. It may be a spider. 0 15

E. / don't know. 0 I

Sib

Which ONE of the following facts would you NOT use if you wished to
convince someone that 'Acid rains may ruin our lakes.° p-Onlut

A. Some chemicals form acid in the atmosphere. 0 If

D. Tca much acid in lakes will kill creatures living there 0 24

C. Many industries pour chemicals into the atmosphere. . . 0 17

D. Acid in water will damage metals. 0 34

E. I don't know. [:),t 13
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OBJECTIVE 3.2:

3.2.07 Y/21

VS

USE RATIONAL AND CRITICAL THINKING '

Polio is a disease caused by small particles called viruses. Viruses
are able to cause disease even after many years have passed. Polio has
almost disappeared because of prOgrams of vaccination (usually people
are given drops of vaccine on a sugar cube). What should we do mow?

A. Continue to vaccinate everyone against polio

B. Vaccinate only babies in an area where a case
Of polio appears

C. Stop rficcinetion
programs because they are

54

ED

p-maitue

70

If

expensive
(:) 3

D. Vaccinate no one in the future because polio
has almost disappeared 0 3

E. I don't know
(:) ,11

3.2.08

t4

Y/38 A soap company makes this statement: °Use only BRILLIANT soap -- itwill not harm the environment.'
What assumption does the soap company

expect you to make?
. p-vidue

A. PlOst soaps do not harm the environment.
(:) 10

B. BRILLIANT soap is more effective at cleaning
thin other soaps

(:) f6
C. Choice of soap should depend on whether or not

the soap will harm the environment 55 49
D. Soaps other thin BRILLIANT clean better

(:) 5

E. I don't know. 0 10

3.2.09

S

z/ns
your friend says that "Magnets attract metal'. You give him some
obJects and a good magnet. He does a test and finds that the magnet
attracts steel scissors and iron nails. How does this fact relate
to his sttement?

A, It supports the statement

B. It contradicts the statement.

C. It gives
no useful information about the statement.

.
. .

D. I don't know

55
(:)

0
(:)

0
0

55

t:3

p.vatut

S6

le

16

9

p-vatue

4

18

64

rs

3.2.10

VS

2112
xr

Ammonites were creatures that lived tn the sea millions of years ago,
but arellot Alive today. They had an outside shell, like a Chambered
Nautilus does today. Some kinds of ammonites came in two sizes - very
large or very small. Chambered Nautiluses also are large and small.
The large ones are females and the small ones are males. Scientistsconclude that smell ammonites of one kind were malei, while large
ammonites of the same kind were femaleS. Which of the following
can be said about this conClusion?

A. Scientists have no interest in creatures which
are extinCt.

B. The conclusion is false because sales are alwayS
bigger than females.

C. The conclusion is a poor one because we will
never see a living ammonite.

D. The conclusion is a good one, although it can
never be proved as definitely true

E. I don't know.
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OBJECTIVE 3.2: USE RATIONAL AND CRITICAL THINKING

Two polevare standing side by iide as shown in the
diagram below. One is 12 m tall. the other is 8
tall. Their shadowm are measured at the sase time
and are 6 m and 4 m long,

3.2.11 2/37 Later in the day the shadows haye changed. The shadow of the longer

pole is now 9 m long. Now long is the shadow of the shorter pole? p-talut

A. 5 m 0 12

8. 6 m IR to

C. 7 . . . 12 48
' .---1

O. g im 1-J 6

E. I don't know

3.2.12 2/38 Our great grandparents used 'muitard plasters" as a cure for chest
colds. Which ONE of the folloWing wouldbtrgood scientific evidence
for or against the effectiveness.of this treatment?

p-ualue
A. Data fro* controlled experirents on the use of mustard

plasters on cold sufferers

book 0 8
B. A prescription for mustard plasters in an old medical

C. Recommendations frca several people who soy mUstard
plasters cured them r:l 15

O. A chemical study of mustard to see what is in it 0 ft

E. 1 don't know 0 t4

/.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

HOW TO MARK YOUR ANSWERS

Rict an X be6ide you& an5wen.

For example: Do you live in Canada?

Yes

"No

I. Did you write your school code 5. What language do you NOW

number in the boxes on the speak most often at home?

front cover? If not, please

do so now. English 94 1

Another
2. What is your date of birth? 52language

Year: 1962 or earlier 61

1963 2

1964 593

1965

1966 0 5

1967 or later 06

Mokh: January 01

February 02

March 03

April 04

May 05

June 06

July 07

August 08

September 09

October 10

November 11.

December 12

3. Sex: Male 48 I

Female 49 2

4, Wha,t language did you use when
ypu FIRST learned to speak? ,

English 84 1 ,

Another
Ari 5 j

language

6. In Grade 8 were you
attending a school

in this schoul
district') 81 1

elsewhen in British
Columbia? 9 2

friNenother province

of Canada? 6 3

outside Canada'? 34

7.* Check ALL of the
following which you have
successfully completed.
(Makk att that appCy).

Science 8

Science 9

97 1

96 1

Science 10 94 1

Biology 11 ' 40 1

Biology 12 8 1

Chemistry 11 31 1

ChemiStry 12
5 1

Physics 11 21 1

Phys ic s,* 12 2 1

Earth Science 11... 5_1

Geology 12

Other Science
7

- 340 k
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8_ Check ALL Science courses
you are taking MOW? (Man*

, ate that. appLO.

Not taking any now 48 1

7

12. At this time, what do,you,
plan to do immediately

after6leaving secondary
schopl? (Makk coe coty).

Science 8.. 0 1 Attend a busineSs
school 2 01

Science 9 0
Attend vocational, art

Science 0 ., 1 1 or trade training

Biology 11 4 1 sehaol
.

. a 02

Biology 12 17 1 Attend a technical *
institute 5 03

11
.

4 1

Attend community GO TO
themis ry 12 131 college: university

--

QUESTION
hysiCs 11 6 1 transfer program.. 14 Q4

13

Physics 12 9 1 .
Attend community
college:*career

Earth Science 11..4, 1'1 program .10 OS
\

geology 12 3 I Attend a university 17 06

Other Science 61

9. In which grade are you
Look for a job.... 12 07

currently enrolled? Take a year off and

,.
grade 9

grade 10

grade 11

grade 12

10. Do you have a part-time
job?

then return to an

0 1 education program 13"

0 2 Take a year off and
,then look for a job 1"

13
Other plans 710

No (Gc tc Qucstico 391

,Yes, involving work 4

only on weekends 17

Yes, involving work
only on weekdays 5 3

,Yes, involving work
both weekdays and
weekends 35'

11. If you have a part-time job,
how many hours Per week do
you spend on it?

Less than 5 hours 7_1

5-10 hours 29:

10-20 hours 46

More than 20 hours _174

Undecided

?".
13. Do you plan to attend a

college, an institute
or a university
immediately after
graduation? (Maqk coe
My).

College 46 1

Gc tc Questcot 14 ,.

Institute 18 2

Go to nueSt(oll 15

University 31 3

Go to Qu tc'z 16

7 11

341 -
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NOW GO TO I

QUESTION 17

,

l

Y

/
14: Only Those Planning to Attend'

College

Which'ONE of the following
colleges is your first choice

to attend?

C''..mosun College

Capilano College

Cariboo College

Douglas Colle.ge

ol

6 22

03

8 04

East Kootenay College.. 1 05

, Fraser Valley Callege.. 3 06
-..

Kwantlen College

Malaspina College

7 07

8 08

College of.New Caledonia 7 09

North Island College... 1 10

Northern Lights College 0 11

,

Northwest College 1, .12

Okanagan College 10 13

Selkirk College 4 14

Vancouver:Community
College 12 15

Out of Province

Other

Undecided 4*

I

4 16

5 17

,

6 18

$

342 -
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15. Only Those Planning t Attend

An Institute

Which ONE of the following
institutes is your first
choice to attend?

B.0 IT 38 01

-

Emily CArr Institute of
Fine Arts 2 02

4/

' Justice Institute of B.C. 003

Open Learning Institute 0
04

-

Pacific Marine Institute 1 (35

Pacific Vocational
Institute 29

Out of Province 8

Other 10 08

Undecided 8 09

<1
NOW GO TO
QUESTION 77

16. Only Those Planning to Attend

University

Which ONE of the fqllowing
universities is your first

choice to attend?

David Thompson University
Centre 0 1

Simon Fraser University 17 2

University of B.c 46 3
,.

University of Victoria 20 4
f

,

Out of Province _

Other 3
,

Undecided 4 7

L

't

'4,



-.

17. All. Planning to Attend, a P6 ,-Secandary Institution

Indicate the ONE general al:pqn which you intendto study.
(Manh,one on,ty).- .?;

Agriculture.and Biologicdl gciences 01
..4

.

Auto.Mechanics

. Business Management and Business Sciences

Communications .

Community Services

Data Processing

Educatiop....4

Electrical/Electronic Technologies

Engineering and Applied Sciences

Engineering'Technologies

Fine,_Applied and Performing Arts..!..,

General Arts

Health Professions and Occupations

Heavy Duty Mechanics

Hospitality Industry

Humanitits

Mathematics and Physical Sciences
V'

Primary Industries (e.g. 'Forestry, Mining),

Secreiarial Science

-Social Sciences

Other

I dori't know
..

,

..

,7

.

,

li-

-

_322

_13_
03

04

'q,2"

z_05

4 "

6 "

g

2

4
1 1

4
12

8
13

'2 14

1 15

-P i 16

3 7,

1 "

'2 19

2 20

15 21
,

8 22

.
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0 SCHOOL SCIENCE

o
A

Directionsi The statements below telJ how some students feel about SCHOOL
SCIENCE. Read each statement and then CIRCLE the choice
which best describes how you feet,about,it.

Here is an example about skating which shows how tomark your
answer if you disagree with the statement.

SKATING IS A WASTE OF TIME.

Strongly

Disagree 1

Please 'be as honest

'-Correct answer. Do

to

Can't Strongly
Disagree 2 Decide 3 Agree 4 Agree 5

as possible in rating each statemerh. There is no
not spend too much time on any one statement.

FoRM ti

r.

2.

3.

4.

6.

.

7

I LIKE TO STUDY SCIENCE IN SCHOOL.

. Strongly Can't
,

Disagree .07 bisagree.20 Decide .16 Agree .45

I FEEL THE STUDY OF SCIENCE IN SCHOOL IS IMPORTANT.

Serongly Can't
. Ditagree .02 Disagree.1° Decide .12 Agree .61

SCIENtE IS DULL.

Strongly Can't
Disagree.03 Disagree.52 Decide .14 Agree.21

I DO NOT ENJOY SCIENCE.

Strongly Can'.t
Dipgrees12 Disagree47 Decide." Agree.

,

I WOULD LIKE TO silky MORE,SCIENCE.

Can't
Disagr e." Disagree.36 Tecide.23 Agree .26

SCIENCE CLASSES APE: BORING.

Strongly -4 Can't
Disageee.05, Disagree."7 Decide .18 Agree.2

SCIENCE IS A VALUABLE SUBJECT.

Strongly
Agree .°6

Strongly
Agree .16

Strongly
Agree -0"

Strongly
Agree .05

Strongly
Agree .,C4/4

Strongly
Agree .0,-,

1,
Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree .01 Dtsagree Decide .13 AgrefA, Agree

'4 8. TOO MANY HOURS IN SCH,O6L ARF DEVOTED TO SCIENCE.'

Strongly Can't $,trongly'sDisagree .° Oisagree .60 Decide 25 Agree ." Agree .01

corcr0) FORM

9. SCIENCE 1100t0 BE REQUIRED EVERY SCHOOL YEAR.

Strongly Can't
Disagree...15 Disagree .46 Decide

10. WHAT ONE LEARNS IN SCIENCE IS USEFUL

Disagree.12
Strongly,
Disagree .02

Can't

Decide

Strongly
.13 Agree .21 Agree ;04

.18 Agree .54

OUTSIDE OF

Strongly

SCIENTISTS (I2.)(.)

J. SCIENTISTS ARE USUALLY ODD COMPARED WITH MOST OTHER PEOPLE' I
KNOW.

Strongly Can' t'

Disagree °6 'Disagree 53 Decide ?0 Agree 18
Strongly
Agree .03

2. SCIENTISTS USUALLY 09N'T GO ALONG WITH THINGS.ORDINARY PEOPLE
° LIKE TO DO.

e 1

Stnongly Can't
DiOnree.05 Disegree .53 Dectde .1soree,21

Strongly

Agree .02

3. SCIENTISTS HAVE THE ANSWERS TO POST OF THE PROBLEMS OF OUR' SOCIETY.

Strongly , Can't
Oisagree.°3 Disagree .51 Decide.10 Agree .22 Agree .02

,4. SCIENTISTS PUT A flIGH VALUE ON HUMAN LIFE.

Strongly

Strongly

,Disagree.01 Disagree11
Can't StrOngly
Decide.33Agree.40 Agree .05

5. SCIENTISTS ARE PROBABLY RIGHT WHEN THEY,SAY T(IAT THE P4ANEIS,DO
NOT DETERMINE SUCCESS AND FAILURE, IN OUR DAILY LIVES.

Strongly Can't Strongly

Disagree.02 Disagree.l0 Decide.26 Agree.48 Agree

6. SCIENTISTS HAVE DONE MORE HAfili THAN GOOD IN THIS WORLD.

I

Strongly Can't
Disagtee.21 Disagree:51 Decide." Agree:"

7. WIENTISTS ARE HIGHLY INTELLIGENT.

. Strongly Can't
Dis'agree." Disagree.." Decide" Agree."

8. SCIENTISTS HAVE 8EiN.VERY HELPFUL TO 1AN4.1-ND.

Can'tStrongly
Disagree.'"

Strongly
Agree .°3

Strongly
Agree .11

Strongly
Disagree." Decide'.13 Agree.06 Agree .1' 3 5
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-(CONTV,scIENTISTS CIIX) CONT'D) SCIENCE ANID-Socia-Ty (12-K
9. MORE SCIENTISTS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED IN OUR SOCIETY.

Strongly Cant'

Disagree°1 Disagree16 Decide." Agree'11

10 SCIENTISTS ARE NARROW MINDED PEOPLE.

Strongly Can't
Disagree 12 Disagree." Decide'" Agree*"

.'SCIENCE AND SOCIETY ( 125()

Strongly
Agree °7

Strongly
01Agree

10 SCIENCE HILL HAVE A TREMENDOUS EFFECT ON OUR LIVES IN THE FUTURE.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree °1 Disagree 0 Decide 07 Agree 56 Agree '34

,
'IL SCIENCE EXI,STS FOR THE BENEFIT OF MANKIND.

.
Strongly Can't Strongly.11
Disagree °1 Disagree 07 .Decide " Agree " Agree

12. 1 USE SCIENTIFIC IDEAS OR FACTS IN MY EVERYDAY LIFE.

'DStreogngrelye Cant Strongly
Disagree 30 Decide 21 Agree ;9 Agree ."

1. SCIENTIt IC PROGRESS AND.THE PROGRESS OF MAN GO TOGETHER.

d.
Strongly

Disagree.02 Disagre
'9 Strongly Can't

11 Decide.l's Agree,62 Agre 09

2. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SHOULD NOT tET AN4 OF1HE 'TAXPAYERS' MONEY.

Strongly Can't
Disagree14 Disagree.54 Decide-19 Agree."

Strongly
Agree 02

3. IN EVERYDAY LIFE-SCIENCE IS NOT AS PRACTICAL AS COMON SENSE.

. Strongly Can't
Disagree 4 Disagree29 Decide"

4. SCIENCE IS IMPORTANT IN OUR LIVES.
-

Strongly Can't
Disagree-31 Disagree 06 Decide

45. SCIENCE IS NOT NECESSARY TWOcIETi.

Strongly Can't
Disagree '19 Disagree 67 Decide

5,

Ag;ee.36
,

.11 Agree 69

Strongl y
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
.°9 .os .01Agree Agree

6. SCIENTIFIC INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES IlA,E DONE MORE GOOD THAN
HARM-FOR IIAMIND.

trongly Can't Strongly
Disagree °3 Disagree '12 Decide ``. Agree' "" Agree.

7. SCIENCE IS NOT IMPORTANT %EVERYDAY LIFE.

Strong*. Can't Strongly.15Disagree °9 Disagree *" Decide Agree Agree

B. SCIENCE XAS CONTRIBUTED GREATLY TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF
CIVIL 17nT ION.

9. THE
UT

Strongly
Disagree °1 Disagree

Can't Strongly
09

Agree
24.02 . .64Decide Agree

PRODUCTS OF SCIENTIFIC WORK ARE VAINLY USEFUL. TO SCIENTISTS
ARE rIOIJSEFUL TO THE AVERAGE PERSON.

7
q.Strongly Can't ' Strongly

Disagree 12 Disagree 52 Decide '' Agree " Agree

1

SPECIFIC ISSUES

Directions: The statements below tell how some students feel about '
SPECIFIC ISSUES IN SCIENCE. Read each statement and then'
CIRCLE the chOice which best describes how you feel about it.

Here is an'example about skating which shows how to mark your
answer if you disagree, with the statement.

SKATING IS A WASTE OF TIME.

Str;ongly
Disagree 1

Can't Strongly
Decide 3 Agree 4 Agree 5

rlease be as honest as possible in rating each statement. There is nocorrect answer. Do not spend too muCh.time on any one statement.

FORM 12?

1. STUDENTS SHOULD LEARN HOli TO USE COMPUTERS.

Strongly Can't ngly
Disagree°1 bisagree11 Decide4 Agree61

ASgtrroee.16

af.2. SCIENTISTS SHOULD*DO MORE RESEARCH ABOUT CkEATING LIFE IN THE
LABORATORY.

Strongly ' Can't
Disagree."' Disagree.31 Decide 33 Agree."

3. ELECTRICAL GENERATORS POWERED-13Y COAL AND OIL CAUSE LESS'
POLLUTION THAN NUCLEAR PLANTS.

Strongly
Agree :02

Strongly Can't
Di sag ree 10, Di sagree 33 Decide 26 Agree 24

Strongly
Agree 06

4. HIGHWAY SPEED UNITS SHOULD BE MADE LONER SO THAT WE CAN SAVE
GASOLINE.

Strongly Can't
Disagree 15 Disagree55 Decide " Agree*"

Strongly
Agree 02

tpf
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S. SCIENTISTS SHOULD CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS ON ANIMALS IF THEY MINK
EEO!!! WILL BE HELPED.

Strongly Can't
Disagree." Di sagree -13 Decide- 1 Agree .58

Strongly
Agree 12

6. WE CAN USE ALL THE NATURAL GAS, OIL AND GASOLINE WE NEED NDW '
BECAUSE FUTURE GENERATIONS WILL FIND NEW FORMS OF ENERGY.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree "7 Disagree 53 Decide °9Agree Ic Agree °2

. WE SHOULD GET BACK TO A SIMPLER WAY OF LIFE BY GETTING RID OF
ALL THIS TECHNOLOGY.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Disagree Disagree " Decide 13Agree 13 Agree °4

8. FACTORIES SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO. REDUCE SMOKE POLLUTION EVEN
IF PRICES GO UP.

Strongly Can't Strongl;
Di sagree Disagree Dec ide 10 Agree Agree 32

9. PEOPLE SHOULD BE MORE CRITICAL OF COMPANIES' CLAIMS THAT
THEIR MEDICAL DRUGS ARE SAFE.

S trongly Can't Strongly
D sagree 'I Disagree 01 Decide 15 Agree 50 Agree

10. FARMERS AI1D RANCHERS SHOULD BE ABLE TO USE ANY CHEMICAL
SPRAYS THEY THINK ARE NECESSARY.

Strongly Can't
Disagree-41 Disagree."' Decide." Agree.06

METHODS OF SCIENCE (I2 y)

Strongly
Agree 01

1. SCIENTIFIC FACTS ARE USUALLY

2

1 .

Strohgly ,

Disagree °, Di1agree.2

SCIENTIFIC IDEAS CAN 'USUALLY-

St rongly
Disagree , DiSagree,o9

ScIENCE IS GETTING cLOSER AND

Strongly
Di se gree D1Sairee.1:

4 MOST SCIENUFIC FINDINGS RAVE

ti
SENSE.

Strongly
Disagree .('", Disagree."

TRUE.

Can't
Decide .13 Agree .6.)

Strongly
Agree 06

BE PROVEN BY EXPERIMENT.

Can't
Decide.06 Agree, 7'

CLOSER TO THE TRUTH,

Can't
Dec.ide . >Agree '

Strongly
Agree .07

Strongly,
Agree , °4

BEEN A.BLOW AGAINST 5110N.

Can't Strongly
Decide 'Agree - Agree 1

(coral-') NtEirtiot)1; scieNcE (rj:t y)

5. LEARNING SCIENCE MAKES YOU MORE BROADMINDED.

Strongly Can't Strongly
. Disagree .22 Disagree .16 Decide 1'' Agree 5"7 Agree - 12

6. SCIENTISTS /1UST BE WILLING TO CHANGE THEIR IDEAS WHEN NEW
INFORMATION BECOMES KNOWN.

Strongly Can' t Strongly
Disagree .01 Di sagree .06 Decide .04 Agree 6`; Agree .2 t,

7 A USEFUL SCIENTIFIC THEORY MAY NOT BE ENTIRELY CORRECT, BUT IT
IS THE BEST IDEA SCIENTISTS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO. DEVELOP.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Di sagree °I Di sagree 09 Decide 18 Agree 64 Agree D6

8. HHEN TRADITIONAL BELIEFS ARE IN CONFLICT WITH SCIENTIFIC
DISCOVERIES, IT IS BETTER TO ACCEPT THE TRADITIONAL BELIEFS.

Strongly Can't Strongly
Di sag ree 16 Di sagree .50 Decide .22 Agree . 1 c Agree .P2

9. SCIENCE IS A WAY OF THINKING.
f

', --":`4,DStisroagrenglye Cant Strongly
o Dit-agree 17 Decide .13 Agree .59 Agree . r '1,

10. ONE OT-THE IMPORTANT JOBS OF A SCIENTIST IS, TO REPORT EXACTLY
WHAT-PIS SENSES TELL HIM. .' .

Strongly ,- 7, Cant Strongly
Disagree 3' Disagree -3,3, Decide --1`' Agree 4 3'3 Agree °7 ' t

CAREERS IN SCIENCE CI 2 NO

1, GOING INTO SCIENCE AS A CAREER WOULD BE WELL WORTH THE TIME
AND EFFORT REQUIRED.

'Strongly Cant
41

Strongly
Disagree°4 Disagree" 'Decide. Agree Agree ,12"

2. A CAREER IN'SCIENCE WOULD BE IDEALLY SUITED TO GIRLS.

Strongly Can' t Strongly
Di stgree °9 Di sa'gree -1° Dec ide '4 Agree 24 Agree or' '

3. A CAREER IN SCIENCE WOULD BE VERY SATISFYING.

'Stron Cant4ly Strongly
Di sagree °4 Di sagree 21 Decide '8 Agree 'I Agree .073



(ONT'D) CAREERS IN Sc[eNcE (12.Y)

4 A SCIENTIFIC CAREER MIGHT BE ALL RIGHT FOR SOME PFOPLE BUTNO1 FOR HE

Strongly Can"t Stronglyt sagree Di sacive '19 Dec lde Agree '3 Agree 2 9

5. SCIENCE AS A CAREER WOULD NOT INTEREST ME BECAUSE THE WORK ISTOO HARD.

a'Strongl y Cn t StronglyIlisagree 'c Disagree Decide '" Agree 16 Agree °4
6, ScIENTIFIC WORK DOES NOT INTEREST "IE.

Strongly Can' t StronglynDisagree .3 Disagree 36 vecide'/
Agree 26 Agree 17

7, WORKING AS A SCIENTIST WOULD BE A DESIRABLE OCCUPATION.rrStrongly Ca StronglyDisagree 03 Disagree 11 Decide Agree 31 Agree .cre

R. A CAREER IN SCIENCE 'WOULD
BE IDEALLY SUITED TO BOYS.

Strongly Can' t , StronglyDisagree 11 Disagree °6 Decide "0 Agree " Agree '32
9. I WOULD BE WILLING TO TAKE A,JOB RELATED TO SCIENTIFIC WORK.

Strongly Can' t Strongly -Disagree .'e Disagree 2,!' Decide 19Agree "1 Agree 07
10. SCIENCE WOULD BE TERRIBLE AS A LIFE'S CAREER.

Strongly Can't , StronglyDisagree 1' Disagree .49 Decide 21Agree 1' Agree "
11. I WOULD DE SATISFIED TO SPEND MY LIFE AS A SCIENTISt.

Strongly Can't StronglyDisagree " fkisagree 43 Deeide 2.,Agiee 16 Agree °`
V. SCIENCE WORK WOULD GIVE A GREAT DEAL OF PLEASURE.

Strongly Can't StronglyDisagree -07 Disagree 26 Decide." Agree 32 Agree 15`
*'13. 11 IS SILLY FOR GIRLS 10 WASTE TINE STUDYING FOR A SCIENTIFICCAREER.

, Strongly Can' t StronglyDisagree .03 Disagree 16 Decide "Agree ..49 Agree -Ot

:3 ,
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Objective

1.1

1.2

t

S,ECOND ASSESSMENT OF SCIENCE

GRADE 12 1982

Organization of Test 'Items

Te5t.,;ems*

DOMAIN 1: SCIENCE PROCESSES

Interpret Data X: 4,5,14,15
Y: 5,6,8,11,22,23

Identify and Control Variables

DOMAIN 2: KNOWLEDGE: RECALL AND
UNDERSTAND

Page No.

3-7

X: ,7,10,16,19,30,33,35
8,11

Y:/ 2,9,14,21,28

2.1 Major Concepts, Basic Principles,/
Laws and Supporting Facts of Science

2.2 Applications of Science (Technology)
and the Nature of Science

2.3 Safety Procedures

DOMAIN 3: HIGHER LEVEL THINKING

3.1 'Evaluate Evidence for Conclusions

3.2 Solve Abstract Proiflems

* X = Test Bopklet X
Y = Test Booklet'Y

-348

2,9,17,18,22,23,26,
27,31

Y: 1,4,7,18,20,27,13

X: 1,13,20,21
Y: 29,34

X: 3,12,29,32
Y: 16,17,24,35

X:* 6,8
Y: 3,15,26,31

12-17

18-19

20-22:.

23-25

X: 11,24,25,28,34 ,

Y: 10,12,13,19,25, 26-30
30,32

4



DOKAIN 1: SCIENCE PROCESSES
-OBJECTIVE 1.1: INTERPRET DATA

Use the information below when answering questions 4 and S.
I.

ENZYME
MOST ACTIVE

pH LEVEL

amylase
pepsin
maltase
lactase

6.2
2. 2

7.0
5. 7

4
sorts

of tilatlin
*Mot

1.1.01 1/04 Amylase Should be most active in the

1.1.02 1/05

Pee tA farm* lull Laws4
latintift WNW,

pa de
10 12

4.

p-uatut
A. mouth

r5D 47 55
B. stomach

5 5

C. small intestine 0 7 6
D. lirge intestine

2' 23

E. I don't know. 0 12 12

Both maltase and lactase are active in the small intestine. The
information given above would lead one totelieve that.

p-mant
A. maltase is most active in the part nearest the stomach. (:) 21 11

I. lactase is most active in the part nearest the stomach. 125 14 22

C. both are equally and very active in the part nearest
the stoomch. D 17 14

O. both are equally and very Active in all the same places 0 8 $

IT] 40 35
E. 1 don't know.

TemorPuris---)

SN

jo'

0
, 40

1.1.03

LLos

vs

s.

Refer to the graphs below when answering questions 14 and IS.

The CUFVES at the top of the two graphs rept:esent average monthly TOVERATURES for Sal
Francisco and Vancouver. The BARS on the bottem of the graphs represent average monthly
RAINFALL for the two cities. The letters at the bottom of the graphs stand for the
months from January to December.

SAM MUM=
MOM.
haft

ON
wym.w.micomum:

am
II ORO
=UM1 ''

-
i.e.

mEm .

.
swim =am mai::HIM OHM

P

X/14

Al A

towwwww

ao

to

40

.13

VAIKOUVIS

INMESOMMI
MIMMIIMMOM
M1111===1104
AIRMSOMMIUMIU 4-.01111111
MORBWOMMIM

NJ J 0

From the temperature data it can be determined that

A. both cities have the same average monthly temperature increasesinwinter
B. average monthly temperatures reach a peak in suumer in San Francisco,

but not in Vancouver

444 S
p-valut

0 5 4

O 11 8
C. both cities have highest averacm temperatures in summer tia 54 di
O. ayerape monthly temperatures rise in winter in Vancouvir, but drop in

San Francisco
or. 1.3 IS 10

15 It
E. I don't know 0,

1/15 Co the basis of the grapIr what is the relationship between
temperature and rainfall n these cities?

pologtue

A. Rainfall increases al temperature increases

S. Rainfall decreases as temperature increases

, C.,Rainfall decreases as teMperature decreases

D. Rainfall and temperature are independent.

E. I Cloak know.

7

70 77

El 5 3

ID 13 8

0 4 4

- 349 360 ,,



CeJECTIVE 1.1: INTERPRET DATA

Use the follOWing graph when answering quistions S and 6.

ml km/.Am IL_ Distance needed term) KEY

8.9 32

13.4 1113

1.1.05

6.7m 5.5m

13.1m

17.9 64 IrOWA
0.4m

22.3 80

26.8 97
20.1m . 4:50.0sm

p-voLne
Y/05 Which of the following conclusions is most justified?

A. The higher the longer it takes to react El 24 f0

13.4m

FVOIA
16 8m

.25.6m1

41.2 m

Reaction distance: distance
travelled between seeing
danger and applying brakes.

Braking distance: the distance
a car needs,to stop.

EVAPS1

pack
10 /2 ,

one's,speed,

B. As one doubles the speed, the total distance necessary for stopping

becomes twice as great

C. For the speeds given, the greater the spemi- the greater the,reactiondistance

D. The braking distance is always greater then the distance travelled in

reacting to the danger signal

E. I don't know

0 17 IS

0 St 40

0 14 15

0 13 9%

1.1.06 r706 From the-Chart you could conclude that the reaCtion.time.of the average

driver is pvedue
,

A. less than one second. ciu 24 31

B. one second. 0 9 6

C. a.little more than one second ft ft

D. much Imre thanone second 0 fl 24

E. I dontt know. f0 19

A student wished to,find out how many ants there were in
one square metre of his lawn. He divided one square metre
up into 100 equal patches and counted the ants in five,pf

the catches. He obtiined the numbers of 3, 4, 4, 7 and 7.

.111111111111111111.111
11111111111LINIM
1111111111111110111
11131111111111111111111

.1111111111111111111111111

111111111111:11111111
1111111111111111.
1011111111111111111

1.1.07 Y/08 ' What is the BEST estimate for the total number of ants on one square

metre/ p-malue

A. 400
s 5

D. 500 18) 46 56

C. 700 5 .1

le
D. None of the tbove

U 17

E. don't know 0 15 14

The treeline is the highest altitude at
which trees can grow. The following
table relates treeline to distance from
the equator.

Distance from
Equator Tr eel ine

^

1000 km ' 4000 m
2500 km 3500 m
5000 km 3030
6500 km 1500, a

1.1.08 9/11 According to the table above, the farther you art from the eq.:;ator p-vatue

VS
A. the higher the treeline 0 S 5

B. the lower the treeline.
1,g) 74 SO

C. the taller the trees. e,
0 5 1

D. the smaller the trees,
C:) 9 9

E. I don't know.
0 i 5

ii,-,
350 -
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OBJECTINC1.1: INTERPRET dna '

,S

/

S 4..., Use the-cgra4 below when answering questions 22 and 23. 3

. A.14 ) ... COMMONO OW
) 1 mv

,

ews we wwwww

Percent of seeds

germinating

nnokins warm orgasm

pude
10 I?

o
se a'

Time (in hours)
1.1.09 Y/22 Which ONE treatment of'seeds seems to be MOST effective for starting

germination in 6 maximm number of seeds (i.e., for breaking dormancy)?
p-valut

M A.* Concentrated acid

8- Ball mill abrasion
15 15

C. Threshing,machine abraiion
IA

% -1.:-] 2 .2. 6

D. Sulfuric acid 0e 16 20
.,

. . . 0 19 15
E. I don't know ,_ .

-,..

1.1.10 1123 If treatmeAt were givegfor only
six hours, which,ONE would be MOST

effective for starting,germination in a MixiMum number of seeds (i.e.,
for breaking dormancyll,-),,

'

p-ustue

S A. Concentrated acid

B. Ball mill abrasion ...

49 S9

0
C. Thresh.ing machine abrasion iii°''

21
D. Sulfuric acid

. 0.

17 14

E. I don't know 0 17 16

OBJECTIVE 1.2: IDENTIFY AND CONTROL VARIABLES

1.2.01 X/07 Some chickens lay an egg almost every day. Other chickens produce very
few eggs. A study is planned to examine factors that might affect the
number, of eggs produced by chickens. Which of the fbllowing is NOT
a suitable hypothesis for the study?

p-vcaueA. More eggs are produced by chickens, thatreceive
M more hours of light. D s i

B. The 1arger the cage for chickens, the gam eggs
24 19they will produce. t...

C. The more eggs produced by chickens, the more
weight they lose

O. The more protein there is in the feed, the more

gi 35 44

,E. I don't know.

11 19

9

. eggs are produced. 0
0 It1.2.02 240 If you wtre given p strange new wild animal that fooked something like

a very large cat. ihich would be the BEST single SCIENTIFIC way to find
out what it liked best to eat?

puortutA. Give it plenty of each kind of food which yeu think

,

,.:, it might like and see how much of each it eats

1

..'

, 21:"Give it one kind of meat and seeahow much it eats o,

C. Give it fruit and vegetables and D
:

ssee bow much,it eats s

O. Give it a special cat fussily food.and see how much it eats. 0 19 IS

E. I don't know. 0 9 7
1.2.03 2/16 Which variable below must be held constant if you want to find out

truatuewhich of two kinds of cloth absorbs water better?

S
A. The length-of time the*51oths are in water Eil 46 56

B. .The kind of cloth 25, 23

,

(
C. The colour of the cloth 2 1

O. The height that the water rises in each cloth 0 20 IS

E. I don't know 0 6 4

- 351 -
6 I



OBJECTIVE 1.2:

1.2.04 X/19

1.2.05 X/30

IDENTIFY AND CONTROL VARIABLE'S

.... . ..... . ,

A group of students conducted an experiment to lietermine the effect of
heating on the germination of sunflower seeds. Which of the variables

,ilkade

10 12

listed below is LEAST important to control in this experiment? p-uatue

A. The degree to which the seeds are heated 0 9 /

1. The amount of moisture (:) 6 4

C. The type of soil used . (:) 13 It

D. The size of container used

til) 6: 4696'
E. I don't know

Which ONE of these would make the water in a small region of the ocean

MORE salty/

A. Water froM a river running into it

B. Evaporation of a lot of the water

C. Melting an iceberg in the region

D. Heavy rainfall over the region

E. I don't know

fi

1.2.06 X/33 In a teaching experiment fifty students were divided at random into two

equal groups. One group was taught using igneous rocks; the other
group used sedimentary rocks. Both classesswere held in the afternoon.
In the experiment, the factor which was MDT held constant was

m-vatut

O 6 6

CE05 60 67

(:) 9 7

(:) 14 10

o 10

p-vetut

A. the Size of the groups. ,.. .
0 $ s

I. the topic of rocks. 0 22 20

C. the type of rocks CR 42 48

D. the time of day of the classes. 0 16 14

E. I don't know. 0 13 10

1.2.01 X135 Which of the following pieces of information is NOT needed for choosing
an electric motor to drive an elevator? Pi-uatue

A. The required acceleration of the elevator (:) 19 19,

B. The maximum weight of the passengers 12 10

C. The height of the building . Ci0 43. 47

0:10-.The voltage of the electric supply .. 0 7.1
34.

F. /alon't know (:) 15 13

,

1.2.08 Y/02 The influence of two new drugs on Grade 11 students' ability to learn'
is to be tested..Which of the variables listed belor would be MOST .

important to control in the experiments? q p-?atue

ST *
A. The location of the c'operiment .

S. The time of day the drugiare given

C. The amount of each drug taken

D. The age of the Students

E. I don't know

1.3.09 Y/09 Salt mmy be added to a solution until it will float an egg. Thii

Statement is based on the assumption that all eggi,have

. A. equal weight. .
. , m

B. equal volume.

C. equal density
.

4

D. about the-same shape.:

4

E. I don't know,

4.

352

(:) 2 t

(:) 3 2

55 82 85-

(:) 4 5

'C]

p-uatut

14 11

(:) 13 11

0 40 SO

0 16 11

0 18 16



OBJECTIVE 1.2: IDENTIFY AHD CONTROL VARIABLES

inceEMIT bqan seeds were geminated, then divided into FOUR groups of two seeds each.
One grout, of two seeds was grown under RED light, another under YELLOW light. another
under BLUE 1 I ght and the fourth under ordinary WHITE light. At the end of tw6AMeks ,
each group of plants was measured to see which group of plants had Prawn theimost.

1.2.10 Y/14 This cbuld best be improved by p-valus,experiment

A. giving mare water to the plants grown under red light
B. increasing the number of seeds grown in each of the four grouns
C. growing plants also under purple light
D. measuring the growth of the plants each day"
E. I don't know

5 3

11 19

3 1
51 50

/X 15

1.2.11 Y/21 Sue wants to find out what might affect the length of bean seedlings. She places
a beznwrapped in moist tissue paper in each of ten identical test tubes. She
puts five tubes on a rack in a sunny window. She puts the other five tubes on a
rack in a dark refrigerator. She measures the lengths of the bean seedlings in
each group after one week. Which of the following variables might affect the
length of the seedlings to answer her question? p-vatue

S A. Light and the amount of time 0 q 1

B. Light and temperature g 51 58

C. itisture and the length of the test tubes 0 6 5

D. Terperature and moisture 0 27 tI
E. I don't know

1.2.12 Y/28 A farrer noticed that on two occasions when he heard an owl hooting in the
evening, it rained that night. He concluded that owls hoot before it rains.
How would you describe his conclusion. vane

A. Nothing was wrong with bis conclusion 0 6 6
I. His cinclusion wa ? based on insufficient data 55 65
C. Conclusions of this typ can never be scientific because there is no way 0 fl 15to gather sufficient data
D. To complete the experiment, he needs'to record the amiUnt of rainfall.% 5
E. I don't know 5

noun( 2: 1:NnwLEOGE: RECALL //ND UNDERSTAND

OBJECTIVE 2.1: MAJOR CONCEPTS, BASIC PRINCIPLES, LAWS AND SUPPORTING FACTS OF SCIENCE

2.1.01 1/02 If a neut;al atom loses an electron, which of thi following is formed/

VS
A. R gas .
B. An ion
C. An acid
0. A radical
E. A molecule

F. I don't know

2.1.02 ,ligg

p-vaue
4 4

10 17

7 1

1 7

16 14

30 17

A fossil of an ocean fish wis found in a rock outcrop on a mountain./
This probably means that p-valut/

M
A. fish once lived on the mountain / 0 3 114r.NI

II. the relative humidity was once very high 0 9 7i
C. the mountain was raised up after the fish died. 1E1 49 43

D. fish used to be amphibians like toads and frogs 0 7 5
,

E. the fossil f ish was probably carried to the mountain 0by a great flood / 46 38 I
F. I don't_know ,l 0 6 5

2.1.03 X/17 In which of the following ways does a sample of-steam differ from a
1 - simple of ice? The molecules of steals

, p-vatut
. 3

,

S
A. ove more slowly. , 0 3

I. are smaller 3 3

C. contain less energy , .3 2

D. ane_closer together 0 11 9 '
E. are farther..apart lia

.
69 61

F. I flon't itruzw. . 0 // 15
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OBJECT! E 2.1: MAJOR CONCEPTS, BASIC PRINCIPLES. Cows itio suPpoRrim FACTi OF iCIENCE gamde
, 10 12

2.1.i4 18 The human embryo normally develops in the
p-vmtue

)1
AL. bdominal purity. (:) - 9 9

B. ovary ... CI' 23 LS
i

C. oviduct 0 3 2

.
. D. uterus. 0, 31 S4

....

E. vagina. [2) 7
4 .

F. 1 dan't know. . (:3 20 12

X/22 The food which would provide the most protein for building and \.

repairing body tissues ts
.

p-uatue

I A. green pers 0 10 17

B. hailed potatoes . 0 5 3

C. oatmeal t 1.:] I 4

O. lean meat El Sii,j4

E. 2 don't know. I 13 II 10,

e

2.1.06

v S

1/23 A stream which is deepening its vallty in an areapreviously eroded is

considered to be p-vatue

A. old' 31 4

B. mature.
T1 15

C. rejuvenated
55 - 25- 33

D. Yowl D 11

E. I don't know.
tO 17

-
(

2.1.07 .V26. 1,4 term 14'the thAry of natbral selection, why do giraffes have such long ne. st

12

x,vdt

9

..

A. Stretching to get food in high trees.has mede their necks longer

B. There is something inside of giraffes which keeps making longer necks . .

L.J.

0S 4 2

Oh D 4 5
C. Giraffe food contained vitamins which caused the vertebrae to lengthen. .

-

. D. Giraffe necks have gotten longer and longer as time has gone on, but

nobody has any ides why this is
Ig 19 12

E. Gir.affes. born with the longest necks, have been able tp stay alive whin
CR. food was scarce and have p!ssed,this traiton to their offspring% . . .

41 55

r F.. 1 don't-know 14

1 .

2.1.08 X127 The Particles most directly involved in fonming chemical bonds are p-vmtue '

... g 4

S
A.:electrons

9 _51

' e
S. neutrons.

0 9 9

.°' C. photons 0 41
A,

D. positrons 0 3 1
4 ,1 '

e

E. protons 0 15 12

-

,

F. I don't know. 0 tO 25

2.1.09 X/31 Mhich'of these concepts can be used to explain why a driver who is
not wearing a seat belt may be thrown through the windshield if his

car stops suddenly2\
-

A. Buoyancy

I. Friction

C. Potential energy

D'fqert1a . . . ,

E. Net anical,advintage

4..t.1 don't know

% o

0

k
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OBJECTIVE 2.1: CONCEPTS, BASIC PRINCIPLES. LANS AND SUPPORTING FACTS OF SCIENCE gitade
2.1,10 7/01 ating a ixture of powdered irOn and sulfur, will result,in the . 10 12

ionisation of

A. a single element. ip
p-uatue

5 5.
8. two other eleeents. 15

, A 5

C. a` solution. 15 8

D. an alloy. 0 9 8

a coupound. Ig
F. 1 don't knOw. 0

42 46

74 ,30

2.1.11 Y/04 khat is ;154:Juin way that sweeting.helps your body? .-

S . A. It helps cool your body
B. It gets ?id of, the salt in your body.
C. It keeps feu from catching cold ...

!D. P63-00tuatu:2697

D. It keeps your skin moist. 0 4 3
,ta

E. I don't inow. 0 4 3

2.1.12 1107 In hot climates the advantage of buildings with white surfaccs is
white surfaces effectively

A. reflect lightS.
B. diffract light. .................. .. .
C. absorb light.
D refract lfght

E. I don't know

.
lg
0
0
0
0

p-value
74 76

4 5

5 3

73 131

3 3

2.1.13 .Y/18 t. Green plants are important to animals because the plknts
P-I*alue

A. construe bah food and oxygen. .- el U 10 6

B. cony?* food and give off oxygen., . , C3 70 7...,

C. consurhe food and gilie off carbon dioxide. 0 4 3

p roduce food and give off origin. t. ,Ig 57 63

E. produce food and give Off carbon dioxide. ., . ..: CD
F. I don't know. ... 0

7-3 74 ,

3,. 6
a .

4.1.1k. Y/20 A'certain machine is said to be 50% efficient. What does this mean?

s

p-, value

A. The machine is not useful for the taik performed. . - . a(
B. The Machine'operates with no loss of energy'50iof the time. ................ :1". . . : . 0 8 9

oC. Onli 50% of the Work put into iheitachine is returned .
as useful work,done. El 43 SO

.
g

0. 50% of the energy put into the
r-i

chine 4s destroyed L..1 13 10

E.-.0nly 50% of the work put i o the machine-can be
measure4 as etuirgy .. 4 , , 0 77, it

-,

1

'
F. I don't know. . 0 3 if

4*
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OSJECTIVE 2:1: *JCR CONCEPTS. &AOC PRINCIPLES. LAWS AMD SUPPORTING FACTS OF SCIENCE

Look t th* diagrem,below.

A

pad'
IC It

2.1.15 V/27 The sun womld be located at position
m

o

1,..value

B., .M de

C. .

E.I dcm't know. ? .. , : . .

2.1.16 Y.I.Ii Think of diving into the ocean near the Equitor. As you go deeper, the
c

. ,- water gets colder because

0 8 8

0 tt 20

0 1 7

ig 48 47

0 13 19

.

. p-uatue
, A. the saltiest water is always coldest and sinks to
II the bottom 0 0 3 4

B. warm water is lighter than co'd water,and stays on top. e. El 31 3/'

C. the detper water is not.htcontact with the air 0 56 51

:D. volcanic activity wanes only the upper layers of
the water...I 0 3 f

E. I don'ttknow. 0 7 11

\ ..- ...

,

OBJECTIVE 2.2: AMICATION5 Of SCIENCE (TECHNOLOAY).ANO THE NATURE-Of SCIENCE

2.2:01 I/01 Aboutwhich of these subjects do s iefitists.know everything? NI p-uotue
.0

A. 11o,topic J ,....,,
...,.. . sus 46 63

M t. Trees
. r .0

...( C. Tooth decay a
0 4 5

D fs _II. ,

24.02 1/13

D.,Space
14

E. I' don't know
.,. 0 8

A famous scientist once wrote: 'king well informed about stientt'

is not the sane thing as understanding science°. From this quotation

itfollows that ,

. .

" A. one acquires an understanding of science by'
learnini the laws and prigiples which are' ,

. fbund in the sciknce textbooks

B. understanding scfente means more than lelining the

facts end principlts,of science. 4

41,

the only way that people can understand science is''

through a greater,presentation of scientific
.inforsation.

clt knowing a great deal about science is actually a

handicap to really understaiding science

E. I don't know.

2.2.03 1/29 Which ONEof the following is a THECItY7

A. All sbbstances on the planet Earth consist of,
2 protons, electrons and neutrons. . . , t .

O. A metre contains 100 ,cm

C. Light travels at 300.000,m per seccmd:°.,.

D. ThejarthIs 150.000400 inadfrom:t%i-sun.,

E. i don't knoW.

- 356.'7

.

. 0
li]

p-matme

54 63

54 4

If18 14

10 71
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OBJECTIVE 2.2: APPLICATIONS Of SCIENCE (TICADLOGY) AMD THE NAM OF SCIENCE imade
10 12)

2.2.04 1121 khich of the following is an activity of science rather than technology?. p-metue.

A. Curing an illness 0 32 31M
B. Explainingtow a delta fares 0 30 33

C. Preserving food 14

0., Communicating information by computer

El 15
11 11 i

E. I don't knOw ' .
. 0 12 11

2.2.0 1/29
iNhich of the following represents the LOWEST degree of certainty?

p-vo.tut

S , A. Conclitsion

S. Prjnciple

C. Hypothesis

O. Fact

E. I don't know
. /11%

vols Y/34
In his research a scientist discovers a powerful chemical which causes
people to obey blindly the orders of anyone. One litre Of this,chemical
is enough to,tur f? everyone in ccity into a human robot. It can easily
be put into the water supply oft city. How should this research be
judged?

. .

A. It is not wrong for the scientist to discover the .

chemical but it wculd be wrong to use it
.

B. It is not wrong for the scientist to discover the
, chemical and it would aot be wrong to use it

C. It was wrong for the scientist to discover the chemical

D. I don't know. .

0
0

0
r-,
LJ

11

20

46

10

13

11

16

51

i

10

I
p-vatat

tij 70 72

(:) 10, 2

0 10 10

0 10 10

OBJECTIVE 2.3: SAFETY PROCEDURES

2.3.01 X/03 A studint is boiling water in a.stoppered glass jar or flask, is
shown. %Mat precaution would ycw take if you sew this?

k;gtijit
A. Immediately turn off the gas to the burner. F§ S4 S7

B. Make sure the stopper is in tightly so the steam cannot
escape

(:) 4 4

C. Make sure the gas fine does not become diséonnected 0 7 6

2.3.02,. X112

=

O. Ke00 the burher turned down to low heat 0 se 19

E. I ddR't know. 0 5

Which of the following substances must be kept away i,,;11 sparks or
open flames?

.

A. Hydrochloric nd sulfuric acid

B. Sodium hydroxide/and potassium hydroxide El

4

C. Alcohol and ether

O. Tin and lead . 0
E.I don't' know 0 4 S S

12.3.03 X/29 The purpose of a fuse or circuit 'breaker iS tO
rvatat

A.' turf.* lights om and off. '' .
-: (:-.1 S SM

0 ss ssI. ,profect circuits fral carrying too ouch electricity. .

C. protectopeople from getting electric shocks 0 8 3

..
O. save electricity frees being vatted. 0 4 2

f

if E. -regulate-the nuttier of volii in the Ciro t CD 11 28
-

g s4 0 -. F. I donttjunow.
1
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CSJECTIVE 2.1: SAFETY PROCEDURES

2.3.04

/cede .

) EXCEPT

10 If
X/42 You have been given the assignment to identify which one of five white

powders is table salt. To test, tou should do All of the followinp

't

each ion 0 8 I

p-attue
A. dissolve,Oome of the owder in water anOtest for

-

. B. taste the white powders.','e I " g SA if._.

C. ccapare the solubility of this powder with that of
4 , salt. c 'ID

D. examine the cr)stals under a microscope: salt has

. 0
L-1cubic crystkli 19 IT .

E. 1 doel:t know
.

El 7 5

2.3.05 Y116 Look at the diagrams below.

'
+,,

Which is the correct idethOd of heating a lioui

A. .

,
B.

C.

D. .

E. I don't knOi4

C
t

n a test lube?

.

p-velme*

66 67

13 )4

4 13
I S 13

3

I

0

,
2.3.06 Y/17 When diluting an acid, which is the correct procedure?

A. Add water to acjd
.W

BikAdd acid to water. Alt. 4 .''

C. Add'water to one.half of the acid and then add the
,

. Z. remainder of the acid.

D. PoUr acid and water together into an empty beaker

p-vatue

0 30 30'. '

.1 tii f4 25

E) II 10

(:) 13 If

. E. .1 don't know. h D is is

-' o2.3.07 Y/24 What is the safe wiy to smell odours? p:vatue

DA. Wear a gas mask and ketp far1fh the source of the odours 4 4

S, .

I. Waft the Pis toward your nose with your hand
.

tg) 66 64

C. Leave the area, because you sNould never
deliberately smell chemicals D 0 19

D. Bring the container giving odours close to your nose.' . . . . . ...
0

A

E. I don't know.

1.

2.3.611.,Y/25

M

you are going to light a bunsen burner. What should you do Just before
you turn on the gas/

p-velne
A. Guess at the position at which the air control

should be open for proper burning. Is n
B. CIose.the air control comp)etely. cE5 41 44

C. Leave the air control as you found it, sincevit
probably is in the_corrett,10911Molt

.
'S '4

D. Open the air controloompletely /7'

E. I don't know. o .9 11

4

--\
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DOMAIN 3: NIGHER LEVEL THINXING

OBJECTIVE...3.1s EVALUATE EVIDENCE pm CONCLUSIONS

Look at this picture.

gkade
10 It

,i4 What observaticn can you sake from it?
%

P-14Eue'-' A. A person is holding powder from the bps in'the
spoors. . ,r. 0

B. A perscn is stirring baking soda into water. . . . 12
t4 tt

11 11

C. A person ts taking something from the meassring
. cup on the table. . .4. , 0 1

D. It person is' holding a spoon with something in the
spoon. * g ss is

411,

3.1.02 X/08.

ST

E. I don't know.

student.had Ihret beakers cZtaining
liquids. To each beaker he added 109
of Powder X. The results are shown
below. Liquid A

Liquid 8 Liquid C.

a ,a
Powder X Powder X Powder XWhich infarunce s best supported by the above Observations?

A. Liquids A and C are the same.

8:1Liquids.A and I ire NOT the ROM. .

C Liquids A, 8 and C are all the SIM
D. Liquids II and C are NOT the sem. *

E. 1 ltn't know.

t ''t

p-uetue

f X

55 13. SA

t t

f 4

5

0

A poem entitled "The Ancient kariner-contains the lines:
40The sun now rose upon the right

Dut of the sea came he.
1, Still hid in.mist, and on the left

Went down into the sea.'

3.1MY/03. In which direction %In the Ancient Mariner sailing?
g,uolue

48

4

th g ItA. Nor

4
I. South

1 14

C. East
15 lt

D. West
11 11

E I don't know
If, 10

Two boyS did the same pieCe of work jgarrying 50 concrete blocks op ashort flight of steps).
Theirspulse rates were. taken just before andaftec doing this,work. The bekts per minute were:

841 Before: 68 After: 112

. 80Y 2 Befoe:. 74 Alter: 100 ..,-
I,

..../.

13.1.04 Y/25. Which one of the following statements
is CERTAINLY TRUE on the haslet'.' these measurements? .

.

A. The imeasurement
are insufficient to decide whose heart ,

is the more powerful OrAwho did the wort more quickfy. . . . . .

B. Boy 1 has a more powerful heart than Soy 2

C. Boy 1 hay less powerful heaTt than Soy 2. .

w )21. Boy 1 did the ;Kirk more quickly thin Boy 2. ........
E. 1 don't know.

.,

-
3-70-

.

ptutue

. 55

:i__'

0
ii%

[i] 1

10

3

t
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OBJECTIVE 3.1: EVALUATE EVIDENCE FOR CONCLUSIONg

In the diagrams below,.Sottles 1 and 2 are.exactly alike.

OFFERENT TEMPERATURES.
Bottle 1 contalns a subitance
which is transferred to
Bottle 2 without any loss.

HCWEVER. THEY NAY BE AT

WORE
3.1.05 Y/26 Which one of the following Is the best explanation of whet

4 the diagrams?

A. In Settle 1, the substance is a gas and.1n
Bottle 2 the substance Is a liquid

B.10110Bottle 1, the Substance is a liquid and In
Bottle 2 the substance is a gas. 01 49 SI

C. In Bottle 1, the substance is a solid and in
Bottle 2 the substance is a liquid 0 9

O.. In "Attie 1, the substince has less sass than in
o.

, AFTER

you see 1n

glade
10 If

p.vittut

A
E. I don't know.

Bottle 2

0 h
Look at the figure below.

104 This figure demonstrates thil

Irma:A
A. the deeper the liquid, the greater the liquid

pressure

5: 5B. liquid moves at different speeds ..74

C. air pressure causes the liquid to shoot out IS IS

O. the deeper the liquid, the greater the air pressure . 0 If
E. I don't know. 0 S

.. 1
.

OBJECTIVE 3.2: SCtVE ABSTRACT mweicms
'3.2.01 1/11 The fact that man's system of capillaries consists of numerous vessels'wIth very

1small diameters rather than a few larger vessels is advantageous because
.

/..1 p-uniut "
A. a smaller volume of blood comes into contact with the cells 3 8

S
B. the bliod is distributed more uniformly through the tissues 123 op so

C. the heart can ptap blood through the body with less effort . . . , . . , 0 18 10

A). the blood pressure In the irteries is decreased 0 9 6

E. the rate of blood flow is increased 0 6 5

.F. I don't know
.

0 z9 CA

'3.3.02 X/24

M

,

CouciAns
Look at the food lob below.

BITS

SNAKES

\411

INSECTS

\

TIN only Producers shown in the food web ore

A. grasses

1..toadstools.

C. mice.

O. deer.

E. I don't know

ELCTERIA AND
TOADSTOOLS

F.!

12-01Eue'
36 48

38 33

I I

4 3

4 10 .14

,
ors. ",*

*

I
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OBJECTIVE 3.2: SOLVE ABSTRACT PROBLEMS
sicade
10 It

In the dlagrans below, X, 4 and I represent threelamps in a circuit,
which also Includes a battery and a switch S.

A C 0 E
3.2.03 1/25

3.2.04 1/28

$ f

.

When the switch fs open, X fails io light while l'ind,2 do light. Witch
one of the toiloring circuits is It?'

p-ustne

A.
_ U 5 3

8. . ....... . . . . ..... .
C. . @ ti I

.

D.

E. IN 0 3 3

F. I don't know 14 15

When sore pink food colouring is dissolved in water, the water turns
pink. The best explanation for this is that all

p-ualme
# A. substances art ,cceposed of atoms. t .0 9 t

B. substances are Composed,of solecules which dove

C. moj thecules are very close togeer

5i3 41 IS *

8
s 6

Ifit:D.c. Molecules are composed of iiams which love. tO

E. I don't know. 0 0
.

Es., u

3°.2.05 1/34. Scientists are skeptical Earth has been visited by beings fms
outside the solar,systes becau

, 'p-vatueA. there.is no life anywhe in dm lasiverse except on
Earth. 0 7 5

B. the distances between stars are enormous.
.

C. only crackpots believein such nonsense.

t: 3;

O. few places ouOide the solar system can sum:art life. 0
0

54 St

E. I don't know. 8

3.2.06 Y/10 A man whose blood type is OA marries a woman whose blood type is OB.
Their offspring could not have which of the following blood types?

p-uatue
A U a SO SIs

Li 14 10
I AS .. .., 4 ...
c. OA 0 s t
0. CS . 0 3. t
t. 00 1 0 ti
F. I don't know 0 10 is

3.2.07 Y/12 Atmospheric carbon dioxIde is believed to be hwalwising due .t.0
1,-ustue

W A. decreased,carbon dioxide fixation-by green plints 0 16 14

B. InCreased release from volcanoes. 0 4 5

C. Increased burning of fossil fuels til 30 37

O., cutting down of too many trees. (:) 20 20
< .

E. I dbn't know' . , ij 30 TA

361



OBJECTIVE 3.2: 50011ABSTRACT PROBLEM
A

. coade

3.2.00 Y113 which of the following would be the'safest place to be during a
10 12

thunderstorm? ,
p-thatue

A. Near a lake . .

0
M B: Under a tree ' 4. .

C. lid an open field

0 :1 -' 1

0 39 37

D. In an automdbile r'

,..

el 41 42

5 7

* E. I don't know . . 1.

0.

3.2.09 2/14 If the Earth's axis were to be tipped at sn'angle of 10 instead of 23'.

which of the following would be true?' , p-untue

A. The year would be lonoer than at present. 0 7

. s B. There would be only htlf as many hours of daylight in
E)

a year as at present,
12 10

C. We wiou'ld be able to see both sides of the Noon.
0 2 1

..

, D. The Peon Would appiar to be motionless rather then a. appearing to move in the sky .

1

..

E. None of the above would be true CE§ 32 40

F. I don't know
0 39 42

31,2.10 Y/25 When 2 g of zinc and I g of sulfur are heated together, practically

no zinc or sulfur remains after the compound zinc sulfide is formed.

What happens if 2 g of zinc are heated with 2 g of sulfur?
stuetue

A. Zinc sulfide containing approximately twice as much
sulfur is forsed

(:) Ti 13
,

R. ApPrOX4mMte)y,1 g of sulfur will be left over Gi5 21 33

C. Approximately 1 g of zinc will bt left Over 0 6 5

1.4 D., Approximately 1 g.of each will be left over 0 10 5

E. No reaction will occur.
C-_,

0 9 a

F. I don't know. 0 35 31

3.2.11 Y/30 What is he main problem associatid witl the disposal of waste products

from a nbclear reactor? Some of,the products p-uatue

S A. remain radioactive for thousands of years - g 49 64

O. are likely to explode at any time , [:) 3 2

C. can destroy the ozome layer 0 14 11

D. give off dangerous levels of microwaVes
0 11 11

.

(
- E. 1 don't know. . % 0, 15 1/

,
.

. 3.2.12 "2/12. A piece of granite has cryitals about 5 mm in diameter. It was
frthably formed -, p-vetue

A. in a cave 0 10 0
i4 .

A. from,malten rock which cooled slowly. ...o , CO 34 36

C. from eviftly flowing lava 011t 0 2

D. in the ,sediment of a glacier. , 0
.10

111 16

E. I don't know. 0 27 31

c)

t1P
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APPENDIX H

UESTIONNAIRE ELEMENTARY School Code

SECOND ASSESMENT'OF SC6CE'1982

'A'QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS OF'ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
vif

Thank you for participating in this survey of sciente education in British
Calumbia. Your responses will influence decisions ihat-will be made in

curriculum, program implementation, teacher training, in-service, resource
selection and budget allocation. If you wish to make detailed comments-on
any question or to express any concerns about science education, pleaSe use
the last page. Your completion of thts questionnaire will be a valued
contribution to the future of teaching Science in eFementary schools.

The September Assessment Update is enclosed for your inf6.-Mation. It

outlines the process being followed during theScience Assessment.

The results of this assessment will be Available in your school in the Fall
of 1982. If you wish to receive a personal copy of the report; be sure to
.complete and return the enclosed postcard..

.

-

4t

' -4

Province of dritish Columbia
Ministry of Education

Learning Asessment Branch

-363



A. TEACHER 8A&GROUND AND GENERAL INFORMATION

1. How many years will you have been 4aching as of June, 1982?

1 - 2 years 8 2-

3 - 5 years
ig2

6 10 years 26'

- 15 years 194

More than 15 years 303

2. Ar,e you male or,female?

Male 381

Female 62'

3. How old are you?

24 years or under 4 '

25 - 29 years . .

30 - 34 years 223

35 - 39 years 20'

40 - 49 years 223

.50 years and over 13 6

4. In column 1, check ALL levels at which you h4ve taugbt science NOW OR

IN THE PAST. Then, in column 2, check ONLY those levels at which you

are teaching science THIS YEAR. ( Check att that appty)

1. - 2.

Have Taught Am Teaching

Now or This

in Past Year

1. Elementary science, kindergarten/primary . 59' 45'

2. EleMentary science, intermediate 67' 57'

3. Secondary science 8' 0'

4. Other (specify): 2'

- /
364 -

c'
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5. How many aniyersity/callege courses have you successfully
'completed in each of the followtng a'reas?

( One cotvoe = 3 un-i-to = 6 emeisteA hounz = 9. qualteA .hotut.$)

Number of Courses
Less . Two Four
Than or or

None One One Three ,,More`,

T. The teaching of science . 14' 9 2 543 20
2. Biological sciences . . . 28' 4 2 41' . 184 lOs,
3. Earth/Space/

-6'
General Science, 29' 4 2 44' , 17` °

t
4. Physital sciences', . . . . 37'. .4 2 33' 18 4 8'
5. Other science

engineering courses', . -

,- .
68' 2 2 13'

-7---

, t

6. How many years ago did you successfully complete a post-secondary
,cour;s-e in methods of teaching science?,

.:.

I have never -successfully thmpleted a'post-secondary Course
in methods of :teaching science

1 8'

Less ttwlan 2 years o

- 5 years ago,
163

-6 - 10 years aljo )
4 25'

11 or more years ago
3 5'

7. How many students are enrolled in your school this year?

4
Fewer than 250

28'

250 L. 500 w. . . 62'
501 - 750

1 0',

751 - 1000
04

Ner 1000

40.

- _365
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B...COORDINATION

8. Think about the elementary science program in your SCHOOL:
Which ONE of the following best describe& the form of
coordination whichex.ists in your school?

, -

There is a tpecially designated sciepce'coordinator or
department head who is responsible for just the
elementary grades.

There is a specially designated science coordinator or
department head who is responsible forelementary and
secondary grades

head who -is responsible for science and one or more.other
There is a specially designated coordinator or department

subjects
3 02

1 Coordination is performed by a working group of teachers

- in the school. 11 "

Coordination has been atsumed,by the principal or,

3 II

0 01

yice-principal

Coordination, has been assumed by one of the regular

cjassroom teachers 1696

There is no particular form of'coordination 57 "

Other (specify): 2
-

7 OS

?

.9. In general terms, how would you rate the form.of coordination you
,checked in Question 8'for your schoOl's elementary science prograM?

Excellent .

3

Very good J-

Satisfactory 53'

Unsatisfactory 30 4

Very unsatisfactory
$

e.

-, ,

4 47'

- 366 -



10.-Now, think about your DI,STRICT's elementipy,stience program. Which
ONE of the following best describes the form of coordination which

. exist's at the district ;level?

There is a specially'designated science coordinator,
supervisor or consultant res'ponsible for just the
e 1 ementary grades

,,, . r 18 '. ,

There is a specially designated scidnce coordinator,
supervisor or consultant whO is responsible for
elementary and secondary grades . 9 2

The-re is a specially designated coordinator, sui)ervisor
or Consultant who is responsible for science and one
or more other subjects

16'. , .
. Coordination is performed by a working group of teachers_

in the district,
17'

Coordination has been assumed informally by one of the
administrators or teachers in the district 6 '

There is no particurar form of, coordination 33 6

:Other (specify):
2'

1 1. In jeneral terms, how would you'rate the form of coordination you
checked in Question 10 for your district's elementary science program?

Extfl lent
4'

Very good
) 14 2 '

Sat i s factory 46'
.

Unsatisfactory
28'

Very unsatisfactory
. 8s

*'-
,..

,

t ,

...- 367 -
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C. PHYSICAL FACILITIE'S, MATERIALS ANDerbUIPMENt

12. How adequate is each of the following in your sChool for the purposes
of teacIting science?

Facility is:.

Not
11 Required

Needed
But Not .Very. Somewhat Adequate

Available Inadequate Inadequate or Better

1. Lighting

2. Storage space for

science materials/

,
11 ' 1 ' 4 a

equipment . . . . 1 ° 4 $ 25 2

3.. Storage space for

dangerous
materials, . . . . 33 ° 4

,

' 19 2

.4. Storage space for

c student projects. 5 ° 13 ' 38 2
)

5. Science prepara-
tion room . . . . 26 30 ' 23 2

3 °

.--. --

8 ' 20 26. Wat'er outlets . .

7. Electrical .

outlts
,

2 0 2 1 23 2
.

8. Sinks or drainage
facilities . . . ,7 ' 172

, 9. Flat-topped desks

or tables . . . . 2 ° 6

,

"--- 12 2

10.,Safety equipment 26 6 $ ' 14 2

11. Amount of work
space per_
student 1 ' 4 ' 15 a

12. Audio-visual
equipment . . . 1 0 ' 3 2

13: Ventilation . . 4 2 ' 12 2

14. Chalkboard space . 1 0 ' 2 2

15. Bulletin board

space 0 1 $ 6 2

, 16. Microcomputers . .

r
56 18 $ 14 I

- 368
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13 ' 71

36 $ 35'

18 $ 27'

33 ' 12"

12 '

26 ' 44 8

33 ' 404
.

30 ' 454

25 ' 54 4.

23 $ 324

39 $ 40 4

18 '

25 ' 584

§ $ 88 4

111.41lik
72 4

5111° 7 4

IE
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13. How systematically is the safety equipment in your science area
room/laboratory checked?

There is no safety equipment. 6T-I

Casually; no.systematic check , 19'

Systematically; once a year 15'

Systematically; more than once a year , 54

%

. ,

14: Apart from minor changes, how often in the past year have you had to
'adapt your teaching plans because of difficulty in obtaining the
necessary science materials/equipment?

Never 161,

Seldom, abbut once or twice 412

Fairly often, about th'ree or four times 195

Quite often, about five or x limes 10'p,
Far too often, more thanisix times 8'

.I s0dom plan to use equipment. ,7'

15. Overall, how do you rate the QUALITY of the science materials/
equipment available to you?

%Excellent
.

-,
5 1

Very good
..., 182

,

..,

Satisfactory 493

Unsatisfactor; 25'

Very unsatisfactory 45
,

16. How much Anpuf do you have in deciding what science materials/
equipment are to be purchased in your school?

i Virtually none 141
,

o' Some, but not enough 182
1Some, about right 65'

,

Too much, I doJ,it all f
_ 3'

*.

I

,

- 369 -
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17. Who maintains and accounts for the sctence materials/equipment in
your school?

,

,

Each teacher of science looks after his/her own 20 '

Each teacher of science looks after certain .

materials/equipment , 4 '

A specially designated teacher lOoks after it all 401k

Paid assistants look after it all 2
,..--

There is no 'policy on who is responsibIe,-. 20 '

Other (specify): 8 '

18. What is the most frequent way for you to get your science materials/
equipment?

..v

Through a central source inthe DISTRICT 32 '

Through a central source in the SCHOOL 44 2

Through a sharing arrangement between schools 1 '

I get my'own.

Other (specify):: 2 '

19. How difficult is it to obtain science materials/equipment when you-
4need it?

Not difficult at'all 22 '

Not very difficult 39 2

SOmewhat difficUlt 34.' .

Very difficuR
q

5 '

20. Where-,are'most of the science materials/equipment stored in your school?

Check one onty)

Convenient central storage room 41 '

Inconvenient central storage room 28 2
---

Disti-ibuted throughout the schooj 18 '
,

Designated,classrpoms 9 '

Other (specify!: 1 '

l

- 370 .
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21. In your opinion,
your school?

how adequate
,

are the science'reading materials in.

Very inadequate

SomeWhat inadequate .

Satisfactory
. , 52'

Jiore than adequate 7'

.. .. .1. . 11

22. How often do you use the following audio' visual aids when
teaching science?

1. Overhead

2. Large'charts

3. Mode,ls

4. Films .

5. F.ilmstriips

6. 35:Mm.. slides
...

.7. .Audio tapes

8. Video tapes'

9. Microcomputers . .

10..,Other (specify):.

i

,

'N, ot

Availab)..e

.

Occasionally
, (1 - 5

Never 'Times/Unit)

Frequently
(More than.5

..Times/Unit)

.1
34'i

'

56? .133

163

7

50 702

7' 15' 722

692

' 6,

1'

0'

4'
FP.

.5`

56'

, 28'

_1?.!

8'

.31' 2;

49'

341

-362 )53
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J 0.'SCI-ENCE TEACHING

23.,In your qpinion, how worthwhtle is the prescribed B.C. science'
program to the students you are presently teachimg?*

(

Very worthwhile / 24'

Of some worth 642

Of little worth 9'

Practically worthless 3'
...

.

A

24. 4f you had a choice, at which ONE of the followinggrade 1.evels,

any, would you prefer to teach science?
t .

, I would prefer.not to teach science at al.l 11%
. ,

P r imary/t indergarten. :. 36 2
.

-.Intermediate

Junior secondary . / . . . .

,

' Senior secondary .

Junior-sencor secondary , 1 '

Post-secondary

.25. In general, how well'prepared do you feel for tke teachin df science?

Not at all 5'

Somewhat

Adequately ...

More than adequately , 124 t

26. During this school yer, how much time during each week, on the
average, do you actually teach science?

1 - 30 minutes . . . . 10'

31 60 minutes 1, " . . 302

61 - 90 minutes 6
26'

91 - 180 minutes 22'

181. - 300 minutes 6 s

Over 300 minutds 6'

372 -
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27. To how many different classes do yOu teach science?

My own class only 781

.Two or three different elasses
19 2

iFour or more different classes 42

"

28,-Compared to the present, woOd you like td see more, the same or less of
each of the following-in yourschool's SCIENCE PROGRAM at the elementary

.

level?

Less Same More

1. Provision of print materials other than
textbooks

2 1 242 1,52

2. Integration of science with othersubject4
areas 1

Pi

3. Discovery learn'ing 41

4. Acpvity-centred learning 2 1

5. Alternate programs in sCience
... ,..

6. Locally developed programs

7. Outdoor education- 2

/3..Teacking of basic science concepts . . .
1

9. Teaching of science processes (e.g.,

classifying, contr lling variables,
,measu4Ing)

10.. Definition of Core_cv iculum ... . ,

3 1

3

2

9 1

47 2

44 2.

42 2

47 2

42 2

50 2

632

622'

602

1. Backgrourid information for teachers, . .
ii 28 2

.
12. Provinci41 learning'asse-ssment 23'k 662

13.,DistrIct l'erning assessment .
.

17 1 65.2 f83

14. Freedom foriteacher to define course . .
7 1

15. Teacher input into purchase of equipment . 01 '632

16. tnvironmental education - 21 ` 462

. 17. Field tri,ps .
.a. , .

1 1 492

18. Provisions for meeting the needs of. k

gifted children 322 67'

19. Provisions for meeting the needs of
,

handicapped children ,

, . 21 -522
--Ir--\

20. Specialist.science teachers in elementary
schools

2., 61 392

21. Emphasis on the impact of science on
society

,
, 2

51 3

52

56 $

50 3

55 3

48 3

37 3

11 3

62 2, 31 '

37 3

.52 3

50

- 373 -
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E. TEACHER EDUCATION

23. How much emphasis do you feel SHOULD be placed on each of the

following in preparing student teachers to teach science?

Very

Little Some Moderate Heavy

Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis

1. Techniques of teachtng,science. 0' 9' 45' , 46'

2. Techniques for developing
reading skills in'science 4 1 29 2 49 3 18 4

3. Techniques for developing
writing skills in science , . 5 33' 49: 184

4. Subject mater.in specific 4
-274areas ofIscience 21 20 1 ' 52 '

5. General science ,

4 4

,1 1 16 1 52 t 31 '

6. Histdry &'philosophy of science. 37 1 47 1 15 ' 2 4

7: Psychology.of learning ,

,

8. Testingevaluating/grading

_122
,

ill! .1.i..4..19.2

in science . 7 1 321 47 ' 14'

.

, 9. Child psychology .
,

10. Theories of intellectual

19 1 40 1 28 '. 13 '_
development'

-1

tl. Survey of available

6 1 42 1 24 ' $,.

Curdculum,materials 4 1
262 42 ' 28 '

12. How to deAelopcurricUlum
materials

.,...,.. , 2 1 17 2' 36 45 '

13. Lesson.planning 1 1 12 ! t 484

14: Preliaratton ci science materials 1 1 142 43 '

,
,15. Practice in teaching,sierice-. 0 1

7 2 35 2 5944

'',
16. Discussion of problems of c ,

science tea0ing 3 1 241 45
2 28 "'

17: Care and observation of
. .

r
animals in,the classroom . % . '11 1 431 35 2 104

.18. Care &maintenance of equipment. 5 1 43-1 39 2 14.4
.

19. Laboratory safety. 2 ' 282 35 2 36 '

20. Special. education
.

'15 1 47 2. 31 ' 7 4;
21. Integration with other subjects. 4 1 ..30 2 38 ' 28 '

22- Use a.community resources . . . 1 1 . 23 2 45' 31 '

23. Use ofeaudio-visual,materials . 2 1 24 2 51 ' 24 '

24. Other (specify):
5' 21 ' 64 '



,

30. How much emphasis WAS placed on each of the following, ir yobr

pre-service preparation period for tFw teaching of science? -

'Very
Little Some Moderate ,H avy

. Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Em hasis

1. Techniques of teachihg science ..

2. TechniqUes for developing
rea,Oing skillsoin science .

3'. Techni4ues-for developimg
writing skills in science . . .

.

4. Subject matter in specific
t

areas of science

5. General'science
.

6. History & philosophy of science.

7. Psychology of learhing*

8.,Testing/evaluatilg/irading
in science

9. Chi'ld psycho ogy

10. TheOriessof intellectual

,
development

11. Survey of avajlable
i

cUrriculum,materiaJs
.

12. How to develop curriculum.
materials

13. Lesson planning S

. .

14. Preparation of science materials

15. Practice in teaching science . .

,

16. Discussion of problems of -.

scirce teaching,

17. 1'1:are and observation of

animals in the,classroom. . . .

18. Care & maintenance,of equipment.
,

19. kaboratory safety

20. Special eduCation

21,4 Integration with:other sut;jects
_

22. Use of community r'esourceso. . .

23. Use of audio-visual materials
.

24. Other (specify):

23'

,

392 . 29'

.

.

,

.

\

94

61 ' 242 4' '.1 to

2'68'
.

231 17'

29'

'

28' 34' 104

20' 331 39' 84

71' 212 73 j.

42' 302 21' 74

'43' 351 19'

20',

44

45' 292

51! 29'0,

332

.

:.

/

15' ,

,

.54

5441' '20'

1

36' 342 223--
38'

--

84

12', 272 244

27' 372.

352

29' *74

9425' 31'

52' 321 14'- , 34
--,.:-

1476' 17' 6'
.

62' 27' 9' 24

61' 25' 10' 44'

1482' 132 4'

44'. 33' 17, 54

52' 312 -13' 34

36' 362.. 22' '54

30439' 92 22'

- 375-
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31. How adequately did your pre-service teacher education program
prepare you for teaching elementary science?

'VerY inadequately

Somewhat inadequately

Adequately

More than adequately

26

44 2

28'

32. How much inl-service education do you feel you requilre THIS YEAR to do a
good job teaching science?

None 20'

3 - 5 kmrs (one afternoon workshop) 322

Several S'essions of 3 - 5 hours 37'

An intensive refresher course 11 '

33. Based on your pveviousexperience, indicate the value of each of the
following to your teaching.

1. Informal meetings with Other

Have Not

Experi-

enced

Have Experienced
Little

Value

ModerateKEE
Value Value

science teachers 28 6 9 ' 2.i!

2. Informal meetings with university

..a!

science education instructors . 61 0 17 1/ 18/ 51

3. Informal meetings with scientistst 78° 9 1 9' 43

4. Workshops presented by other
teachers 16' 61 451 321

5. Workshops presented by university . /

science educators / 45° 14' 302 112

6. Workshops presented by a district
resource per 'on 304 7' 381 .26'

7. Workshops pre ented by scientists. 79°' 8' 0 4'

8. Workshops presented by Ministry
of Education officials . . ., . . ,85° 8' 61 20'

9. University credit courses
in science content

-
29° 18' 372 16'

lo. University credit courses
."in science methods 30° 20' 372 12'

11. Visits to other classrooms 32° 8' 352 25'

12. Annual conferences for science
teachers 71'

--1.-
5' 141 10'

13. Other (specify): I
27° 0' 102 63'



34. How effective are the science in-ser'viee education activities which are
provided in your school/district?

No in-service activtties specifically providetor science . 33'

Very ineffective 6'

Somewhat ineffecyve 192

Fairly effective( 36'

Very effective 64

35. Generally, how willinq would you be
-in-service education workshop after
on weekends (secondcotumn)?

Definitely.would.nat

to participate in a science
school hours (iiiut cotahn) or

1. After School Hours 2. On-Weekends

participate 4' 32'

Probably would-not
pg-ticipate 14' 32'

ProbAbly would participate . 59' 28'

Definitely woul; participate . 23' 8'

36. Generally, how willing would you be to participate in an in-service
education workshop-in science during.school hours.IF RELEASE TIME
WERE GIVEN?

Definitely would not participate .
1 1

Probably 4ould not participate 52

Probably would participate . . . . 14,. ....... . 33'

Definitely-would participate 614

- 377 - 3:40



F. ASSESSMENT AND TESTING

0

37. Have you 'read the following publications concernin§ the B.C. Science

Assessment (1978)?

Yes No

1. Your46istrict's Interpretation Report 151 851

r2. Provincial S mary Report 19' 81 '

3. Provtricial neral Report, Volume 1 (4tudent mftveys). 5' 951

4. Provincjal General Report, Volume 2 (tzachet maveys). , 5' 941

38. In your school, what impact have the re'sults and recommendations
. from the,previous B.C. Science Assessment had on each of the

following?

Non Minimal ficant I don't know

1. Allocation of
personnel 35 ' 1J 2 2 2 52 4

2. Provision of'
in-service 26 1 20 2 6 3 48

3.'Change in curriculum
emphasis 19 ' 9 2 lt 3 46 4

.

4. Change in evaluation
1

practices 24 1 20 2 4 524
\

5. Provision,of supple-
, mentary materials . . 20 1 20 2.) 12' N

48 4

6. Provisionfor special
needs students : . . 31 ' 14 2 2 2 53 4

7. Improvement of igstruc-, ,

tional practices . .

1

22 1 1$ 2 63 54"

8. Increase in time
scheduled for Q

science instruction . 29 1 18 2 81 45 4

9. Your own teaching/ . 33 ' 28 2 9 ' 30 4

-378-
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G. GRADE-WCIFIC INFORMATION/

Thisuestions in the kemainde4 o6 the questionnaiu ate meaningKut
met.' £6 answeted with a speci ic gltade in mind. This wite be
identied by answeting ques ons 39 to.41,

39. Do you teach science to more than one grade at the elementary level?

'No 73 ' (go to Que4tion 40)

Yes 27 2 (go,to QuestLon.41)

40. Which ONE of the following best,describes thissgrade?
.

Grade/Year 1
171

'Grade/Year 2 15!

Grade/Year 3
t

17'

Grade/Year 4
13',

4grade/Year 5 13'
,

Grade/Year 6 12'1
Grade/ar 7 13' V',

Now gtease skip to Question 42

379.-
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41. (16 YES to Que4tion 39) Please identify the ONE grade with which you

have had both RECENT and EXTENSIVE experience in the teaching of

sCience. If this'is not possible, chodse the grade with which you

have-had the most qCENT experience. Note that all of the remaining

questrons reter td this specific grade. WhiCh one df the following

best describes the grade you have selected? (16 theu is moke than

.one gtade &vet Aeptesented in gout ctass, ptease setect onty ONE

those $tades, pnetieitabty ithe one with the taAgest emotment.)

Gi-ade/Year 1

Grade/Year

Gradetrar 3 ft

Grade/Year 4

Grade/Year 5

.Grade/Year 6 ,

Grade/Year 7

42. How many studthits are in your largest -science class at this grade

level- this year?

20 or fewer

21 - 24
,

26 -,28

29 - 32 ,

1

,._

11'

13'

13'

14s

21'

15'

30'

33'_
18'

4

OVer 32

- 380
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H. ELEMENTARY SCIENCE PROGRAM

43. For which of the following programs is the printed material available to
you in your school?

(Check att thatbappty)

1. Material's-based program 44'
2. STEM

86'
3. ExplorinkScience

89'

4. None of these
2'

5. r don't know ,

1 '

44. Do you actually USE one program or a combination?
\

.0ne program exclusively 5

One program supplemented by my own idea's 212

A combination of progrAms

A combination of programi supplemented by my own ideas . . .

A locally developed program
59'

45.. Who actually chose the program to be used for this grade?
(Check 'att that appty)

1. Di.strict supervisdry personne1 26'

'2. School,principal
6'

3. Advisory group of teachers. and/or principals '25'
14. Classroom teachers

44'
5. Other (specify):

6'
6. I don't know. . . . 15'

What, was tfle'MAIN/factor-behind ihe choice of.program for this
grade revel?

The program was'thought to, promote the best approach to
scidnce teaching........... ... . . .k. . '36'

The program seemed most usable for classroom teachers not
trained in soience 20'

The program was least expensive 0'

The program was most readily available: 10`
Other (specify):

5'
I don't knaw. 7 29'

- 381:- .39



47. What percentage of time do you actually USE each of the following for the

teaching of science at this grade level?

,
1. STEM textbooks . . . . L. .

,

2. Exploring Science textbooks'

3. Materials-based units . . . .

, ..

4. Materials-based Program
Interim Guide

5. Elementary Science
Interim Guide

6.. Locally-developed units . .

7. Jeacher-developed'units

. 8. B.C.T.F. Lesson Aids
4

9. Other (specify).

0% 1-5% 6-25% 26-50% 51-100g

191 182 32' 4 23 82

13' 122 26' 264 23s

221 182 33' 20' 7'

59' 172 15' 64 3'
,

461 262 '17' 64 55
4

31 1 172 32' 134 85.

8' 102 33'

40' 312 ,23' 54 11

601 72 15' 10' 8'

48. With which ONE of the following programs are you MOST familiar?

c._

Materials'-based program

STEM

141

332

Exploring Science 485

None'of these 6' '(Go to QuatiOn 52)

382
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49. Please rate the program you identified in:question 48 on each of the
following attributes.

%

-1. Avajlability of

1

Poor

Less

Than
Satis-
factory

mAterials 7' 182

2. Readability of text(s) . 3' 72
3. Relevance to students : 1 ' 52

4. Ease of teaching . - . . 21 112

5. Ease of preparation .21 142

6. Usefulness of

teacher' s' guide . . . 3 1 10 2

7. Bail anCt between

content and process 2 1 16 2

8, Amount of student
activity 3 1 22 3

9. Degree of structure '1 1 7 3

10. Suitability to teacher's
background 1 2 6 2

11. Selection Of cOntent . . 1 ' 8 2

12. Interes:t of studnts . 1 2 11 2

13. Overall rating 2 ' 10

;More
Than

Satis- Satis-
factory factory_ Excellent

57' I'. 11.4 42

633 IP 53

652 214 . 42

, 60 3 24% 42

6,2'; 20' 3'

.4'

57 3 23' 7 2
-.7-..-

,A ' 15 4 3 2

)52 1 16 4 bl

73 3 174 20

65' 423 ' , 6'

67 3 20' 32

58 3 24

50. If you could use only ONE prOgram, whiCh of the three would you
prefer for this grade level? (Check one onty)

'STEM 30'

Exploring Science 432

Materials-based program ". 27'

*4
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MATERIALS BASED

49. Please rate the program yo identified in'question 48 on each of the
following attributes.

Less More
Than Than

,Satis- Satis- Satis-
Poor factory factory factory Excellent

1. Av,ailabi.lity.of

materials _5_2 IL! 43 1 24 4 9 s

2. Readability,of text(s) ja.= ..5c22 142 2 s

3. Relevance to students, 3 ' _3 2 43 ' 38 4 14 s

4. Ease of teaching . . 4 '

5. Ease of preparation 6 ' 22_2

6. Usefulness of
teacher's guide . . . . 4 ' 7 2 57 ' 26 4 7 s

7. Balance between
content and process . . 4 ' 10 2 58 20-4 & 8 s

8. Amount of student
activity 01 2 2 34_ 35 4

9.'Degree of structure . _.412, 66 '
.212

10. Suitability to teacher's
backgropnd _1_2 , 51.2 272

11. Selection of content . _1L2 1122 262 _Ls,
12. Interest of students . 0 ' 3 2 35 42 4 21 s

.4.12 11-4

.4.22 ,192

7 5

4 5

29s
4 5

13. Overall rating , 6 s 46 s 38 4 S(
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EXPLdRING SCIENCE

49:Please rate the program you identif ied in question 48ren each of the
, following attHbutes. ..

as

,

More, , . Less,..

sTahtaisn:

Satis.- Satis- "

.

Than
.

.

, Poor factoja factor/ lactog Excellent
.- . 1. Availability of

.,

matenials
. , 7 ' . 17 58 ' 15 ' '. , 3 '4 x

.2. Readability otxt(q). . ._,..L.' 10 2, 61 ' 21M. 7 'r
° 3. Re-ievance to studehts

- _2_2 _.9.,: .EL.! 2,22 3 s
, 4. ase of teaGhing . r .1_, , 102 57 '
5.. Ease of preparatiOn . . ¶ o ! 24 " 4 s

.

V. 6. Useful-ness of____

.
teacher' s guide . . 4 ' '12 ' 55. ' 22 ' 7 S

A
7, Balance between

..

content and proces(
. 2 .' . 20 ' 63 ' 14 ' 1 s

8.- Amount of student

actiliitg . . . . ,. . .. 5 1' pg 1 .112 11:. , l'
. 9.- Degree of structure . . _i_.: ,72 .7.32 .212

,\ r
10. Suitability to teacher.: s .

background ,
., _92 _IL! LI:

.
..

A
11.elect1on of -c,ontent .' . .a...' 8 ' '66 ' 22 " 4 '

. .12. Interest of. students,. . 1 -1 12 2 fa! .222 4 s
, 13. Overall rating

__1.-2 ,ia2 Ili 23

3

a 1'

385

-
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STEM

49. Please rate the program you identified in question 48 on each of the

following attributes.

Iess More

Than Than

Satis- Satis- Satis-

Poor 'faceory factory fa(tory Exoellent

) , 1. Availabtlity of
materials

.

2. Readability of text(s)

3: Rele.vance to students

.

.

7 ' 20_2

ii....2

1.1.2

61 '

3 ' EL:

70 '1,'

4. Ease,of teiching . . . .' 2 ,'. 11 ' 67 '

5. Ease of preparation . 1

6. Usefulness of

teacher's guide . . . 1 ' 8 ' 582

7. Balance between
content and process . . 1 ' 14 ' 68 '

8. Amount of student
activity 232

9. Degree of structure . .

12
....1.2 ....$2 11.!

10. Suitability to teacher's
background 1 ' 6 ' 72 ' 18 '

11. Selection of content . . 2 ' ...]12 69 ' 17 '

. 12. ,Interest of students , . 142 IL
13. Overall rating

_12
_a_ 112 .§.1" 19

- 386 -



51. Check ALL the reasons for your.choice in question 51. (check au that
ap0y)

1. Materials readily available
1. 56'

2. More readable
47'

3. More relevant to students 61'

4. Easier to teach
59'

5. Easier to prepare 531

6. Better teacher's guide
37A

A
7. Better balance between content and process 461

8. Right amount of activity
55',

9. Right degree of structure 431
C,-

10. Suited'to my background
58'

11. Other specify):
5'

52. How
t

do you or will you supplement the elementary science program
selected for your grade level? ,ICheck ate that appty)

1. No need to supplement -

2. No time to supplement
91

3. Additional reading,forstudents
321L

4. Additional content for students
4fi!

5. Additional activities for students 81'

6. Additional equipment for student use 38',

7. Integration With other subjects
. . . 61'

53. Are sufficient materials aVailable for teaching the selected program
at, your grade level?

There are sufficient materials.

There are insufficient materials.

to materials are aVailable.
1

4I don:t know.

571

39'

387-
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I. INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

54. Indicate for each of the following wbether, DURING THIS SCHOOL YEAR,

you kept or will keep the item in your,-cjassroom occasionally,

throughout the year, or not at all.
Yes -..,

No Occasionall Always

1. Aquarium

'

(2 .' TerrariuM

3. Animals

-..... 4. thermometers

8. Spping scales

5.. Globe

6. Batteries . . ,

.....
.

. .

. 8 1

1

37 1'

37 1 . 54 1

121 ',

V

39 1

55 '

58'

.,8

7. tqual arm or pegboard balances . . . 43 44 2 14'

'

5 '

9. Hand lens , 17' 61 2, '22'

. ,

1

10. Magnets . .. .. .... : ... 19 '' 66, 14'

11.
M4netic compasses . . .,. . .. ... 36 1' 56' 9'

.

.

12. Plasticene , . 22 1 37 1 . 42 5

13. Flashlights 36 59.2 5'

14. Mirrors . .27 60 2- '13'

15. Ballooris 25 61 2 '14'.

1 16: Potted plants 14 46 1
.

'40 '

17. Seeds . : ... : . , , . , , . . 16 72). 11'

18. Candles - 32 572 10 '

. .

19. RockS and minerlls- . . %. _,,,,,..4 25 63' 12'

65' 242 12'

63 1 33 2 5'

53 1 34 1

,/,*

20. Barometer . . .... ... . . 67 .26 2 73
.

.
..2 1. Alcohol 6urbers . 76 21 1

22. Hot plate (6*
53 , 41, 6 '

2 3. Clqck with second hand 16 - 18 2 65',

. .

(

- 388
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4.

55. How often do you engage.your students at t,hjs grade leve in each of
the following for the teaching of science?

i.
,

RObly - . Very
(Once or About; Frequently/

,
., Twice ' Half (Almost

During Occa- the Fre- EVery
Never Year) sionally Time quently Class Period)

.1. Carrying obt exper-

iments from a set
of instructions . .6 ' 15

2. Making up their
own experiments 22, 1 34

3, Discussing the
possible errors

. in an experiment

that has been
rompyeted . 9 1 18

4. Listening to
teacher's
explanations .

5. Interacting with
the teacher in a
mix of questions "

1 1 2

and explanatioffS . 0 1 1

6. Making a graph
from the data

16-

students get from
an exPeriment . . 6 1 19

7. Generalizing inforr
mation to new prob-
lem situations 3 '

8. Making guesses
about tf)e results
of an experiment 2

9. Interpreting or
explaining for
themselves the,
results of an s
experiment . . . . 2 9 I 39

10. Classi n§ ob-
jects o events 1 ' 7 1 44 ' 13 4 31 '

2 55 ' 11 ' 11 '

; 38 3 3c-4 ' 3 5

2 46 ' 7 4,4-19 '

0

38 3 '29 24

w

2 1 ,3 30 tt, 56

' . 50 3 16'

13 1
49 ' 13 4 19 '

7 ' 40 ' 13 4 33

2

0 6

2 '

6 1

14 '

1

5

15 4 43,02 4

11. Describing/

reporting
M^observations in

4,\
their own words

12. Measuring in an
. experiment . . .

1 1 5

L3 1 10 1

441

sty

36 ' 15 ` 35 5 " 8 6

13 4 21

389

4 0,)
,



57. What provisions are made in your CLASS for individua.1 differences

among students in science? (Check at that appty)

1. No special provisions 51

2. Fridividualized insteuction 22 '

3. Achievement grouping within the class 19 '

4.'Special interest groups 28(1

5. Other (specify): 7 '

58. Hqw much emphasis do you place on each of the following in deriving a

final evaluation for your students in SCIENCE at this grade level?

1.,Anecdota1 records of

No Little Some Much

Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis

achievement 11' 191 51' 194

.2..Anecdotal records of general

attitude in class 7' 161 571 204

3. Anecdotal.i.ecord's of woik

habits
51 151 591 214

4. Teacher made objective tests 15' 141 421 294
7 -"-"""'

5. Standar ized objective tests .,
,

55' 241 161 54

36' 281 321 54
6. Subject ve tests (essay, '

paragraph, etc.) . . . . .

7. Activity/experiment
write-ups 17' 221 461 154

8. Individual,work contracts . 57 241 151 44

9. Reports on topics in science . 16' 232'

10. Projects 11' 'f1.71 . -571 7 _154

11. Oral tests 35' 29' 30' , ,64

12. Student self reports . . 52' 242 221

13. Attendance 61' 171 15' 64

14. Other (specify): 40' 32

390
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55. (Continued)

Never

.Rarely - Very
!Once or About - Frequently
Twice Half, (Almost
Duriing Oda- the Fre- Every
Year) sionally Time quently(Class Period)

13. Answering questions
from wqrksheets
or textbooks : . .

14. DiscusOng ex- ;
periment results
with other
students

10 ' 152

VI

'

46 14 ' 13 '

P

' 2 6

5 1 14 2 47 I 12 % 20 S 3 6

15. Copying notes

from blackboard/A
overhead
projector . . ..

16. Watching audio--
visual materials .

17..Memorizing

scientific ,.

informatibn . .

18. Doing investiga-
tions at home . .

19.-Reading from
textbooks . . . ...

20. Doing library
research

_21. Going on field
trips . . .

22. Discussing science
issues and values
in society . . . .

19 .1 lEi 2. 44 3 9' 9 S

5 2 57 ' 11

4'

3 '

25' 1
6

27 1 27 2 38 2 5' 0

9 1 31 2 51 ' 5 ' 0

15 1 13 2. 42 ' 14' 13 ' 3
6

6,1 16 2 57 ' 9 ' 11 S 1
6

3 1 31 2 572 3 ' 6 0

151 28..!, 44' 4' 8' 1

56. What provisions are made in your SCHOOL for individual
differences among students in science? (Check att that app4)

1. No special provisions 66'

2. Continuous progress 14'

3. Learning assistance classes 13'

4. Modified and/or enriched programs 23'

5. Other.(specify): 3

- 341Q ,



59., (Continued)
3

The quality of )earnin would liWely
Deteriorate Deteriorate Remain ,Improve Improve
Set7iously -Somewhat the Same Somewhat Greatly

14. M6re university '

tourses in
science (taken
blf yourself) 01 1

2 283 6 0 % 1 2

15. Higher priority
placed on science
by administration) -03 28 43s 48* 7

16. Less in-service

'education . . .. 91 431, 423 2% Os

17. Mpre time allo-

'deted to science. 0 1 2 2 42 s 50%

18. Changes in the

new program . . . 0 3a 54 s 38% s

19. Increased avail-
ability of equip-
ment & materials. 0 1 Os 20 s 56% 24s

20. Especially designed
classroom for
science 0 1 1 1 17 3 42% 40

21. Fewer subjects/
levels to teach . 0 1

1 2 27 ' 42% 31 s

22. Increased

emphasis on

core currculum . 0 1 14 65 3 16% 3

23. More &mice for
teacher in selec-
tion of program 1

1 22 49 8 36% 123-

392 -

`11.)

.4,
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59. How would each of the following changes be likely to affect the
quality of science learning in YOUR classroom?

The qualiq of T6rninq 'would likely
, Deteriorate Deteriorate Remain Improve Improve

Seriously4 Somewhat the Same SomewtAt Greatly

1. More direct input

by you into the

- purchase of

equipment . . . . 01 02 51' 424 73

2. Better quality
of equipment , . 0' '.--,2,) 01 38' 50' _le.

3.;Less c-esponsj6ility
for maintenance

of equipment . . 2' 7' 773 11' ilS*

.. .

4. Smaller
class,size .

,.4, °O
Provision of wider
selection of ,

printed mlterials
(texts) .

6. More coordination
at school level .

01

7. More coordination at
district level .

0

8. Decreased
do

core'

0 0'

2 2

1 2

2 2

emphasis on
curriculum .. : 2 1 114.

9. Increased provision
of in-service . .

10. More science books
in library . .

11. More time to

prepare and mark.

12. Fewer classes
to teach . . . .

13. More convenient
storage space
for equipment 4 .

0 1

0 4

393

28 3
.) rt 04

.)v
..3.2 it

3 8 1 45' 15s.

39 3 46' 15 3.

46 3, 39' 14 3

663 184 4 3

17' 58' 26

32 51 17 1

16 3 39 46

49'

40 3 37' 23 3

j



60. Please use this space to make any other comment's on the science program
in your school.

,

-2
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TO-SEC
, APPENDIX I

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (SECONDARY) School Code.

SECOND ASSESSMENT OF'SCIENCE 1982

A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS OF SCIENCE

J

Thank you for participating in this survey of science education in British
Columbia. Although this questionnaire may at first appear lengthy, the

directions will ask you to omit about one third of the Questions because you
will be responding only to those that relate to your self-selected

specialization within the range ol .courses from Science 8 tp Physics 12.

Your responses will influence.decisions th-at will be made in curriculum,

program implementation, teacher training, in-service, resource selection and c

..budget allocation. If you wis.h.to make detailed comments on any question or
.

to express any cbncehn about science education, please use the fast page.

Your completion of this questionnaire' be a valued contribution to the

future'of teaching Science 'in secondary schools.

The September Assessment Update is ehclosed for your information. It

Put1inds the process beingrfo1lowed dui-ing the Science Assessment.

The results of this assessment will be available in your school in the Fall

of 1982. If you wish to receive-a personal copy of the report, be sure to

comPlete and return the enclosed postcard.

ol

0.rovince of British Columbia
Ministry"of Education

Learning Assessment'Branch

4- 395 -
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A. TEACHER BACKGROUND AN6-GENERAL INFORMATION

1.,Hownany years will you have beeh teaching as of,JUne, 1982?

1 - 2 years . 6 '

3 - 5 years' . . 1 4, I . 13 2

6 - 10 years
t. 23''

,

11 - 15 years 25

. More vian 15 years . . ...,t ... ..... . ....._. 33 ,

2. Are you male Or female?

'Male
.

Female

3.,How old &:e youf

24 years or under . . . .

25 - 29.Years

39 - 34 years

35 - 39 years

40 - 49 years .

50 years and over

.4)1/

89

? 11 2

..... , 2 '

14 2

26 h

27 s

13 6



4. How many university/college courses have you successfully completed in
each of the following areas? (One couitze - 3 unit6 = 6 6,eme6tet howo

9 quattek houtA)

1. The teaching'of science,

2. Biological Sciences . :1

3. Earth/Space/

General Science v. . .

4. Physical Sciences . . . .

5. Other science or
'engineering courses .

Number of Courses

None

Lels
Than
One

Two

or
One Three

Four

or
More

8 3:

31' 39' 19'

0:
3 20' 11' 56'

16' 52 39' .244 17'
,

12 16' 29,'

17 12. 10' 32' 41'

t:1^

5. Howmany years ago bid you successfully complete a post-secondary course
in methods of teaching science?

I have never successfully completed a post-secondary course
in methods of teaching"'science 9'

Less than 2 years ago
62

2 - 5 years'ago 16'

6 - 10 years ago 25'

11-or more years ago 45;

6. Which ONE of the-following detcribes your position in
the school? (Check one onto)

Regular classroom teacher 74'
. ---

Department head 20'
.Vice-principal

1..,

.23

Principal ,

2'
,

Counsellor/Librarian' ls

Other (specify): ,
1'

- 397 -41,
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7. In column 1; check ALL science courses you have taught NOW OR IN THE

PAST. Then, in column 2, check ONLY those science courses which you are

teaching THIS YEAR. (Check a(1 that appty)

,

1. Elementary science, kindergarten/primary .

2. E,lementary sciente, intermediate * G

,-.

3. Science 8
'

4. Science 9

5. Science 10
,

6. Fiology 11

7. Biology 12

8. Chemis,try 11
\

9. Chemistry 12

lb. Physics 11

11. Physics 12

12. Earth Science 11

13. GeoTogy 12

14. Special electives. ,

15. Other.(specify)

Have Taught

Now or
in Past

2.

Am Teaching 4
Jhis
Year

\

5 1 01
41

20.1

82 ' 49'

83 ' 48 '

83 '
531

37 1
19 '

28 '

35,1 17 '

22 '

27 '

14 '

lb 1

18 ' 10 '

9 1 SO

3 1
1 '

8 ' 2 '

12 '
6 1

8. How many students are enrolled in your school this year?

-Fewer than 250
7

250 - 500 20 2

501 - 750 29 '

751 - 1000 19 '

Over 1000 25 s

.100.

A



B. tOORDINATION

9. TI;ink about the secondary science program in your SCHOOL. Which
ONE of the following best describes t.he form of coordination which
exists in your school?

There is a sp ially designated science coordinator or
department head who is responsible for just the
secondary grades

There is a-specially designated 'science coordinator or
department head who is responsible for elementEry and
secondary grades

72"

1 02

' There is a specially designated coordinator or departmpt
head who is'responsible for 'science anb 'one or more other
subjects, 8"

Coordination is performed by a working group,of teachers
in the school.

Coordination has been assumed by the principal or

vice-principal

7 II it

Coordination has been assumed by one of the regular
classroom teachers

There is no particular form of coordination . .

Other (specify):

5 06

°'4

los

10. In general terms, how would you rate the form of coordination you
checked in Question 9 for your school's secondaey science program?

Excellent 19 '

Very good
,

39 2

'Satisfactory 36 '

Unsatisfactory 5 4

.Very unsatisfactory

- 399 -



11. Now, think about your DISTRICT's secondary science program. Which ONE

of the following best describes the form of coordination which-eXists
at the district level?

There is a specially designated science coordinator,
Supervisor or Consultant responsibleefor just the
secondary grades 10 '

There is a specially designated science coordinator,
_sltervisor Or consultant who is responsible for
elementary 'and secondary grades

There is a specially desilnated coordinator, supervisor

or consultant who is responsible for science and one
or more other-subjects 15 '

Coordination is performed by orking group of teachers

in the district 16 '

Coordination,has been assumed informally by one of the

administrators or teachers in the district

there is no particular form of coordination

4 5

43 6

Other (specify); 4 '

12. In general terms, how would you rate the form of coordination you checked
in Question llefor your district's secondary science program?

Excellent

Very good

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Ve6 unsatisfactory

4

7

44 "

/- 36

10 s

- 400'-
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C. PHYSICAL FACILITIES,, MATERIALS AND EQUIPMEgT

13. How adequate is each ot the following in your school for the
purposes of teaching science?

,

5

Facility is:
Needed

Not But Not Very Somewhat Adequate
Required Available Inadequate Inadequate or Better

1. Lighting-

2-. Storage space for

science materials/
equipment . . .

3. Storage space for

microscope slides

4. StOrage space for
volatiles . . . .

5. Storage space for

student projects.

6. Science prepara-
tion room . . . .

7. Water outlets
.

--
.

8. Electrical

outlets

9. Gas outlets* . .

10. Sinks or drainpge

facilities I.

11. Flat-topped desks
tables . . ."or
3

12. _Safety equipment
.

,13, Amount of work

space perstudent

14. Audio-visual

equipment . . . .

15.-Fume hood/C-16'set ..

16. Ventilation . . -

17. Chalkboard space .

18. Bulletin board
space

19. Microcomputers .-

-'-

0 ° 0 ' 2 2 12' 86'

»

1

0

.--

1 ' 13 2 '33' 53 '

65'1'

21 '

7° 0' 7 2
22 '*

1' 3 152
. _1114 -

35 '

'

18'

7 1
31 2

2 I

0

5 1 14 1 52
1 1

8 2 73 '

0 I 0 4 7 2 18' 75'

1 ° 2 ' 42 13 ' 81 '

0 0, 1 l' 7 2 18' 74'

0,° 1-4 4 2 13 ' 824
0'° 1 ' 6 2 30 ' 63 4

,0 0 1 ' 7 2 31 ' 61 '

0 ° 4 I 4 2 20 ' \ 75
-5 ° t 7 1

9 2
20 ' 59 Iii

1 ° 3 ' 17 2 32 ' 48 "

0 " 0 ' 4 2 19 '

27 '

. 77'

0 ° 1 ' 7 2
-7-19 2

65'
24 ° 17 ' 13 3 21 '

r- 401 -



14. How systematically is the safety equipment in your science area/

room/laboratory checked?
t

There is no safety equipment. 2'

Casually; no systematicrcheck 432
r

Systematically; Once a year 36'

Systematically; more than once a year 194

15. What safety equipment.do you have in your science teaching area/
room/labotatorY? (Check att that appty)

1. I have no safety equipment

2. Fire bla>efs

3. Fir.e. eLtinguisher

4. kaster gas Slia-off

4.6 1

721

94'

901

5. Master water. shat-off , 29'

6. Appcued first aid kit 601

1/
v,

7. 1(f_jety goggles 761

1.- 8. 'AsbestOs .gloves
.

, 1', 25 1
.

i
.. .9. Sand buckets and scoops 11 1

10. Eye-wash stations- . . . ... . ....,...,
...

791

11. Acid 'spill clean-up kit . . . . A. '
.

e 12' 4

12. Safety charts _43__

U. Demonstrapon safety shield 181

14. Other (specify) 5

16. Apart from minor changes, how often in the past year(ha've:Jou had to
adapt your teaching plans because of difficulty in obtaining the
riecessary science equipment? .

Never 17'

Seldom, abdut once or twice 542

Fairly often, about three or four times'

Quite often, about five or six times 64

Far too often, more than six times 65

I seldom plan to use equipment. ,s 15 j?



17. Overall, how do you rate the-QUALITY of,the science materials/
k, equipment available to you?,

Excellent
, 17 '

f

41
Very good

p

Satisfactory
. 37 $

Unsatisfactory, 5

Very unsatisfactory
,

18. How much input do you have in deciding what: science materials/
equiAlent are to be purchased in your school?

Virtually none
2 '

c Some, but not enough lf 11 2
ieSome, about right

'',' 82 1$-
Too much, I do it all

; 5

; 19. Who maintains and dccounts for the science mateeials/equipment iyour school?

Each teacher of science looks after his/her own

Each t'echer of science looks after certain materials/
equipment

A specially designated teacher looks after t all

4 2

-"r"-""Head of science department looks afttr it all 30
Paid assistants look after it all .

151t

There is no policy on who.is responsible 51\
Other (specify):

42

20. What is the most frequent way for you to gret your science materials/
equipment?

Through a central source in the DISTRICT . 28'
Through a central source in the SCHOOL 491
Through a sharing arrangement between schools 0'
I get my own

184
Other (specify):

4$

- 403' -
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21. How difficult is it to obtain science materials/equipment when you

need it?
/

Not difficult t all 1 30 '

Not very difficult 4 .46 '

Somewhat difficult 2i '

'Ve4 difficult 3 4

22. In you'r opinion, how adequate are the science reading materials in

, your chool"?

Very inadequate 13 I

r

Somewhat inabequate 33 2

Satisfactory . . 45 '

ihiore than adequate 9 '

23. How often do you use the following audio visual aids when A

teaching science?

Not
Available 4ever

Occasionally
(1 - 5

Times/Unit)

Frequently

(More than 5
Times/Unit)

/

1: Overhead 1 0 8 ' 41 2 50'

.7'2. Lar)v charts 2 ° 8 1 65 2 259

3. Models . .- 3 6 '
75 2

16 2

1 ° 5 ' 68 ' 26'4. Films
,

5. Filmstrips 1 3 251 65 2 . 139

6. 35 mm. slides . .\. . 4 3 35 1 55 2 7 3

7. Audio tapes 5 ' 57 '

352 3'

8, Video'i'apeLs : 2 ° 19 ' 64 2 j12

9. Microcomputers .

10. Other (specify):

. . . 33 ' 53 ' 13 2 1 2

i

,
3 3 25 ' 44 2 28'

404



24: How much money has been allocatid to the science program in your
school this year?

-
tsiore than enough to teach thd program
properly

Enough to teach the program properly

Not enough to teach,the program properly

6 1 (go to Que4tion 26)

. . 72 2 (90 )o (Ica...Won 20

13 3 (go to QuatiOn 25)

I don't know 10 4,-(go to Quation 26)

, .

25. If there was not enough money available, how have you coped?

Major program changes were necessary 3'
Minor program changes were necessary 702

I coped without making changes 27'

D.-5CIENCE TEACHING

26. In your opinion, how worthwhile is the prescribed B.C. science
program the students you'are presently teaching?

Very wort6hile
29'

Of some worth
632

Of little worth 6'

Practically Worthless 2'

27. If you had a. choice, at which ONE of the following grade levels,
if any, wofild you prefer to teach science?

I would prefer not to teach sci,ence at all 3'
Primary/kindergarten 02
Intermediate 2'
Junior secondary

19'

Senior secondary 41$

Junior2Senior secongary 32`

Post-secondary 4'

405 -



28. In general, how well prepared do you feel for the teaching of science?

Not at all .// ' 0 '

Somewhat 4 2

Adequately . . . , 44 '

More than adequately , 53 '

29. Which of the following best describes your current teaching assignment?

I teach only/science. OOOOOO . 56' (go to Qmpstion 311

I teach science 50% or more of the time. 312

I-teach science between 25% and 50% (continue to

of the time. 12" Quation 30)

I teach scienceless-than 25% of the
t ime 7'

30. Besides your science load, Which of the following forri part of your

present assignment? (Check att that appty )

Mathematics

Physical Education

Other subjects

st
14 I

28

Coune1ling and/or Administration 16 1

31: How imçiortant do you think secondary science should be in a student's

school'ing?

More important than all' other subjects 11

More important than most other subjects
21 2

Equal to other subjects 77'

Less important than most other subjects 1 '

Less important than al) other subjects Os'

32. In your opinion, how important do administrators in your school
district think secondary science should be in a student's schooling?,.

More iMportIvit than all other subjects

More important than most othem subjects

01
7 2

Equa) to other subjects ' '84'

Less important than most other subjects 9'

Less important than all other subjects Os
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33. Have you noticed any change in student interest and motivation
in learning science at sch.00l over the last four or five years?

4

1' have not taught science that long so canncit answer. .

I have not noti,ced any change 38'

Motivation seems to have improved 20 '

Motivation seems to have decreased 29

34. Compared to the present, would you like'to see more, the same or leqt of
eadipf the following in your school's SCIENCE PROGRAM?

,

1. Provision of print materials ol.ber tlian
textbooks

2: Integration of science with other subject
areas . *

4

3. Discovery learning

Less

4 '

24 '

4. Activity-centred learning 6 '

5. Alternate programs in science ,4

6. Locally developed programs . . .,. . 7 1

7, Outdoor education 8 '

8. Teachilig. of basic science concepts 0 '

9. Teaching of science processes (e.g.,
classifying, controlling variabfes,
measuring) 3 1

10. Definition af'core curriculum -, 9 1

11. Background
1

information for teachers . . . .
1 1

12. Provincial learning assessment . o, e ... 19 '

13. District learning assessment . . % . . . 16 '

14. Freedom for tedcher,to define course . 12 '

15. Teacher input into purchase of equipment . . 0 '
.

16. Environmental education 5 1

17. Field trips 2 1

18. Provisions for'meeting the needs of .

gifted children 0 '

19. Pravisions for meeting the needs.of
handicapped children 4'

20. Specialist science teachers in elementary
schools ,..,- 4 1

21. Emphasis on the impact of science on
:

socitty 2 '

- 407

.1"

Same. -More
,

472 49 I

57 2 19 '

6E0'2 28 ' ,

.1.1%, 40'

- 51 ', 42'

63 ' 374

65 2 31 3

61 2 30'

,31 ' 68 1

66 ' 1'5 '

'65' 19 '

64 ' 23 '

75 ,25'

522 44 '

57 ' 41 '

26'' 74 1.

15' 61'

31 2 68'

t,
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35. Which of the following special science programs exitt in your school?
(Cheek ate that app4) ,

. .

1. Modified science courses for 1tudent's leaving school during
junior. high:school years and for'low achievers

Z: Speci41 learning assistance for lowilachievers. 611

J-IeChnology-oriented, science courses (e.g., OkestAy,
mining, etc. ).

giii
221

,

4. Recreation sciend6 coprses ( athet coutses on utAa,
cd4AA:cutcut ctub4 tapidaty, -Acienee photogvaphy,
,natute Study ) . ,

21 I

5. Special electives or sections for advanced ,student's 17 1

6. Other (specify): .0
10 1

r .

E. TEACHER EDUCATION-

36. How adequately did your:pre-service teacher educatidn proOam,

prepare you for teaching secondary science?

6

Very inadequately , . -191

SomeWhat inadequately 34 2

',-
Adequately 39 1

llore than adequately 8 '

-",108
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37.. How much emphasis do you feel'.SHOULD be pslaced on each of thes.
following in preparing student teachiers to teach science?

.

Very

Little Some Moderate Heavy ,..

Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis EMphasit

1. Techniques of teaching science .
0 1 .

,

7 '

.

33 '

.

1

.

61 '

2. .Techniques.for developing

,reading skills in science . ...

° ..

4 1 30 3 44 ' 23''
. ,

3. TechniqUel for developing'
writing skills in science . .

4. Subject matter in specific
areas of science

5. General science

6. History & philosophY of science

7. Psychology of learning

8. Testing/evaluating/grading
in scjence

9. Psychology of adOescence ..

10. Theories of intellectual
development

,

11. Survey of available
curriculum material's . . .

12. How to develop curriCulum
materials

t

13. Lessoff planning

14, Preparation of science materials

15. Practice in teaching science . .

.

16. 0iscu9sio.n of problems of
.

sciehce teaching
. .

17. Care and maintenance 'of animals
in the classroom

18. Care and maintenance of equipment
. 4.

,

19. Laboratory safety

20. Special education ,

21. Integration with other subjects

22. use of community resources..

23. iise of audio-visual materials

24. Other (specify):

-4 1
v 30 '

,

46 ' 22 4

6 ' l6 ' 37 ' 41 '

3 1

22 ' 48 ' 28 '

23 1 48 ' 22 ' 6 '

13 ' 36 '

22 '

37 ' 13 '

1 1 56 ' 21.4

12 ' 39 ' 33 ' 15'

26 ' 42 ' 25 3 .7'

4 1 .322 41 ' '24 ' ,

5 29 2, 38 ' 28 '

2 .1 15 '' 44 4 39 '

0 2 18'' 48 ' 34 '

0 '.. 3 '
<,

216' .764

2 2

20 1

19 3 41'1

.......

38'

49 ' 26 '
--v--
39 '

6'

7 1 42 ' 124---.

1.7 ' 39 ' 434

15 1 50 ' 29 ' 5'

12' 46 '' 33 ) 9'

5 1 45' 42' 84

4 1 30 ' 51 ' 15'

6 2 11 2 16 '

t
684
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: 38. How much emphasis WAS placed on each of the folifowing in your

pre-service preparation period for the teaching of science?

,

Very

Ljttle Some .Moderate Heavy
Emphasis EMphasis Emphasis emphasis

142

15 2

261 . 30 ' 26'

37 2 34 ' 9 `

'29 2 9 ' 3'

37 2 35 ' 12'
. ,

IIAL '41 2 7

342 28' 8'

352 20' 6'

41 2 171 4'

A

1. Technictues of teaching science .0'

_

2. Techniques for developing
reading skills in sclence . . 79 '

3. Technidues fOr deyeloping
. writingskills in.science . 78 '

4. Sublect matter in specific

areas of science 18 '

5. General science 21 '

6. History & philosophy of science. 59 '

7. Psychology of learning 17 '

8. Testing/evaluating/grading
in science 21 '

9. Psychology of adolescence. . . . 31 '

10. Theories of' intellectual
, developMent .40 '

'11. Sur!vey of available
: . cUrriculum materials 38'

.

O. How to ccievelop curriculum

materials

13.'Lesson planning

53 '

9 '

14. Preparation of sciencePmaterials 30'

15. Practice in teaching science . . T'

16. Discussion of problems of
science teaching 36'

17. Care and maintenance of animals
i the classroom

_114.'

18. Care & maintenance of equipment 76'

19. Laboratory safety ' .3.6'

20. Special education _al
21. Integration with other 'subjects. 81 '

22. Use of community resources . . . 69'

23. Use of abdio-visual materi'als . 30'

24. Other (specify): 58'

- 410,-
9 4"so j

39 11 '

7' 1 '

6' 1 '

292 15' 44'i..
31 2 40' 20'

422 23' 5'

242 46' 23'

432 17' 4'

al' 3' 1'

182 4' 2'

33' 9' 3'

_a' _a'
142 4' . l'

23' 7' l'

402 26' 4`

8 2 8' 25`
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39. How much in-service education do you feel you require TH/S YEAR to do a
good job teaching science?

e
.0

None
29'

3 - 5_,Iivurs (one afternoon workshop) 24'
Several sessioris of 3 - 5 hours 42'
An intensive refresher course

6'

,
40. Based on your previous experience, indicate the value of each of the

4 following for'your teaching.

1. Informal,meetings with other
science'teachers . .. ....

Have Not Have Experienced
Experi-
enced

1 '

2. Informal meetings with university
science education instructors . . 31 '

3. Informal meetings with_scientists. 44'

4. Workshops presented by other
teachers 8'

_

5. Workshops presented by university -
science educators 17'

6. Workshops presented by a district
# resource person ...'.. , 35°

7. Workshops presented by scientists 43'

8. Workshops presented by Ministry
of Education officials . . 56'

9. University credit courses.,
in science content . ... 16'

10. University credit courses
ih science methods

, 21 '

11. Visits to other classrooms
. 18°

12. Annual conferences for science
teachers

,13. Other specify):

18 °

'11'

t.

421
411

Little
Value

Moderate
Value

Mych

Value

8 ' 42 2

i

49 3

271 322 11 1

16 ' 272 13 '

12' 542 26 '

27' 432 14'

20' 372 8'

141 22 153

22' 182 4'

11 ' 392 353

251 422 123

112 3 45 2 24'

9 1 38 36 3
--,-

,

0 ' 11 2 .. 79 3

,

,

4

..,

,

sc'
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41. How effective are the science in-service education activities which are

provided in your school/district;

No in-service activities specifically provided for science . 38 °

Very ineffective 9 '

Somewhat ineffective v24 2

Fairl effecti.ve 27 '

Very effectie 2 '

a
42. Generally, how willing would you be,to participate in a science

in-service education workshop aftee-4chool hours (6iAzt catumn)

or on weekends (econd cotumn)?

1. 2.

After On

School Week-

Hours ends ,

Definitely would not particiPate
. 5 ' 13 '

Probably would not participate 11

Probably would participate . . . 44 '4 . 56 3

Definitely would participate 27 4 20 4

43. Generally, how willing would you be to participate in an in-service .

education workshop in science during school hours IF RELEASE TIME

WERE GIVEN?

Definitely would not participate 3 '

Probably would not particiftte
3 2

Probably would participate 36 '
4

Definitely would participate- 58 '

N.;
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F. ASSESSMENT AND TESTING

44. HaVe you read the following publications concerning the B.C..Science
Assessment (1978)?

1. Your District's Interpretation Report .

Yes rI

57 243"1

2. Provincial Summary Report
50 ' 49 2

3. Provincial General Report, Volume 1 (6tudent AuAvey6) 23 1 77 1

4. Provincial General Report, Volume.2 (teacheA.4unvey4) 24 1 75 2

45. In your school, what impact have the results and recommendations
from the previous B.C. Science Assessment had on each of the
following?

1. Allocation of

None Minimal Significant I don't know

personnel . . . . .. 42' 121 2' 45 4
2. Provision of

in-service- -3E, ' 19 2 43 4

3. Change in curriculum
emphasis 27' 23' 12' 38 4

4. Change in evaluation

practices 351 221 -4' 39 4

5. Provision of supple-
mentary materials . . . . 321 241 3, 41 4

6. Provision for special

needs students . ., . . 31' , 211 7' 41 4

7. Improvement of in-

structional practices . . 21' 231 4' 42
8. Increase 'in time

scheduled for
science instruction . . 491 12.2 3' 36 4

9. Your own teaching . . . . 29 351 8'



G..GRADE-SPECIFIC INFORMATION

Questioms in Ole temaindet o the questionnaite ate meaningiut

onty iS answeted with a speciSic science class in mind. This

ctass witt be .identied by answeting the 6ottowing-question. '

46. Please identify-the ONE class with which you have had both RECENT and
EXTENSIVE experience in the teaching of science. If this is not
Poss41e, choose the class with which you have had the' most RECENT

experience. Note that all of the remaining questions refer to this

specific glass. Which ONE of the following best describes the class

you have se'ected? (16 thete is mote than one gtade tevet teptesented
in yout ctass, ptease setect onty ONE o6 those gtades, ptelietabty the

'orli. with the tatiest entotment.) )

Science.Grade 8. 22 " (go to Question 47)

"-
Science Grade 9 18 " (go to Question 49)

Science Grade IO 18 °' (go to (uestion 52)

Biology 11 9 °4 (go to Question 57)

Biology 12 7 .!" (go to Question 63)

Chemistry 11 7 6° (go to Question 67)

Chemistry 12 7 °' (go to Question 67)

Physics 11 8 °° (go to Question 69)

Physics 12 3 °' (go to Question 69)

Earth Science 11/Geology 12 1 1° (go to Question 72)

4



H. JUNIOR SECONDARY.PROGRAM

Question 47 to 56 ate to be anweted ONLY by teacheu AO ate
te.sponcithg Stom'a Juaot Seconaaty teAching peupective.

47. What is your reaction to the current Grade 8 text, Introducing Science
Concepts in the Laboratory,by, Schmid/Murphy?

Very satisfied
21 '

Moderately satisfied 45 2

Neutral ,13

Moderately dissatisfied
15 '

Very dissitisfied 6

48. About how many hours are usually spent by your Grade 8 class

on each of the following sections of the Junior,Secondary curriculum?

Grade 8

'Number of Hours/Grade

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50+

1. Chemistry: The study
of matter

r 1. Biology: Living things

detect and respond to
i stimuli

3 2

2

36 ' 42 " ,

4

19 '

$1 8 453 30 14

3. Earth Science: The

earth's changing
surface 10 ' 18 2 28 ' 23 11 ' 1

4. Physics: Light . I 11 2 41 2 32 4 14 ' 1

GAade 8 teachetz now Aip to Qunti.on 54
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49. How does the revised Grade 9 science text, Developing Science
Concepts in the Laboratory (2nd Ed.), by Schmid/Murphy compare

with the previous edition by Schmid et al?

It is considerably better 70 '

It is somewhat better 17 2

It is much the same 3 '

It is not as good Ok

It is considerably worse 3 5

Not familiar with the earlier edition 7 g

50. How many of the practical application suggestions in the revised
Grade 9 science text by Schmid/Murphy do you use?

.

Almost all
e

About half , :::

Very few 24'

None 6*

51. About how many hours are usually spent by your,Grade 9 class

on each of the following sections of the Junior Secondary curriculut?

Grade 9

Number of Hours/Grade

0-9 10-19 20-29 :30739 401-49 50+

1. Energy 2 2 28 39 17' 6

2. Astronomy: The Science

of space 13 252 353 18 7' 2

3. Matter, Energy and
chemical changes . . 0 4 2 32 3 41' 19s 3

4. Energy and Living

Organisms 0 ' 7 2 35s 35' 17' 5

Gude 9 teachets -,now go to Queztion 54
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52. How useful do you find.each of the following materials?

t Cannot Ofalttle Very
, Say Uie Useful Useful

1. Labtext in Science (Cannon Rt al)

,

. :

.

\
44 '

%
41 `4.--

2. Mixtures in Chemistry

4 40 2(Harrison, Murphy)

3. Ecology: Field Research in

52 '

'

41 ' ,
SciencR (Jacobson et al) .-

4. Investigations in Science

75 16 'Modules (Wiley Serie0 . .

5. Extending Concepts in

5 ' 35 2

the Laboratory
(Rasmussen &'SchmicW,

6 ' 1 '

50 3 11 4

53. About how many hours ardrusually spent by your Grade 10 class
on each of the following sections of the Junior Secondary curriculum?

Grade 10

Number of Hours/Grade
0-9. 10-19 -20-2-9 30-39 40-49 50+

1. Radioactivity 95 . 3 2 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 '

2. Electricity and
magnetism 3 ' 19 2 53 ' 19 '' 5 ' 1 6

' 3. Atoms, Molecules
i and Ions 1 ' 14 2 46 3 28 ' 8 ' 3 6

4. The Planet Earth
(Earth Science) . . . 36 ' 26 2 31 3 5 4 1 S 1 6

5. Cells Reproduction
and Heredity 1 ' 9 ' 24 3 35 ' 20 ' 10 6

6. Sound and Wave Motion , 53 ' 32 2 13 ' 2 4 1
S

0 '

54. How do you usually use the Reading About Scierr6e series by
- Anastasiou et al? (Check one onty)

Never use it ,3T

Make it available to students to 'read as they wish 9 '

Recommend certain readings without follow-up, 14 '

Assign readings to discuss in class 34 '

Assign readings td test in class
1.0

13 ''

417 -
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55. For each of the following characteristics, how suitable are the background

reading materials for the Reading About Science series?

1. Too difficult

About the right difficulty'

Too easy .

I don't know

240

2 '

47

4
2. Up-to-date 8 '

Partly up-to-date 59 2

dut-of-date 1. 27 '

I don't know 6 4

3. Not relevant to lab topics 54 '

Relevant to lab topics . 39 2

I don't know 6 '

4. Generally satisfactory 34 1

Generaqly uniatisfactory 59

I don't know 7

56. How useful do you-find each of the following materials for your
grade level?

Cannot

) Say
Of little

Use Useful
Very
Useful

J. B.C.T.F. lesson Aids

2. locally developed units

3. Searching for Structure

39 1 26' '32' 4`

501

91 1

761

17' 24' 104

7 2 2 3/ r- 04Series (James et al)

4. Intermediat- e Science Curriculum
122 11 3 0`_Study (ISCS)

5. Independent-Investigations in

86

71 1

92 5Science (LIS) CWong et al) . . .

6. Canadian Cancer Society Package . 11 2. 15' 24

7. Other (speeify):-

44 1 32
28 3 25 `

PLEASE NOW SKIP TO QUESTION 77 ON PAGE 34. Section 1 a
onty don. thcme Amponding 6Aom a SenioA Secondaity point
O view.,

- 418 -
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58. Rate the following course matertals in terms of their suitability
for Biology 11.

Very Don't
Unsuitable Suitable Suitable Know

1. B.S.C.S. Biological Science: An
Ecological Approach
(green version) 41 ' 50 2 9' 0

2. B.S.C:S. Biological Science: An
Inquiry into Life Lab Text

21 1 52 2 21 3(yel low version)
,

3. B.S.C.S. Biological Science:

Molecules to Men

25 ' 28 2 5' 43 4
(blue version)

4. Laboratory and Field Investi-

27 1 . 47 2 2 3 25 4gations (Miller and Vance) . . .

5. Laboratory Manual Biological
Science (Gregory) 21 1 54 2 18' 7 4

6. Laboratory Outlines in
B iol o (Abramoff and

15 1 61 2 21 ' 3 4
homson) i

7. B.C. Curriculum Guide, for
Biology 11 31 1

50 2 11 3 8 4

8., Animals Without Backbones

3 1 15 ' 82 ' 0(Buchsbaum)

9. Resource Book of Test Items . . 15 ' 36 ' 16 ' 33 4

10. Student Lab Outline (Ministry of

Education) 45'' 34 ' 3 ' . 18 4

11. A Guide to the Study of Freshwater

Biology (Needham and Needham) . . 19 ' 57 2 22 ' 3 4

'... 12. Trees, Shrubs and Flowers to Know

13,14 64 2 '22 3 0 4
in B.C. (Lyons)

13. B.S.C.S. Lab Blocks:

(1) Field Ecology

29 1 56 2 5 3 11 4
(2) Life in the Soil

14. Botany: An Introduction to

Plant Biolo9y (Weier et al) . . . 25 ' 43' 14 r 14 44

95. Canadian Cancer Society,Package . 13 ' 48' 17 '
......"...

22 4

43u
419,
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59. Approximately how much time is spent in Biology 11 on each of
the following?

10 Hours / 4 50 Hours
Or Fewer '20 Hours 30 Hours 40 Hours or more

1. Ecology 4:211 242 27' 27'

2. Diversity 3 2- 13 ' 27 515

3. Evolution ,-26 2 123 55

4. Optional material . 4 1 402 9' 2' 4'

.-

60. Should there be more, less or about the same amount of human
biology in Biology 11 as at present?

More than at present 61 it
1

About the same 39 2

Less than at present NJ 0

61. Do you feel that an altern'ative course, concentrating on human

biologyieshould be developed for the Grade-11 level?

Yes 78

No 18 2

Not sure 4 3

§2. Would you teach sUch a course If it were an optiOn?

1
Yes 88

No

Not sure

3 2

LF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS REGARDING CHANGES YOU WOULD L MA E

TO THE IOLOG/ 11 PROGRAM, PLEASE USE THE SPACE PROVIDED
THE LAST PAGE. 0

lUotogy'll teacheis - now go to Quedtion 74.

'74



Ouestionz 63 to 66 ake on.ey to be answened by tho6e icezponding
itom a 8-i.otogy point o;i view.

63. How frequently do you use the following materials for Biology 12T

1. Investigations of Cells and.

Never,-Occasionally Regularly

Organisms, A Laboratory Study
in Biology - (Abramoff, Thomson) 10 ' 48 2 42 '

2. Foundations of Biology

0 1 16 2 84 S
(McElroy ef al)

3. B.C. Curriculum Guide for,

24 ' 34 2' 42 '
Biology 12 .

4. ,Botany: An Introduction to Plant
Biology (Weier et.al) 13 1 54 2 33 2

5. Other sources of materials . . . . . 0 '
38 2 62 '

64. Rate4he following course materials in terms of their suitability for
Biology 12.

Very, Don't
Unsuitable Suitable Suitable Know

1. rnvestigations of Cells and
Irganisms: A Laboratory Study
in Biology (Abramoff/, Thomson) 040 44 2 16' 0 `

2. Foundations in Biology

42 ' 40 2 17 3 2 4
(McElroy et al.)-

3. Botany: An Introduction to Plant
Biology (Weier et all 23 ' 48 2 29 ' 0 4

4. Workbook of Investigations

61 ' 302 7 '
'of Cells and Organisms . . , .

5. Dissection of the Fetal Pia
. ~ 4 2 29 2 67 '. 0 4

6. Dissection Guide for the
Fetal Pig -:.../

4 '
33 2

63 I 0 4

7. Other sources of materials,. 0 42 83 9 4

- 421
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65. Approximately how much time is spent in Biology 12 on each of

the following?

10 Hours

Or Fewer 20 Hours 30 HoLA

I. Physiology 0 ' 0 2 4 '

2. Cellular Biology,. 4 l' 22 2 39 '

j3. Evolution' 40 ' 8 2 2 1

4. Optiona/imaterial ,. 71 ' 61 2 13 '

C

50 Hors
40 Hours or mord

'2 ' 1 74 s

..,

29 ' 6 s

0 4 0 s

0 4 0 s

66. Would-you say that Biology 12 contains too much content, too much
. 0

process or an appropriate balance of both?

Too much content 52 '

Tao much proCess 2

An approRriate balance 46 3

IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS REGARDING CHANGES YOU WOULD LIKE MADE
TO THE BIOLOGY 12 PROGRAM PLEASE USE THE SPACE PROVIRED ON THE

LAST PAGE.

.-Igiotogy 12.,tvchets 'now go to Question 74

43,
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Que6tion4 67 and 68 ate onty to be answeted 6y titose tesponding,
btitom a Chemtty 11 ot a Chematm 12 point o view.

67. How often-are the following used in Chemistry 11?

1. The Nature of Matter 1McDonald,

Never Occasionally Replarly
.

Courneya)
..,; 53 35 2 12'

2. Inquiries in Chemistry (Turner,
Sears)

.

5' 342 .-. .61"
3. Keys to Chemistry - text .

(Ledbetter, Young) 54' 28 2 1181

4. Keys to Chemistry - lab manual

52' 29 2 192(Ledbetter, Young)

5. Keys to Organ.ic Chemistry

59' 35 2 6'(Addison Wesley)

6. Foundations of Chemistry (Toon,

45 1' 41 2 142Ellis)

68. How often are the following used in Chemistry.12?

--

Never' Occasionally RAgularly

t .1. Foundations of Chemistry (Toon,
Ellis) 0' 7 2 933

2. Laboratory Experiments for
Foundations of Chemistry
(Toon, Elfis--) 61 25 2 69-3

3. Proton Chemistry (Richardson) % . 48' 34 i 191

4. Inquiries in Chemistry (Turner,
.Seers) 54' 33 2 m0,400122---

,

>IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS ON THE STRENGMS AND/OR WEAKNESSES OF
THE NEW CHEMISTRY 11 AND 12 COURSES, PLEASE USE THE SPACE
PROVIDED ON THE LAST PAGE.

Chemistm 1.1 and 12 teacheAs pteaze now skip to
Quate(lon 74 on page 33.
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Question's 69 to 71 aAe on.ey to be answeted by those 4esponding

6tom a Physic4 II ot 12 point o view:

69. How often do students use the following books in Physics 11?

.1. Fundamentals of PhYsics
(MacNaughton, Martindale) . . . , 6 '

2. The Ideascof Physics (Giancoli),.. 16 '

3..Laboratory Course in Physics .

ReTiSed (Livesey et al) .61 '

4. PSSC Physics, 2nd Edition . . 57 '

Never Occasionally' Regu/arly

4 5 2

62 2

232

282

88 2

s 21 2

16 '

154

70. Rate your impression of the NEW PHYSICS 11 COURSE as compared to the

previoUs Physics 11 course.

Much improved, . 44 '
,

Slightly improved 34 2

About the tame in quality 7 2

Stightliworse 7 4
,

Much worse

I am not'familiar with both courses

1

6

71. HOW often do students use the following books in Physics 12?-

Never Occasionally Regularly

1. 'A Laboratory Course in Physics
- Revised (Livesey et al) . ow . .

2. Physical Science Study Committee

(PSSC) Physics, 2nd Edition . . . .
12

21.2 &Ls

38 2 .% 51 3

IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS ON THE STRENGTHS AND/OR WEAKNESSES OF THE

PHYSICS 11 AND 12 COURSES, PLEASE USE THE SPACE PROVIDED ON THE

LAST PAGE.

Phy)sic4 11 and 12.teacheAs -;now skip to Question 7.4".
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Quationis 72 and 73.aAe onty to be awe/Led by thoze
.,te5ronding 6Aom an Eanth Science Oh 06tog1' point o6 view.

72. How often do students use the following books in Earth Science 11?

, -

1. Foundations of Space Science

Never Occasionally Regularly

CKrynowsky et al) ... , , 50 ' 50 2 0 3

2. Earth and Space Science; 2nd
Ed. (Wolf et al) 22 ' 67 2

,
11 s

3. Investigating the Earth (American
Geological Institute)' . , .. 4, . 0 1 60 2 40 s

4. Earth Science (Goldthwait) 0 ' 25 2 75 3

5. Spaceship Earth/Earth Sciences

Jackson/Evans) 25 ' 63 2 13 2

6. Challenges to Science, Earth

Sciences (Heller et al) 11 1 78 2 11 I

7. Course on Earth Science 2nd Ed.
75 ' 25 2 0 3

-(8ishop et al)

8. Reference Package 43 ' 43 2 14 3

73. How often do students use the following books in Geotogy 12?

,

1. Geology and the new Global

Never Occasionally ,Regularly

Tectonics (James) ,
, ,

0 I 43 2 57 3

2. Geology (Long) 0 ' 100 ' 0 1

1. Principles of Geology (Gilluly) . 20 ' 60 2 '20 '

4. Laboratory Manuals . . . ..... 17 1_ 17 1 . 67 '-

5. Student Reference Kit 46 '' 40- 2 20 ''

IF YOU HAVE ANY'COMMENTS ON THE EARTH SCIENCE 11 OR GEOLOGY 12
COURSES, PLEASE USE THE SPACE PROVIDED' ON THE LAST PAGE.
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74. One recommendation arising out of the 1978 Science Assessment was that

a general science`course should be introduced at* the Grade 11 level

for some students. Has your School initiated such a course?
4

Yes, one is in place 5'

No, but one is planned 4 2

No, one is not planned 9 3

75. Which ONE of the following beit describes your views on the
introduction of a general science course at the Grade 11

level for some students?

This should be done as soon as possible j 14'

It6wOuld be worth a try 452

There is no great need for it 253

It would be a. waste of time and money 164

Other (specify):
1 5

76. If a general science course were to be introduced at the Grade 11

level, would you teach it?

Yes 45

No 21 2

fdOn't know 345

4/'



J. INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

77. In terms of the science class you chose in Question 46,
how often do you engage your students in each of the following?

Rarely - Very
(Once or
Twice

About Frequently -

Ha)f (Almost
- During Occa- tlie Fre- Every

Never Year) sionally Time quently Class Period)

1. Carrying out exper-

iments from a set

of instructions :

2. Making up their

own experiments

3. Discussing the

poSsible errors
in an experiment
that has been
completed . . . .

4. Listening to

teacher's expla-
nations

5. Interacting with

the teacher in a
mix of questions

and explanations

Making a graph
from the data
students get from
an experiment . .

7. Generalizing infor-
mation to new prob-
lem situations 7 .

8. Making guesses

about the results
of an experiment .

09. Interpreting or

explaining for
themselves the
results of a!ri

experiment . . .

10. Classifying ob-
jects or events .

11. Describing/
reporting

Observations
their own wors

0' 1 '

32' 49'
.

1 '
5 2

0' 1 '

0 ' 02

4' 20 2

1 ' 12 '

2 132

1 ' 5 2

6' 22'

01 4 2

22' 25*

18' 14

39' 114

31' 25

24' 20 4-

54, 5 4

43' 8 6

39' 56

35' 16

42' 156

16, 16

41, 94 26, 36

50' 13' 21' 26

33 3 15 4

51' 7

27 154

- 427 -
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77. (Continued)

12. Measuring in an

Never

Rarely.-
(Once or
Twice

During
Year)

Very
About Frequeatly
Half (Almost

Occa- the Fre- Every
sionally Time quently Class Period)

experiment . . . . , 01 31 295 144 495 46

13. Answering questions

from worksheets
or textbooks . . 0 21 23' 194 465 106

14. Discussing ex-

periment results
with other
stigents

i 1 7 2 425 154 315 46

15. Copying notes

from blackboard/
overhead
projector 2' 101 515 164 215 36

16. Solving quanti-

tative problems . 4' 161 46' 124 195 46

17.,Memorizing

scientific
information . . 4' 131 56' 124 15 16

18. Doing investiga-
tions at home . 20' 531 26' 14 15 04

11b
19. Reading from

textbooks . . . . 2' 101 515 144 216 36

20. Doing library

research - 7' 421 481 14

,

15 06

21. Going on field

trips 301 501 205 04 05 06

22. Discussing sci-

ence issues and
values in society 5' 28V ,555 34 96 16
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78. What provisions are made in your SCHOOL for individual
differences among students in science? (Check att that app4)

1. No special provisions
29 '

2. Continuous progress
5 2

3. Learning assistance classes 49 2

4. Modified and/or enriched programs 51 '

4.5. Other (specify):
5 '

79. What provisions are made in your CLASS for individual difierences among
students in science? (Check att that app4)

,
1. No special provisions

56 '

2. Individualized instruction
33 '

3. Achievement grouping within the class 9 '

4. Special interest groups

5. Other (specify):
7 '

80. How many hours per week, on the average, are you allowed DURING SCHOOL
HOURS for preparation and marking for the science class you selected
as'a reference point?

No time during school h s
.

Less than 1 hour
,

7 '

ye, 38 2

28 '
1 - 2 hours

3 - 4 hours /

23'
M4e than 4 hours )

55

81. How many hours per week, on the average, do.you NEED to prepare and
mark, for this science class?

:

Less than 1 hour
1.2

1 - 2 hours
., 212.

3 - 4 hours

5 - 6.hours
. : . 24'

7 - 8 hours
10 '

9 - 1.0 hours
4.

More than 10 hours

I

- 429 - 4-1 0
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82. What proportion of the lab/experiment write-ups for your class receive

detailed comments?

None

Well "below half 32 2

About half 27 '

Well over half 18 '

All 19 s'

83. What,is the most frequent method of marking lab write-ups for this .

class in science?
I

Write-ups are not marked for this Class 1 14

A letter grade scale 6 12

Numerical marks

:Satisfactory/unsatisfactory 2 '4,

Complete/incomplete 2 '5

Excellent/fair/poor 4 "

Written comments only 2 "

Other (Specify): 1 "
,

,,,,,.---

84. On the average, how manageable is your marking load in science?_

Usually manageable

Sometimes mana-geable, sometimes unmanageable 57

Usually unmanageable 8 ' ,

. 0 .

..

..

- 430
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85. How much emphasis do you place on each of the'following. in deriving a
final evaluation for your students in tCIENCE?

1. Anecdotal records of
achievement

.

No Little Some Much
Emphasis EmphAllis Emphasis Emphasis

371 Jo 2

86. On the average, what percent of the students in this class do you exper.t
to receive each of the following final letter grades for this course?

Total should approximate100%.

1.

2:

3.

4.

5.

.6.

A (Excellent)

B (Very Good)

(Satis- .Cl
C factory) .

P (Pass) . .

F 1 Fa11) . .

0-5% '6-15% 16-30% 31-50% 51-100%

. 48' 432 8' 14 0'

. 51 502 40' 44 0'

. . 1 ' 12' 51' 33 4 3'
. . 1 1 152 62' 204
. .. 15' 532 25' 64 2'

. .

//
59' 33 1 7 ' 1 4 l'//

-431--431-

0-5% '6-15% 16-30% 31-50% 51-100%
1. A (Excellent) . 48' 432 8' 14 0'
2: B (Very Good) . 51 502 40' 44 0'
3. Cl 51' 33 3'

(Satis- . . . 1 '

4. C factory) . . . 1 1

12'

152 62'

4

204
5. P (Pass) . . . .. 15' 532 25' 64 2'

.6. F 1 Fa11) . . . // .

//
59' 33 1 7 ' 1 4 l'

ss do you exper.t
to receive each of the following final letter grades for this course?

Total should approximate100%.

-431-

0-5% '6-15% 16-30% 31-50% 51-100%
1. A (Excellent) . 48' 432 8' 14 0'
2: B (Very Good) . 51 502 40' 44 0'
3. Cl 51' 33 3'

(Satis- . . . 1 '

4. C factory) . . . 1 1

12'

152 62'

4

204
5. P (Pass) . . . .. 15' 532 25' 64 2'

.6. F 1 Fa11) . . . // .

//
59' 33 1 7 ' 1 4 l'



87. In an average week, during this- course, how many hours of homework

in science do you assign to each student?

0

1

2.

3

4 or. rnore

r

-

2 1

262

38'

24"

88. How often do you assign homework in each of the following categories
for students in this course?

, ...

10 5

Rarely - Very

(Once or About Frequently
Twice Half (Almost

. During Occa- the Fre- °Every
Never Course sionally Time quently Class Period)

1. Problems at the
end of a'section/
chapter 5 ' 9

2. Lab/experiment
write-ups 1 ' 4

3. Do at home

experiments . . . 51 ' ' 39

4. Reading ' 5 ' 13

5. Preparing reports

on topics in
science 24 ' 42

6. Projects 30 ' 42

7. Xreparing for
nosts 2 ' '2

8. Completing work

unfinished in

2 34 ' 14 4

2 27 ' 21 '

2 10 3 0 4

' 49 ' 14 '

2 31 ' 2 '

24 1
.

' 56 ' 14 '

34 ' 5 '

40 ' 7 5

0 5 0 3

18 ' 1 '

2 ' 0 3

2 ' 0 '

25 ' 2 '

class 1 3 2 31 37 ' 10 '

9. Completing

works,heets . . . . , 10 ' 12 ' 50 i

10. Memorizing

scientific
information . 14 ' 27 2 45 '

11. Other (specify):

29 ' 6.2 35

9 ' 618

6 ' 7

1 4 18

\
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,

89. How'would each of the following changes be likely to affect the
quality of science learning,in YOUR classroom?.

001'
The quality of learning would likely

Deteriorate Deteriorate Remain Improve Improve
Seriously Somewhat the Same Somewhat Greatly

1. MO'ré direct ihput

by you' into the

purchase of
equipment .

2. -eiettEr' quality

` of equipment . .

3. less responsibility

for Maintenance
of equipment . .

4. Smaller

class size

5. Provision of wider
selection of
printed materials
(t6ts)

6. More coordination

at school level .

7. More coordination at
district level .

8. Decreased
.

emphasis on core
curritulum . . .

9. Increased provislon
of in-service . .

i

10. More science books

awin library . . .

11. More time /o

prepare and mark.

12. Fewer classes

to teach .

13. More convenient

storage splace
for equipment . .

14. More university

courses in
science (taken
by yourself) t. .

1

#

.

0 2

2

2

2

1

I

1k

67 3 28

,

'

'

4

'

4
..1'

4

4

''

'

4

5
4

0 1
0 44 ' 49 58

-

3 1

777--

0 '

10 58 3 25 5 5

1 21 ' 44

r

34 '

0 1 1 20 s

4,

55 25 s

3 s

1 7 s

,

0 1

1

,.....

64 ' 32

0 1
5 2 53 ' 35

4^' 20 2

\---,

55 3 19 3 5 -

0 ' 1 2 27 ' 64 8 '

0 1 0 2 47 ' 48 5 '

0 1 0 2 16 3 50 34 S

0 1 0 2 22 3 46 , 32 '

0 1

52 ' 39 '
5

9

0 1

1
2

47 ' 46 '
56

- 433 -
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89. (Continued)
,.

The quality of learning would likely

-Deteriorate Deteriorate Remain Improve Improve

Seriously Somewhat the Same Somewhat Greatly

15. Higher priority
placed on science
by administration

16., Less in-service
education . . . .

17. More time allo7
cated to scieke.

18. Changes in the

new program . . .

19. Increased avail-

ability of eqUip-
ment & Materials.

20. Fewer subjects/
levels to teach .

21. Increased

emphasis on
core curriculum .

22. More choice for
teacher in selec-
tion of program .

0 1 0 2 55 '' 42' 3'

-

3 ' 46 2 50 ' 0 5

0 1 2 ' 33' 58' ,7 5

1 '' 3 2 42' 44" 10 '

b °,

0 ' 0 2 36 3 55

0 ' 2 ' 34 ' 46 4, .18 '

2 ' 19 2 58 ' 18 4 , 3 3

1 I 4 2 50 3 39 4 7 $

907 Do, you hav.e enough time to coMPlete the curriculum for thislisCience

course?

As
. More than enough time 1 '

Enough time 24 2

Almost enough time 31 '

,Not enough time 44 4

)

91. Which tple-table pattern does your school have for this course?

Quarter

Semester , 342,

Regular full year 58'

Other (specify): 3'

- 434 - 4



92. Nhich time-table pattern would 'you prefer for this course?

-- Quarter
5'to

Sem&ster
23 '

,Regular full year 71.'

Other (specify):'
0 '

v

93. Hoy many students are enrolled in the class you have used as'a
reference for the latter half of this questionnaire?

1

20 or fewer
15 '

/
21 - 24

., 23 '

25 7 28
36 '

29'- 32' 22 '

33 or more 5

,

,

S1

,

1

$

,

4 5 ,
- 435
*
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.
Pleise use this space to make any other comments on the science pro'gram,

in your schooLS

4

c

it
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APPENDIX J

MALE-FEMALE RESPONSES ON CORRECT OPTION FOR ACHIEVEMENT ITEMS -

ci.TARtE J-1

'4

GRADE 4

Item Number
Pertent Ccg-rect

Male Female
Percent Correct

Item Female
's

1.1.01 (X01) `89
(Y'23) 53 53

1.1.02 ..(X17) 44 1.3.11 37 42
1.1.03 (X25) 77 80 1.3.12 (Y31) 68 67-
1.1.04, (X28) 84 90 1.3.13 (Z02) 94 93
1:1.05 (X29) 89 .93 1.3.14 (Z03) 86 87
1.1.06 (X36) 93 94 1.3.15 (Z28) 28 31
1.1.07 (Y04) 90 89 1.3.116 (z31) 60 61
1.1.08 (Y09) 90, 1.3.17 (Z32) 84 87
1.1.09 (Y15) 91 1.3.18 (Z33) 22 22
1.1.10 (Y26) 75" 79 1.4.01 (X16) 53 44
1.1.11 (Y34) 31 28 1.4.02 (X22) 70 62
1.1.12 (Y35) 76 80 1.4.03 (Y03) 64 63
1.1./3 (Z04) 73 71 1.4.04 (Y13) 66 , 71
r.1.14 (Z07) 85 88 1.4.05 (Z23) 40 44

(Z08) 56 57 1.4.06 (Z24) 81 80
1,1.16 (Z09) 36 28 2.1.01 (X02) 71 60
1.1.17 (Z16) k 7- 84 2.1102' (X08), 85 85
1.1.18 (Z20) \88 94 2.1.03 (X11) 68 65
1.2.01 (X05) 51 2.1.04 (X15) 67 66
1,2.02 (X06) 85 84 2.1.05 (X23) 53 48
1,2:d3 (X07) 60 61 2.1.05 (X26) 33 34*

(X09) 5° 49 2.1.07 ( 1o8) 49 .51
(X19)

1,2.06 (X31)

' 69,

69

73

-70

2.1 '08#
2.1_09

(Y10)

(Y12)4

55

50

42

46
1.2.407 (Y11) 5'1 52 L1:10 (114) 53 49
1.2.08-,(Y18) : 79- 81 2.1.11 (Y20) '5g 57
1:.2.09 (Y19) ,57 62 2.1:12 (Y22) 77 50
1.2.10 (Y25) .t 44 2.1.13 (Z05) 63 57
1.2.11 (Y2'7) 75 74 2.1.14 (Z1l) .77 75

,(Y'33) 92 86 2.1c15 (Z14) 39 41
61.

1:2.13 (Z10) 56. 59 2.1.16 (Z29) 58 47
1.2.14 (Z13) 87 89 2.1.17 (Z30) 36 31
1.2.15 (Z17) 77 7.5 (234) 61 58
1.2.16 (Z21) 71 68 2.2.01 (X03) 52. 46
1.2.17 (Z26), 38 49 2.2'4)2 (X30) 80 78
1.2.13 (Z3t5) 77 81 2.2:03 (Y02) 87 86
1.3,01 (X04) 34 35 2.2.04 (Y24) 72 66
1.3.02 (X12) 83 86 2.2.05 (112) 54 48
1-.3.03,(X13)

t.3.04 (X24)
,41

43

42'

34

32.2.0q

2.3.01
(219),

(X14)

7,1

37

77

.30
1.3.05 (V2) 36 45 2.3.02 (X20) 45 42
1.3.06 (A13) 49 42 2.3.03 q35) 82 81
1.3.07 41'05) 65 '68 2.3.04 (Y01) 33 40
1.3.08 ri:06)° 73 2.3.05 (121). 77 85
1.3.09 (Y07) 58 ' 58 2.3.06 (Y32)... 87 90

*- 437 - A ,--
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TABLE .171 (Continued)

Item Number
Percent Correct

Item Number
Percent Correct

'Male Female Male Fernale

2:3.07 (Z01) 94 96 3.2.01 (X21) 71 66

2.3.08 (Z15) 86 93, 3.2.02 (X27) 61 i 61

2.3.09 (Z25) 71 76. 3.2.03 (Y16), 75 84

3.1.01 (X10) 44 54, . 3.2.04 0Y17) '64 70

3..1.02 (X18) 37 40 3.2.05 (Z06) 88 91

3.1.03 (X34) 89 86 3.2.06 (Z18) 74 76

3.1.04 (Y28) 96 91
3.1.05 (Y30) 60 63

3.1.06 (Y36) 52 37

3.1.07 (Z22) 55 . 43

3.1.08 (Z27) 52 55

3.1.09 (Z36) 49 46

TABLE i-2 . GRADE 8

Item Number

- :Percent Correct
Item Number

,fPercent Corrett

,Male Female Male Remale

1.1.01

1.1.02
1:1.03

1.1,04
1.1.05

1.1.06
1.1.07

1.1.08

1.1.09
1.2.01

1.2.02

1.2.03
1.2.04
1.2.05
1.2.06

t 1.2.07

1.2.08
1.2.09
1.3.01

1.3.02
1.3.03

1.3.04

1.3.05
123.06
1.3.07

1.3.08
1.3.09
.*

(X09).

(X24)

(X29)

(Y27)

(Y29)

(Y34)

(110)

(Z15)

(Z20)

4X14)

(X36)

(X38)

(Y11)

*(Y15)

(Y40)

(Z05)

(Z06)

(Z22)

(X04)

(X05)

(X26)

(Y08)

(Y22)

(Y24)

(Z04)

(Z19)

(Z32)

4

67

- 85

. 53

55

62

85

37

73

88

60

72

fi3

75

68

75

72

51

86

64

47

69

66

79

28

35

6)

64

4

.70

85

.57

45

71

81

41 .

4
89

44

73

6 '5

74

69

80

59

41

88

59

39

69

64

87

28

29

66-

68

lt,

1.4.01 (X06)
1.4.02 (X07)

1.4.03 (X16)
1.4.04 (Y04)

1.4.05 (Y0.5)

1.4.06 CY06)
.1.4.07 (Z21)
1.4.08 ("430)

1.4.09 (7.31)

2.1.01 JX01)
2.1.02-(X10)

.

2 .1.03
,

(X11).

2 .1,.04 (X15)

2.1.05 (X17)"
. 2.r.06 (X19)
2.1.07 (X21).

.2.1.08 (X31)

.1.09 (X34)

2.1.10 (X35)
2.1.11 (X37)
2.1.12 (Y01)
2.1.13 (Y02)
2.1.1k (Y13)
2 .1.15 (Y18)

2 ..116 3)(Y2

2.1.17 (Y25)%
2.1.18 (Y26).

..,

.

8.1748 :

42

27,,...,_

54

33

42'
36

40

58
53

39

18 '

79

59

41

63

50

74

84

78

66

42

57

'49

83

'

.

76

46

38

33

62

38

45

36

47

47

34

28
'21

62

44

42

54

35

71

78

59

72

36

51

35

75

45,1
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TABLE J-2 (Continued)

Item Number
Percent*Correct

Item Number.
Percent CorrecE

Male Fepale Male Female

2.1.19 (Y28) 35 37 2.3.07 (Y14) 73 7.7,2..1.20 (Y30) 57 54 2.3.08 (Y20) 82 842.1.21 (Y33) 70 kl 2.3.09 (Z015. 81 832.1.22 (Y39) 51 40 2.3.10 (Z13) 56 542.1.23 (Z03) 57 40 2.3.11 (Z27): 81 852.1.2.14 (211) 64 64 2.3.12 (Z34) 36 33'2.1.25 (Z14) 37 35 3.1-.01 (X02) 80 63-1.1.26 (Z16) .72 78 ' 3.1.02 (X13) 41 302.1.27 (Z18)
2.1.2fi (Z23)

54 45

63
3.1.03 (X25)

3.1.04 (X33)
25

70

25'

592.1.29 (Z26) 58 50. 3.1.05 (X40) 37 272.1.30 (Z33) . "49 53 3.1.06 (Y03) 74 652.1.31 (Z35). 66 66 3.1.07 (Y09) 37 292.1.32 (Z36) 42 46
3.1.08 (Y12) 40 512.1.33 (Z40) 63 56 3.1.09 (Y32) 65 602.2.01 (X,08) 66' 64 3.1.10 (Y37) 51 44(Xf2) 53 49' 3.1.11 (Z02)' ' 76 64°22.0'3 (X22) 55 51 3.1.12 (Z09) 42 34'2.2.04 (X30) 38 31 3.1.13 (Z24) 61-2.2.05 (Yd6)

2,2.06 KY11)
49

66

39

73
3.1.14 (Z25),

3.1.15 (Z29)
43

78
19
782.2.07 (Y35) 63 70 3.2.01 (X20) 33 242.2.08 (Y36) 43' 47 3.2.02 (X23) 47 492.2.09 (Z07) 46 42 3.2.03 (X271 63 542.2.10 (Z17) '51 44 3.2.04'(X32) 50 532.2.11,i-Z28) '49 52 3.2.05 (Y17) 34 ' 38

2.2.12 (Z'39) 46 44 3.2.06,(Ya9) 39
0
342.3.01 (X03) 76 79. 3.2.07 (Y21) 67 822.3.02 (X18) 58 t- 59 3.2.08 (?38) 52 54

(X28)' 51 48' 3.2.09 (Z08) 60 582,3.04 (X39) 78 .74 3.2,10 (Z12) ,63 732.3.05 (Y07) 82 ,83 3.2.11 .(437) "33 23
2.3'1-06 (Y10) 42 29. 3.Q.12 (Z38) -,, 24 21

s,

JABLE J-3 GRADE k2

Percent Correct .

Item Number Male Female Item Number
Percent,Correct

Ilk'Female
"'..

. 1.i.01 (X04) 52
,
60 1.1.06 (Y06) 43 26

. i

,

1.1.02 (X05) 23 ,24 ,1.1.07 (Y08) 6,1 55?,..7
.,.

1.1.03 (X14) 69 68 1.1%08 (Y11)- 83 78
. .a

-. 1.1.04 (X15) 79 ,80
. , % 1.1.09 (Y22)* 47 37,,-

1.1.05 (i05) 46 38., 10 (Y23) 66 '5

411



Item Number ,

Perc&nt'Correct
'Male . Female

1.2.01 (X07) 40 45

1.2.02 (X10), 63 68

1.2.03 (X16) 60 57

1.2.04 (X19) 67 70

.1.2.05 (X30)
,

68 62

1.2.06 (X33) -52- 48
4

1.2.07 (X35) 48 44

1.2.08 (Y92) 84 87

.1'

1.2.09 (Y09) 57 46

1.2.10 (Yf4) 3; 25

1.2.'11 (Y21) 52 62

1.2.12 (Y28) .60 65

2.1.01 (X02) 49 51

'.. . A
2.1.02 ((X09) 46 37

,

2.1.03 (.X17) 72 62

' 2.1.04 (X18)^ 44 .,64

1.1.05 (X22) 60 70

2.1.06 (i23) 37 32

2.1.07 (X26) 52 59 t

. ,
1.

A.
2.1.08 (X27) 53 48

:

..
2,1.09 (X31)''

. ..

. .60* 34

. .. , .

2.1.10 (Y01)' - 46

2.1.11 (Y04). s 70 -62

2.1.12 (Y07) 78 71

2.1.13 (Y18) , 71 57

2.1.14 (Y26) .52., 50

. .

2.1.15 (Y27) 58 39

2.1.16 (Y33) 36 2:5

.
2.2.01 (X01). 68

," 69

Item Numbdr

Percent Correct
Male Female

2.2.02 (X13) 62 76

2.2.03 (X20) 67 67

2.2.04 (X21) 37 38

2.2.05 (Y29) 60 59

2.2.06 (Y34) 69 77

2.3.01 (X03) 70 46

2.3..02 .(x12) 80 67

2.3.03 (X29) 74 44
.

2.3.04 (X32) 61 ' 65

2.3.05 (Y16) 71 63

2.3.06 (Y17) 27 . '17

2.3.07 (t24) 65 63

2.3.08 (Y35) * 38

3.1.01 (X06) Al 58

3. .02 (X08) 84 91

3. .03 (Y03) 52 , 38

3. .04 (Y15) 49 53

3. .05 (YZ6) 60 45

3. .66 (Y31) 69 44 ,

-3.201 (X11) 51' 45

-3.2,01,2 (X24) 54 47 .

3.2$03 (X25) 69 46

(X28) 47 47

'3.2.05 (X34) 41 19

3.24.06.(Y10) 49 52

3..2.07 (Y12)

.. .

50 32

,

3.2:08 (Y1Z) 42 39

. 3.2.09 019)

'e

48 26

3.2.10 (Y25) 36 I 28

3.2.11 (Y30) 76

34

55

(Y32) ' 38
,

.. ....., ,' ,3.2.12

4440 -


